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PROTECTION FOR ROSES worst pest would be red spider. Providing you use a box of sand 
Our houses are too hot and dry to instead of putting it in soil we 

Some of the papers on rose grow roses unless we spray them. would merely let them get rooted } 

growing presented at the Annual phe only way to grow roses in and then move it to a good place 

Convention have been printed in your home is to have a little which is well drained, planting it 

Wisconsin Horticulture from Aieoye built out from your living in the soil and they will usually 
time to time and others will be in- oom so that you ean fill it with live over winter nicely that way, ' 
eluded in the Annual Report plants and thus get a great deal but I suppose as good a way as any 
whieh will appear soon. . of moisture thrown into the air. would be to use sandy soil. 

There still remains a portion of T will tell you a little about Mr. Moyle: Does that apply to 

the discussion, reporter's trans-  haising roses from. slips. At all roses? 
script too lenghty for the report home there are several of us havi Prof. Hottes: One man has prae- 

but altogether too good for the done it successfully. If you will tically a whole rose garden he has 
waste basket. There might aP- examine any atem of roses you propagated that way. 4 

Dear to be no necessity for this will see that at the bottom of this I would prefer a budded rose be- 

preliminary statement but we stem there are leaves that have cause the budded roses have strong- 
Want Our readers to take this 101 only three parts or maybe four or — er roots and therefore they always 
just what it is, a “give and take five and as you go up you have seem much stronger than the oth- 
round-table talk at the Oe these five or seven parted leaves er. The budded roses have larger 

tion. If more of our members until you get to the top where — yoots to start with and shoots com- 
could know how much of this you have three-parted leaves. ‘rigt Front Thee GES! ALWALS! INEBSY 
valuable talk goes on at our con. * The part of the stem at the tha stems are loncer al ure sa. 
ventions, so much of it that ean: the part of the stem at the top he stems are longer and are su 

2 with small leaves should be re- perior in every way. not be redueed to readable? 3 ; as , 
a e - - jected as being useless for a cut- I used to live in New York state matter for our paper, more 7 oan 7 Rare . . i . 

qwould ‘attend: ting. The florist makes cuttings where our conditions care pretty 
PROF. HOTTES: [. alw which have only two or three eyes, cold and where the trial grounds 

wae > aera always hut you in open ground eannot of the American Rose Society are 
dislike to start a talk by — poot ‘them sueeessfully from such and I believe they have the same 
apologizing but the whole subject short slips or cuttings. We have — roses that you have here. The list 
of rose growing has been covered found that the shoots are best just of roses from Minneapolis are the 
just enough so that Ido not know — when the flower starts to open and same roses we have and with us 
where to begin. I will leave the then use any part of the stem ex- there is no difference in the hardi- 
meeting open to you to ask cept the tops where that soft wood — ness. 

peop ha es Oe eat Per- is with the three-parted leaves. I Mr. Brown: The climatic line 
the wetiod of growing roses, would prefer to have a slip that is puts Minneapolis in with north- 

: : about six inches long in which you eastern Towa and southwestern 
something about telling the hake your cut with a knife. Don’t Wisconsin. We are in the same 

suckers of the root stocks. _ try to break it, make a clean cut. — line elimatically as Duluth. Mr. | 
T came all the way from Ohio Insert it in the sand or soil, deep Moyle is near the Lake and_ in 

to tell you about varieties of enough to allow one eye protruding the same latitude as Minneapolis. 
roses and T hear that you can’t from the soil. Don’t put it in or- Prof. Hottes: Under these con- 
grow roses because all the best dinary soil, at least mix some sand ditions my opinin of the hardiness 
ones: are 80. tender. Ul bet if I \ith ‘the soil, and after a short is worthless, because I do not know 
lived in Wisconsin I would keep time you will find the roots being about your climatie conditions. 
some of the choice roses alive. I geyeloped. When that happens Stadler: I am 40 years in that 
know a man who kept a Marechal you will find a little shoot starting business, and I have raised roses 
Neil rose alive; he covered it with to grow, providing you confine the in the old country. They have a 
a bushel basket, filled with straw, atmosphere. You ean make fifty better kind than here; they must | 
and covered the basket with a ang put in a soap box and cover it cover them all in the old country. * 
Toad of manure on top of that. If With a window pane or you can Here in Wisconsin we got to cover 
you protect them right you can jyake 2 or 3 and cover with a quart them ourselves. Some people use 
surely have more roses than jar to confine the atmosphere. too deep covering and some they 
rugosa. T would move away if T To protect it for the first winter. do not know the right way to cover 
couldn’t grow anything but at Columbus we always cover the them. 
rugosa. jars or boxes with corn fodder or Prof. Hottes: Do you think scil 

Question: Why do roses grown manure or anything to absolutely is a bad thing to cover them with’ 
in the house start to open and then — shade it for the winter so that no Stadler: Soil is the best. 
finally wilt away. rays of light get in to start this in- Prof Hottes: That is what [ 

Prof. Hottes: Of course we to growth too early and our little say. I take the soil out of my flow- 
do not exactly know what it cuttings always live over perfectly; er beds and cover them about eight 
is due to. I should think the they are well rooted. inches deep. I have my roses in
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beds about five feet wide; I take course he cannot grow them but we with us and [ should imagine it 

the soil from the sides and heap it can. would stand up here. It grows 

into the center then after the soil Prof. Hottes: Pink Radiance slowly with us but after the first 
is frozen get cornstalks and put and Red radiance are two of our few years the plants inerease in 
them over the rose tops. I use corn pest roses in Columbus. We ean Size. 
fodder rather than manure because — get the long stems and never have My favorite climbing rose is Dr. 
I find the corn fodder is heavier; I buds that do not open. A rose Van Fleet; Tam very fond of Tau- 
us all my garden trash to shade which is away up in populari- sendsehén but Lam mueh fonder 
this and if one ean shade the tops ty and is beautiful with us is the Of & new improvement of it which 
in our climate one prevents the al- the variety Ophelia but we find that has never faded. It is always a 
ternate freezing and thawing which — Ophelia fades too fast in our hot Yese pink. It is a new variety 
is the worst thing that harms roses — sun and so we grow Madam Butter- Known as Rosiere, produced by Mr. 
in the spring. fly, which is just a deeper sport Dick Witterstaedtter of Cincinnati; 

Mr. Brown: Have you got any of the Ophelia. Frau Karl Dru- It came as a sport from Tausend- 
of those short-tailed mice in your schi is a thing of beauty with us. sehon. 

country ? In my mind it is one of the most Paul’s Searlet is a climber and is 
Prof. Hottes: No sir. We live prolific roses in existence and the a wonderful searlet rose. 1 sup- 

in God’s country. bush has a habit of showing a nice pose when they cast another vote 
Mr. Brown: When we use corn little spray of green back of the for the most wonderful climbing 

fodder the mice come in and take bloom. When we have a rose show rose that Paul Scarlet may receive 
all the bark off of our roses. in Columbus, Ohio, there will be the vote. Silver-Moon is the kind 

Stadler: I will tell you how. at least SIX persons who bring in of rose people like who love single 
Lay them down, bending under the these Frau Karl Druschi that will roses; it is a pure white with a 
ground, and slant the next one in SU™Pass anything in the way of col- cup of golden stamens in the cen- 
the same direction and cover with © and [ think that that would he ter. ake Klizabeth Ziegler : if 
dirt. There is no mouse chewing. the one bush which I would have in you are interested in arose like 
In the spring the roses look just spite of the fact that Radiance is Dorothy Perkins but which will 

| as green as in the fall. a pink rose. After pruning I find blossom after the others are gone. 
Prof. Hottes: We have to be that Frau Karl Druschi to produce Exeelsa is one of the best climbing 

wi St “ these good stems must be pruned roses in existence. American Pil- 
careful in using leaves, because like a hybrid tea. In that ease I lar is the most popular climbing 
they will ferment and mold. T he get fewer blooms but they are worth rose in England. Duchess of Wel- 
corn fodder is loose and therefore taking to the rose show, and after lington is the most successful of 
just shades them enough, that they produce other roses later the Salmon roses. Hverybody has 

~ Lady: My euttings do not pro- in the season, when the other peo- been glad to pay $2.50 and $3 for 
duce the same colored rose that was ple have none. I always eut back the plants of Souv. Claudius Per- 
on the stock I planted as a slip. the strong shoots when they gct net. This has been perfectly 

Prof. Hottes: Are you sure? up high. I pinch back the top and hardy with us in Columbus and 
Are you sure you remember the they branch. Sometimes the growth everybody seems to be very much 
color correctly? We do not be- is so strong that it becomes vege- charmed with it. It has a black 
lieve that roses change much from tative instead of floral. I pinch eye when it opens. It is hardy 
the slip. Growers propagate thou- it out again at the tip about one- with protection. The Los Angeles 
sands of them and there might be half and by fall I am sure to get is no good in Columbus, although 

one in thousands that would sport. about four roses on each of those it is beautiful in Cincinnati. We 

Tf you had one of those it was very — strong shoots, and I can’t see why have never been able to get much 
rare and I think that some cuttings anyone wants their rose bush much — from it. It has a most wonderful col- 
grew and you looked at the wrong taller than 3 feet when they are in© or. Jonkheer J. L. Mock is a two- 

one. a rose bed and yet some of those color rose. It is an especial favorite 
I ean talk about roses but I do shoots will often grow very tall. of mine because it lasts longer in 

not know about your climatie con- T can’t use that treatment with the garden than any other variety. 
ditions. Might there not be some the J. B. Clark beeause it is too The flowers will stay on the bush 
question about roses that has no strong a grower and never produe- from one to two weeks without 
reference to the degree of tempera- es blooms more than once. dropping their petals. Lady Ur- 
ture! Mr. Moyle mentioned the Tu- sula is another successful pink rose 

Mrs. Strong: I would like to gonis. I think it is one of the most with Us. . 
have Professor Hottes give us some wonderful; it blooms in May in- , Question: In your climate, does 
names of desirable roses, because stead of June. Harrison’s yellow — it freeze through the protection? 
we do not all believe what Mr. is of course a good rose but Hu- Prof. Hottes: Yes, but the eov- 

Moyle says. Conrad F. Meyer — gonis blooms before anyone else has ering protects it from the sun in 
grew wonderfully for me and I am_ roses, the branehes are lined with the spring. Our soil is frozen 

a neighbor of Mr. Moyle’s. Of yellow roses. It does very nicely about six inches deep in the winter
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so that surely it would freeze largely. Now I want you to tell locations. We set our hearts on 
through the protection, but the them why this foreign stock is bet- them and our pocket books on them. 
protection keeps the sun from ter. There is more than one rea- There are locations in Wisconsin 
thawing it out so quickly in the son why they use this foreign stock where the soil is quite acid also 
spring. for the roses in greenhouse work. where there is more limestone soil 

Mr. Livingston: I have had a Prof. Hottes: In greenhouse than where I am located. : , 

good deal of experience with roses work the grafted stock is much bet- Prof. Hottes: © We have lime- 
in my garden. [ fill in the soil in ter for the first year and out of Stone soil and our rugosas look 
the fall and leave them that way doors it has a stronger root system Yellow. 

until the ground is frozen hard and for the first year and then in the Question: What is the best stock 
then the mice cannot get in and I greenhouse we feel that a grafted for budding tree roses? 
have had no further trouble with rose will be quite apt to be more Prof. Hottes: The stock most 

the mice. They cannot burrow in subject to black spot early _m ~~ commonly used is the rugosa. The + 
through that half frozen ground. the season because they are making Canina stock is used in England 

Prof. Hottes: That is when I too rapid growth. 1 do not know but it is not hardy enough here. 
put my protection on because I whether that is true out of doors. Can you handle the tree roses 
try to keep my ground frozen by Mr. Moyle: It is generally con- here? We have great difficulty 
the use of the cornstalks. It is a ceded that wild roses are more free with them. What about them, 
mistake to put the soil and cover- from root gall and other fungus Mr. Moyle. 
ing material on at the same time. diseases; they are more vigorous ‘Mi. Moyles Weveaw evow tiem 4 

Question: | Would you advise and therefore with the wild stock only as Ge dig them up and efoie 
propagating the Rugosa roses by they avoid to a certain extent the them in the cellar 
cuttings or seed? diseases on their own roots. Mr. Toole: I woul L like to ask 

Prot. Hottes: — Pretty hard. Prof. Hottes: I want to be fair apout winter weatl “ eaane 
+ the ayy ; Usually ss op : about winter weather conditions. 

Never had any luck. sually about this but it just looks to me ave varvi Sh ae cas 4 : . We have varying conditions as in 
grow them by seed except the Ru- that that strong growth from bud- “ae rm ee <n De ° : other states and from central Wis- 
gosa varieties and they propagate ded roses is the reason I like them. “ ahaa : d : . : . s consin northward a heavy snowfall 
these cuttings by having the plants Mr. Brown: What we want and Gut experieneé is that Gn thé 

in greenhouses in the winter. They here is a rose root that will stand > Dernee a8 ay . : . northern part of the state it comes | 
are rooted in pots. 20° to 25° below zero. syle ‘ - 2 i Boe . early enough so that there is very | 

Mr. Toole: How about root eut- Prof. Hottes: Well, I suppose — jjt¢}e freezing of the ground and * 
j - for « varieties ts ave i ne js a ardies + 7 ans - ec tings for some varieties? We have multiflora is the hardiest stock you stays so late in the spring that they 

moss roses that we are not able to can use. Rugosa is hard to work ean grow a great many. things 
ao"g a a ] . i _ 4 * me 

La aa pee by Feat cuttings. with. . where it is much colder than here 
Would tha work with the rugosa Mr. Moyle: wf _you can get where we have a lesser snowfall. 
roses ? some of these scientific men inter-  ] do not know whether there is any- 4 

Prof. Hottes: Any rose that ested in this hybridization and one here who has had experience 
suckers is supposed to propagate produce something that we ean up there but do you think that they | 
very well from root cuttings. - grow in Wisconsin without protee- could grow things there we could | 

Mr. Moyle: It is a continual tion your name will be registered jot grow here? j 
» » suckers yn » hi S ars of the le : * . 

ae . ep dow Ae , 9 eee AES Seen ane Prof. Hottes: 1 imagine those 
1} Tot. oa sat © . 2 tae mai it Wise: for me + warp the al ‘lity are the conditions they have around 7 

a in such great percentage in aE Ma Mowte Teo 4 a nk Auburn, New York. Where I am “ 
hio. oe ere Moyle. Wow not tunk “at Columbus many things are not | 
Member: I have had some hy- it wise to pass it up to Ohio; we hardy with ; that are hardy i | 

brid teas for several years and now do not need rugosas. I do think see a os nal ‘are’ hardy i” : 1 ther @ eAYOUE willeorne alone! THEGSA. Poses axe) Heantiful Gubsti New York state. Our winters are 
and then a sprout will come along. gosa roses are beautiful substi-  gyen in Columbus and the ground | 

Question: Do you have any dif- tutes for shrubs, for parks it is; Dn ed . ; 
é nei ‘ 2 is not frozen for any length ol! 

fieulty in telling the suckers from  scmething neater than the wild rose ; : : 

the regular rose? and has beautiful flowers, ‘That Tt ‘will. (be all thawed out ¢ le regular TOse3 : aS; DEAMLIEU! HOWers: nar one day and frozen the next so 
Mr. Moyle: As a rule do you’ is a wonderful asset. that I should think. a eood Siow : : @ s \ 

prefer budded hybrid teas? What do you know about the ., wmiao j DA ae . a \ would be a good protection anil 
Mr. Hottes: This is a subject conditions rugosas like? They sow a de Shes : : there would be less danger from 

that causes more controversy than don’t do so well in Columbus, they their freezing out 
any other point. Advocates of look yellow. Why do they look ~ . : 
own-root and budded roses will yellow? =. ___ 
stick to their preference just the Mr. Moyle: It must be a condi- 

same as to their religion. Every- tion of your soil; generally speak- You are invited to send sugges- 
body has his convictions, and you ing, they are very successful in tions for the winter meeting pro- y 3 8, y y gp 
are just born with it or without it. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa gram. What have you? This 's 

Mr. Moyle: You are right, wherever you plant them, in trying an open market.
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them to cultivate and raise produce 
THE FLORIST’S PAGE to sell. They must also keep it in 

as near the original shape as it was 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curatory of Botany when it was used for a royal resi- 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. dence. It forms another one of 
Mt those outdoor breathing spots for 

. - the week-enders and is very largely 
EUROPEAN POTANICAL is a specimen of a bald -eypress patronized by the Londoners them- 

GARDENS (Taxodium distichum ) which may — selves. They make a trip through 
‘Conttwnea $e ' 1 199 be seen growing with its roots and the palace and see all of the old 

ontinued from August, p. ) several feet of its stem in the wa- time oil paintings and furniture 

The Lyon's gate entranee is on ter, as it naturally grows in the just as it was in the days when it 
the Kew road but the fartherest southeastern part of the United was used. The paintings are kept 
one toward Richmond. Coming States. up in the same manner and every- 
in by this entrance, the first notice- Although we made four or five thing is labeled with metal labels 
able exhibit seen is the rose gar- separate trips to the Kew Gardens, just as it is in Kew Gardens. It 
den. This is maintained in a we do not claim to have seen the would seem as if they had tried to 

sunken area that was made from whole of the two hundred and make a rival of the Kew Gardens. 
an old gravel pit and is planted” eighty-eight acres, but we do ap- There is a wonderful avenue of 
with rambler and wild” roses. preeiate the fact that such a won-  horse-chestnut trees about a mile 
Close by this is a botanical collee-  derful collection is available for in length, and it is called the 
tion of the leguminosae, or pod- the botanists of the world. The ‘‘Leafy Drive.’ When the horse- 

bearing plants, some of whieh are English people themselves seem to chestnuts are all in bloom, it is 
the brooms, gorses, the honey lo- take a great deal of pride in the quite a sight for the Londoner. 

eusts and black locusts. In this garden, and many of them know They have made better use of the 
same neighborhood is a refresh- the plants by their scientific water here than they did at the 

ment pavilion and in the neigh- names, as we discovered while Kew Gardens; they have estab- , 
borhood of that is a pergola of listening to their comments. lished culverts and take the water 
vines and wisterias, a collection of While the Kew Gardens are the for the canals from the Thames | 
horse-chestnuts and maples. Across main botanieal gardens of Eng- River at high tide periods. The | 
the pagoda vista is a great assem- Jand, there are of course other ™aim canal is nearly a mile long | 
blage of trees and shrubs belonging gardens worthy of mention—the #2 there are two side laterals that 

to the Rose family, The Rose  dinborough Gardens in Scotland Wind about the ground. On these 
family is one that has the largest and in London. itself there are C#nals may be seen swans with a | 
number of shrubs and trees in it. three or four fair-sized botanical CYghets swimming around among 

Besides the roses themselves, there gardens. One of these is the South the water flora, such as the lotus 
are cotoneasters, hawthorns, spi- Kensington Garden, which is near- i wate ay, The vias pepe 
raeas, erab-apples, mountain ashes oY » hear 7 ¢ . central upstairs window of the , 

peaches, air plums and smal- ae tha eeu ah bonien tae i Hampton Court Palace is wonder- 
ler shrubs. The western boundary Kensington Garden the planting is fully pleasing as one Jooks down on i 

of the Rose family area is made by more on the conventional type. this long canal and midway between 
the holly walk, Practically. ever one of’ thé eat the palace and the beginning of | 

There are two gates that give — tles that are used by the royal fam- the eanal one sees a fine fountain 
entrance to the Kew Gardens from jly have their own botaniea! all bordered around with day lilies. 

the Thames River, called the Brent- garden, and in some of these places Besides the usual plantings of an- 
ford and the Isleworth ferry gates. one can see even better examples nuals and perennials in beds. 
Near the Brentford gate are col- of rock gardens than he can at the there is a hedge of box, enclosing 
lections of elms, poplars and birch- Jew Gardens themselves. There the Old World Gardens, whieh is 

es. Just inside the Isleworth fer- was an especially charming bit of —YC'Y wonderful with its statuary 
ry gate is a collection of conifers, yock garden work at the Windsor #4 floral layout. 
pines, spruces, firs, yews, and so Castle. Another old eastle that is In a hot-house near the Old 
on, The most attractive feature in jot used now as a royal residence World Gardens, may be seen 
this neighborhood is the lake. This and has not been used since the very old and large vine which pro 
is a body of water about four and time of George IV, is Hampton duces hot-house grapes. The sep 
a half acres in extent, which was (‘ourt Palace. Most of the Amer- erate bunches of fruit of this vine 
excavated in 1851, It is filled from jeans who visit England go out to are sold once a year at auction. T° 
the Thames River by means of see the Hampton Court Palace. is conducted by the King, for th» 

two culverts at times of high tide. The palace and its grounds were benefit of the orphan asylums 0° 

Here may be seen hardy water- eiven to the retainers of the King England. At this time a separat: 
lilies and marsh or swampy plants. who had taken eare of this ground — bunch of grapes will bring as muec’) 

One of their favorite show pieces for centuries. It was given to as five thousand dollars. © No ve:
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riety of grapes will mature in the ly very sordid lot of property. slightly under his naughty little 
open in the British Isles, therefore One would find it quite impossible ‘‘tummy’’ and carries off, to 
all of their grapes have to be to attend just the important horti- where-for what? 
grown in hot-houses. Many peo- cultural shows and flower shows in Then, after his nightly travels 
ple, in fairly ordinary cireumstanc- England during the summer time. around the garden, Mr. Hoptoad 
es, have their own greenhouses at- One man, whom we met, Mr. digs himself in among the lark- 

tached to their dwelling and raise Thomas Stevenson, Director of the spurs, an almost invisible clod him- 
their own hot-house grapes. While Lowe & Shawyer commercial flow- self, but with a very lively tongue. 
they are large and fine, their flavor er growers, had been doing a great Then I go down the row to in- 

is not so superior and hardly equal, deal of lecturing at these shows, Spect my cabbages, and find snug- 
we think, to some of the Californi- but found his commercial work be- gling under a protecting Savoy, a 
an grapes, but the prices they com- coming too pressing to keep up the darling blue-eyed Speedwell. How 
mand are certainly greater than lecturing. There were plenty of Td like to hear the story of Its 

any of our own grapes. Just an other other lecturers to take his travels | And how did the dainty 

ordinary price is half a crown a place and most all of this leeture little Searlet Pimpirnel, — Poor 
pound (about seventy cents in our work is done gratis. Even the Man’s Weather-glass,—come to be 
money). museum men told us that they Playing barometer among my Mig- 

The English people are very Were well paid for a lecture when ppt Here af ie te ad 

strong for their week-end recrea- they got the equivalent of five dol- ae ie anaeke GE Me eer ae 

tion, and on Saturday and Sunday l#ts. (70 be continued) wl aa Alon Silt omihion’t the. Hampton Court. Palace is eo shore unt pumne lama —— 2 

swarming with the citizens of GARDEN LORE, BY A GAR. ' “Vek nol ee rc T kn . 
London. — As we walk to the edge DEN LOVER anos sues thine * unk mw 
of the palace grounds, we can see The following breezy bit of gar- r fa aa Kale and 
something of the boating on the den gossip is from a woman who . MS vad dows a MY One, fm 
Thames. There is’ an exeursion has the care of so many children the vavidiane 3 my life almost tp 
boat, a power boat, a single row-  ‘‘she doesn’t know what do do” wie Vase Pout as - a8) any 
hoat with seulls and all of the and yet finds time for a garden. social duties are cangerner. Isn't 
varied life of the River Thames. “Ts there anything so much fun af = ied Pl . fio t eee 
Many houseboats are also to be as having a garden? Eyen a poor tae fag te ee pein ed ee : 

seen and many clubs, where the — stick of a splotehy affair like mine. Sut Just et my friends Ue at fou 
Londoner spends his week-ends. that never can get itself planted me / . 

The consequence of those fine according to the plans that [ J hese lambs are required to aioe 
botanical gardens ean he seen all ‘pleasure’ myself with making cae ay ie uh eee 
over England. During the sum. (uring the frozen months. That's a tere te ruttons ah 
mer months, the succession of flow. “here you get the real thrills, the su tial tl ae tha a ain aed on 4 
er shows and exhibits is practical- garden! . nan ia , ee Ean Se Wwam ples "ane 
ly unbroken. The Royal Horticul- ., When F go out in the lovely sum- CMSPME PMS ; 
tural Society alone holds fortnight- Tse time, to pull weeds, T can see I laid out a plain little dress for 
ly shows, that is, every two weeks, little Mr. Ground Squirrel maraud- on wee jaa to put on the other 

and these shows are as large and la in the wild flower garden un- dank vives te raised such ca 
important as some of our annual der the cherry trees. He streteh- oo i NES O me saying "Aunt 
Aowes SHOWS in 4S -countiy, “(Nok SS) UP tall between the Cardinal Jeano, there is a ribbon that goes 

thi . cee aiken . flowers and the Solomon’s plumes, With this dress. It is perfectly only this, but in every city of any eae aero gina Ce bor the vy? 
size. in the country, one will sce his little Paws: Oly his little pit-a- Haga exeent for that bow! se horticuléural clube ‘ebastinie prize pat, and his little cheek pouches They are all tucked in their lit- 

exhibitions, We aeull ane Vee absurdly stuffed out with my cher- tle beds and sleeping— (they re so 

creditable show that was staged by rh seeds) and thrashes his funny Bood when they Fe aslcep |) fue the railroad employees at the city little tail at me. ; I ve inflicted some scribbling on 
of Tull, Eneland. There ther Then a dazzling Ruby-throat zips you, a should have a portable 

had a sort of a community garden ast Diy gor and hovers over the preter for thie: sake af ny 
such as we had in this country Searlet Bergamot,—then dashes Eviends) anébavss my day sore 
during the War, and thdee rail- away chasing a robber fly clear off or should be—, for I'm in for a 

road ” employees were “allowed the plantation. - stiff day tomorrow. — Wish I might 
plots of giound foe ermine their Then as Leaf Cutter Bee comes — 80 to Bayfield, but it is out of the 
parden truck and flowers.” The along—a sort of Oxford Gray little question this time. Maybe the 
flower show ik SIGE ai Bae buzzer, with tones pitched lower winter meeting will be nearer at 

t show was staged at one of and sassier than the honey bee, and hand. 
the buildings near the roundhouse — spoils my phlox blossoms by neatly T’ll owe you something if you 
and it certainly contributed its snipping out oval after oval, which wade through this before feeding 
share towards beautifying a usual- he grasps with his legs, bent up it to the bale, won’t 1?”
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Wisconsin Horticulture our programs and exhibits were — the meantime the secretary hereby 

too good to waste on the very asks in good faith for volunteers. 
Published Monthly by the slim attendance furnished by <Any one and every one who reads 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Madison and Dane county. It is this is invited to write the secreta- 
Geen Ore eR nee: true the local attendance has ty stating what he has to offer at 

———— been light for many years. Out the annual meeting to be held at 

Secretary W, Se BT Madison Wis. of a population of fifty thousand Kau Claire Nov. 18-19-20. 

10 Cee eee ele Toe in Madison at least one thousand If you have had success in any 
Potter. a day ought to view the Exhibits — line tell us, for that is the spirit ol 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, and two hundred a day attend the day. If you have encountered 
See ee eae cee etter Aes the exercises. ; Eau Claire with a difficulties come and tell us about 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act population of one-half that of them. There will be a place on the 

1918, , , authorized July 15 \fadison has promised us just program for you and some one 
piesa ane rates made known on ap- that and we have every reason to there to help you. . 

ee ee=xpect they will make good. You may think you have nothing 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society The ball room of the Hotel Kaa of importance to offer but if you 
wgnuel _jmembershin’ tee, phe | douar. Claire will be used as our conven will sum up your accomplishments 

price. to. Wisconsin. Horticulture, Send tion room and the Exhibits stag- for the past five or ten years you 
phe dolla to Frederic Cranefield, Secre- oq in the spacious lobby. In this may be surprised to find that you 

aeremit by Postal or Express Money Or. way We will all be under one do know something that you can 

Wrepbed OF Ain thed ie anne MAtely If poof all. the time. swap for something the other fel- 
checks accepted. The general plan of the fruit low knows. 

Postage stamps not accepted exhibit will be quite different The secretary is optimistic. Of 
—— from that of past years. No two thousand members there must 

W. A. Toole, DrOAAG AR cue su BRREDOD premiums will be offered for be one per cent who are willing to 

Brave vaneh, Vice-Tresident...Sparta plates of apples. Only two hun- take a chance that they will break 
UPer oes eee eeeee veeeeesss Madison cred dollars in cash prizes will be even on this proposition, that they 

————— offered for fruit. Trays may or will get at least as much as they 

a ee may not be used as the superin- give. Any horticultural topic will 
President, Vice-President. and Secretary. tendent of exhibits may direct. be considered, commercial or ama- 

a, Eopkerm Bnding December, 2927, Pour silver cups will be award. eur. Who will be first? 
Win sereiter nisi in vam ote ORL ARES ed on fruit and two on flowers, to a 

For term Ending December, 1926 be suitably engraved. Cash pre- 
J. F. Hauser.................:.Bayfleld) miums (not less than last year) THE STATE FATR 

RE Seat ere OAS wena Will be awarded vegetable exhibits. s, , . . - 
N. A. Rasmussen......-..--.---Oshkosh At least fifty bushels of ap Dles ‘ 0 far a8 we are concer ned it 

For Term Ending December, 1925. 2 3 : PI consists of the Horticultural build- 
M. B. Qofeaertsrerrss++ + Sturgeon Bay _ be pubchased for demonstra- ing, the County Exhibits building 

James Livingstone...” Milwaukee WOH PUPPOSeS. cspairanms Bs and the dining hall. The taxi-cab 
. J. Moyle ...............Union Grove ‘The competitive feature is not stand may also be mentioned. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS eliminated — only — changed in The exhibits of the various divi- 
W. A. Toole J. E. Leverich character. . _ sions of the State Department of 

redere ‘Craneleld Save apples only in peck or Agriculture including Dr. Frack- 
== hosel lots and only a ae er’s were housed in the ‘‘Eduea- 

varieties not to exceed ten, ion” building formerly the 7 
THE ANNUAL CONVENTION apple premium list appears on nelle Va thes. Arata 

The Annual Convention or back cover. At last! Superintendent Ras- 
winter meeting will, as previous- _ mussen broke open the north end 
ly stated, be held in Eau Claire of the Horticultural building and 

Nov. 18th-19th-20th. This is the THE PROGRAM added a tent. At that there 
first time in twenty-four years . . wasn’t enough room. The build- 
that the winter meeting has beea As stated in a former issue the jing was packed with high class ex: 
held elsewhere than at Madison. long standing policy of paying ex- hibits, in quality the highest ever 
The move is in the nature of an penses of those who were invited to shown in thirty years, which is 
experiment. If it works out all take part in the proceedings at con- ag far back as our experience goes. 
right we will select some other ventions has been revoked by the There would seem but little op- 
up-state city next year, if not we Board of Managers. portunity for improvement in qual- 
will come back to Madison. Those Tn the opinion of some members ity and certainly none in quantit. 
who favored the change argued this leaves the secretary ‘‘up in until a larger building is erecte:l 
that Eau Claire, Green Bay or the air’’; won’t be any program, but ample opportunity in other di- 
any other place than Madison ete., ete. Maybe not. And then rections. This subject is discussed 
would draw larger crowds; that again, maybe. Time will tell. In elsewhere in this issue so why re-
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THE BAYFIELD MEETING write to us and tell us about IT CAN BE DONE 
% them. This will give us some 

This was the st summer; . ; or - 
meeting we have wet toe many idea. as_to :what is wanted. We motel et eddeebhe leugth on 
years. Sounds familiar but none have had several requests for this present and past methods of ex- 
who has attended meetings for department, and Oy ee BO hibits of fruit at conventions and 
the past five or six years but will ing fo try to make 1b; and analey fairs mainly a- criticism of 

agree. Abie, 800d one. : res ont methods. Such ‘criticism 
The program” was _ rather we ball try to bring together Will be of little or no value un 

narrow in range but it seemed to the, various distels. in ‘Wisconsin less fortified by some su FESSLIONS 
exactly suit the audience. The Bile devoted to ‘commereia! for im rovement. mee 
local attendance was good and horticulture _ We will try to have In nee first place T have no 

close attention was paid to every the growers in, the Kiclapno dis: thought of “the ‘elimination of 

speaker. " Teigh On aneang ferme wail: the premiums or rides the com reti- 
Many thanks are due the Bay- fOr mn the Bayfield district. io feature ““ ' 

field Township Community Club The exchanges OF opurions fas to Even if we set up as an ideal a 
for use of their community club methorls of getting: the most out surely non-com setitive exhibit 
auditorium and many, many more of horticulture may help to make Be intended to he wholly educa. 

to the women of the Community Shis| ‘state swat it should be, Wy tional and attractive aectlietiéal- 

Club who brought food for the commercial area composed oi ly we would find it very difficult 
hungry, appetizing, substantial several groups Worle me to reach this goal at least with- 
food, all you wanted and lots left harmony with each other. We out meat ox nce ‘until we ean 

over, a regular meal, Want You te feel free: to disenss ehatee ‘the ‘weit of thought of 
Breezes were blowing aeross %° problems through this de- fruit arowers <0 us to commapaud 

the Channel Thursday “morning partment with people who have to ie ideale “_s 
but not too strong to disdewiaee had the same problem and have Nor do 1 believe shat Hie alin 

the visiting horticulturists from solved AG : jiation of com setition is either 
taking the boat trip among the The long winfer months Aare desirable or neceasa ky? to meet 
islanda,-= exeepting only ‘two: coming. They are the months the onds sought BR’ 

Thursday afternoon was spent when we start thinking about Let ns then have competition 

in visiting Mr. John Hauser’s what's to take place during the but let's modify it: a akatitate 

flower farm as well as exploring Ext BLOWING, (Season, Lon will tro sifes! for eale SPATS In 
various berry farms. So a probably have a lot of interest- E i Non o antvice thin os the 

pleasant time was had by all ing thoughts. If they are inter- alice “a New aid I " son 
" : esting to you, they will probably  t@blshed’ poney anc am con- 

a be interesting to someone else. fident it serves to create a deeper 

If they are questions, send them and more lasting effect in improv- 

COMMERCTAL HORTI- in. If we do not know the answer ing the character of exhibits and 
CULTURE we will find out what it is. The imterest in the produetion of high 

We are going to try to fill a  @nswers which you will get alia pending thet da al 

long felt want by devoting space through us will not he based on DIV ve as ane aaa woth i 
in. WISCONSIN HORTICUL. Suess-work, they will be the facets pr vaine b A eual ane ti oe 

TURE to the problems of com- in the ease drawn ivoTt the most aaa a " : earin on The 
mercial horticulture. We want "Hable sources of information to techy val sther eS ead . 

it to embrace all the phases of which we may have access. Tanad 7 bon is les awa ai 0 bre , : - - ., signed ribbon is of lasting value. 
commercialism; planting, g@row- All right, now. What is it? Changing the character of the 
ing, cultivation, spraying. Fertilizer, cultivation, harvest awards from eash to trophies is 
harvesting, marketing, and last ig, pruning, thinning, spraying, one thing but not the big ere 
but not least costs. dusting, packages, marketing va- What I want to see is ve chanae 

In order to do this we must Tetes, or what is it? We shall in the character of the ‘Exhibits 
have material which will be of  @!so print articles from. outside ¢ chavive ‘that will L believe hely- 

interest to the commercial man, Sources which we think will in- evaiviody T want aii oxhibit o 
and we do not feel that this ean terest you, but if this commercial apples for example, that mean 

be done without the help of some department is to be a going con- something more than that Joh 
of the men themselves. We might cern which will pay dividends on Jones found in. bis: orchard. & 

publish material which we think the investment, you commercial Dweheas apples Br # tray 0 | 
would be of current interest, and 8TOwers are going to have to help Hyehess superior to any that Mv. 
then have a dozen letters come in 0 make it so. James Smith could find in his 
telling us Lae ee Hang ee orchard, these apples shut otf | 

was very uninteresting, And so from any close inspection by th: 
our first request is that all people Did you receive the letter we — public ‘by railings or othe: 

who have commercial problems sent you about your membership? barriers. “I want an exhibit tha
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will serve to increase the sale of |The great vases of tea roses, the trees. That, at present, is our only 
apples by aecquainting the con- corsage bouquets and all the rest. salvation, to catch the hold-overs 

sumer with the desirable qualities Such a spectacle is worth while. some of which will be very much 
of the different kinds; an exhibit But and again But; is it enough? in evidence early next spring on 
that will increase the desire to Cannot something be done to the trunks and larger branches, 
grow apples for the apple’s sake teach us how eut flowers can be — sticky, exuding cankers, others 
if you get what I mean. In other used to advantage? The table will not be so evident. If we 

words an exhibit that will be of decorations help, a little, not could catch all of them as well as 

yalue to others than the ex- much, but there are other ways the ones in our neighbors orehard 
hibitors as is now the case. to use flowers in the decoration we would be free of blight at 

TI want the exhibit staged in of our homes. The florists know once. In the meantime let’s do 
such a way that every one may — best what their ways are and are the best we can and don’t be 
approach the fruit, see, smell, the ones best fitted to teach us. scared. The blight like the poor 
handle and taste it. It can be Must amateurs force it on them? is always with us, always” has 
done. I want signs, real signs It ean be done. been but we have kept right on 
that tell the truth in the fewest In conclusion it should be stat- growing apples in spite of it. 
possible words about varieties. TI ed that this and previous articles To the scientists who are study= 
want the fair or association stag- state the personal opinions of the ing blight we say, ‘‘streneth to 
ing the exhibit to have a com- Editor and do not necessarily re- your good right arm;’? keep on, 
petent person in charge every — fleet the opinion of the society we will help you but please don’t 
minute of the day to answer management. These columns are view the situation with too much 
questions. It can be done. open at all times to expression of — alarm, warn us but don’t frighten 

As it is now exhibits are of but opinions by members or others. us, we have heart trouble. 
slight value to the exhibitor and Freperic Craneririp, Editor. 
of practically no value to the con- ee 
suming publie or the grower who a 
does not exhibit. It can be done. vasrys a COMING! 

All of this applies to flower vee sesh ENS \ friend who formerly lived in 
ang vegetable exhibits equally The apple growers of Bayfield Wisconsin and is now in Virginia 

a county are pretty well discourag- writes: The Garden Club move- 
Mrs. Strong has led the way at ed over the blight situation but ment in this state is a joy to ob- 

the state fair. Her department there is really no occasion for serve. All the small towns have 
this year although it lacked ade- such decp discouragement. They Garden Clubs; which means larger 

quate SIGNS) VAS. the only really look upon it as a sudden visita- flower gardens, flower shows and 
educational exhibit in the hortieul- — tion, devastating in its efforts garden interests. The states all 

tural building. The flowers were — from which the orchards will over the country have them and 
vrouped as annuals, perennials, never recover, Not so. Some of the Garden Club of Ameriea 
bulb stock, ete., and Mrs. Strong the trees up there will look worse whieh includes only a few from 
was on the job every hour of every than the kid who has lost about each state has 68 clubs as mem- 
day to answer questions, to en- half of his milk teeth after the bers. Wisconsin and Madison 

courage the home owner who has — blighted branches are cut out next — seem a little behind in the game.”” 

only a serap of land to grow flow- — spring but like the kid the tree will Yes, dear friend, we are behind 
ers, to help the ones who have gar- grow and 2 or 3 years henee you jy the game not a little but 
dens over the rough places and ina would never know _ there had geveral scores. But we are eom- 

thousand other ways to instil in been any blight. This is no jing! We have been planning for 
the hearts of people the love of — sudden visitation of Nature drop- years, watching plays and taking 

lowers, At the same time every ping out of the sky on Bayfield notes. When the W. 8. ILS. gets 
hit of work she was doing helped orchards. The blight has been jn the game, whieh will be very 
the professional growers across there for years awaiting the com- goon, dust will fly. We will give 
the aisle, Rich and poor alike bination of weather conditions — Vireinia as well as the conserva- 
lave flowers and buy flowers an and growth best fitted to its most tive eastern states a run for their 
pants. rapid development. It will of money. Out here is ‘* Where the 

In floral exhibits we need the proceed in 1926 with the inten- West Begins.”’ We are coming! 
gorgeous, beautiful flowers and sity of 1925. It will subside. 
floral creations such as shown at There is neither sense nor reason go ee 
the state fair this year by the in eutting out blight during the 
professional florists. We need growing season, we are all agreed We have a few surplus copies of 

every bit of it. It was worth go- on that. The dead stuff will be the 1923 Annual Report. We will 

ing to the fair to see that trans-  eut out next spring and in doing send a copy to anyone who sends 
cendently beautiful wreath of so let’s hope, also, most of the the names and addresses of three 
lilies, the fountain playing on it. ‘holdover’? cases lurking in the — prospects.
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HORTICULTURE 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES win ea yaaa al seo anyway? The dictionary makers 
Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist wished it on the Latins, horti from 

Greek meaning garden and 
cultura to cultivate. We can't 

G : awa : . swallow it, neither the word nor 
TRANSPORTING TREES AND transporting trees or plants any-  *)"° , eS Sa 

> pa . ‘ ec : the story of its origin. That 
PLANTS where in the State of Wisconsin ry a . . 

are eovered by thé statitée. atid partly hidden reference to Greek 
Every summer there have been iTS © ie - oe lends plausibility to a theory we 

hundreds of aut biles driven by that surrounding states have passed have long held viz. and to wit.: 
canara cid 2 3 : al 1 andl of similar measures. The owner, Som ancient ver ‘ant ient Greek 
enengeveen ius | r other trees 1 vd therefore, has’ mo ‘authority’ ‘to feeding in his sande his mouth + 
shrubs that i ve - ‘Gi 5 Te Srant permission forthe transport- full of vomegrates ambrosia and 
the woods With the h - th ati. ing live iplants without the mspec: vickles athered , i a yed-hot 
fying th ir hn os es fi he. with ton, gerhheats: Other’ localities a sper’ by mistake and began to 
them. So1 reti nes th ay were ‘ hi . may suffer great losses by the ins hell » for help : ‘What neighbors 

ed fro "tl _— oy 6 Lar oe frodugiion Of sich organisms: heard sounded like : h-o teh e 1 

someti j Wella : vnitt, ] tt Express and | postal employees ulti hich translated me mnt 
100 ften tl he ot at "i se ' Uw. are not allowed to accept for ship- “bring me a nice cool drink xX x xX | 
fort : ti i rey ohn nes oral nmeENM- nent any nursery stock not bear- Heniiese a id don’t loit tron the 
ala ¢ Ewe, aie severe smears ine the inspection certificate. ennesc % a a aoet _ oe 

Attia thes Dp a see anes i at Tn an attempt to stop the tour- i ay # % UL ee lercone many ack these native grow ants. ; : : as pouTse i > ms 
Our s le * a a Ive Or Nes plants. ists from transporting trees and ‘ha ¢ 4 ne ates: tisk  aaly Yh 
ized the | go vanes fie trietiag shrubs on the running boards of | © outhtal as ays J 4 a try to 
Z0( le Importance of restricting the cars, the State Department of mout ul as ever, Jus ry a 

such plant movement and has pro- . say it over and over and see if it | vided. : vaaee nswants hae Agriculture has erected large loesn’t. § ls thine like T | 
Section. ting - vy eo hick signs along the roadside on all the — ‘ Mid tt Cneck ea ung tke 
reads. (2), which principal highways warning them  5@ OG ne il Focal horticultural 

“Tt ana be ainlawfal For _ against violating the state laws. | eee Ca * bl rome le if 
serso u ne aw u . GF fe Most trees and shrubs dug in the they te it fo start BS vathin 3 

pram " Fie eran pee anes « or slp summer months will not survive hike nate Ti 1 s iG ala ‘den 
a ssery or ~ premises : 1 ‘ Jus , arde ae 2 if ae : ie pretiiags the shock of transplanting, and ie ie ; us im n oe “a en 

st Li ha . sn Stockc unless such with the treatment that most tour- Club” and wateh em he nel 
stock has been officially inspected — jgts give them they have no chance chops. { 

on a sores a permit has at all. Once the roots dry out SE ' 
herei Pty ss by t le Inspector aS they are worthless. Why waste . . 
herein berore provided. the native landseape? SPRAYING THE BLACK RASP- 
Section 1494—1 (¢) “The t aces a . i 

HuTeeRY Stack ék a incl ‘d wall Anyone desiring to ship trees or = BERRY FOR ANTHRACNOSE 
—- shrubs st ue i; shrubs, will, upon application be- Q. In controlling the anthra: 

Feces minha Pe S, vines, ¢Ut- fore July first, be given an inspec- tlie, ‘black iaspbeivy tings, and grafts___-____and other, . et i per enose on the black raspberry, 
plants and plant produets for tion without cost, and if the plants whieh spray is the most efficient 

propagation.”” are found to be free from danger- lime-sulphur or Bordeaux? 
Hither everer - hardwood ous insects and plant diseases, a per- Ans. O is about aa eff 

‘Pens OF a vag ta a4 “infected will be issued for the moving of ti “Ans. tl . othe a ial R, i" fins 

with aeriGas t Tens dises ANTEC ‘k them. Single bundles may be "V6 2s the a lise : iphur bees ms 
. us Tungus diseases, such chipped to the State Entomologists recommend. Hime sulphur: Because’ | 

as the white pine blister-rust and pees arerana - ordinarily that is a little easier to 
the pObIHE eAnkees Gk thes 1 office, express prepaid, for inspec- Handle. ae 1eRRE Tt avaRdeenied & 
attacked by it Seo ete ney h ac the tion, and, if found clean, will be en e, ot ft thos } i HENCE ms ce" 

alii 6% Gi borers i the 1 1g Ihe forwarded to any address, express 2% ow ° Ay it 10 Mes ee | 
: : rers i » se. = ‘ a e, 0 th easier 10 

sects, without any visible ara te nt collect. On aceount of the white 18 ¢ aT ! lime aa ; 
Sees, WL any visible signs of pine blister rust quarantine no Pour one gallon of Time sulphur | 
injury in the early stages. In Ahi : . hi . into ten gallons of water than to | our control work with the San J white pine can be shipped into take bl tril and'li iaais. | 

: : with the San Jose TIlinois, Michigan, Minnesota, and [@X@ Diue vitriol and time anc mx 
scale insect in the Southern part of + eke Sete se : up the bordeaux according to 

‘ . ; other states maintaining such quar- t : : ° e 
the State we found that practical-  aytines directions. It is advisable to add 
ly every, infestation could be trac- . a sticker of some kind, because 
ed to some plum or apple tree that oO raspberry canes are sometimes 
had been given away by some good Once understand the working glossy and the sprays do no 
hearted and well meaning friend. principle of things and there is no stick to them very well, so + 

It is for this reason that digging, uncertainty: the rest is mere de- sticker and spreader sometimes 
removing, selling, giving away, or tail. helps a little bit.
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A TREE CENSUS Boy Scout Tree Census, _________________, ----_______ 

How many trees in your city or (Name of City) (Date) 
village? Is it worth while to know?) ~ | - 7 - 
How may the count be made with- | 
out great expense? All of these 
questions and several others have | _-.---.----_--Street between_ and 
been answered in Madison The SSS 

Madison Forestry Association has Very | 
asked the common council to pass Large | 
an ordinance for the protection of | 
street trees, the ones standing be- - | - - 
tween sidewalk and curb. A 
count of these trees seemed to be Large | 
an essential feature of the program I 
but no means of accomplishing it | _ - 
seemed feasible until Mr. A. W. | 
Siemiers, chief of four hundred Boy Medium 
Scouts pledged their aid and with- I 
in a week the count was made with | 
no expense involved except for — | - 
printing the cards used by the | 
scouts in checking. Small | 

The count served at least two | 
purposes; it formed a basis for ar-  ~ : : - 
gument in favor of the ordinance Very | 
and more important the count in 
connection with newspaper notices Small | 
attracted the attention of the peo- - — _ 
ple of Madison to their trees, set 
them thinking about trees and Seout___--------------------- Troop -------------- 
that’s worth while hadditiatn —————————————————————— 

counting, block by block, the Scouts 
‘classified the trees as to size as We find this method makes a one gets about twelve quarts of 
shown by the eard. This was all far better quality than any other grape juice at a cost of around 
in a day’s work for the Scouts. we know of. four to five cents a quart. 

They were not forced to do it by Yours truly, As this method is so simple and 
their Scoutmaster, they wanted to Pau BRowNe. the quality so good we much pre- 
do it; they were anxious to per- . fer this way of making the 
form this service for the city, the ‘Wash the grapes and pick from article. = 

true Seout spirit. the stems, using only the firm, 
While we are not authorized to Whole, well ripened grapes. i 

speak for Scouts in other cities we Sterilize mason jars and tops 
have no doubt that they would 2d rubbets. One cup of grapes PROCEEDINGS 
gladly undertake the job. to a quart mason jar and add . 

. 34 eup of sugar. Fill jar with (Continued from page 9) 
——————— boiling water, put on top and, . eae 

ANOTHER GRAPE JUICH stand jar aside for six to eight ne ae ee ee 
RECIPE weeks. After that time you will 's of E. Cie . ty Follow. 

, find as fine grape juice as was 8TOWers OF B. ©. county. Bollow 
Bdifor: Wisconsuy Horticut- ever amade. ing discussion it was decided to 

ture: In the August number of The amount of sugar will de- hold the convention. at the Hotel 
Wisconsin Horticulture I notice a pend on how sweet one likes the Eau rou Hae ealiite #0 be 
receipt for making GRAPE drink as more or less may be ra in the lobby and mezzanine 
JUICE, and as many here make used. OOF. . 
this artiele by a much simpler In using it, it is well to add a The dates of the meeting were 
nethod I thought some of your little water to each glass and a_ fixed as Nov. 18th, 19th and 20th. 
readers might like to try it. little lemon juice, which, to The secretary was authorized to 

On a separate sheet I am en- many, adds to the flavor. prepare for exhibits on the 
closing the way it is made up A thirty cent basket of grapes following (tentative) basis: $100 
here and also in some other parts will make about twelve cups and for purchase of fruit; $100 for 

of the state. the sugar will cost very little, so trophies and $100 cash premiums.
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WHAT WE HAVE ALWAYS — 1 wish I could remember what it kept free from weeds by usine 
SAID is.” sulphate of ammonia. 

for veursewe fave enjoved cor. Now here comes our good friend Seed with Kentucky bluegrass 
Fespondence with one of our Mil- Chas. Uhlik of Zion, I, sending and redtop, four pounds of the 
waukee! sienibers, asking! and an- his dollar for renewal of member- former to one pound of the latter 
gwering questions about the back ship. and,— the nuggett you were or substitute - one-quarter pound | 

yard ‘flower garden). ‘gossiping, ‘as looking for is in St. Luke 6th white clover for the redtop if pre 
oly gardeners aa NOt 86 jane Chap., 38th verse leaving it to us ferred. Rake lightly to settle the 
ago we dropped a card to “S.J.” to look it up. : seed into the soil and then cross 

about his‘astérs and ‘another about Give and it shall be given unto seed in’ the opposite direction, 
attending the Summer Meeting at 2243 good measure, pressed down, making a total application of five 
Bayfield. In reply he anya ay and shaken together, and running pounds of seed per 1000 squar: 
bait _ , ’ over, shall men give it into your — feet. This is a little more than , 

“Your two letters of July 16 bosom. For with the same meas- two hundred pounds per acre bui 
eps! foeWaxded TO iG Here. for LTS that ye mete withal it shall be is none too heavy. . 
which I wish to thank a fl measured to you again. The reason for using redtop or 
should like very much io attend 7 oe white clover with the bluegrass 1s |) 

the summer meeting at Bayfield, because paearaas s 4 ate \ 

but I don’t believe [I shall have = MAKING A LAWN IN Clover’ start quickly sand. will snishe: 7 ror are , ‘ mm r s 3 a } 
pean my work here by that AUTUMN cover the ground the first year : 

I have good news from home to Proper drainage of a lawn is while the bluegrass is getting un- 
the effect that my asters seem to Ye? important. It water stands denway. Usualtyat would be un- 1 
be doing fairly well. on the lawn because of surface satisfactory to seed with blue- | 

I wish I could devote more of grade or wet elay soil winter grass alone because the weeds } 
my time to the study and culture killing will often result due to nord get w before the bluegrass { 
of flowers, or fruits and vegetables. the lack of oxygen in a saturated eoul cover the ground. | Redtop 4 

My interest, of course, extends far soil. Level up the surface so it W ad a crewed Suk by, ih Hae 
beyond my back yard garden. But will drain easily and if necessary srass C uring the second or third 

I started life as an accountant and lay underdrains, aed four-inch year but white clover’ will hang 

auditor, and I suppose my living tile two and one-half feet deep on longer: On such Places ‘“ 
will always come from that source, with a drop of one-eighth of an grass Ww e S; tenis courts o1 pur. 

although at heart I would rather inch to the foot. A grade of one Ung’ greens: ‘white lover, will | 
be a horticulturist, both from the sixteenth inch to. the foot is safe stain shoes and clothes and is en- NI 

point of making a living as well if the tile is carefully laid. tirely too soft and slow. | 
as making a life, which after Soil should be as hear @ good Horticulture, Boston, Mass. 
all is the ony thing worth while. garden loam as possible and at —_ | 

The profit making element will jae, Mies inches ae, Tt 18 | 

always be the most important in a a hy F pa ere y improve KEEPING CIDER SWEET | | 
business, but it is sordid in most @ ‘@WH Dy regular and generous 
of its aspects. At any rate, it top dressings of sereened compost Cider ence more has become a 

seems to be less evident and less °° rotted manure but the heist popular beverage, after a period of 
emphasized in horticulture and time to get a good lawn soil is disrepute beeause so many 
floriculture than in most other while you are preparing the lawn owners insisted on having it 
Tines.”” and before you put on the seed. «hard.’? The younger genera- 

Very truly yours,—S. J. Good old fashioned stable manure — tion was long unacquainted with 
is still the best remedy for a poor — the delicious flavor of cider when 

OO soil. . it was sweet or had turned just 

THE GEM WE SOUGHT Whenever the soils are not enough to have a little tang to it, 
sour and where bluegrass is al- while remaining within the legal 

At the end of a long dissertation ready the common field and lawn zone of one-half of 1 per cent. 
on Society affairs in the July num- grass, the easiest and most sensible Cider was a difficult subject to 
ber we said :— thing to do is to sow a bluegrass- handle in years past because it al- 

“‘Here is another nugget but redtop or white clover mixture. ways insisted on ‘‘working’’ at a 

whether pure gold or merely mica Wherever the soils are acid and rapid gait unless checked by 
you may judge: If we expect to Rhode Island bent is growing some chemical _ preservative 
““oet’? we must ‘‘give.’”? May I naturally you may use any of the against the use of which a strong 
add, if you have already ‘‘got’’ finer leaved bents or feseues. and in most respects wis? 
you ought in common courtesy be There is a distinct advantage in prejudice had grown up. Cider 

willing to ‘‘give.’’ There is some- the use of these grasses, because ought to be a universal drink be- 
thing in the Seriptures about that, the lawns where they exist can bs cause of its wholesomeness, its
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A 1 Convention 
Eau Claire 

November 18, 19, 20, 1925 

Three day program, eight sessions, twenty or more speakers. 

| Commercial fruit growing, the small orchard, small fruits for 
the home and the market, raspberry mosaic, fire blight. 

Flowers, shrubs, and vines for the home; roses, gladioli, dah- 
lias, are some of the subjects that will be discussed. 

Roads will be good, weather will be fine, Everybody going. 

Big exhibit, fruit, flowers, and vegetables assured. 

delicious flavor and the ease with bottles with a seal to be pulled — blooms have lost their beauty—the 
which a supply may be made at tight after heating.—Horticulture. one is to leave the faded spikes to 
home. weaken the root stock by develop- 

It may easily be preserved ing a vast quantity of seed, a task 
from “working” and acquiring A DELPHINIUM FALLACY that is exhaustive in its demands 
the mule kick so well known to . upon the vitality of the plant, and 
the early settlers and their im- In the issue of Horticulture of the other is to cut the whole 
mediate descendants. It is now June 15th in the artiele on Del- growth, flower-stalks and herbage, 
bottled or ‘‘eanned’’ much after phiniums the usual suggestion is right away almost to the ground 

the manner of canned fruit and made to cut back after each flower- level. The loss of a plant’s foliage 
it keeps quite as well. Chemical ing season in order to promote new whilst still in full vigour robs it 
preservatives, such as the salicylic bloom. This is one of the greatest of its respiratory organs. 
acid, borie acid, formie acid, heresies in all horticulture and Moreover, in all herbaceous plants 

benzoie acid and sulphurous acid permeates practically all books it is Nature’s rule that as the leaf 

are not necessary. and articles on horticultural sub- naturally fades a proportion of the 
The good old apple juice fresh jects. The complaint is frequently nourishment it contains but no 

from the mill with all its bouquet made that _Delphiniums are short longer requires shall return to the 
and fresh flavor needs only to be lived, particularly the named va- rootstock to be stored up in the 
sterilized to become as healthful rieties received from abroad, and crowns from which next season’s 
as the apple itself. To keep the the chief reason for this is the growth shall emerge, thus forming 
cider all year and have it as fresh treatment of the plants after flow- a reservoir supply of nourishment 
and delightful in spring as in fall, ering. |The proper procedure is to meet the needs of the young 
put it on the stove and heat it to set forth in the admirable booklet shoots until new foliage shall suffi- 
the boiling point. But do not let which is being distributed by Hor- ciently develop to absorb nourish- 

it boil. This slow heat usually is _ ticulture, ‘‘Delphiniums and How ment from the atmosphere. To cut 
ample for sterilization. It should to Excel with Them,’’ by that wn- away the foliage whilst still in full 
then be bottled hot, the bottles excelled horticulturist, A. J. Mae- vigour consequently robs the plant 
being sterilized. Placed in a cool self. The following are extracts of the food store that will be re- 

place it will keep as well as any from page fourteen of that book- quired in early spring. Plants that 
other fruit juice. It has been let: are thus cut down before their time 
preserved by the  ecold-pack One of two grave mistakes is will generally make a desperate ef- 
method successfully, using patent often made when the Delphinium fort to retrieve their loss by send-
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PATENTED AVG.13, 1907 gs TREES + SHRUBS : VINES: PLANTS 

y Everything in orchard trees; fruit trees, garden ry thing g 
plants and vines; windbreak and woodlot trees; 

NV evergreens, shrubs and trees for lawn 
fio. fr0.2 Fio.3 planting; hardy flowering plants and 38,7 L ‘ oe in all cL 

JMUNDERWOop ses. Reliable District Dealers in a BLY 
B e rry B oxes FOUNDER sections of the North-central states. EM eaCE 

1868 Write for Northern Planter’s Guide (free) Jee 
Crates, Bushel Boxes THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY 2. 
and Climax Baskets R. D. Underwood, President AK 

1500 acres Lake City, Minnesota 

As You Like Them ———— SSS SSS SSS 
w fi the Ewald i ew sl 3% : nei Bare manniecture: he. Bveld ing up new shoots and producing a 

wood veneer that give satisfac- new array of foliage, very often 
Oe eae aD he cea tate the second growths even throwing terial in the K. D. i load lot rt in eee es eee | lite Aowarae The Hawks 

carry in stock 16-quart crates ail : . oe 
made up ready for use, elther for So common an oceurrence is this Nursery 
Srder too small or too large for - nny erowers deliberately BM 
us to handle. We can ship_the down their plants in summer with m 

folding’ boxes and Sromptness 2: the sole object of inducing second Co pany 

escentlal jn, benaling fruit eng flowering late in the season, but 
large discount for early orders. this practice is so detrimental to 
A postal brings our price list. + ss , ; + sae 
Caimiberland Frait. Pack the health and vigour of the plants are in a position to 
‘umberlan ruit Package that it should only be allowed in furnish high grade 

Company the case of plants the grower is ll 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. not anxious to preserve for stock Nursery Stock of a 

or for a further year’s growth. kinds and _ varieties 
The proper treatment after flow- suitable to Wisconsin 

TO _ ering is to cut away the flowering a oth th 
stem just far enough below the bas- aD : over’ northern 

Se oe al flower-stalks to let the end of districts. 
Soe eee ti“ the remainder of the stem be hid- . 

il Pick a oy den by foliage-—Horticulture. Will be glad to figure i ee on your wants either 
Y ee ieee es 2 

. aia in large or smal] quan- 
ITER @ dUTE s ape QUITE SO! QUITE’ SO! tities. 

enema anagem 5 A country editor, having work- 
ed hard for thirty years, retired 

One of the pretty Corners we with $50,000 capital. He explain- Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
have helped create. nilac £, yar ed as follows: 

. . “T attribute my ability to retire 
The circular we will with $50,000 to the fact that T |. ———————————— 

be glad to send you worked very hard and saved every WISCONSIN NURSERIES 
shows some of the lead- cent—and to the death of an uncle Our Motto: 
ers in Fruits and Orna- who left me $49,999.50.” Give oote ihetr' sold. and. knavesithelr 
mentals for this cli- whet fortunes purdles rise and fall; . ee 8 mate in colors. Send —— Or plants tree ts" more than al 
for yours Comparatively few men are able At it Twenty Years. Catsez lic awe 

to stand on their own convictions: asking. 
, but they all are willing enough to W. J. MOYLE & SONS, 

} sit on somebody else’s! Union’ Grove, Wis: 

aaa” ee = SS 

“The only people who Fail are ONE DOLLAR 
The Coe, Converse & Edwards those who take a Sedative and go | 

Company to sleep on the Track when they Buys this space for one month. 
NURSERYMEN see Trouble Coming—Elbert Hub- Ten Dollars for a year. Try it. 

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin bard.
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ANNUAL CONVENTION | 

: : | 

| 
| 

(i Be , : 
Bes ie 

LABORATORIES AND GREENHOUSES, BOYCE THOMPSON INSTITUTE AT YONKERS, N. Y. | 

BOYCE THOMPSON INSTI- the most able of scientific workers. the study of economie insects. ‘To 
TUTE As its Director the Institute is for- try to outline the scope of the In- 

. . tunate in having Dr. William — stitute’s work in a small space 
Philanthropy which means prog- Crocker. On the staff are such em- would be as absurd as trying to 

ress in some direction is always jinent men as Dr. Coulter, formally crowd the State of Texas into the 
praiseworthy. Colonel William of the University of Chicago, Dr. boundaries of Rhode Island. The 
Boyce Thompson, a western pio- }, K, Denny, and numerous other results of the work are of impor- 
neer, a retired Army officer, and a men of ability. The Institute not tance to florists, gardeners, or- | 

lover of nature ’s wonders has en- only strives to find the fundamen-  chardists, and grain growers, ama- 

tered the lists of men who have {als of plant growth within its own teur and professional. 
given that more might be learned walls, but it cooperates with other If it were possible at this time to 
of these wonders. He has endowed experimental stations. It tries to describe the wonders of the interior 
the Boyce Thompson Institute for find out the things that we need to of the laboratories it would be weil 
Plant Research to the extent of six know in order that we may be more worth while. The cut of the labo- ' 
million dollars. suecessful in ‘‘plant agriculture.’’ ratories and greenhouses in this 

The Boyce Thompson Institute Some of the interesting problems issue of Wisconsin HorticuLTureé 
was founded and endowed in the which are being given attention is printed through the courtesy «f 
belief that ‘‘the knowledge of the are: the relation of plant growth Director Crocker, and shows the 
fundamental principles of plant to lights, chemicals, and tempera- start of a huge quadrangle of labo- 
life will make the broadest possible tures; the study of plant diseases, ratories which will be the seat cf 
contribution to the future welfare which includes the long neglected activity for the three hundreil 
of mankind’’. It is located in study of diseases of ornamental acres of experimental grounds 
Greystone on the Hudson, Yon- plants; the conditions surrounding which is hoped to be realized in the 
kers, New York. It is equipped seed germination; the relation of future. 
with the finest of laboratories and gases to plant development; and This is a step forward in this
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FRUIT, FLOWER AND VEGETABLE EXHIBITS 

age of complicated plant culture. PROGRAM 
The results of the work in the In- Annual Convention State Horticultural Society, to be held at Eau 
stitute are put out from time to Clai : 7 nan tat dec 

. 3 : . ‘ aire, Wisconsin, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, November 18th, 19th 
time in press bulletin form and 420th. 1995.” 
such of them as are of interest to °" ’ “ 
our readers will appear in Wiscon- Hotel Eau Claire, headquarters. a 
sin Horticuurure. “The week before Thanksgiving”’ 

Dr. L. R. Jones, of the Univer- The following program is subject. to revision. No less than is here 
sity of Wisconsin, is one of the offered, probably more, will be given. 
Trustees of the Institute. 

WEDNESDAY FORENOON 

. 9:30 O’eloeck 
A 

ROSE BUGS (1) Greetings—Mayor of Eau Claire. 
We have with us, always, aphis, (2) Introduction of Delegates from Minnesota and Illinois Societies. 

green or greenish ‘‘lice’? which (3) Flighty Vistas Around the Home—C. E. Carey, Professor of Land- 
cluster on buds and the newest scape Gardening, U. of Minnesota. 
stem growth. No use trying to (4) Diseases of Ornamental Plants—Prof. R. E. Vaughn, Div. Plant 
poison them; they don’t eat, they Pathology, U. of W. 
suck, Hit them with tobaceo ex- (5) Variation in Tree Growth—Dr. R. HI. Roberts, Dep’t Horticulture, 
tract, ‘‘Black Leaf 40,’’ 1 to 1,000. U. of W. 
One of those little push guns with 
a fruit jar reservoir is good. A 
whisk broom is better then nothing WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON 
at all, a little. (1) How I Sell My Apples—R. A. Irwin, Lancaster, Wis. 

Also we have thrips, always we (2) Wholesale and Retail Selling—C. A. Dutton, Calesville, Wis. 
have thrips. Thrips are not so (3) Selling—Alfred J. Gunderson, Cleveland, 0. 
green; live bottomside, that is be- (4) Selling Wisconsin Berries, and Muskmelons—W. P. Jones, Division 
low, on the underside of the leaves; of Markets. 
they jump. If you area good shot’ (5) Wisconsin Fruit on The Minneapolis Wholesale Market—A Minne- 
you can sometimes bag them. Try apolis Wholesale Fruit Merchant. 
it. Get down on your knees and (6) What We Think of Wisconsin Fruit on the Chicago Market—A 
shoot up. For leaf roller and the Chieago Dealer. 
ae i laa (worm) that also (7) Discussion, 
works bottomside making pretty 
road maps on the topside of the WEDNESDAY EVENING 

leaf use thumb and fore finger. (1) Program by Women’s Auxiliary, Mrs. W. A. Toole, President. 
In conelusion please take notice (2) Illustrated Lecture. (Subject announced later.) 

that this is not a scientific treatise, 
qt a leaf from a amateur’s note THURSDAY FORENOON 

0k F.C. (1) Business Session 9:00 to 10:30. 
———- (2) Fruit Growing in Eau Claire County—W. C. Stauss, County Agr. 

Agent. 
“‘To rise above mediocrity re- (3) The Tourist Problem—Dr. S. B. Fracker, State Nursery Inspector. 

quires enthusiasm and a determima—_(4) Strawberries—C. H. Beaver, Eau Claire. 
tion not to be satisfied with any- (5) Spray Rings, Ete——C. L. Kuehner. 

thing short of one’s ideals.”’ (6) Food Values in Fruit—Miss Daisy A. Kugel, Director Household 
Arts & Science, Stout Institute, Menomonie, Wis. 

' If by any chance this should THURSDAY AFTERNOON 
urn out to be an eight page paper comunpree 

it will be largely beenise ne have RASPBERRY Mosaic . 
a feeling that you do not eare to (1) The Mosaic Problen—R. B. Wilcox, Office of Fruit Disease Investi- 
read much at this time of the year. gation, United States Dep’t of Agriculture. 
If we are mistaken let us know. (2) 'Wisconsin’s Mosaic Policy—S. B. Fracker, State Nursery Inspector.
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| EAU CLAIRE, NOV. 18, 19, 20 | 

“BY THEIR FRUITS” (3) The Mosaic Situation in Ilinois—P. A. Glenn, State Nursery In- | 
Tye. spector, State of Illinois. 

Cogan OoURUGEEES we Ete Go: (4) Raspberry Mosaic in Minnesota—A. G. Ruggles, Minnesota State 
. . . - Nursery Inspector. 
We Caer tate ee avail trom (5) From the View Point of the Grower—W. H. Hanchett. | 

suceessful commercial fruit grow- (6) How the Nurseryman Feels About It—W. G. McKay. 
er 7) Diseussion. j ing. They are as follows: Special- (7) | 
ized varieties for Wisconsin, clean 
fruit for any market whether it be THURSDAY EVENING 
local or wholesale, and a definite ENTERTAINMENT 
knowledge of conditions in mar- ‘“A pleasant time was had by all.’’ 
kets to which Wisconsin grown 
fruit is shipped. . FRIDAY FORENOON 
We know from looking back (1) Standards For Judging Vegetables—Representative of Veg. Grow- 

through the history of the now suc- ers’ Ass’n of America. 

cessful commercial districts in the Discussion led by N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. 
United States and Canada that (2) Marketing Vegetables—Mr. Chas. Groth, President of the Milwau- 
their suecess has been due to a kee Gardener’s Association. 
great een by observance of the (3) Vegetables and Water, the Overhead Way—J. R. Williams, Mon- 

ree ideas, . tello, Wis. 
_ Every district that gets rid of (4) Old and Young Trees—Peter C. Swartz, Department of Farm Insti- 
its fruit profitably today has set- tutes. 

tled down, the growing of not more (5) Growing Muskmelons in Wood County—R. A. Peterson, County 
than five specialized varieties Agr. Agent. 
which proved to be best suited to 
the climatic conditions of that par- FRIDAY AFTERNOON 

Mauiat ioe ane each fing t (1) Moisture Loving Plants—William Toole, Baraboo. 
the y = ship ad mat thi tie ee (2) Some Problems in Connection With Our Street Trees—Dr. R. H. 
recat oi re ‘sa. wh : ieti Colley, Pathologist, Forest. Products Laboratory, Madison. * 

aa ths face We bolic a thatth a (3) Selling Gardens—Mrs, C. E. Strong, West Allis, Wis. 
is one pointiat which We can all eet (4) Gardens to Fit Small Poecketbooks—J. W. Roe, Landscape Gardner, 

. . . Oshkosh, Wis. 
oeether leet ses. ae (5) Lilies—Herman Christensen, Oshkosh. 
eties Next time it ron e “hat (6) Roses—Speaker to be Named Later. | 

we will have several answers to . . 
this, and we will have a basis upon . ; Demonstrations Between Sessions ; 
which to start. Remember that Cooking Fruit—Daily Demonstrations, conducted by Miss Florence 
Wisconsin is just starting into the Seoular, Foods Department, Stout Institute. 

ame We can’t compare ourselves — ‘ 
eth New York, Groton, The Pied- The Art of Grafting and Budding—Daily Demonstrations. 

mont of Virginia, or the Ohio a a 
Rome Beauty Mistricte, We must _ Nursery Stock—Samples of Nursery Trees and Plants on Exhibit—- 
develop our own characteristics, Vaily Talks. Printed List of Varieties of Fruits, Flowers, and Vege- 
All of the above mentioned areas tables Recommended by the Society Distributed. | 

are known for three or four vari- ——_ 
eties which have ‘‘made”’ them. Five Good Varieties of Apples for Planting in Wisconsin. You may 

For example: New York: North-  *¢¢, handle, smell, and taste them. An Expert Constantly in Attendance? 
ern Spy, Duchess, Wealthy, Bald- to Answer Questions. 

win and Ben. Shenandoah; York ———_ 
Imperial, Stayman, Black Twig, Grading Apples | 
Delicious. Washington; Jonathan, Demonstration in Charge of B. B. Jones of the State Department of\ 
Rome Beauty, Spitzenburg, Deli- Markets. 
cious and Grimes. Oregon; Yellow Barrel, Basket, and Box packs; the Art of Packing Demonstrated ; 
Newton and Spitzenburg. Illinois; Established Grades Explained; Charts Illustrating Diseases of Apples 
Southern—Transparent, Duchess, In and Out of Storage.
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Benoni, Winesap. Western—Ben Miniature of home grounds. A model prepared by Prof. F. A. 
Davis, Gano, Willowtwig, Jona- Aust, Professor of Landscape Gardening, University of Wisconsin. 
than, Grimes. . a : —" 

And any other area that claims Daily Conferences with Fruit Growers, Dr. R. H. Roberts, Univer- 
to have a commercial status has de- sity of Wisconsin. 
veloped their own particular line = 
of varieties. Each of these areas Premiums offered by The State Horticultural Soei- 
has found what market likes a cer- ety for exhibits of apples at the annual convention, 
tain pack and when they ship to Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable show to be held in Eau 
that market the fruit is in the de- Claire, November 18, 19, 20, 1925. 
sired pack. We venture to say that 
the basket will take care of most of TROPHIES 
the output from Wisconsin, with 1, Best: ten bushels McIntosh, The Eau Claire Trophy, . 5 Silver Cup. coins bast let — few boxed for 2. Best exhibit apples, one peck each, not less than 6 nor 
the Eastern arkets, . more than 12 varieties: Silver Cup. In the next issue we will take up 3. Best peck Wealthy: Silver Cup. 
the question of clean fruit and 4. Best 3 barrels, one each Northwestern, McIntosh, 
show how every bushel of low Fameuse (Snow) Commercial Pack: Silver Cup. 
grade stuff that goes on the market CASH PREMIUMS 
hurts the sales. We will also get the Ist 2nd 3rd 
opinion of a dealer. 5. Best Bushel Delicious --___._-_$5.00 $3.00 $2.00 

6; & “ McIntosh ___----~ 5.00 3.00 2.00 
sees Te St a Northwestern ____ 5.00 3.00 2.00 

8. ‘ “ Fameuse (Snow) -- 5.00 3.00 2.00 
9 & “ Wealthy _ ------- 5.00 3.00 2.00 WHERE ANNUALS FIT IN 10. “ Windsor TTT 500 =~ 3'00 2.00 

. ane Wi * <4. i ol olf River -_-__- 5.00 3.00 2.00 
While there 28 i& cena pe 12-18. Best peck any above varieties 2.50 2.00 1.00 faction in growing perrenials tha 19. “Dudley -------_-_ 2.50 2.00 ~—-1.00 
makes them especially a to 20. “ “Golden Russett _._ 2.50 2.00 1.00 
one, we cannot get along without 20 “Tolman -__.------ 2.50 2.00 ~—-1.00 

all tier beso til qguneel vavletion. (A) The Score Card nfethod will be used in judging. 1 tiges (B) Trophies will be awarded only on high grade exhib- 
To complete a color arrang its; the judge may, at his option withhold award 

ment in the garden, at some times of any trophy on this account. 
of the year, it is often desirable 
io 7 pea in the io FLOWERS 

often mos ’ ¢ 5 useful in filling vacancies or open Annual Convention of State Horticultural Society 
spots in the border or perennial at Eau Claire, November 18-19-20, 1925. Exhibits 
garden : must be ready for the judges by 2:00 P. M., Novem- 

Of course there is the Garden ber 18, 1925. 
of Annuals itself which may fe CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
kept entirely distinct from the (1) Best dozen yellow “Mums” ______$6.00 $4.00 
rest of the garden. Most may be (QQ) « “white “ ------ 6.00 4.00 
grown in the open ground from (3) “pink _----. 6.00 4.00 
seeds, but some will give more i Best double bunch Single Pompoms ae pee ee : pee es og “ jouble ‘ : : 
satisfaction if started earlier in (6) For the best exhibit of “Mums”, a Silver Cup. en- the greenhouse.—W. A. Toole. graved with winner’s name, etc. 

SS The exhibits entered in (1) to (5) inclusive may be en- 
6.416 tered in (6) also and may include as many other colors, 
,416,000 boxes of apples, repre- varieties, etc., as the exhibitor desires. This cup will be senting ‘only seven varieties, were awarded only for a high class exhibit and if it is the opin- 

shipped out of the Wenatchee Val- ion of the judges that no worthy exhibit is made, no award 
ley district of the State of Wash- will be made. 
‘ington in 1919, from orchards rep- CARNATIONS 
resenting an average investment of Ist 2nd 
$2,000. per acre. SPECIALIZED (7) Best fifty carnations, any color__$6.00 $4.00 
VARIETIES. (Continued on page 23)
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will be grouped together, and the 
9 accompanying plants are shown | 

THE FLORIST Ss PAGE in their ecological or their plant 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany association relationships as they 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. usually grow in nature. 

Where the beech is the | 

EUROPEAN BOTANICAL burg; Copenhagen; Upsala and Sane tree eee ainda { 
GARDENS Lund, Sweden. eet a busines (with all associated plants) into | 

ears, most 0 the botanica i ‘ . 

Huron H. Smira ais came to be combined with pone ST ee ae | 

(Continued from July) 7“ ee ae and _ southwestern Germany. 
‘ iea hey, Were FOUnG, € German Ferns, grasses and mosses that are 

The ae SE sl artists speak of the Kew Gardens  foun@ ee such ecological groups 
aa Has Mn - This is 2S being the largest and richest in Will also be seen there in the gar- 

zor Votaniean ar one Berlin the world. In Germany they are den 
situated in it suburb 0 wden rated somewhat in the following There also a special collection 

ale aie nore tas aa Berlin, Breslau, Halle, of plants from the Thuringia 
—_ ~ 6ttingen,  Leipsig, Miinchen 3 5 i 

Louisén Strasse. . - (Munich), Heidelberg, and Mar- Pony, Wii set 600! eilvaes ate 
In visiting these various botani-  jurg Thus it will be seen that flora of that district 

cal gardens, tt a8 aiiieult . there are a larger number of ‘At the border of tt — 
peed that aie at th Ae o' regular botanical gardens in Ger- hardw od forest OF ite sand) 
t ely astOrys NOE Of te ban many than there is in any other soil, ‘earl hee ” he tat’ for it 
ican’s works, that we have been European country. Most of the soil fees 8 pane dtr i 
able to investigate, has given any German botanical gardens are Peculiar ; ora, Fo owing ae 

light upon this subject and Very connected with universities in the 2"° coe Ba ek athe nea d the wa 
few of the foreign pe ications ious cities, and Americans who its varieties e heat ory an eir 
have, so perhaps it "i | not Pa ou go to Germany to study botany pie te a an i re cone 4 

of place to give here a little usually choose either the Berlin bem n meadow a see the ht a a 
history that are the ee Botanical Gardens, Miinchener, ie many eens e he a“ e- 

of botanical Oi Ber a ne ‘al or the Heidelburg Botanical Gar- hewn She tke AG wh t ay 
the place of the er in pe dens. For our own part, we aed an e ee ree 7 
Garden in_ history. e first thought that the Miinchener ° ominant, generally, in. ermany 
botanical gardens that we know Botanical Gard ffered the 0” the best soils, while the pines 

hing about, had their begin- ae ons ere ‘and birehes with their heath and anything : 8 best facilities for study, and many se 
ning in the fourteenth century— ve 3) “| moors are more unassuming. 

the gardens of Salerno and Venice of the: American.botanista thatiare ‘When it comes to planting forests 
in Healy, These were more or less pl e oe been to the however, the vines take One pre- 
medicinal botanical gardens. Inthe ”° . . eedence in Grmany. One secs 
sixteenth century the first of the When one visits the Berlin them grown generally as a crop 
historical botanical gardens were Botanical Garden, it is best to en- all over Germany, and the forest 
really founded, the one at Padua ter at the gate on Kénigin-Louisen gives the same impression as the 

in 1545 and the one at Pisa in Strasse, then one can better cultivated corn crop. They are 
1547. The Botanical Garden in follow the public guide that one so regularly planted and of such 
Bologna was founded in 1567; in buys at the garden. As we first an even growth, that one can 
Leiden, Holland, in 1577; and the go in at this gate, on the right- mark the different plantings very 
one in Heidelberg in 1593. hand side, we discover a systema- easily with the eye. The law in 

Some of the most famous tic display of plants that are in- Germany is that two trees must 
botanical gardens had their digenous to Germany. No other be planted for every one cut, an: 
founding in the seventeenth garden in Europe has such a wide forest fires are almost negligible. 
century, and the following demonstration of the flora of Perhaps this is due to the educi- 
gardens were all started during Europe as will be seen here. We _ tion along this line in the common 
that time; the gardens of Giessen first noted the alluvial forest or schools, and also partly because 
in Hessia, the Paris Botanical the oak forest and the mixed it is against the law to use any 
Gardens, the ane a“ ae at Oe hardwoods of the plains, ar ag other than a safety match or 1) 
ford in England, the ew occur in nort ermany. ixed offer anything but a safety mate. 
Gardens, the Amsterdam Hortus in with these trees are shrubs, for sale. We recall oie gmail 
Botanicus, the Berlin Botanical perennial and annual herbs of the village that owned a municipil 
Gardens and the Gardens of plains, and so forth. The trees forest which had been planted by 
Utrecht. In the preceding century are all shown in their relationship their grandfathers, where the 
gardens were founded in Peters- —that is, all of a certain genera products of the forest products |
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pays all town taxes and yields a PREMIUM LIST 
small annual dividend to the citi- (Continued from page 21) 

In the coniferous forests of the ROSES an inh exe 
botanical gardens there are well . 8 n\ 3r 

eattiiale special species’ habi- 3 Best twenty-five Golumbia ---=28000 $8.00 
‘tats in the needle loam that is (lo) « “© Butterfly _--_ 5.00 3.00 
dropped from - trees, and there o Best three Cyelemen Flants sees 00 a0 
are growing the special forms é est specimen Boston Fern --__ 3, ! 

such as the barberry, different Pie} Hest dimey. Goehowe Signin. BU BON i 
kinds of wintergreen, and various flowers) _.....--------.----- 5.00 3.00 

| species of carex and grasses. As (15) Best Corsage Bouquet __-__---. 4.00 3.00 
| with us in Wisconsin, these forest (16) Best arranged basket cut flowers—W. S. H. S. Sil- 

| floors of the pine trees are also ver ‘Trophy 

supporting species of club mosses. The following premiums are offered for exhibits of 
In this neighborhood also may be vegetables at the annual convention, Kau Claire, Nov 
seen heaths and moors such as are 18-20, 

moe thea ie generous (1) Besicolletian, not less than ten entries—W. S. H. S. 

shown the characteristic shrubs of H ist 2nd 3rd 
a coniferous forest, not only this, (2) 6 Blood Turnip Beets -___---_-$1.00 $0.75 $0.50 
but several species of mosses. (3) 3 Rutabagas --.---.----------. 100.75 50 

. (4) 6 Chantenay Carrots ____--_-__ 1.00 “715 50 
A space has been given over to (5) 3 Winter Cabbages ____.._____ 1.00 15 50 

the low-lying moors, desert moors (6) 3 Red Cabbages ____---------- 1.00 75 50 
and bogs like those of Greenland. (7) 6 Red Onions ~_--_-.---------- 1.00 15 -50 

Here one may see the bog plants, (9) 6 White Onions 7-7 19) 
species of sphagnum moss, and (10) Largest Onion ____._________ 1.00 15 50 
other characteristic plants of ‘‘the (11) 6 Parsnips __------__-________ 1.00 15 50 
land of little sticks’’. In the ad- ta t Te a Sauaeh Bre 100 iT oo 
Stent * 1 2 able ueen MOR scenes | . . | joining section of the pine forest (id) 3 Heads Gelery ene 

| there have been created sand (15) 3 Chinese Cabbage 100 1B 50 

dunes and salt marshes. They (16) 6 Salsify ......-...-.._------. 1,00 75 50 
have shown a wind-blown sandhill 
with its very different species af UR) dil Bitton B al Grown 1.00 ts 50 

| plants such as are seen on the IAC NES: AVAGISD ES cemcemmmimennmims By fh . 

"sea shore and washed with salt (19) 8 Cucumbers Zw too 8 
water. The dunes of the interior (20) 8 Lettuce ___.---_-_____--_ 1.00 75 50 
part of the continent are shown, _ _ oe . 
and they are quite different from - 
the sea-side dunes. They support lin, and necessarily is primarily a abloom with Erica herbacea with 
a flora richer in annuals, and the place for study, although it is its earmine red flowers, is worth 
broom and willow are shown as open to the public at any time the trip to the Berlin Botanical 

the predominating shrubs. In they care to see it, at a small fee. Gardens. Alpine plants from all 
some of these interior dunes there We think that the authorities at parts of Germany have been 

often exists a moist saline soil at the Berlin Botanical Garden, who planted there, and artificial 
the edge of the dune, which are in charge, have probably spent waterfalls have been established. 
supports a peculiar lot of plants. more time and given more An attempt was made to stimulate 
This is known to the botanist as thought in reproducing ecological the scenery of Switzerland and 
a “‘halophytic society’. In study- groups of plants than has been the the Bavarian Alps and the north 
ing over these various plant associ- case at the Kew Botanical Gar- Tyrol, This waterfalls divides 

ations, we realize that there has dens. However, the Berlin the flora of the north Tyrol and 
been a great deal of time and care Botanical Gardens are not so the middle Bavaria. from ‘two 

expended to produce such pre- large nor quite so rich in tree groups of species of east Bavaria, 
culiar conditions of soil and _ species and shrub specics as the . 

; ‘ fs ; : east Tyrol and lower Austria. 
moisture in this botanical garden Kew Botanical Gardens. The Pyr ‘Al . ‘all 

in order that they may adapt On the left hand, facing these 1S RVTENGES ZA DS Ste Sepectasly 
these plants to their environment many indigenous groupings, the represented with plants from 
and cause them to grow so that northern Alpine flora is exhibited both the Atlantic slope and the 

they may be studied on the spot. upon artificial hills. Alpine eastern end which is covered with 
The Berlin Botanical Garden isan flowers are usually 6f the brighest all sorts of pines and rhododen- 

adjunct of the University of Ber- colors, and to see the hillsides drons.
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Wisconsin Horticulture The demonstration list is grow- happy solution of this problem. 
ing daily so that prospects point to We will have four experts who 

Published Monthly by the a complete program of instruction ought to be able to tell us how to 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society outside of the Convention room. control the disease. No Wisconsin 

119 E. Washington Avenue. Partiel i j i . . . 7 Bee Crean We the Society Participation in these features will nurseryman or dealer can afford to 
GRANDPIELD’ waiter in no way interfere with the regu- miss this program. 

EEE. SANS Madison, Wis. lar program. It will be so ar- The third feature, but not third 
Associate Editers—Mrs, C. E. Strong, jy. 2 ih a 

1 Chambers Huron H. Smith, James 8. "anged, . - in importance, is the home making 
Potter. We give warning that shifts may program. We do not live by bread. 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, be made in the program, such are apples, and gooseberries alone. 
sonsin, -class matter. = ‘. 3 ‘i ray . ee ee yor raalline oP ectal “rate: of inevitable, so the only way to get Preachers preach, reformers re 

postage provided for in Section 1103, Act all of it is to come early and stay form (maybe), and the world is 
of petober -2, 11917, authorize y hee going to hell feet foremost. Maybe. 

Advertising rates made known on ap- And yet again maybe not. Fear 
plication. , ‘i Es 

88080 The Board of Managers has failed, laws have failed. There 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society hoped and planned to center remains a more potent force; love, 
A rs ee, on . . . : : 

witch includes sffty” cents, subscription the entire Convention in the love of the beautiful, love of na- 
1 t Ww ‘ticulture. jens : ehihite ” i a- 

bne dollar to drrederic Cranefleld, Secre- Hotel Eau Claire; exhibits, ture, which leads to the love of na 
tary, Manlsen, wise - money OF concessions, and program. ture’s God. This runs all through 

ress Money = : aye * 7 i 1 i 
ders A, dollar bill may be sent safely if But at this writing that ap- our program and is exemplified in 

ttached t 5 na ot ceotas . ee _ so8 a we ewe ee pears impractical ; the public our slogan a rose in every 
Postage stamps not accepted rooms are not large enough. yard—’’, . . . 

OFFICERS We are doing the best we can The Convention is to be held in | 
: Yon Clei 

w. A. Toole, President... +-Bgraboo under the circumstances, and Kau Claire, November 18-19-20. 

Hrederie “Granlefield,  Secretary-Treas- may yet be able to accom- Will you be there? 
UPer oe cess eeeeeee cevteeeees Madison plish our first intent. In any 

EXECUTIVE ComMMITTEE event the Hotel Eau Claire 
Ex-Officio. 3 eee ok 

President, Vice-President. and Secretary. will be head-quarters and ARE YOU BEHIND? 

a, he poe Tanding:. Decembet yy 00 everyone should ‘‘head-in We have been rather slack in | 
W. E. Sprelte \.......+-+- Onalaska there. The Commercial and reminding you about the expira- 

Win. ue term Bading December, 1926 Galloway are other hotels. tion of your membership but you 
J, F. Hauser............-..+ 7: ,Bayneld Members and others who in- will have no cause for complaint 
R. B. Marken.............-..Gays Mil's nd fiend the.C ti $ 

3. ORS Swarta..000........+++ + Kenosha tend to attend the Convention on that seore from now on. Are 

N. or Perm Bnding ‘Decdinber," 1920," should write in for reserva- you busy? We will make it just 
eee eee! 8.) S. a + 7 ° ¢ 

MB Retoge 22220 Fanesvine Hons. as easy for you as possible; a 
James | Livingstone. ........;, Milwaukee letter gently jogging your memv- 
Weds Moyle _ ry, a coin card and a self address- 

* BOARD OF MANAGERS late. We will however make no ed envelope. Really all you have 
W. A. Toole J.B. Leverich ; ; 5 4 

Frederic Cranefield changes from mere caprice, only to dois to pay. Just slip a dollar 
——_————————— when necessary to accommodate bill inside the card, stick a stamp | 

Twa TRI speakers who come from a distance on the return envelope and we 
CONVENTION NUMBER and can be with us only on certain will do the rest. There are nearly 

Without excuses or apologies we days. For instance, Mr. Wilcox is two-hundred of you so you will 
offer to our readers this abbrevi- unable to tell us at this writing on not feel lonesome. Not infre- 
ated and condensed Convention which day he can reach Eau Claire. quently the ‘‘cireulation manager” 
Number. _ There are three outstanding fea- tries funny little stunts for the 

At this time, October 10th, we tures in the program: Distribu- purpose of getting in the cash. 
have the feeling that the Hau tion, which means better marketing Here is one of them. The first 
Claire Meeting will be a success. of fruit, the ever present problem. dollar received in response to 
We didn’t have that feeling in the Owners of small orchards should this appeal from a member in 
beginning, but it’s always hard to be interested. The problem of pro- arrears will be refunded and the 
break away from fixed habits and ducing clean salable fruit in farm member credited for a full year if 
customs. . _ orchards is partially solved; the the member encloses this article 

If all the fruit entered at this problem of marketing this fruit is with his remittance. We will 
time is shown we will have as much far from being solved. This con- handicap Madison delinquents 
as last year. Of flowers and vege- vention offers an opportunity to by holding out their papers 24 
tables there will be more than in get help. hours. We hope this offer govs 
1924, . The second topic, if not the first off peacefully and that no one is 

The program is full to overflow- in importance, is raspberry mosaic. killed or injured in the erush. 
ing and promises to be the biggest The success or failure of raspberry Well, are youa good sport? Any- 
and best of any for ten years past. growing in Wisconsin lies in a _ thing is worth trying, once.
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has been interesting to me, as I 
have gone about my garden to 

WOMEN’S AUXILARY PAGE match up the “Why”, with each 
well loved posy. How often these 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG “Why’s’? go back to the days of 

childhood. Not nearly enough of 
the children of today are getting 

SEEN AND HEARD NEAR THE have a number of choice plants ‘hese fragrant memories incorpo: 
AMATEUR FLOWER EX- from the neighboring states. When-  T@te@ 5 e ae a "yl eings, It 
HIBIT AT THE STATE ever we find nice plants, we go to fo be ° me. Me ane nai een 

FAIR the owner of the land and ask per- h . have Ny ey SONY ee 
a mission to take a few and this per- they have :gone, far enough along 

The Amateur Exhibit of Flow-  jjission is usually freely eiven. In 0°” their journeys to look back? I’d 
ers in the Horticultural building soe ages they on hae Prone aie be awfully interested to hear some 
at the State Fair resembles an old terested in making wild flower ear. More of the ‘‘Why’s’’ of the in- 
fashioned flower garden with its dens Sometimes we ‘have found habitants of sister gardens. 

glowing masses of color, and seem- seed and sowed this—thus acquir: Cordially, 
ingly has the same charm. Every ing a little colony of plants Oar E. C. G. 
flower lover stops to admire it and neighbors enjoy this warden ‘almost Mukwonago. 
chat with the other flower lover 4. tnuch as ae do: maid sve! BNOY 
who happens to stop beside her. their gardens as well.”’ 103 OO 

T say “her,’’ I could say ‘‘him,”’ (A coveted Mertensia Virginiea, ASTER YELLOWS CON- 
i oe eee and some seed of Lobelia Cardin- QUERED! 

terested in flowers as women. ee ste vied By oe ae y Aster ‘‘yellows’’, the disease 
pesos ANberES ted ASLERAING, DOWEL overs.) dreaded by everyone who grows 

Slowly, but surely, this exhibit ‘seat ane peta ee = this beautiful flower, has now been 
at the Fair is binding together lovely and vou learn a whole lot conquered and it now lies within 

flower lovers from all over the about the different varieties One Hie (powerot any qneio! us to grow State. People who have never met vear T erew some of every kind a crop free from this disease. The 

before are seen talking like life and wlor of pop ies listed in my meray etal cose he: pam: write long friends, as they point out old seed eatalo ae ane next year T some such material as cheese-cloth 

favorites in the exhibit, or exclaim jaq Petunia then Zinnias, Asters, °° to exeludestheraster lest hops over some new flower. Verbenas Phlox D “te 2 followed. per, a small insect which is carrier 
, Names and addresses are written fr vt have never tried this. it will For the virus which causes the dis- 

down in note s agr . ‘ct delio’ aw ~ ease. ie dene ae = my eee hai most delightful new experi- ‘This is fet, not surmiae, deter. 

many interesti ‘ i aps . mined by Dr. L. O. Kunkle of the 
about the different gardens. tale Come fpend the afternoon with Boyce Thompson Institute for 

_ esas ming your flower cata- Plant Research at Yonkers, New 
“T never supposed there could “S OB cctinit . _ York. So far as we know this 

be so many soe iutsneeting things ao oe ah sa fact has not heretofore been pub- 
said about a garden,’’ said one hers Garden Clab ind s § Af ‘the lished in any popular journal and 
listener, moat charmiie eaudens Vlave age aati : found only in_ scientific 

““And what a lot of interestin ~ T "k members are j Puphca tons: . 
folks you meet, who are interested aay se ay een ena a Two Japanese pathologists, pro- 

in gardens,’’ said another. cause many of their neighbors and fessorsi of lant pathology in ‘We wanted a different garden friends are becoming interested in Japan, doing research work under 
than the others on our street, but heautif in their home erounds Prof. L. R. Jones of the University 

just what it would be, we hadn’t Bye y C d Club Sees d is of Wisconsin the past season, con- 
decided. My husband and I en- fone st id on out 4 ie maki 18 firmed Dr. Kunkle’s findings. We 
joyed tramping or hiking all over ong stride” me, 7 making are indebted to Prof. Jones for the 
the country and in the spring we isconsin more beautiful. above data. A more complete ac- 
pr such lovely wild flowers wé count will he given later. 

rought a few of each kind home 
and soon our ‘unusual’ garden had PLEASANT THOUGHTS a 
started. Now our hikes are for the My Dear Mrs. Strong: Wrapping apples for storage 
purpose of searching out new flow- My thoughts have turned back checks transpiration, minimizes 
ers to add to our garden. Our many times to your article, ‘‘Some bruising, prevents spread of decay, 
friends and neighbors remember Favorite Flowers and Why’’, lessens storage scald, and may be a 
us when they go for a trip so we_ which I very greatly enjoyed. It means of advertising.
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in sufficient numbers to warrant it. 
may be of value in some instances. 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES As soon as the leaves fall, the | 

. twigs containing the overwintering | 
Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist eggs should be cut out as far as is | 

practical and burned. In som 
cases, this pruning will be impos 

BUFFALO TREE HOPPER growth of the rest of the twig it is sible since the entire top of young 
INJURIES evident that in time such limbs be- trees would need to be cut out to 

There he b rreat many °2™e_ 80 badly scarred and conse- get rid of all the overwintering 

‘ here have been a great many quently weakened as to easily snap eggs. In such cases, trim out the 
inquiries during the past season ji when taxed by the burden of a smaller and worst injured limbs 
as to what eauses the twigs and crop or by the foree of a storm. leaving enough top to forward 

brane ca of the apple tree to be after a few years these pairs of growth. If all the limbs are com- 

covered and badly disfigured by cits take on the form of an oval _ pletely ruined on very young trees 

oval sears such 8 Bre shown in the sear, making the twig very rough and the growth is being seriously 
accompanying picture. This se- ‘inq’ unsightly, as is evident from checked it may be advisable to cut 
vere injury is inflicted by an in- the illustration. back to a whip so as to secure an 

sect, the Buffalo Tree Hopper entirely new top, or otherwise re- 
(Ceresa bubalis) during its act of ee plant. 

egg laying in the fall. This pest Such extreme injuries will not 
is one of the true bugs, is about a oceur if the weeds are kept down 

third of an inch long and of a “| all season and especially during 
light grass green color and shaped ‘| spring and early summer. Culti- 
much like a beechnut. On the vated orchards rarely show any 
front, projecting from either side : such injuries , 
of its thorax is a sharpened angle ; i : ~” F. TL. CHamBers. 
or horn, more or less suggesting i : ~~ 
the horns of a buffalo and conse- TO 
quently was so named. TO BEAT THE QUARANTINE 

It usually works on the upper ‘ ; 
surface of the twigs and seems to , ; e Huron H. Suirn 

ner ; Hpaterenee for the south ‘ A good many growers have seen 
side of the trees. The twigs se- , aes 5 wall. 
lected by the female in which to ‘ the hay duriting a is, Wall a 

lay ner ie a: generally af = i. aihaeza * The aap growers that 
second or third years growth anc , hear iy Wisconsin that 
the sears may be borne by either weiniave Heard of mn. Wy compte that 

young or old trees. Although the J the situation fare Tolton & Tunkel 
apple is the preferred host, the at Brown Deer. The Holton & 

pest attacks quite a number of 3 H kel Br ay 'D . houses 
other fruit and shade trees. une Town. Veer greemous ? nn 4 are a model plant factory, the best 

In the act of oviposition, two op- we have ever seen in the United 
posing slits are made by the insect, States.. Although they have only 
slightly curved toward each other eight acres under glass, they do the 
rather resembling parenthesis BUFFALO TREE HOPPER most with the least help. Roses 

marks and lying in the same gen- are their chief crop. Nothing is 

eral direction as the twigs. Be- As a means of reducing this in- left to chance. They even have 
tween these two rows of punctures jury all weeds and shrubby growth two 80 acre farms that do nothing 
are placed several eggs, usually jin and around the orchard for a but produce high grade fertilizer. 
from six to twelve. This space ly- considerable distance out should They buy steers from Texas, feed 
ing between the two slits soon dies. he kept down as far as is possible the silage and corn from the farm 
It is generally believed that the and thus starve the insects away. to these steers on a concrete feed- 
purpose of these slits is to prevent Injury to the trees caused by the ing floor where nothing is lost. 
the eggs from being crushed by the feeding of the nymphs and adult Straw is thrown upon the floor aid 
growth of the wood about them. insects themselves is slight since the steers churn it up day after 

Because of the fact that these they feed almost entirely upon day. After a course of intensive 
pairs of slits are arranged together weeds. Spraying with a fairly feeding they are sold, and while 
in two parallel rows lengthwise of strong contact insecticide such as_ they are not then pretty to look at, 
the twig and since the deadened an oil or nicotine spray to destroy they have produced a fertilizer | 
space does not keep pace with the the nymphs whenever they appear that money can’t buy.
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Last spring they bought another 

40 acre farm, a quarter of a mile 52 TREES - SHRUBS - VINES: PLANTS | 

from their greenhouses and have 1 _ — = = 

been planting bulb and nursery B Everything in orchard trees; fruit trees, garden 
stock to anticipate the demand for plants and vines; windbreak and woodlot trees; 
these after the embargo goes into \ evergreens, shrubs and trees for lawn 

effect. They ee oh siaiios planting; hardy flowering plants and Son, 

Liv Ingstone in charge, e as Pro DE JMUNDERWOOD OSES: Reliable District Dealers in all JER 
ably the best grower in Milwaukee FOUNDER sections of the North-central states. (@ESa24cE 
and took up this work after being 1868 Write for Northern Planter’s Guide (free) Jeeee 

a gardener for some of the wealth- THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY 
iest people in this city. He was a S500 wcvea Re Do Underwood; Presideng ciey, Mian ee 
born gardener, being born 53 years a 
ago at Wishaw, Lanarkshire, Seot- ~~ 

land, and had his early training on AJ] of their forcing stock of roses Foreing bulbs should be potted 
the Coltness estate, a name still were grown there: Baby Rambler, or planted in flats of soil as soon 
famous to flower growers. Dorothy Perkins, Eugene Jaequet, as they are received. They are 

They are just finishing a new Rosary, Tausendschén, ete. Both then placed in a cool, dark, moist, 

storage nursery shed 50 by 150 feet the Japanese and Indica azaleas to but well ventilated cellar for six to 

of solid conerete, equipped with the extent. of three thousand were  cight weeks in order to develop 

boilers to furnish the very little grown. All of the outdoor stuff roots before being foreed into 
heat needed. When we visited from the greenhouse was grown. bloom. The strength and beauty 

One thing they have been very of the flowers will depend quite 
successful with was evergreens, of largely upon the amount of roots 

which they have a complete line. produced while in storage. 

These were started under slat S. D. Horr. Sociery. 

frames. There were also 23,000 
vineas and some English Ivy. Can- a 
nas were very searee here this last 
spring, so they have an abundance Box apples in the Northwest are 

for next year, . carefully graded to a uniformity of 
Pheir soil is a sandy loam, fine \ithin one-cighth of an inch. 

and loose, easily cultivated, requir- 
ing only fertilizer to make the best ee 

growth. There is no diffieulty in 
getting a wonderful root system. Useless zrowth and quite a bit of 

Their evergreens did especially labor will be saved by careful 
well this year for that reason. nays a : 
a ’ . pruning every year. 
They have been using blood and ve 
bone fertilizer and have installed 

— an overhead irrigation system. This OO 
JAMES LIVINGSTONE was only needed before July Ist in NorrcE 

this region, for frequent rains gave re 
them October 7th, they were trans- Milwaukee a fine growing season ticultural Society “are, hereby notified 
planting peonies. They have after that. that the annual business meeting of 

planted 250,000 narcissus bulbs . phe octets wil be nein Une omeeiee 
and other kinds in proportion, and aa eter ae Cran A en ae NG: 
are planning to lift them every sec- Previous to 1919 one-fourth of Purpose of transacting such “business 

ond year. They have a host of the normal commercial apple crop embers iy aitendanes 
Montbretias in ten varieties, but no wag produced in New York FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, 
gladioli. These will be lifted in- _ — - oe Seonsiany: 
side of ten days, as they are much : This notice is for the purpose of 

J 4 complying with the laws of the State 
more tender than glads. The past WISCONSIN NURSERIES of Wisconsin and the Constitution of 

Tet eaan ; : © Society. 

Hel Soak band Ras a ea | Give, fate tet? gard and navee enete | OO 
necessary to lift quite so early. | whatrarrunespubblen.ie and fo 

They had a fine lot of French Or’ Dlants'a-tree-is/more them all. ONE DOLLAR 

foreing varieties of hydrangeas At it Twenty Years. Catalog for the : 
this year, also a batch of 6000 asking. Buys this space for one month. 

spiraeas such as Gladstone, Ru- W. J. MOYLE & SONS, Ten Dollars for a year. Try it. 
bens, Peachbloom and America. Union Grove, Wis.
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Annual Convention | 
Eau Claire | 

November 18, 19, 20, 1925 

Three day program, eight sessions, twenty or more speakers. y prog & 

Commercial fruit growing, the small orchard, small fruits for 
the home and the market, raspberry mosaic. 

Flowers, shrubs, and vines for the home; roses, lilies, wild 
flowers, are some of the subjects that will be discussed. 

Roads will be good, weather will be fine, Everybody going. 

Big exhibit, fruit, flowers, and vegetables assured. 

ME a PATENTED AUO.13.1900 

er ay The Hawks 
: Ne ot Nursery hee 

a... aie, Company 10.7 Fro.2 Fio.3 

One of the pretty Corners we B er ry B Ox es 

have helped create. are in a position to Crates, Bushel Boxes 

The circular we will furnish high grade and Climax Baskets 
be glad to send you Nursery Stock of all As You Like Them 
show spt of eee kinds and_ varieties We manufacture the Ewald 
ers In fruits an rna- : : : Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 

mentals for this cli- suitable to Wisconsin Bont wepeer ast kre meine: 
mate in colors. Send and other northern terial in the K. D. in carload lots 

: . Y. e constantly 

nue gh districts. made up Tetdy osuae Sithat for 
Will be glad to figure Grier too apislior tee. Yarge for 

; ‘i us to handle. We can ship the 

) om, Sum wees, elelier POUING Coes ons ates ae 1 
ee Haina in large or small quan- wre aim to'do our part. well,""A 

: tities. A postal brings our prize list, 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Cumberland Fruit Package 
Company Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Company 

NURSERYMEN Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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THE VEGETABLE EXHIBIT. Vegetable Collections. and dry sweet corn, withered egg. 

"7 Arrangement of display--.----- 15 lants, or over-ri e 
By Davin Stone KELSEY. Number of ne Of lsplay-———---7 15 highly cndesirable, eneambers ‘are 

Each year there comes upon the Number of species ------------- 10 Si B ‘| r r : E 2s Usefulness of the vegetables... 5 Size. ecause of better flavor 

exhibition stage at our fairs a Quality ---.---------------..-- 25 and firmer and finer texture, vege-} 

great new army of enthusiastic Cleanness ------------- 10 tables that are of medium size are 

producers, anxious to show their Gendision: <nnnnowennene ul to be preferred to those of very 

good stuff but lacking about 100 General varietal color_...-.-..- 10 large size. Uniformity in size is 

per cent in knowledge of what con- Uniformity srerncceesss rates 7; also best as this adds to the ap-! 

stitutes high-standard products and abeling ------------ ---------_ 10 pearance of quality. 

how they should be arranged for 100 Vegetable Displays. 

display. oe mpenitic. if dene, G 1 . 
One of the greatest handicaps to Arrangements. The color scheme, eneral appearance | 

5 the blending of colors, the ease riginality -----.---.. 15 
a fine and suceessful horticultural . : Reuter Color effect __--------- 15 
Baty aca Anak wt ait : ¢ with whieh all varieties may be Variety _-.-----..-.--- 15 
exhibit is a lack of uniformity 0 seen, provision of plenty of room System. of arrangement 15 

standards on judging, and some- for al] specimens, balancing of the Number of species_.--_-_------ 10 

times lack of knowledge of what parts so that one side may not be Quality, cleanness, condition--.. 20) 

constitutes a good display on the much larger or more noticeable Uniformity -------------------__ ld 

part of the grower himself, no mat- than the other; these are some of “100; 

ter how much we direct and in- the points to be considered. 

struct. Number of Varieties. One Explanation. The difference be- 

Judges are so often lacking in should not be so desirous of show- tween a collection and a display of 

really official seore-card guidance, ing a large number of varieties, vegetables may be given as follows: 

that justice is sometimes diffieult. that several varieties are taken A collection of vegetables is intend. 
All this is particularly true in re- from the same plant, or that varie- ed to show what variety of crops 

gard to vegetable exhibits, either ties never before known to exist are grown on a given farm or ina 

individual varieties or where mass 2" represented. All those shown given locality, and to instruct with 

exhibitions or collections are shown. should be distinct sorts and for the respect to vegetable varieties, by 
‘As compared with our skill in ™O0st part well known in the locali- showing their differences and like- 

displaying fruits and flowers, these 'Y where the exhibit is held unless ness, as well as their correct types 

other horticultural products usual- the competition covers a_ large It is purely educational and needs 
ly make a mighty poor showing, amount of territory. They should careful study. / 

and this is especially unfortunate also be in that stage of develop- A vegetable display, on the other 

here in the eastern states where ment that best shows their essen- hand, is intended to arouse enthw 

these intensive crops will more and tial characters. siasm for vegetables by showing 

more be grown. A campaign of Number of Species. A collection them tastefully arranged and in 

real education is needed and this that contained forty varieties of large numbers. It should emphasize 
may as well begin right at the beans, with perhaps no tomatoes or the attractiveness of well grown 

“business end’? of the mule—the carrots, would not rank so high as clean and skilfully arranged vege- 

seore-card. one having fewer beans but more tables, and should make special ap- 
of the other common vegetables. peals to dealers who have to place 

The Judging Seore Card. Therefore the varicties should fall their goods before the public; to 
in several plant families, so that a housewives who have not seen any 

As below given, these figures are large number of foods are repre- beauty in celery and cabbage, but 

only broadly suggestive, though, sented. who may be induced to use more 

simple as they are, closely follow- Usefulness. A collection made Vegetables when their good points 
ing the lines of those adopted by up largely of odd things like ®ve brought to light; and to both 

the best state associations in the prongy potatoes, peculiar gourds, commercial and amateur growers 
market gardening east. Given or little known vegetables, would Who have seen only dollars in their 

thus, in round numbers, they do not rank as high as one made up of products. 
not pretend to strictly represent, those that are commonly consumed In general, a vegetable display 
exact percentage, the relative val- in the home. should make one wish to grow and 
ues of the various points named. Cleanness. Potatoes or carrots Use more vegetables, and a collec: 
Better, however, they furnish a with dirt on their skins; onions tion should teach him whieh varie: 
quick reference to which both hur- with dry and dead skins left on; ties to grow and which types to 
ried judge and worried novice ex- sandy snap beans; these should work for. 

hibitor may turn for assistance— not be seen. Originality. Displays that are 

a guide where guidance is con- Condition. All specimens should different from the general run of 
stantly needed, without in any way be free from decay and in edible displays, without approaching the 
discouraging. condition. Such specimens as hard ridiculous, are to be highly ranked.
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because they attract and hold at- Quality (See first score above).. 25 Garden Fruits. 
tention. Goler: a 1 norm pepapeegreszestcsecoct: BB 

Color Effect. ‘The full value of a Labelling -------..--------- 5 Sige" 24 SUrface-——--——--— 2 
display cannot be attained without — Uniformity _________.__________ 20 
careful study of the materials at Total ~.--.----.---------- 100 Flavor and quality._-.---_-____ 30 

hand, so that harmony may be se- . — 
cured and no offensive contrasts Variety Character. All distinct MPOtal! occ erre ccc 100 
brought out varieties have characteristics such Package Score 

* ae ~ iw The a 

System in Arrangement. Any- as form, color, and vexuune . The Color _---------------------_-. 20 
, . _ exhibit should approach these as * = 5 

one can dump a lot of vegetables 3 Uniformity ~-...._----.------. 20 
am nearly as possible. Freedom from blemish__-.------- 15 on a table, but not every one can nies . . Packi 

plan a systematic arrangement — Uniformity. Specimens of the —aekimg ~-----~-----~--------~ 18 
that makes each vegetable show to Same lot should be as nearly alike picking itself 10 
best advantage. The completed ex- 48 possible in shape, color, size, Value Standard _..-.-----._--_ 10 
hibit should show that the exhibitor and other qualities. . . Total 00 
had a definite plan in mind. Quality. This, here, includes edi- otal ~---~--------------- 1 

Variely. As contrasted to mono- ble quality and usefulness for home Grains, especially dry corn on 
tony. A perfeetly accurate ar-  PUTPOSes. Specimens eee eas the ear, require quite  distinet 
rangement of all species in squares and overgrown lettuce that is treatment. Flint corn, dent, dry 
or cireles might show a definite ‘stringy or tough or bitter, old and weet, pop and flour corns, have 
plan and the color scheme might be dry beets, would acore low. _ each their own special points such 
all right, but the exhibit would lack | Color. Every variety has a dis- items as kernels, weight of ear, 
variety; it would not hold atten- tinetive color, which should be proportion, butt, tip, row-space. 
tion. By the use of vegetables found in the exhibit. For example,  ete., require to be defined more at 

of different sizes and shapes; by the yellow, the Danvers carrot Jength than present space permits. 
breaking up large flat spaces; and should be orange yellow and not —The Market Growers Journal. 

by other similar means, dullness light yellow; the early Egyptian 
may be avoided. beet should be dark red and not SS 

Number of Species. A large col- light red ; . WHY PLANT WIZARDS RE- 
leetion of squashes with some green Size. The most desirable size for TIRE. 
material could be made into an at- home use is the best to exhibit. A We don’ ie hae Bur 
tractive display, but it would hold medium size is almost always pre- I “hae : Ey W v Lut ae Bur- 
the attention only of those who ferred by buyers, and very large pank ums seoniniobn ta to metre, but Ae 
eared for squashes. In general, specimens are as likely to be re- shouldn't wonder if it were dis- 
the greater the number of species jected as those that are too small. couragement about the cantaloupe. 

represented the higher the rank of Labeling. The name on the la- —Ohio State Journal. . . 
the display. bels should be correet for the varie- ; Foran i ay oe if may 

i The spect T ty. Second, uniform labels neatly Pave been the puzzle of those re- 
Quality. The specimens should 'Y ‘itten in ink or typewritten are Cently discovered non-aleoholie ap- 

be in good salable condition under Witten In Ink or typewritten are . - . . 
- : referr 0. ieces aper, Ples that yield perfectly legal ci- ripe and over ripe products, and preferred to torn pieces of paper. 16? Milwaukee Sentinel 

those that show serious deeay or Finally, labels should be so fasten. Ce? Ailiwankee Sentinel. 
disease, are not desirable. Wither- ¢4 that they do not get misplaced. an 
ed leaves and broken stems detract ‘ss A siete tiae eee Coan Otto Boger and Frank Schmidt, 
from the appearance. | ei aed 1 fr ‘ es the melon and Milwaukeeans’ received injuries 

Uniformity. Large specimens ati os me Ties 8, ‘Als if . of the last Sunday afternoon when they 
that are not good for sale or home bow th isa 1eS. 1 ited «! y ked?? fell out of an apple tree while 
use are still permissible in a dis- 2DOV® "at are exhibited’ packe picking apples at the John Boger 

1 7 . ready for shipping or marketing, Loa eee 
play. Whatever size used, howev- : place, 618 Main street, this city. 

‘ 2 as in barrels, boxes or flats. |The : : : 
er, it should be the same for all spe- : + ae A branch broke and the men fell to 
cimens of the same variely, and the below will suffice to indicate cor- the ground and rolled down a‘ 

s > variety, a i Agr] . . Gy * “ color and shape should also be fair- reet scoring of these : small hillside. Boger received a 
¥ uniform, though they need not Sweet-Corn Score: fractured arm. Schmidt was 

so uniform as in a collection. Conditi ¢ exhibit 15 bruised.—Port Washington Her- 
01 MOD OL SAHIINo coc u seus, ald 

. Cc i hi bene 25 ES . 
Single Vegetables Flavor and quality noo 77> ® Moral—don’t climb apple trees, 

(One plate, bunch, or container Labelling -----.-------.--.---- 10 use a ladder. 
competing with others of the same C®lor of cob and husk---------- 10 

variety.) Rowing of Brain wocecceeese se. 10 TTS 
Ci in____--..----.---. 10 . your vt . 19 Varietal character ____._____. 20 Tenderness 2B, Does Your neighbor know about 

Condition of exhibit_.________._ 20 the Horticultural Society and Wis- 
Uniformity ______- 9-5 Total _......-....-.-.-.-. 100 consin Horticulture?
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WHEN WE LEARN Re oe OF PLANT VIGOR matically reduces the relative pro- 
. 'O CULTIVATION AND portion of raw sap and_ nitroger 

It has been the privilege of the Gi a os I , rt f ap ind nitrogen 

writer to spend some time in and SR BER piealle 1s inereaied lent anes 
around one of the large wholesale . Foods. aaeh ag sear and. starches 

fruit markets. During that time Research work of Kraus and Kray- 46a besult fhe tress hein to form 
he saw the way the buyers worked, bill Resume of publications. buds, produce fruit and. thereby 
and he also saw rejected carloads These investigators found that pass into the second class. , 
dumped. The buyer wants good by dividing plants into three In the third group or class of 
sound fruit. He knows that he will groups a certain definite relation trees, the nitrates have beeome 

have a better chance of satisfying is brought out between the nitrates much reduced in proportion to the 

his eustomers with good quality and carbohydrates present in the carbohydrates. As a_ result the 

than if he takes a chance on buy- different groups. These groups leaves become yellow and thin, 
ing low grades and selling at alow ave divided as follows: spurs begin to die and the set of 
price. He is a wise man, usually, Group 1. Those plants which fruit is poor. The trees are starv- 

who knows as much as anyone does Seem to be extremely vigorous but 118. for —— ound plenty of 

the buying end. There are, of Set but little fruit. : : : : 
sopea aw 4 a a, Gyous.2 Those plants whieh nitrate added in the spring often 
course exceptions to this. = W hen ke PPA pines ne and see produces such remarkable results. 
the day’s buying is over there is ™@ 9 a Very a growl 1 ane seem It once more ereates a balance be- 
always some produce left over. a a ae Boo vigor, Dear very tween the nitrates and carbohy- 
Much of it is dumped because the abundantly and produce a large drates. When a proper balance is 

| grower has loss enough without ae or eustets, te blossoms secured between these two the 

having to stand the expense of a Group nae ae ne . whiah proper vegetative growth and fruit- 
: rroup 8. Those plants which fulness “ig Obtained —Poleer land 

reshipment, or _loss from -break- are less vigorous than the second jt TESS) JS, ODUM ONEEE a 
down due to imperfect storage. group, bloom profusely, but set Thompson. ‘ 
But the mere presence of this in- fruit very sparingly. _cominericial Apple Industry of 
ferior fruit on the market has tend- A chemical analysis of the three North America. 

ed to pull down the price which groups shows that: (1) Those of gee 

could be obtained for the better the first group always contain an 
quality grades. abundant amount of moisture and We wish to repeat that in order 

There are some years when, in a Nitrogenous compounds; (2) those to make progress with this depart- 
given locality, it is next to the im- of the second group contain a rela- ment we must have cooperation 
possible to grow first class fruit. tively smaller amount of nitrogen- from the growers, which may best 
But on the average in these days of ous material compared with the be expressed by having you send 
intelligent combat with insects carbohydrate content; (3) The ys your opinions and questions. 
slant’ diseases. and on ‘ ..’ plants of the third group contain 
Plant diseases, and poor growth fa- still less nitrates and proportional- pe 

cilities there 18 little exeuse for Jy more of the carbohydrates than 
having the majority of the output the second group. It is shown rather Washineton ‘reports that the 
of any orchard or fruit farm fall conclusively from these experi- 4 le. trop will ee 5 : 164 ’ illi ‘ : j : apple crop will reach 164 million 
into the inferior class. ments that there must be a mathe- pushels this year, of this about 

. There is only one excuse for the matical ratio between the nitrogen ninety million bushels will consti- 
fact that Western apples have gain- and carbohydrates to receive the tute the so-called commercial crop. 
cd a foothold here in this part of best results. 
the country, and that is because The results of this experiment di- —_—___—_—_— 

when Western apples go onto a Tectly apply to the apple. Ex- 
market the buyers know that the amples of the first group are readi- Sturgeon Bay observed an Old 

fruit will be good. There will be ly found in neon from vat to wee parons by Nae a ee 
no kn + his seven years which have a relative- val at the finish of the year’s fruit 
petiinen ee ly large amount of nitrogen in ra- harvest. 
can put Sniit an the ket e4 ‘te tio to the carbohydrate, such a con- 
as high eolor, bet nr ine et oO a dition being encouraged by the use  _ 
not as mich a bi A ee ea ¢ of nitrogenous fertilizers, intensive . 
ste iL Ze, eu app or ap- cultivation, and severe heading of This is no secret, tell everybody 

ours will be more desirable. the trees. Asa result considerable you know. The Wisconsin State 
_ When we learn to put better wood growth but little fruit is se- Horticultural Society wants mem- 
'ruit, and only good fruit on every cured. It is found that by reduc- bers, and maybe your friends 
market we can lay claim to be a_ ing tillage, pruning and other stim- would like to be members. Ask 
fruit growing State. ulating operations, that one auto- them,
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the Mandsehurian walnut and | 
9 ash, peculiar aralias and the 

THE FLORIST Ss PAGE eae herbs of Amurland—even 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany the conifers are different. There 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. is a Sphagnum bog that has been 
Pt established there with species of 

plants are similar to those 
EUROPEAN BOTANICAL garden in the neighborhood of the Ee ee Oe cia SOMECAUTE 

GARDENS planks of i es eres big go bogs. Many of these plants from 
the flora of the mountains of the : ‘hi roteaté 

(Continued from October, p. 23) Balkan Peninsula, Dalmatian and gent ape on ha Deas | 

The path leads us next to the Grecian mountains. Besides the yorthern Germany. One of the | 
plants. of the Mediterranean usual associated flora of these — peautiful shrubs that grows in the 
region. Here are many plants forests, there is a group of oil open is the Buddlcia veitehiana, | 
that must be wintered over in the — TSeS for perfume. This section which is a native of north China 
greenhouses, but are planted out Of Europe is noted for the pro- and is especially beautiful _be- 
again each spring—even some fair duction of the otto of roses, or as cause of its clear blue spikes 
sized trees are treated in this We call it the attar of roses, and a These honey-scented flower spikes 
way. All parts of this region are hed of these roses has been es- are often times fifteen inches lony. 
represented in the garden—the tablished in the garden so that We see the same genus grown 
plants of the sea beaches the prin- ON May see what type of plant is jere by the Milwaukee florists, 
cipal cultivated plants of the used for these purposes. a but they use the white variety or 
Mediterranean region, the shrubs We next come to that division — species, and it does not grow near- 

of the sea shore and the plants of known as Asia-Minor, and the ly so large in the greenhouses 
the Carpathians. The plants of Plants of the Palestine region are here. Among the many beautiful 
the Sudeten Mountains of north well shown in this section of the plants of that region might be 
Germany are represented by some ground. A Cedar of Lebanon has mentioned Rosa moyesi, with its 

fifty species, growing in the next attained quite en age and is well great dark red blossoms; the 
division of the Alps, or rather the worth seeing. Next to the snow white blossoms of Ex- 
artificial Alps. The Scandinavian Palestinian plants, are those of ochorda genaldii; the evergreen 
glacial plants are shown in the the Caucasus Mountains. The parberries and Viburnums and the | 
artificial Alps of the botanical plants of the Steppes of northern evergreen honeysuekle (Lonicera | 
garden, and one may see that they Caueasus are distinguished by the  pitida), There are some very 
are quite similar to the same sort great number of gray-foliaged — Jarge plants of the saxifrages that | 
of plant in arctic America and plants and the blue-green grasses. pesemble that odd Gunnera. Few 
Asia. In view of the many ex- There are not so many high people in this country have seen 
cursions that have been made to mountains in that region, and !0 the Gunnera, a peculiar plant of 

the polar regions and the large bring out the Alpine situation the Halorhagidaceae, which looks 
herbaria that exists in many that has been developed in the ike a gigantic plant of rhubarb. 
places from the expeditions, it is garden they have added to it such We saw this plant for the first 

interesting to see the growing shrubby Alpine plants as are found time in the botanical garden ol 
plants of the polar regions situat- in that region. All sections of the Kew, and also in the Berlin 
ed on the made mountains in the artificial mountains are rich in Botanical Garden. In faet, it was 
botanical garden. Here one may species in sub-Alpine coniferae. go large that an ordinary pictur 
see the polar willow (Salix’ The garden is planned to carry without the comparison of « 
polaris), the Dryas actopetala, the through with associated geo- human figure, would be doubted 
Tofieldia borealis and the Lin- graphical districts, and to see the go we prevailed upon our friend 

naean twinflower (Linnaea borea- plants of those allied geographical and guide Mr. Herman Thal, a 
lis). At the foot of these made areas as well as the relationship prother to the Librarian of th: 
Alps, one may find associated in of the flora itself. Public Museum, to stand ther 
connection with them plants of The next group of geographical and have his picture taken to giv: 
the middle Russian Steppes. mountains are Altai Mountains, a hight comparison. By the side oi 
Next we come to the flora of the and along with it are shown the a little bridge one may see 2 
Black Sea region. Here we may — sub-arctic Siberian plants. Follow- larg clump of ever-blooming Rosa 
see their broad-leaved forest ing the Siberian flora there is a chinensis Semperflorens, th 
trees, oak, linden, hornbeam, and special district given over to the original source of our hardy 
their associated shrubs such as Amur Province of north China. perpetual tea roses. 
the tatarian maple, the nanny There are many snecies, strange Among the group of the north 
berry, the smokebush, the privets to the European, t» be found in China plants we discover many 0! 
and the Cornellian cherry. the Amur district such as the the original forms of our cultivat- 

The next group of hills in the cork tree, the Amur vellow-wood, ed rosaceous plants. It will be
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remembered when the United Umbrella Pines. There is more University. There he — secured 
States Department of Agriculture of a variation in plant zones from some of the characteristic acts 

had been exploring north China, the northernmost islands of of that region such as the ‘Bie 

they reported the source of many Japan to the southernmost one of Tree, the various hardwoods and 

of our cultivated rosaceous plants, the group than we have in the many shrubs and herbs that “ate 

and_ it was undoubtedly this United States, and all of these — to be geen now in the Berlin 

section of China. Here we see the plant zones are well represented Botanical Garden. It is like a trip 

origin of such cultivated things as by their peculiar specimens in the — back home to see all of our friends 

the pear, the apple, the cherry Berlin Botanical Garden. of the west eaRt growing there 

and Spiraea. Also in this plant- Dr. Anton Engler, who is the in Berlin “Dr. Engler also visited 

ing one may see the magnolia, the Director of the Botanical Garden as — the forested areas of Ohio : and 

Forsythia or “golden bell’? of a whole, has always been on the Tennessee, and of the Atlantic: 

China, the Chinese dogwood, and lookout for additions to their gar- North American and brought 

by eee tet In the group den. We enjoyed a very nice visit back seeds from which were “es 

of eastern a. we see a collee- - . 7 5 oa . fs : “ , 
f easte hina, we see a collec- with Dr. Engler, and he told us — tablished plantations in a large 

tion of plants similar to those about his trip to America in the au- section of the garden. There ‘is 

which are found in Japan, such as tumn of 1913. At this time, he also a section of the euvden devot- 

the an plant, the Japanese gathered a number of seeds illus- ed to “Canada and sub-aretic 

witch-hazel, the spiraea, the wal-  tratin Q th se 3 : 
§ pa, ating the plant geography of the — ; ica cover » pei f 

nut, the cherry, the quince, and so United States, and most af these, i America cnerne a ei ot 
on. In the planti fo. Fe pEGSeLit 8, u st of these, in the Peace and Athabasca Rivers, 

e planting to represent the twelve years that have elapsed ; 
southern: Chins a eee ; : apsed, Hudson Bay and Labrador. 

$ 1€ ina, one sees the have progressed far cnough to ny - ae 

golden larch, a ginkgo, and the make quite a respectable showing They have made a beginning 

Paper Mulberry as the dominat- of the North American flora in the of the: flora of the Mexican high- 
ing trees of the planting. In all large section of the garden that lands, with the varied genera and 

of these groups, one must remem- is devoted to the North American species of the Cactus family fairly 

ber that there are also the typical flora. At this time Dr. Engler well represented, There are also 

shrubs and the typical herbaceous made a plant geographical trip many plants of the Lily family 

vans of the district. . with Dr. F. KE. Clements, then of | sueh as the sisal hemp plants, the 

nee Na ue \ of te the University of Minnesota and — yuccas and so on. Less well repre- 

eoeenied a i: ee is De Cc. Cowl ae Vaan sented are the plants of the South 

" ani- icago. rice eG 2xX- 
cal Gasdet-—all “aacion® and Rock an cain rip i to the American Andes, although ex 

latitude 7 eky Mountains anc to the amples are shown from southern 

atitudes. here are numerous regions of Mt. Rainier and the > ‘hi i 

Cupressineae, tea plants = soo ‘ © peru, Chile and the bordering 

pressineae, tea plants, camphor Cascade Mountains of the states : i i 

trees holl BE d . 3 5 nus parts of Argentine Republic. 

) y; uonymus an of Washington and Oregon. ia N ‘ 

species of Litsea of th aaa nV 5 Australia, New South Wales 

: "s sitsea_of the Laurel There he found a great many trees and New Zealand are fairly well 

jam ily. _ We sce also. such and plants that were strange ‘o an a : a 1 a . vl - wit 

Japanese pines as Pinus densiflora him, and he brought back seeds represented in the garden, with 

and Pinus thunbergii and their with which he established those  SPCcres of eucalyptus, acacia, 
Focompnaiying mass of shrubs and = particular areas in_ the Berlin @uracaria and the various herbs 

1erbaccous plants. There are Botanical Garden. Although he that accompany them. The 

special groups of some of those selected many cxamples of the strange plants of the Karoo 

very ornamental evergreens that flora of our west coast still it was region as strange as the almost 

C iginate in Japan, such as the not enough to satisfy Dr. Engler, extinet fauna are shown, but more 

be me the Chamaceypari and asked us to request our of these are to be found in the 

tee DIDS Among the friends to send him more seeds greenhouses than out of doors. 

Japanese hardwoods, one sees so that he ¢ ‘ ree The last lar F e ‘ 
such ereem Hm the danaiiens Cheat ¢ o a Ae can coop eee The last large examples of plant 

fut. Jee Xs st area of the garden which has been collections made upon geographi- 

, Japanese maples, buckeyes, set aside for the North American — ga] lines, is called the flora of the 

magnolias, walnut, the paul . . z - eal lines, 1s callec the flora of the 

ie eae valnut, the paulownia, Alpine flora for he is especially fakaronesia. This refers to the 

ae its close ally the catalpa, and interested in the Alpine plants. isle “ f ‘tl con . ch oa . 

pany associated shrubs that have The Alpine trees are fairly well ipeanes © ne See; Such: as ve 

econ so important to our land- represented in the garden. Dr. Azores, Madeira and Cape Verde, 

Seape gardeners. These landscape Engler was especially entranced and the examples of plants that 

' genden, plants that have become with the Mt. Rainier flora. are shown there are comparable 
So familiar to the American parks, Dr. Engler also made a trip ™ rarity with the strange plants 

ken a things as the Rhodotypos through the Yosemite valley and of the Karoo region of Australia. 

Jay vioides, Kerria japonica, the ‘‘Big Tree Grove’’ with Dr. The dragon tree of Teneriffe is 

Deutuine E dogwood, Diervillas, Jepsen of Berkeley, California, and there — shown. 
ias, Hydrangeas, Yews, and Dr. H. H. Hall of Leland Stanford (To be continued)
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Wisconsin Horticulture tomobile to an East Side garage, Proceedings: 
but when he arrived in the eity (a) After discussing the matter 

Published Monthly by the was unable to speak. of premiums for the Winter Meet- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society He went at once to a local hospi- ing, the Board decided that $200.00 
Sean Oe eae ere tal where he appeared to be suffer- should be added to the amount to 

————— ing only fr a slight stroke. Sun- be expended, and that the amount 
FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor ing only from a slig oke: Su ; D nt ee Saar 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. day he seemed to be recovering rap- shall be apportioned as the Seere- 

wy So8gelate Editors Mrs. C. E. Strong, idly, and talked with friends and tary sces fit. 

Potter. relatives who came to the city from (b) Bills audited. 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Fort Atkinson to visit him; but Meeting adjourned. 

ee oe aie Ce at take Ge early the next morning he sudden- Freperic CRANEFIELD, 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act ly became worse, and suffered the Secretary. 

{19 ee 3, 1917, authorized July 13, Stroke which eaused his death 
piinayertiaing rates made known on ap- He is survived by his wife, one Meeting of the Board of Manag- 
= : son, and two sisters living in Ft. ers of the Wisconsin State Horti- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Atkinson, and one sister in Mil- cultural Society. ; 

which includes Ht cet, one Gollat. waukee. A second son was killed Office of the Secretary, Novem- 
price, to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send while with the American forees in ber 9, 1925. Ten o’elock A. M. 

tary, Madison, Wise Cranefleld, Secre- th. World war.—Wisconsin State ; yeah President, bc A. Toole, 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- ing Tow. 7: 5 Zaraboo; Vice - President, J. E. 

der, A. dollar bill may be sent safely ig Journal, Nov. 7th, 1925, I ea ch. 2 se Saarats 3 F 
repped or attached to a card. Personal * * * severe ta x pad a; Secretary, : 

: e 2. & Cranefield, Madison. 
Postage stamps not accepted Darwin Converse loved his fel- Pioeeduee: 

OFFICERS low men. He held firm faith in a no a discuss} Os 

W. A. Toole, President... ......Baraboo the best rather than the worst of Bollowingadisenesion of He p70 
Becta eee ine President... “Sparta h an natur H ieht he 4 gram and prospective exhibits for 

DP gee eee ee red 1 natn: he e might have re- the coming convention, the meeting 
tired from the business of selling \vag adjourned 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE trees and plants twenty years ago FREDERIC CIRANEFIELD. 

. |, Ex Officio had he desired to do so but it was Secretar: 
President, Vice-President and Secretary wa aaa ae psn secretary. 
ar, Rerghgrm Ending December, 1928 his pleasure to go again and again 

. B. Goff...............Sturgeon Bay {to homes where he had sold plants 

James Livingstone .......afiiwaukes to visit with these folks he knew ANNUAL MEETING Le 
George MM. Moseman. --: Menomonie sq well and who knew and weleom CONSIN STATE HORTI- ‘or Term Ending December, 1927 s a i J TY 
A a Benepe 2 Secrets eo ne BATA OG. ed him. Darwin Converse will be CULTURAL SOCIETY. = piter 2022002222 )Onalaska . : 
Win, Longland a atice Geneva ee in padi of Tie Coun- November 9, 1925, Office of the 
J.P Haugen Cnting December, 1024 1a ty homes this winter and many to Seeretary. 
Be Boh Marleen nce: waiccanen Gaye MINIS whom the notice of his death may 7 
N. A. Rasmussen 2.0.0.0... Oshkosh — be delayed will be waiting for him. . Pursuant to call the Society met 

=== A nursery agent, but one who will in the office of the Seeretary, 235 
wa goer OF MANAGERS ii be held in kindly rememberance by Washington Building, Madison, 

Frederic Cranefield thousands and one whose works Wisconsin, at ten o’clock in the 
se §©= wi] Jive after him —F. C. morning. / 

Meeting called to order by Presi- 
DARWIN CONVERSE DEAD ae dent Toole. 

te % Mr. J. KE. Leverich of Sparta, 
A head-on collision between two PROCEEDINGS. Wise ira ea th t ae “ne 

ears during the snowstorm of Sat- ISCONSH: MOVER want Bn ac Jon. 
urday night, Nov. 7th, caused the Owing to lack of space, proceed- ment be taken M4 ean laine ioe 

’ te , se ings OF — , ‘ consin, on Wednesday vember 
death of Darwin Converse 63, for Sent of re Board ey eae o 18. 1925 vi Ne 
30 years Madison representative of September were omitted from the Motion d , ‘ 
Coe, Converse and Edwards Nurs. October number: There follows otion seconded by Mr. J. 5. Cc s sdwards Nurs- 3 Potter of Madi Wisma 
ery company, early this morning here an account of all of the busi- otter of Madison, Wisconsin. 

when he died from injuries and a hess transacted by the Board since All present voting in the affirma- 
¢ 2 : ! 5 a ste ills tive, the meeting was adjourned. stroke of apoplexy brought on by ai 27 end 2 statement of bills , > Naeang eee aE 

the shock of the accident. audited and paid. Se aat ay 
The collision occurred on the , : , on t WERTING OF THR 7 

sharp curve near the Morningside MEET IN Lee OF BILLS AUDITED 
sanitorium at the junction of high- “aw Wisconsin Telephone Co 7.00 
ways 10 and 12 near the city. Mr. Office of the Secretary, Madison, F. Cranefield, trav. exp..._____ 22.09 
Converse was driving to his home Wisconsin, Sept. 10, 1925, 2:00 F. Cranefield, trav. exp...-... 15.57 
in Ft. Atkinson, and after the ac- P.M. Bhed ie SUPP OS conennnna= jae ; : ai ; 7 . S. Potter, trav. exp.________ 16. cident appeared uninjured. He — Present: President W. A. Toole, J" §. Potter, trav. exp. 48.85 : ? I ; . . Se i f CXPmscsecca AB) 
directed the work of towing his au- Seeretary F. Cranefield. F. Cranefield, casual employees .10.80
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State Printing Board______-__ 65.99 ed to the United States. It is plants are perfectly safe unless 
Nicholl Holding Co., rent_..~-- aan thought that the leaf hopper was somebody carries in a few infected 

Dann County Hort. Society 19.00 imported at this time. But it ap- leaf hoppers and turns them loose 
Midwest Cold Storage Co...-.. 7.12 pears that since the disease is not in the house. 
Madison Gas & Electric Co..___ 1.56 present in either Europe or Korea, There is no doubt that work on 
Scott Bros. Drayage Co..-.---- 1.50 that the aster is endemic in China, — the so-called ‘‘yellows’’ has just be- 
He nA eee ee cane ad the insect endemic in Europe, and gun. Practically speaking very lit- 
Roy Leonard, services........ 2.00 the disease endemic in America. tle is known about the disease and 
The Neckerman Agency------- 3.00 Dr. Kunkle is of the opinion, how- its kindred infections, and the re- 
I, Cranefield, trav. exp.--..--. 28.35 ever, that if a carrier were intro- search men admit this. But at last 
a a STEERS 400 duced into Europe that the disease work on plant diseases has started 

Mueller Agency Insurance.__._ 8.68 Would become prevalent. there. and with such capable pathologists 
State Printing Board_________ 63.92 The positive symptoms of the as Dr. Kunkle on the job, facts con- 
Midwest Cold Storage Co.-.--_ 5.55 dlisease are, clearing of the viens, cerning the diseases should begin 
See ene teers Cee gee chlorosis or yellowing of the tis- to pile up. 
Midwest Cold Storage Co...--_ 4.10 Sues, stance 3p at ae lenves, and oo 
American Rose Society--__---_ 5.00 general dwrafing when the disease, \ eadrarisaa ae 
St. Louis Button Co....--.--__ 10.80 attacks in the carly stages of the THE MILMW AU KEK GARDEN- 
R. B. Powers, conv. ribbons__-_ 38.67 plant. Other indications are roset- ERS ASSOCIATION. 

a ting, false flowering, and imperfect Organized December 16th, 1903. 
development of flowers. The de- Incorporated and charter grant- 

MORE ABOUT ASTER YELL. gree to which the symptoms be- ed March 7th, 1905. . 
LOWS. come apparent depends -on the Membership at present, 220. 

stage of growth at which the plant The Milwaukee Gardeners Asso- 
On Wednesday evening, Novem- has become infected. ciation represents an industry en- 

ber 11, in the lecture room of the The average period of incubation gaged in supplying fresh home- 
Horticultural Building at the Uni- is twenty-one days. The nymph grown vegetables to the people of 
versity at Madison, Dr. L. O. stage of the insect also covers about Milwaukee and adjacent territory. 
Kunkle of the Boyee Thompson In- _ three weeks and it is at that period One of its objects is to ae- 
stitute for Plant Research, Yonk- that they should be combated be- quaint the people with the faet 
ers, New York, gave an illustrated cause of their inability to fly. Some that such an organization exists; to 

leeture on what he has aecomplish- of the interesting habits of the in- demand Home-Grown Vegetables, 

ed in experimenting with the ‘‘as-  seet make possible the suggestions being best for their table; that its 
ter yellows’’. He spoke to an au- of certain remedial measures. The members are actively engaged in 
dience of about seventy-five flor- insect does not like to get close to producing home grown vegetables 
ists, students, and flower lovers. walls, and neither will it of its own and fruits of the best quality and 

Those who were fortunate accord go inside of a building. It freshness grown by men under 
enough to be able to hear Dr. is a wild insect. skillful methods, giving them a dis- 
Kunkle came away with some valu- Of importance is the fact that tinetly pleasing taste that lingers. 
able knowledge as to how research the aster yellows attacks several Soil and climate conditions in 
is carried on and some more valu- weeds, particularly the horse-weed — this section of the state are favor- 
able practical information as to and the rag-weed, numerous vege- able for diversified gardening, 
how to combat the aster yellows. tables, and several of our flowers. therefore our Gardeners are able to 

The ‘‘yellows”’ is a virus disease, It now seems possible to suggest serve the public at all times with 
and as a result it is impossible to some methods by which the disease a variety of New Beets, Cabbage, 
isolate an organism under the mi- may be combatted. Since the dis- Carrots, Beans, Peas, Turnips, Let- 
croscope, nor is it possible to grow ease is present on rag- and horse-  tuce, Radish, Celery, ete. 
a culture. Therefore to fully es- weed, keep these weeds down. Since Two years ago we adopted a la- 
tablish the fact that the disease is the insect does not like to get near bel, highly lithographed, which has 
present, it was necessary to trans- walls, plant the small home bed now been adopted by the Vegetable 
mit the disease to a healthy plant near a wall. Pull out and burn all Growers of America. It is already 
und then retransmit it. plants that show the infection just being used in fourteen states by 

_ The disease is carried by a speci- as soon as it becomes apparent. It leading growers. It is a label we 
fie insect, one of the two leaf hop- has been suggested that spraying are justly proud of, consisting of 
Pers which feed on the aster plant, the plants with a contact spray sixteen varieties of vegetables. 
and it is impossible to transmit the such as nicotine sulphate when the Officers are :— 
disease without the agency of the insect is in the nymph stage will President, George Tesch, West 
sect. At this point it may be cut down the number of adults la- Allis, Wis. 
explained that about two hundred ter on. Also a coating of Bordeaux Treasurer, Otto H. Tamms, Sta- 
Years ago the Chinese aster was tak- Mixture seems to prevent a num-_ tion D., R. F. D. 2, Milwaukee. 
cn from Korea to Europe, and ber of eggs of the insect from Secretary, Charles E. Groth, 733 
from Europe the plant was import- hatching. Greenhouse grown Forest Home Ave., Milwaukee.
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voting—if they were taught to vote 
—just as their fathers and some of 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE their mothers are voting at election 
time—in the same manner so they 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG will become accustomed to this 
simple duty—this next generation 
would accomplish easily, what you 
are striving for so str ; 

: a wih we plese otha alt Ar 
ig nrough life. ‘our time ¢ ur WOMENS 

a Filed ike fxn soesttng: ORE oe Ep, Sg 
y done like this in conneetion with and are missing the best things of 

ey ; ag Hales Building at the life—see to it that. your children 
~ State Fair. . . ‘GNS @ nen. até 7 

Get the children interested, teach a pies a6 

them to really see the things they 44 jo rewarded ” . 
are looking at, to ask questions . 

about them, then indeed will the a 
3 ‘ exhibits be educational and ‘‘Chil- 

We —_ Day”’ be worthy of its THE GARDEN SPEAKS. 

in 1h The State Fair Board, Horticul- By Nancy Byrd Turner in Youth's 
; tural Society and Superintendents , . Companion. 

of the Horticultural Building ought é u 1 birds! 

<A Rue wATNG wrey tO eet together and follow,—per- ome, all good birds. 

CATCH oF eae NG, VERY haps even improve upon—this sug- Robin and wren and thrush, 

“ gestion of the Florist Club. For every one a bush, 

The best way to train Horticultur- Come with glad words. 
eka “oC “Ran? oe 
ass 18 ig ana es ay _— And all bright flowers ; 

OH THESE REFORMERS! Phlox and delphinium, 
. Judging by Ins absorbed interest A brilliant woman lecturer Rose and tall lily, come, 

Billy Cooper’’ is planning on fol- speaking before a Woman’s Club Make fair the hours. 

lowing in the foot-steps of Great- urged the importance of women : . because her 

grandfather Cooper and become a getting out and interesting them- COR, tile ee TE 

real horticulturist, for many of the Selves in polities as the men do, of Wait tor our ieneane 

apple trees in the background were We ae ei they Butterflies, pause here. | 

raised from seed brought from New — cayge—there were so many wrongs . 

York to the new home in the for- that would never be righted until Toads, find you room. | 

ests of Wisconsin where three gen- the women got out and worked to- In the sweet thickets, 

erations of Coopers have raised gether. Just think what we could Humble brown crickets, 

prize winning apples. do at election time if every woman Make you at home. 
It is gratifying to those who be- voted instead of staying listlessly . | 

live in—‘‘ Training in the days of at home. Be kind here, weather ! 

youth, so that when they are older At the close of her talk, she in- Rain, wet the tender TOOLS) , 
—they may not depart from these yited comments. Very unexpect- Sun, warm the golden fruits; 

ways,’’—to notice how much atten- edly a quiet little woman got up Dews, softly gather. 
tion is being paid lately to interest and said: ‘‘Your talk was inter- 
children in the worth while things esting and there was much truth Love, be the warden ; ‘ 

of farm, garden and home. in it, but you have left out en- a all id nena fold. 
I am more than pleased to see tirely, one very important item— Walk dan - oe old 

ee Sra Club following along children.’’ Most of us are too aeeee Mae pardens 
this line; offering prizes to the ‘‘sot’’ in our ways to take more (Copyrighted by the Youth's, Com- 
children in the fifth, sixth, seventh than a passing interest in these Pile and printed hore by special per: 
and eighth grades,—who give the things—but children—if you en- mission of the publishers.) 
best essay on description of the thusiasts would devote the time and acta se 
Flower Show to be held in the Mil- energy you are wasting on us—in 
waukee Public Museum. This will teaching the coming generation— We once saw a paper called Talk. 
teach observation, a better knowl- if children were taught in the and the editor said it doesn’t cost 
edge of flowers and plants—a grade schools the importance of much. Ask questions. We like to 
speaking acquaintance so to say, good citizenship—and the value of talk. |
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THE WHITE FLY KILLS, KILL this may be printed in Wis. Hort. have found but four wormy apples 
THE WHITE FLY. at I hate to wait till the next An- so far. 

A member sent leaves of a pelar- nual Report. If anything ean be Excuse my taking so much of 
gonium plant, the outer edges dead done, “it were well it were done your time. I do so enjoy our ma- 
and the pest covered Sik sali quickly”. gazine, Wisconsin Horticulture. 
white insects. These Dr. Fracker I also received the Annual Re- Yours truly, 

, a ana ¢ayht ” . port which I am greatly enjoying. MRS. A. C. H., 
tells us are ‘‘white fly’’. With : greatly 5 
that as a basis we replied as fol- Of course I find things that I do Mukwonago. 

lows:—The leaves which you sent not agree with. For instance, 
in showed that your plant is infest- Mrs. F. H. Horstman says she does SS 
ed with the white fly. To rid the not grow dahlias any more because 

, ane ax sonti she worked so hard taking the = wey + plants of them spray with nicotine- vetti a h hard = be vem, UD; ROCK COUNTY GARDENERS 

sulphate which may be obtained getting them into the eellar and GET TOGETHER 
under the trade mark of ‘Black- then watching all winter to see that + 1 um 
leaf 40”. Make up a solution us- they do not get too damp. Peonies On Wednesday afternoon, No- 

ing one teaspoonful of the ‘‘Black- T love too, but at the best their blos- vember 11, a meeting was called by 
leaf 40” in a gallon of soapy wa- SMS are with us not more than Mr. R. 'T. Glasseo, County Agricul- 
ter. " . three months and often not more tural Agent of Rock County, for 

It may be that you will have to than six weeks. My dahlias com- the purpose of stimulating interest 
make repeated applications in or- menced to bloom very soon after jin horticulture in Rock County. 

| der to get completely rid of the in- the peonies were gone, this year, The meeting was well attended, 
sect. and they were beautiful Oct. 3. about twenty-five people came and 

I believe that the reason for the (The killing frost came Oct. 10). the meeting convened in the Cireuit 
| leaves dying back from the tips They had blossomed continuously Court Room in the Court House 

may be laid to either excessive or from early in July till Oct. 10. at Janesville. 

too little watering. It is difficult They are surely worth care, work Professor J. G. Moore, of the Uni- 
to reach a happy medium in water- 204 thought. versity, gave a very interesting t pps . . ersity, gave a very interesting 
ing indoor plants because of the I am greatly interested in roses and educational talk on the sub- 
varying heat in the average room, but do not attempt much in the  jeet of starting an orchard, and 

And so I believe that if you treat Way of roses except the old stand- then answered questions and iden- 
the plant as outlined and take care by’s long since given up by people — tified apple varieties that the peo- 
in watering you will get better re- who have time and money to raise ple brought in. 
sults with your plants. the new varieties. After Professor Moore finished 

. Keel free at any time to ask us I have a white rose—not double speaking it was suggested that a 
for information. If we don’t know  hardly—I should say about 2 rows Rock County Horticultural Society 
we will find the answer from some of petals and wonderful stamens. e formed. This was met with 

one who does. I do not know the name—my manimous approval and so, Mr. 
mother bought the original bush of Q@lasseo acting as chairman, the fol- 

a : is ide a ar ago. | Te gees lowing officers were elected : 
‘reely—like a wild rose—its foliage . uEaas “MRRaearts “Pawe 

| WE DO NOT WEARY OF is smooth and shiny and its free toe” Charles Marquette, Presi- 

WELL DOING. blossoming is wonderful. Mr. Charles R. Van Gelder, Vice- 
This member offers excuses for T don’t agree with Mr. Moyle president. 

| taking our time. We feel that we about the Drusehki rese—to me it Mr. R. T. Glassco, Seeretary. 

are fortunate to get such a letter. whe wonilortial Tose. My eigiter, Mr. George MeLay, Treasurer. 
The true garden spirit is here. 2® iS quite a rose specialist, has . . . 

| Editor, @ garden ‘spirit is: here. a bush she has had 2 seasons and With this action as a nucleus, 
it has been almost a perpetual further organization will take 

T have much enjoyed reading the bloomer. place at the December mecting of 

Program of the Annual Convention I am interested in spraying trees. the Society. 
t State Hort. Soc. and do so wish We are able this year to get a  _ Rock County is fortunate in hav- 
wane attend bodily instead of neighbor to spray our two dozen Ing a great field for horticulture, 
oe h mental longings, but am glad old trees, and the results have been and with the enthusiasm display- 
or those who can attend. Iam great. A Flemish Beauty pear ¢d at the first meeting as a sample, 
a interested in the Thursday tree, whose fruit last year was of there is no doubt but what the Rock 
is M. program ‘‘The Mosaic Prob- little use—guarled, knotty, small, County Horticultural Society will 
ak ‘ ete., as something has at- and wormy,— had great beautiful have a large membership and a fine 

os co a of our raspberry bush- fruit this year, smooth and per- future. 
en sue ing which I’ve never fect. Our apples, too, have been The State Horticultural Society 
hope e ore and I fear is mosaic. I perfect as when the trees were was represented at the mecting by 

pe any attempts at control of young over fifty years ago and I (Continued on page 44)
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to the leaves and start feeding. 
They cover themselves with a thin 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES waxy coating which they secrete. 
In the fall they migrate to the 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist twigs for the winter becoming 

adults the following spring. There 
is but one generation a year. This 

IS THE COTTONY MAPLE destroyer of this seale; its white pest is easily discovered when they 
SCALE COMING BACK? wooly larva feeding on the eggs appear In a considerable number 

. . and young in the egg saes. Certain on account of the large conspie- 

During the past season quite a tiny wasp-like parasites attack the Wwous white cotton-like masses as 
number of localities seattered over caale especially in its immature shown in the aecompaning  illu- 
the state were noticed where the aces and prevent its erowth to stration. 

Cottony Maple seale (Pulvinaria maturity, . The insect attacks chiefly the soft 
vitis) was again making its appear- The Cottony Maple scale is just maples, elms, oak, basswood, locust. 

ance in small numbers. This is prior to maturity a rather flat oval sumach, woodbine, currant and bit- 
one of our pests that seem to run shaped dark form inseet about one tersweet but also other shade trees 
um eyeles, making Its appearance and plants as well. — Its food con- 

ao Je Geren ee and sists of sap obtained by sucking it 
rely disappearing for a M " ape ea pene 

period of several seats before mak- _ trom within the plant Ussues. . 
ing a return engagement. About : The English sparrows are believ- 
twelve years ago unusually severe ‘ ed to be one of the chief dissemi- 

damage to the soft maple and box Lbs ators of the aanle: among shels | 
elder trees i ny of the cities eae i "ees, > young crawling scales 

and towns oF southeastern Wiseon, Cag Be which appears much like lice being 
sin resulted from repeated attacks “eM ie carried on the feet of the birds, al- 
of this inseet. Many beautiful and Ata e though the active young can ol 
valuable shade trees were killed by a 2 course, themselves crawl for con- | 
suecessive attacks which might ten Be siderable distances from branch to 

have been saved by a little timely R branch. They are also spread by 
care and attention and without any ae the wind which may blow the erawl- 
great expense. . x SS ing stage of the pest about as well 

A similar epidemie of less extent ae Bx as infested twigs. 

oceurred about fifteen or twenty sa a The chief means of control is by 
years prior to that time but the “a oh aT deci a Meee pants of 
scale seemed to have yielded to As. Be: : Ee - arts: ¢ 
their insect enemies mete rapidly ia ee water, Just before the buds open 1” 
at that time than they did during ye a. the spring. Scalecide or Sunoco 
the last epidemic with the conse- ’ Be Spray oil are well adapted for this 
quence that the losses were not so FA sia are ana its | b 

serious. eet Bre xeellent results have been re- 

This disappearance and appear- i ported by some investigators by 
ance of the pest in eycles is due fess spraying as late as the middle of 
primarily to the presence and ab- Ce “ay S.: June, when the eggs have all 
sence of parasites. Like most of We . hatched, with a fish oil nicotine 

our insect pests we have an epi- ‘ a ti ua spray using one pound of. fish-vil 

demic extending over a period of a am E soap to five gallons of water to 

few years until the parasites find a ge which an ounce of nicotine stl 

such good ‘‘picking’’ that they de- = phate has been added. 
velop in enormous numbers. Soon A Twig Infested with Cottony Partial control may be seeured by 
the parasites become so plentiful Maple Scale. dislodging the pests with a power- 
that they get the upper hand on ful spray of water against the cot- 
their insect host and occurring in fourth of an inch in diameter and tony masses before the eggs have 
such large numbers they soon foree by midsummer is generally lift- hatched. Local fire companies 
a food shortage and naturally die ed at one end from the twig it ison, could be used in this treatment to 
out with the result that the host is by a projecting mass of cotton— great advantage and without wn- 
left unmolested to get a footing like threads which the female spins reasonable expense to the communi- 
and another cycle is started. to surround her thousand or even ty. This is one of those pests 

A very small hemispherical black two thousand eggs. which require a community clean- 
ladybird beetle with a red spot on By the middle of June the eggs up since the work of a few individ- 
each wing cover is an important begin to hatch and the young crawl uals in an infested area would only
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be wasted. The Madison fire hose in preparation, permit these all- done after the plant has become 
was used against a similar pest the important, live-giving ultra-violet dormant it is not in any way inju- 
European elm scale during mid- rays of the sun to pass through, in- rious to the worker if he wears 

summer with excellent results and stead of absorbing them as does the gloves, since the plant oil which 
with no injury to the foliage of glass of our ordinary window causes the blistering is not present 

dozens of towering elms. panes. Furthermore, these two in appreciable quantities. — Gloves 
E. L. Cuamsers. sorts of glass promise to be com- should be worn, however. — It is 

paratively cheap; whereas quartz even more sure to cut the vine 
a glass, the only kind hitherto known above the ground at the start of a 

as not absorbing ultra-violet sun growing season so that the roots 
LIGHT, LIFE: DARKNESS, rays, is beyond the price of most will not develop and then grub out 

DEATH— people. The two types of glass the remaining portions in the fall. 
open up interesting possibilities This method of eradication is tedi- 

Why children reared in the dark for constructing sun porches for ous, and must be followed year 
slums of our great cities grow children and invalids. after year, because the yine will 
spindling and pale; why children Plants, on the other hand, ac- spread rapidly if the greatest care 
carefully housed and fed develop cording to Boyee Thompson Insti- is not taken. 
rickets, these are two questions on tute experiments, do not need the The experiments with the use of 
which experiments with rats at the ultra violet rays of the sun, as do chemicals as a means of eradication 
Boyee Thompson Institute for animals. Normal plants were have been failures so far as we 
Plant Research are throwing new grown at the Institute where the know. In seetions where cultiva- 
light. . rays were completely shut out. But tion is possible the pest has been 

White rats are being used to when glass exeluded the sun’s blue eradicated by preventing any 
supplement studies of the effeet on rays as well, then the plants be- growth, but of course cultivation is 
plants of different rays of light. came spindling; and when the green — impossible in your ease. 
Under glass especially made to sep- rays also were cut out, the plants , 
arate the rays of the sun, these became still taller and thinner, 
young rats pass their lives in dif- with eupped leaves. The bushy soy a 
ferent colors of the rainbow, one bean became a twining vine asa re- 

group living in green light, another sult of losing the violet, blue and WHAT FRUIT ACIDS DO. 

in blue, and still another in light green rays of the sun. as “ hex 5 7 
from whieh the sun’s invisible vio- Dr. Ethel Luce, formerly of Lis- "he acids of fruits, often refer. 
let rays have been removed. ter Institute, London, working in "ed to as very beneficial, mean lit- 

These experiments of the Boyce collaboration with Dr. E. A. Park tle to the average person to whom 
Thompson Institute with light and of the Yale Medieal School, is con- the term acid usually carries a 

its effect on living things may ducting this work at the Boyee significance of a condition m the 
eventually have a tremendous ef- Thompson Institute to determine stomach to he avoided. However, 
feet on man’s way of living. For the effect of the different rays of the acids of fruit have nothing to 
instance, it has already been learn- the sun on animals as compared do with our stomach. . They ae 
ed that animals, unlike plants, need with their effect on plants.Boyce Ore calculated 10 prevent it. he 
cc sun’s invisible violet rays. Thompson Institute. er poet ane score 
Furthermore, our ordinary win- oe are 2 Suman E Secre 
dow pane shuts pa ae vay part KILL POISON IVY. the digestive JUICES, . 
of the sun’s light. In other words, A question: ‘Can you tell me With these acids are found the vi- 
it is not enough to sit in asun par- jf there is anything that ean be ‘mins, substances which are essen- 
lor with clothes on. In order to used to kill poison ivy? Also will tial to health and life, and whose 

get the full and beneficial effect of the soil be in condition to grow °X@ct function and nature 1 BEC 
ultra violet. rays, one must come grass or flowers after treating viding an interesting study for sei- 

into direct. contact with sunlight. We have a little cemetery, which Siar It aS MoM know n that 
Thus when children’s bones. be- is overrun with the ivy so badly it rickets, seurvy and kindred com- 

come soft and misshapen, as in rick- jg difficult to get a caretaker. Will plaints are caused by the lack of 

cts, they may be cured by feeding be very thankful for any informa- vitamins in the diet and that sup- 
certain things, such as codliver oil. tion on the subject. plying them speedily remedies the 
But an equally good and much << « condition. 
simpler treatment is to lay the bare The sugars of fruits which usu- 
limb of the child, or grown person, Our answer :—You have a very ally accompany the acids are of a 
in the direct sunlight. difficult problem confronting you laxative nature, with the single ex- 
And just here again experiments in the way of getting rid of a large ception of the blackberry, which is 

at the Boyee Thompson Institute growth of poison ivy. an astringent. The roughage or 
may have a vital affeet upon our Frankly, the only method that bulk of the fruit stimulates the 
lives. For they show that at least we know that is at all sure is to churning movement of the stomach, 
two types of glass, which are now grub out the vines. When this is which makes the digestive processes
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active through the mixing of the stituted by commercial sugars, but ket, but when she steps into her 
. o% . . . . 2 . . . 

gastric juices with the food in the are best secured by consumption in garden she is apt to bring in as 

stomach, This movement is known their natural state—in the fruits much as she believes her family 

as peristalsis. themselves which produce them. will consume. 

. The acids and sugars are carried The swallowing of grape seeds, a The convenience of having a 

in water, which. makes up the great question which has aroused much garden frequently leads to a bene- 

bulk of the fruit, and are in dilut- discussion, by some authorities is ficial change in the proportions of 

ed form easily assimilated when considered harmless and only a the family diet. Vegetables are 

they reach the stomach. means of providing roughage. Oth- served more abundantly because | 

The chief acids are citric, malic ers declare that owing to the indi- they are available, and they satis- 

and tartaric acids in fruits. The gestible quality of the seeds and fy the eraving for bulk, lessening 

flavor depends upon the mingling their large size, the practice is not the desire for other foods which 

of the acids and the sugar in the to be advised. However, millions nay lack the necessary vitamins. 

fruit. Citrie and tartarie acid are of people let the seeds skid down Almost automatically the garden 

commonly used in commerce. Tar- with the pulp of the Coneord and tends to increase the use of veg- 

taric acid is found most abundant- allied forms of grapes and suffer  gtables. 

ly ni grapes. cae acid is the fac- a0 et ee American The garden must, of course, be 

tor un the a: que a ae omotogicar ocrery. carefully planned so that it will | 

fn the apple sone, aharen, game So yield an adequate supply of the | 

eurrant and the common varieties GROW YOUR OWN VITAMINS eg Re ena iboe cate 

of berries. — Bulletin American Closely associated in our minds and_ for canning or storing. If 

Pomological Society. with the vitamins they supply are ome sort of record is kept from 

a the vegetables that can be grown in one year to the next to show the 

almost any home garden—spinach, quantity of each vegetable grown 

FOOD VALUE OF FRUITS. sabbans, eon carrots, ar an and the use made of it, a garden 

yeans, peas, rutabagas, tomatoes, a 9 re: ‘y wor 
That class of substances known the hate vegetables Groene ‘ag bagaet can be eventualiy worked 

o chemists and dieticians as car- ‘greens’, and many others. W ae a cs . 

bohydrates forms the chief nutri- aie brain v8 eas: . © Fresh fruits are also important 

i also obtain necessary minerals from — sources of vitamins, and should 
ent value of fruits. The carbohy- the: tabl : valei : 2 Kinsey 

drates are chiefly in the form of se vegetables —iron, calcium, he considered in connection with 

- ; ; phosphorus—and depend on them the garden plan. Many orchard 
sugar, cellulose and pectin, the last 16 ” _ 88 Dian. Man) wes 

the substance that makes jelly jell. for bulk, or ‘‘roughage’’. But our fruits and berries grow well in all 

3 sc See a7 > —— - geetions of the country, and others 
The ripeness and variety of fruit frat thought as apt to be—vegeta i f tl try d other: 

shows a divergence in the amount bles; for vitamins x _ are best suited to certain locali- 

of these substances present. Sugar The advantages of growing vit- ties, While the citrus fruits— 

is highest, of course, in dried and amins in our gardens are many oranges, lemons, grapefruit—are 

preserved fruits and lowest in ripe and obvious. To begin with, there among the best sources of vita- 

fresh fruits. is the matter of fneshness. No  jnins, they are produced only in 

Cellulose is the solid matter con- Matter, how near the market may warm climates, and must be pur- 

tained in the skins, cores, seeds, be to the home, it is usually along ¢hased in other sections; local 

and granules bodies present in “@Y from the farmer who pro- fruits, however, may be depended 

some varieties such as the pears. duced the vegetables. Garden pro- on also to supply vitamins, Toma- 

There is a greater proportion of cel- ducts that have been carried over toes are comparable with citrus 

lulose in the wild fruits, as cultiva- @ dusty road, and perhaps ex- fruits as sourees of vitamins, and 

tion tends to make the production Posed for hours before they were when the latter are lacking, toma- | 

of thinner skin and rind and to the S0ld, can not be compared in de- to juice, either fresh or eanned 

production of fewer seeds. sirability of flavor. or condition may be used instead. It goes with- 

Cellulose is valuable in adding With those just off the vine or out yt saying, therefore, that it is 4 

roughage to the diet and assisting of the earth. The vitamin content good thing to include tomatoes in 

in intestinal activity. It has no of vegetables is also dependent to gyery garden plan.—Exrchange. 

food value, but a certain amount of some extent upon freshness. . 

it is necessary in the diet, and fruit Again, when the vegetables are 

provides a pleasant and palatable actually at hand in the garden, WORKING PLANTS OVER- 

manner of providing it. waiting to be gathered, the z TIME BY MEANS OF 
Many of the so-called health chances are that they will be used 

: é : 3 ae ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
foods are designed to provide this oftener, and in larger quantities, { 

factor, particularly the bran com- than when some one has to go to The effect on plants, of addition- 

pounds. The fruit sugars, as is a store to get them. The price of- al hours of artificial light, applied 

well known, are essential factors in ten influences the quantity bought under carefully controlled condi- 

the diet. They are not readily sub- when the housekeeper goes to mar- tions, is the basis of one of the ex- |
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tensive series of experiments un- up to seventeen hours. But with ing, just care to keep fires out. The 
der way at the Boyce Thompson a longer day they dwindled and young trees are now all the way 
Institute for Plant Research at constant light killed the plant en- from one-year-old seedlings to trees 

Yonkers, New York. tirely. On the other hand the _ six of eight inches in diameter. In 
Adaptation of some of the re- clover flourished under 24 hours of one place where the trees were quite 

sults to greenhouse practices is one light, and produced flowers in 35 large and not very thick, there 
possibility, but the immediate pur- days, where two years may be nec- were also many young ones up to 
pose of the work is to establish the essary in the field. The clover about four feet high. 

fundamental laws of plant growth. so responded gratefully, with The timber is jack, Norway and 
The work is done in greenhouses luxuriant growth and an increase  sonie white pine. The same general 
(subject to controlled conditions of 11 size and number of blossoms, eonditions exist in the great state 
temperature and humidity) over When it received an extra allow- of Wisconsin. There is no reason 
which the gantry crane may be ance of carbondioxide with 6 hours why the same results may not be 
suspended at night, subjecting the of additional light, in comparison achieved if we follow the example 
plants to as many hours of addi- ae the plant getting extra light of our neighbor. 

tional light as is desired. This is Only. Statistics tell us th here are 
made possible by the 48 one-thou- Such work, while not translatable — yast seetions of the cok Wiseon, 
sand watt lights carried by the into actual practice with present sin cut-over district that are only 
erane. costs of electricity, is nevertheless one to three per cent settled, so 

Another interesting phase of the of the greatest practical interest Mr. Olbrich need not worry about 
work is the increase of the carbon- in highlighting the laws of the there not being land for the work 
dioxide of the atmosphere of the Plant’s being and indicating the of reforestation. One may look 
greenhouses, in varying amounts. ¢”Vironmental conditions best from the top of a hill and see 
The gas is ‘‘serubbed’’ in four- adapted to the rapid and most many miles of nothing but young 
towers of glazed tile as it comes Perfect development of different — timber. . 

from the boilers, and driven di- Plants. These results are practical Aside from the sandy section 
reetly into the greenhouses. Since to the last degree in promoting in- whieh produces little but pine, 
a plant is more than 40 per cent tensive agriculture, and that eco- there are many thousand aeres of 
carbon (dry weight), this must all nomic increase in production nec- the mineral ridge of North Wis- 

be obtained from the air, which essary to keep pace with the rate consin and of comparatively level 
contains only 3 parts in each 10,- of inerease in population. rocky land which is worthless as 
000 the value of this addition of The unusual equipment of the farm land, but will produce huge 
carbondioxide to the plant’s ra- Boyce Thompson Institute, makes trees of white pine, black birch, 
tion, especially when it is develop- possible these researches, under hard and soft maple, and other 
ing under increased hours of light, such rigidly and minutely control-  yaluable timber. , 
is apparent. led conditions, that the basic laws ‘Again, there are other thousands 

ad Besides the greenhouses there are of pleat ie may be, i & 1 ater of acres of swamp land which constant condition” light and ably hoped, uncovered and _ later quickly grows up to spruce, bal- 
dark rooms, in which the develop- Dil ae hie all y applied.— Boyce sam and tamarack. Let us join 

ment of different plants under Thompson. Institute. hands and boost as good citizens 
carefully varied conditions may a should. We can get the work done 

be studied. | vcnar if we will only get together and 
Some of the results already ob- REFORESTATION boost for it. “There is plenty of 

served are most interesting, and 8 . fi money in the state. Let us try to 
the life history of the plants as Tt was the privilege of the writer, get some of it turned to this work 
developed is recorded in photo- Tecently, to visit the northeast ~ Irving Smith " . 
graphs, the plants themselves being Section of Minnesota, south and , . 
subjected to every kind of minute West of Duluth. In driving about 
analysis in the various chemical We Saw two forest reserves, both 
and michrochemical laboratories, Vety interesting, but the one near nial 
For example: radish, lettuce, bar- Cloquet was of special interest be- 
ley and clover bloomed much ear- cuse it is on country very similar 

a under constant light; buck- : A great one sandy on Start something! Maybe your 
wheat and so y of Wisconsin. his section is often . ‘ A . 
whew work. Pot lee spoken of as the “barrens,” ‘“blue- neighbors are interested in horti- 

tain flowers such as salvia and cos- berry plains,’’ ete. culture. Now is the time to start 
ne setase = bloom at all. The eae forest ee that local Society. Tell them 

ertain sharp contracts devel- growing up with pine, so thick tha : . 
oped. For qusbasea tomatoes grew in Asay nae the trees stand about your State Society and Wis- 
faster and made better plants when thick enough for corn stalks in a consin Horticulture. Get  to- 
the hours of light were increased corn field. This is with no plant- gether!
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ag — a = = 

— TREES - SHRUBS : VINES: PLANTS 
Largest Growers of Y —  — 

li N { Everything in orchard trees; fruit trees, garden 
Qua ity ursery plants and vines; windbreak and woodlot trees; 

‘ ~\ evergreens, shrubs and trees for lawn 
Stock in the planting; hardy flowering plants and $n 
Northwest JMUNDERWOOD OSES: Reliable District Dealers in all 

‘FOUNDER sections of the North-central states. 
1868 Write for Northern Planter’s Guide (free) 

Over 200 acres com- THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY 
prise our nursery at 1500 acres BeDuUnderwnod, President cig iMinneta’ 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. ——__ — 

We grow high class ROCK COUNTY GARDENERS WISCONSIN NURSERIES 
trees and shrubs in Cont 1 fr 39) Our Motto: 

ne r (Continued from page 39 Give fools their gold and knaves their 
large quantities. You J. S. Potter, the istant secreta BOs, — J. 8S. sr, the assistant seereta- Let fortune’s bubbles ri d fall; 
can depend on McKay ry, who suggested that this newly Who sows a field or trains @ flower 
quality and reliability. formed Society affiliate with the Op planta a tree a more Phiten, 

State Society as an auxiliary, At I¢ Twenty Years. Catalog for the 
which would be to the advantage ee . 

McKAY NU RSE RY of both. This question, will come We dese Gan 
before the members of the Rock Lo 

C 0 Nl P A N Y County organization at its | next—©§ 2 

First Central Building meeting. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN — ONE DOLLAR: 
Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Write to us for particulars about Buys this space for one month. 

advertising in Wisconsin) Horrt- Ten Dollars for a year. Try it. 
CULTURE, 

Sa iad Pe renee ave.i2.100 
ee The Hawks 

a wy 3 
cailae Nursery y 4 

—_erremmmne Company ret Foz fos 

One e the pretty Corners we B e r ry B oO x e S 
ave helped create. are in a position to Crate pane oe 

. . : . an imax Baskets 
The circular we will furnish high grade 

bs glad to Ce you Nursery Stock of all As You Like Them 
shows some of the lead- kinds and _ varieties 4 Ww 
ers in Fruits and Orna- itable to Wi . Patent Folding Berry Boxes “of 
mentals for this cli- Surtaple: to lwasconsin wood veneer that give satistac- 
mate in colors. Send and other northern terial in the K. Duin carload Tots 

. . our '. 
for yours districts. carry in stock i¢-quart crates all 

. strawberries br blucberrice” No Will be glad to figure order too small or too large for 
. us to e 

on your wants either folding boxes and crates In K. D. 
| Tree: . from Milwaukee. Promptness is Oe) in large or small quan- cape in, bagging ral ang = tities. large discount for ‘early’ orders 

A postal brings our price list. 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Cumberland Fruit Package 
Company Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Company 

NURSERYMEN Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 

DEMOCRAT PRINTING COMPANT
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‘““A PEACE THAT PASSETH has at last permitted up to publish kindness in answering my ques- 
UNDERSTANDING”’ one of the letters that have come tion, ‘‘Who is an amateur,’’ you 

* 8 . to us from Cherry Valley. These say, ‘‘it is the best answer I can 
In Illinois there is a town we  jotterg tell a story such as we can- give,’’ and I say, it is good enough. 

have never seen but we picture it of tell altho we have often tried. It is in very deed satisfactory. 
as a village with shady streets, . Furthermore I would add a line 
houses setting back from the road, Cherry Valley, Ill., Dee. 15,1923. by way of introduction: I am now 

broad lawns, some with hedges To Frederic Cranefield, . past 82 years old, a civil war vet- 
across the front, some with fences _ Madison, Wis. eran, have a little home here in 
and gates that swing wide and eas- My Dear Sir: Yours of the Cherry Valley, of nearly an acre, 

ily. 10th was duly received, and notic- with dwelling house and other 
In summer as the sunshine ing the contents I am constrained buildings and lawn occupying at 

trickles thru the spreading to write a line or two by which to least one-third. The rest is my 
branches of the elms and maples, express my gratitude and say, garden and orchard, 9 apple trees 
women bring their chairs and seek thank you most sincerely, for your of 20 or 25 years growth, all in 

vigorous, healthy condition. I 
2 rr si a oe ao for oe 

, i mr-| needs and some for my neighbors. 
peas m7 For the last ten years have been 
Pi ae w.| growing tulips, gladioli with a 
Bee 4; few peonics. Am a downright fail- 
moe ure with roses. When my tulips 

eee \ are in bloom I gather them in 
ae Te | 3) bunches of 8 or 10, take them to my 

Be Fi 9 «| friends, and many that are sick ; as ‘ y 
; A Ae ©| and old men, my comrades who are 

of ri a | confined to their homes. And | 
= =| go often to the hospitals, in Rock- 
- =| ford, making a personal matter of 

} it. And the same when the glad- | 
ioli and peonies are in bloom, and 
am never offering any of these for 
sale. I love to grow the flowers 
and am well rewarded in the grat- 
itude expressed by all these my 
friends. For my fall planting of 

OOOO iulips I have seventeen hundred 

shaded spots on the lawn where . 
they read or embroider strange J he 
things or perhaps gossip. The blll Fona name of the town is Cherry Val- . oe 
ley. ay clean She ruhoe aller 

There are gardens too. In one wi. ~ 

of them an old man works and in WRG bine ROH ~ 
that work finds pleasure greater om eens 9, , a odloR f cuore fait mearily a year 
than most of us will ever know. He 7h. & O. ffuem: Gonimn from Xe tre hol drinemional 
has lived four score years and to Ole ar Iwrar comims sup fe Gasrolem asrein. pevol fin- 
these other years were allotted him ‘heals : bata badd é Athis ad b 

until now he is eighty-six. His d go = : org Connena. Lang it. 
name is L. H. Brown, a retired CO7™m™™ eho s6Lalourn jm chasrthal te ho Laced 
minister. We know him well and Rays be mwomed Gleke clearer, andl here OU, Mhe. 
greatly enjoy his letters but we DE helt th ion p pf ry: 
have never seen him and it is only ? Ral Af AO. god piclinre, 
thru his written words that we Ahiing Rone preoarined Lo girrerreunly aur. youre 
know him. He is a veteran of the lire amrol geod! fanor; 4 beg keane U5 bystoctith self 
Civil war, a kindly, loveable, gra- oD nb Rott ceed PE, 
cious spirit such as in this money Gow ay ? F MMA, 

mad world we seldom meet. Re $ 78 Brown. 

For many years Mr. Brown has Bherrs Valley SLL, 
been a member of our Society and
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bulbs in the ground all of my own ‘‘FLIGHTY VISTAS ABOUT Of course the site would want to 
growing. For my spring planting THE HOME GROUNDS” be large enough to serve the pur- 
J have better than a thousand glad- C. E. Cary, Professor of Landscape PS? for which it was intended, in 
ioli bulbs, also home grown. Since Gardening Univ. of Minn. a good neighborhood, served by im- 
my wife died nearly ten years ago ‘ . . proved streets, highways, or other 
T have lived alone, and my garden, Given before the Wisconsin State transportation facilities, by such 
with Wisconsin Horticulture, has Horticultural Society Annual public utilities as gas, sewer, elec- 
been and is my comfort and in Meeting, Nov. 18, 1925, Eau tricity and water, and convenient to 
large measure my companion, as a Claire, Wis. churches, schools, and shopping 
preacher you see I am old and out Whether or not you have recently centers. Its exposure to winter’s 
of date, ‘‘not wanted’’ is the label ascertained the correct definitions sun and summer’s breeze is of im- 
with which I am decorated. Still for the words ‘‘flighty’’ and ‘‘vis- portance and in the open country 
and all, I am quite well content, tas’’, you are probably as much in its protection from the wintry 

and with my pension generously the air as I am as to just what blasts and the hot dry winds of 

awarded me by Uncle Sam I live _ this discussion is to be about. How- summer. . 
quite comfortably. ever, while we are up in the air, Having selected the site for our 

Again I thank you. lets stay up for a while, and take home (which of course has been 

Very truly yours, a bird’s eye view of the average designed to fit this site—and the 
Rev. L. H. Brown, home grounds and its landscape reverse also be true) we are pre- 

Cherry Valley, Illinois. development. True—we will seldom sented with the problem of placing 
enjoy our own landscape from this this house and its architectural ac- 

There may or may not be amoral \antage point—but in the devel- companiments so that it may ap- 
to this brief story. If there is one opment of the home grounds, in pear as one with the site, as though 
it is not new to those who have ground, we are so apt to lose sight it belonged there and nowhere else, 
sought and found comfort and 6 its third dimensional aspect and the first step toward unity in our 
companionship in gardens. to think of the many features and Picture. 

Here is a man who lived among their individual uses and beauty Here, again, restrictions may 
men, who thru long years as a instead of the scheme aS a whole. hamper all attempts at a successful 
minister battled with wrong, who A well studied plan, in mind solution, yet these same limitations 
was not afraid to fight when fight- or on paper, for the development may aid us in securing a most pleas- 
ing was unavoidable, who in his of the property as a whole, ing result. The one important 
declining years has found, ‘‘The whether it be carried out in its point to emphasize here, is that 
peace of God which passeth all un- entirety or not, is of course the only once our buildings are located, the 
derstanding.’’ ‘‘I love to grow sensible way to go about this work. size and shape of the remaining 
the flowers and am well rewarded What do we see from our seat areas are determined and in them 
in the gratitude expressed by all in the clouds,—order, symmetry, lies the use and enjoyment toward 
of my friends,’’— balance, beauty, all parts related which our efforts are now directed. 

Some of us are going to have to the whole—or a jumbled mass, There is, or should be, such a 
rather empty days at the latter I mean mess, of plant forms and close relationship or connection be- 
end unless we can cultivate an in- architectural features, proclaiming tween the rooms inside the house, 
terest in something besides our- loudly in variegated hues, unnat- their use and furnishings and the 
selves. The very wealthy find sat- ural shapes and improper place- out-of-door rooms, their use and 

isfaction in great gifts, the rich ments, the lack of order and con- furnishings, that we can ill afford 
thru persuing some expensive hob- sequent loss of beauty. For heav- not to consider them both when 
by that brings pleasure into their en’s first law is order and without planning either. The ideal is met 
own lives but none so poor but he it there is no beauty. As we dip when house designer, home owner, 
may plant a seed, watch it grow and glide we note the great vari- and landscape architect work hand 
and thru the springtime, summer ety in the sites folks have selected in hand from the beginning. 
and autumn learn if he will but for their homes, the canvasses upon A survey of many typical homes 
heed that ‘‘all the truth of life is which the home pictures are to be of average size, reveals a division 
there; a moment of vision, a sigh, painted. Some are large, some of rooms nearly alike in all,—these 
a smile——and the return to eter- small, many shapes and surfaces, rooms, in number, size, shape, loca- 
nal rest.’’ building laws may restrict us here tion, and furnishings dependent 

oe and existing features there, but upon the use to which they are to 
everywhere, anywhere, the canvas be put. 

Some of us may have neglected is awaiting the hand of the artist One’s first introduction to the 
to cover our roses in November, -—for art knows no limitations, new home comes at the front or 
hybrid perpetuals and hybrid teas. beauty is not a question of size, the entrance feature. What sort of a 
It’s not too late yet. Heap coal humble cottage dooryard may pre- welcome awaits you at your front 
ashes over and around them then sent to the eye of the beholder com- door? First impressions are last- 
Set a nail keg over each plant. plete and enduring satisfactions. ing ones they say—do those who ar-
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rive at your front door receive a growth, it should be connected with characteristics in common, FORM, 
favorable one? the indoor living rooms, either di- TEXTURE, and COLOR, and if we 

The outside area, or room, ad- rectly or indirectly, actually link- compose our pictures with these in 
jacent to the house entrance, usu- ing it to this portion of our house mind and remember the great art 
ally called the front yard, plays a with garden paths, turf panels, principle of good spacing (good 
most important part in this wel- steps, terraces and porches, or vis- proportion) we will not go far 
come. Its size, shape, and furnish- wally by creating axis for its prin- astray in securing the desired use 
ings should bespeak character of a cipal features through windows or and beauty in our home grounds, 
simple though dignified nature. On doors in these rooms. It is only by for beauty it is we are seeking. 

the small property, at least, an ob- unifying the various parts of our Someone has aptly said that we 
vious balance of all parts and ma- design that we can hope to secure may live without beauty—but—not 
terials will aid in giving that feel- harmony. so well. 
ing of fitness, of belonging there, Having arranged our floor plan, 
so lacking in many of our present we are ready to proceed with the rs 
day dooryards. construction of our walls, for walls mrs . 

In order to secure that feeling there must be if we are to secure MIE LILY 

of breadth and repose so essential the privacy necessary to the full- H. C. Christensen 
to a satisfactory home picture, the est use and enjoyment of our . 
front lawn areas should not be clut- rooms. Walls of earth, of mason- (Read at Annual Convention, Kau 
tered with meaningless walks, dis- ry, of frame or of plant forms—the Claire.) 

cordant displays of near art and severely trimmed hedge, the infor- The lily is one of the aristocrats 
horticultural monstrosities, but left mal shrub border, the vine clad of the floral family and its state- 

rather open, framed by plantings wall or fence. And asin our house ly beauty appeals strongly to the 
of trees and shrubs of year round’ walls we find various openings for flower lover. There are some 80 
attractiveness with here and there various purposes, so out-of-doors species, all found in the northern 
a splendid specimen for shade, for the walls surrounding or dividing hemisphere but only 8 or 10 are 
pure ornament or as adjuncts to the our out-door rooms will be broken native to the United States and in 
larger theme, the house itself. here and there with doors, enabling many places these are becoming so 

Into the house again we find a_ us to circulate freely and conven- rare that it will be necessary to cul- 
room or a group of rooms given iently for maintenance and pleas- tivate them if they are to be pre- 
over to the service features of the ure,—and with windows opening served. Most of our native lilies 
home. The kitchen, the pantry, the out to an attractive view or per- respond readily to cultivation. 
store room, ete.—rooms so located, mitting the sun’s rays to aid the Canadense or Meadow lily is prob- 
so designed and so furnished, as to growth of some choice group of ably the commonest of our natives. 
serve their purposes conveniently, flowers. Its drooping orange red blooms are 
and yet attractively. On the aver- In the out-door living room, very graceful. Supurbum or Turks 
age home grounds there is need for these walls will form an admirable cap likes a sandy moist soil and is 
similar rooms out-of-doors and background for the display of color often found growing 8 or 10 feet | 
again for convenience, economy of in the flower beds or borders, and tall in the creek bottoms in the | 
space and harmony in use and a splendid foil for the garden fur- East. I do not think it is native 
beauty, these service areas will be niture, without which our out-door in Wisconsin, but it thrives under | 
adjacent to, and directly connected life would be drab indeed. ordinary garden cultivation. All| 
with, the service rooms indoors. In selecting the furnishings for of us are acquainted with the old 
Here we will find the garage and these rooms, we should keep in fashioned tiger lily of our grand-| 
other service buildings, the vegeta- mind the purposes they are to mother’s garden and it is becom- 
ble garden, the bush fruits, the serve. This is frequently lost sight ing deservedly popular again. Its | 
clothes drying yard, and cut-flower of in choosing the various plant bright orange red flowers, spotted | 
garden. True, these are features elements. Place the evergreen and black are very showy and large 
serving primarily a utilitarian pur- deciduous trees first, they are the clumps of these lilies in many ga 
pose, yet they need not lack beauty large features in our picture, and dens were decidedly atractive to 
in form, placement or decoration. at least in the third dimension take the passerby this past summer. 
Upon the need of or desire for these up considerable of our canvas. which was unusually favorable for | 
service elements will the size and Whether they are to serve for lilies. This variety comes from 
shape of our out-of-door service shade, for screen for framing, China and Japan, where the bulbs 
areas depend. backgrounds, accents or pure orna- are used for food. There is a dou: 

Last, but not least in fact of ut- ments, they must be selected with ble form which is no improvement 
most importance to the fullest en- care. This is no less true of the over the single except that the 
joyment of our home and its shrubs, vines and flowers. How- blooms are more lasting. It ca 
grounds, is the outdoor living room ever, even with their great diver- be propagated from the little 
or private area. Properly located sity in shape, foliage, bark, flower bulblets that grow in the axils 
on the best exposures for plant and fruit, they all have these three of the leaves. It takes them two oF
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three years to etiate Bloeming aes or Regale, The Regal lily, and it 

There are several varieties of lil- is rightly named. The blossoms are 

ium Elegans, shading from yel- white, slightly shaded pink on re- JETSAM 

low to red and more or less spotted. verse of petals with a beautiful —on the Sands of Time— 

The flower is upright. The variety shade of canary yellow at center —— i ——————_ 

known as Torch lily is the one most and extending part way up the Here we will print from time to 

commonly seen and it is vivid red. trumpet. It is delightfully per- time stray bits, wise and otherwise, 

Another lily that is hardy in Wis- fumed, lacking the heavy oppres- gathered, hither and yon, from a life 

consin is Tenufolium or Coral lily, sive odor of most lilies. It was dis- time of reading hoping our readers 

which comes from Siberia. Its covered by Prof. Wilson in the Will SPP Mead sane ane approve, acer 

small oval red blooms with deeply mountains of China in 1911. After  |ittle ones, easily read and—perhaps 

reflexed petals are charming in- many difficulties the bulbs reached remembered. 

deed. Since the federal embargo, Massachusetts from where it has ti 

the bulbs have become very diffi- spread over the United States. We are so strangely made ; the 

cult to obtain. While absolute hardiness is claim-  M¢™Ores that could make us hap- 

Philadelphicum isa bright orange ed for it I find quite a few who py pass away; it is the memories 

red with upright flowers. It isna- have not had success with it. I that break our hearts that abide. 

tive to Wisconsin. So far, all the have been blooming it for four —Mark Twain. 

varieties mentioned will bloom un- years, and, on the whole, find it “The wine of life oozes drop by 

der ordinary garden conditions but more hardy than Candidum. If drop.’’—Credit Lost. 

if the finer kinds are to be grown the bulbs are set in the spring, . 

they must be given special atten- they will bloom the same year “A foolish consistency is _ the 

tion as to soil, drainage and loca- and be in better shape to go hob-goblin of small minds.’’—Em- 

tion. All varieties like a deep moist through the winter than when — erson. 

soil but it must be well drained, fall planted. While this lily bulb trie. jonorance: of the: so-called 

and if these conditions are not nat- increases by division and bulblets, educated O aaanes *< eplosgal,”— 

ural they must be made. s0. which form above the old bulb, it pryxjey i eine 

Of our outdoor lilies, Candidum, #8 more quickly propagated from — 
Madonna, St. Joseph’s or Annun- seed which it produces freely. rn 

ciation lily is probably the most Bulbs of blooming size can be 

beautiful. The purity of its chaste raised from seed sown outside while A PRAYER FOR A LITTLE HOME 

white blooms is responsible for its they can be flowered in 19 months Goa send _us a little home 

many names. The bulbs of. this from seed if sown in the green- To come back to, When we roam 

variety should be planted in Aug- house in January or February. iy. “findows, a view for miles, 
ust so it ean make the rosette of Five year old bulbs produced as ; 

leaves which are necessary for suc- high as 17 blooms to a stalk and as Red freee eds upeaire. 

cessful blooming next year. Bulbs @ single capsule may have as many 44 tatk in little nooks 

from Michigan or northern France 8 three or four hundred seeds, it Shim colors, rows of books. 

should be planted in Wisconsin as will probably be generally planted one picture on each wall, 

southern grown bulbs are less in a few years. Not many things at all. 

hardy. Sprinkle them with sul- God send us a little ground: 

phur and lay bulb on side in plant- poe Tall trees standing round. 

ing to guard against rot. Most CQOPER PEONY FARM SOLD — Uvetlivad {hy'surs, 0 God. 
lilies should be planted 10 inches “ " 5 . . 

deep, this variety only five or The following will be of interest Gay home, and all ae 
six. There are several varieties of to many of our members. It is Foren ee Pa neetator. 

_ Japanese lilies that are hardy un- good news to know that the peonies _ 

“der favorable conditions. ‘They will not give way to apartment | Sane 

“usually only survive two or three houses,—or potatoes. the tract of land which had been 

years. The Speciosums shade from Kenosha, Wis., Nov. 9—Dun- used for the peony gardens and 

white to crimson, richly spotted movin, the country estate of the other flower gardens. The amount 

with contrasting colors. Auratum late Henry 8. Cooper, which he involved in the transaction was not 

_or Gold banded has an immense made famous throughout the en- made public. 

flower. White, spotted brown with tire country by the peony gardens The sale will not mean that the 

gold band running lengthwise which he had established there, has peony gardens will be discontinued 

through each petal. As the bulbs been sold to a Chicago horticultur- for the buyer has announced his 

were very fine this year and season ist and business man, according to intention of continuing the busi- 

favorable for its growth it will be announcement made here. ness in these flowers which the late 

more largely planted next year. The sale includes the beautiful Mr. Cooper started and made fa- 

The latest addition to our list of country home, known as Dunmovin, mous throughout the entire coun- 

varieties is Lilium Myriophyllum the bungalow just north of it, and try.
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every genus and species and to 

9 furnish keys for the identification 
THE FLORIST Ss PAGE of every living plant species in the 

Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany world, living and extinct. 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. Dr. Engler apologized for the 
Pd appearance of the gardens at the 

im. isited them, saying the 
EUROPEAN BOTANICAL foreign. ‘The location of the jt had saffered daring the lat 

GARDENS garden at Berlin-Dahlem, is far war from lack of care, when men 
Huron H. Smith enough away from the city so that were not available and even 

evergreens will thrive untrammel- women were needed at other oe 
(Continued from November, p. 35) ed by the smoke and soot of the cupations than taking care of a 

While many of the European city. botanical garden. Due to this 
botanical gardens have a division Dr. Engler, in common with necessary neglect, several of the 

of medicinal and economic plants, ll other German scientific men, plants were not covered sufficient. 
the Berlin Botanical Garden is strong on systematic botany, ly to undergo the winter condi- 

has the greatest section of any. and in the northwest corner of the tions and died out. That was our 

Every medicinal plant in the world gardens they have laid out « only criticism of the Berlin 
that will withstand the climate of Series of beds to show plants in Botanical Garden in that it looked 

Germany may be found there, and __ their relationship, one to another. rather unkept and ‘‘down at the 

many that can only be grown in Here their conception of the heels’’ so to speak. . 
the hot-house are maintained in evolutionary development of _ One of the most beautiful gar- 
their division of greenhouses. In Plants is worked out. The work dens which we saw on our trip, 
similar large numbers are to be and study that hag been given by Was the Munich Botanical Garden. 

found the economic plants, or the Germans with these groups The entire city of Munich was very 
plants useful to man, just adjoin- and relationships has been over- agreeable, and there is a great at- 
ing the plot of the medicinal whelming in its minutiae. There mosphere of art in the entire city. 
plants. These economie plants are plenty of records of a man’s Many students of music and art 
are not so well known to the pub- entire life being given to the congregate here and it is no more 
lie as the use of their parts. Most study of one genus; where he has than fitting that the botanical gar 
everyone understands how to use spent his life in hunting for the den should be an interesting one. | 
the various economic parts of the missing link among fossil forms. We saw no botanical gardens on 
plant, but few know what the Dr. Engler, as the master mind the other side that had the immac- 
original plant looks like that and editor of all of this evolution. Uwlate care that the Munich Bot- 
furnishes there different parts. ary plan in his ‘Pflanzen anical Gardens had. We noted one 
Both of these large sections are Familien’” (which covers every of the workmen spending a half 
found on the northwest side of living and fossil genus of the @ day on raking the gravel on one 
the garden bordering Altenstein- world and mentions many species of the walks between the beds, and 
strasse. In another place in the and their economic use) has had when he had finished we doubt if 
greenhouses tropical economic the laying out of this garden and _ there was a single stone out of place ; 
plants are assembled and grown. the constant advice of those men, oT if the crown of the path was in 
Special attention has been given who have made their life studies any but a perfect curve. Although 
to the useful plants of the former on certain families, to assist him not so large as the Berlin Botan- 
German colonies in their tropical in planting them in an evolution- ical Garden, the subject matter 
and warm greenhouses. ary and systematic way. In the Was more interestingly placed from 

A special section has been set large encyclopedic work just a popular viewpoint, and the vis- | 
aside for the growing of beauti: mentioned, the ‘‘Pflanzen tas and landscaping of the gar 
fully flowered annuals and orna- Familien’’ every family is studied den were the finest we had seen in 
mental shrubs—the garden flowers in its morphological and anatomi- any place. 
such as stocks, larkspurs, poppies, cal relationship to other families. The Munich Botanical Garden 
touch-me-nots, carnation pinks, He is at present at work upon a_ is younger than most other Ger- 
petunias, Seabiosa, zinnias, asters new series of volumes which he man botanical gardens. The reason 
and so forth are to be found grow- calls the ‘‘Pflanzenreich.’’ There for this is that Munich only began 
ing there. The ornamental shrubs are six feet of shelf room already in 1807 to study natural history 
are such of those that have been taken up with published parts of through their Bavarian Academy, 
found useful to landscape garden- this in the Milwaukee Publie and later the University was 
ers. The largest collection of the Museum laboratory. In this work founded in 1826. Shortly after the 
Berlin Botanical Garden is the he attempts to describe every Institute or Academy of Natural 
arboretum, a systematic collection plant species of the world in Latin History’s foundation, the first bo- 
of trees. There are thousands of and to furnish the text in German _ tanical garden was started in 1809, 
species and forms both native and on the knowledge connected with in the neighborhood of the Karls-
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gate, upon a small piece of ground. War that broke out shortly after In the ornamental garden, the 

The garden was started under Pro- the gardens were opened. plants included are those with 

fessor P. Schrank. In 1812 the The gardens include the Botan-  }eautiful flowers, beautiful foliage 

garden was first opened, keeping ical Institute, which is headed by... heautif Torati 

its original purpose in view for a Dr. Karl von Boebel, who is eighty- or beautiful autumn coloration of 

hundred years, under the guidance one years of age and supposed to foliage. These are planted in the 

of Schrank and later under the be the best botanist in Europe. neighborhood of the institute 

guidance of Von Martius. However, Dr. Goebel was in Java building, and in the summer-gar- 

The garden suffered a temporary at the time of our visit, working ens to the east and west. In sev- 

setback in the year 1854, when the upon the liverworts and mosses of 1 instal 4 1 fir 

greenhouses were taken for an in- Java. He had been granted a fund han aa hed oer tere 

dustrial exhibition, such as the of ten thousand marks by the Car-  , ie eine: ed ee 

one held at Leipzig, but later new negie Foundation to make a study an lies. oe beds ed their specia 

greenhouses were built and a small of these forms, and also an addi- TOV ties for the sake of the ad- 

botanical garden was built on the tional fund of fifteen hundred bh aga of their firm name and 

other side of Sophienstrasse, and marks by the Berlin Botanical Gar- ad ae anions wee novelties we 

the garden divided into two halves. dens. However, Dr. Radlkoper, a agra et to is fanless 

The garden Director, Karl Naeg- the Curator of the Phanerogamic We th aa ee om and larkspurs. 

eli, saw the wisdom of locating the Herbarium was there. We suppose ,,, e thought a P = fh good inno- 

| garden outside of the city. They he is one of the oldest botanists in vation: a cane i these outside 

soon saw that many plants suffered the world, as by this time he must EXOHES ni Here bins display was 

through the coal smoke and the be one hundred years old. Dr. ok ® pe of ° finest! lind ‘ang 

_acids that were to be met in other Radlkoper is very regular in his 2 ve eet OP eae well because it 

places in the city, so after consid- hours of work, and may always be Hon a aay ee Tn the dee- 

ering several different places in found on the job in the Miinch- ther cevou to oliage plants, 

the neighborhood of Miinchen, they ener Botanical Garden. Dr. Kup- | Nered Gk exampies = the huge 

finally chose the territory to the per was the man in charge of the Bhan ad man . ae Oriental 

| south of the Nymphenburger Cas- growing work of the greenhouse h gums ane many other plants 

tle Park. They chose this place and outside divisions, and was very eet bpegmepe carry dark red, 

| because of its easy access to the city. courteous in lending his assistance ee 6 OF yellowish leaves through 

| and for the wind protection that in all matters that pertained to the 7 err growing ats ew _In the a 

| was given in the coniferous forests, garden. Dr. Karl von Schoenau is nee vere ov en ® ee oF 

| and because they could bring warm the Curator of the Cryptogamic a8, nd, were many. Conor. van ae 

| water over the culvert to water Herbarium and Conservator of the Plone and. Crosses. North American 

the whole garden from the Nymph- Museum. He was delighted to Compositae, dominate the autumn 

enburger canal. After the choice show us the school; the physiolog- gardens and there one may see the 

of the location in Nymphenburg ical department, the histological, me _ that are familiar to us 

in 1909, a new street car line was the biochemical, the pharmacolog- ad resell, also many of our golden- 

projected to serve the botanical ical and systematic botanical parts he »_ ragworts jena varieties of 

garden. Professor Karl von Goe- of the school. The institute is a amie Tn the group of shrubs 

bel, in 1910, was named as the head very good place to study, and many use to come ETL color- 

of the garden. In 1910 a local firm Americans have taken advantage ~~ the ie a = t ng dog- 

built a small railroad and took in of it. Several of our personal wed ‘ e bar va ok a 

sixty-eight cubic meters of earth friends in college have studied at Tor of “he flora of rubs © = a 

with which to build their mounds this particular institute. Ne to it cd ora of eastern North 

and mountains. In 1911 the first The plan of the gardens includes AMETICH em Japan. . 

work on the new botanical garden five divisions: first the ornamen- (To be Continued) 

at this location began and by the _ tal garden, second the biological 

winter of 1911 most of the conif- group or the ecological groupings, — 

erae had been planted. In 1912 third the economic, medicinal and 

and 1913 the broad-leaved trees poisonous plants, fourth the sys- |f uN a ( 

were planted. On the 10thof May, tematic groupings and fifth the AL, aaa 

1914, the new botanical gardens arboretum. All of the paths in the bs Ay 

were first opened to the public, garden are named after deceased ame Pee 

several small jobs not being fin- botanists, especially those of Ba- Nhe : 

ished until the end of 1915. The varia and south Germany. At the 
total cost of the new gardens was entrance of the garden in the sum- 
established as 2,216,379 marks or mer, there are to be found groups 

$527,709.00. The new gardens have of coolhouse plants arranged ac- 

always had a great attendance from cording to the country of their 

the publie in spite of the World origin. Accorng or clave Convention
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Wisconsin Horticulture Scoular’s cooking demonstration cussion. As the writer of these 
was attended by the women of the criticisms has built the prograins 

Published Monthly by the horticultural society but by few for many years he feels free to 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society others. Those who did attend were criticize. The programs are not 

Rail Oceen ae thie Bectats pleased. The apple grading dem- too long, the time is too short. 
SRUDWRIG GRANDRIOLD,. wate onstration in charge of Mr. Ades, There are always so many topics of 
Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. we fear did not attract the atten- interest. The trouble in building a 

eee eater EE Smith’ James tion it deserved. Again lack of program does not lie in finding 
Potter. advertising. The grafting demon- enough to fill it but in cutting down 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Stration wasn’t. No one could be the number of good things to fit 
ceptance tor mailing at special rate of found who could give time to it. the time. Still there ought to be 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act The same is true of the nursery more time for discussion. Do you 
1918. ! , y *% stock exhibit. So also people agree? If you don’t, say so. 
priegyentising rates made known on ap- didn’t get much chance to ‘‘taste The writer will now turn his at- 
—————  — and handle” specimens of ‘‘five tention for a moment to the credit 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society varieties of apples for Wisconsin.’’ side of the account. 
Annual membership fee, one dollar. :. i which includes fifty cents, subscription Lack of space prevented carrying Item:—The program was high 

Dees citak te entice Cee gocnt out the original plan of building a class. The topics were of interest 
tary Madison, Wis. Feprens fo hollow square of tables with an at- both to amateur and commercial 
der "A dollar bill may he sont satay ig tendant who would invite visitors growers. There really is no distine- 
SHepped or attached to a card. Personal to taste. Oh well, next time. tion in this regard in any horti- 

Postage stamps not accepted The state printer evidently cultural society program. What 
OFFICERS thought the Convention was next better guide can the amateur have 

W. A. Toole, President. .-:....-Baraboo year and leisurely set about print- than the professional ? 
Frederic Cranefield, Secretary-Treas. ing the folders that should have There were few missing num- 

urer ...--++++++++ s+++++++++ Madison een distributed. P.S. We have bers; Mr. Gunderson could not 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE them now. come ; whether or not the Minneap- 

Sresition’. Vi eS Ofielo, . . Right now let’s say a word about lis and the Chicago Fruit Mer- 
“por Term nding December 1928, ~~ demonstrations in connection with chants were gun shy or whether 

MB Gots occcssrr:7:Sturgeon Bay our convention: Few, we believe, their alibis were 100 per cent proof 
James Livingstone .........Milwaukee will question the value of work of the | secretary has been unable to 
Cones derm Hnding Decemben, 127.” this kind nor that it will attract decide, anyway they were not there. 

A, 1 Bassett .....-.....----- Baraboo many to our meetings who would W. P. Jones stepped into the 
Wm, Longland ......... “Lake Geneva not otherwise attend. Atleast half breach or breaches, spell it as you 
Feo Meusee coe December eet eid a dozen other demonstrations sim- like, and covered the field entirely 

BP Margen. Sooo oo Gays MINS lar to those at Eau Claire could and satisfactorily. The problem of 
N. A. Rasmussen .............Oshkosh be staged but if they are to be ceed ube our fruit crop is be 

—_————_ worth while a skilled person must one demanding attention now to 
Wek: uae or aoe URS varisis be in charge of each one. No one the exclusion of problems of grow- 

Frederic Cranefield of our members cares to miss the ing. The Eau Claire program did 

—_—_—=_.aourmuu. program in order to do this work, sh 6 sane pe aaa 1 
x , > CONVR and engaging competent demon- e Mosaic ghost may not be 

THE EAU Te CONVEN- strators involves considerable ex- aid, but there was much beating of 
pense. Another thing is the pull- tom-toms on Thursday afternoon 

We broke away from tradition ing away of people from the pro- and in the next issue of Wisconsin 
in holding the Convention in Eau gram. Neither members or visit- Horticulture we will learn if the 
Claire so the editor will violate ors can well be in two places at incantations were effective. 
another time honored tradition in once. The fruit display exceeded ox- 
this account of it. Instead of nam- The question then arises, shall pectations and the first in our his- 

ing the high lights and letting it we try to set up a second school in tory that emphasized commercial 

go at that let’s enumerate first the horticulture, the program being varieties, the kinds we should grow 
things that might have been better one? To do this well we should if we expect to cut any figure in the 
done and then tell about good add two days to the convention apple markets. 
things. dates, Tuesday and Saturday. The awarding of silver cups and 

First: Our exhibit rooms and Shall we do it or shall we concen- trophy ribbons proved successful. 
auditorium were too small. We trate on the program and elimi- Ask the winners. While there is 
could have used one-third more nate demonstrations? Old timers opportunity for improvement, nat- 

space comfortably. and new comers please answer, urally, there seems to be no doubt 
Second: The demonstrations these columns are always open. that trophies have come to stay 

with one exception were not well The program was too full; it’s The floral display excelled im 
advertised nor well attended. Miss always too full to allow full dis- quantity and quality that at any |
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= = 
Demmler Floral Company, Eau Claire, 

Oa Fue Wisconsin 

3 ‘pat Ss 3d Pink “Mums”, Hon. Mention 

va Ribbon 

a - 3d Carnations, Hon. Mention 

. Ribbon 

\ De 2d Basket Cut Flowers, Hon. 

IBRD NENT RTE ANSE Mention Ribbon 

m a pe % 1st Cyclamen plants ........... 4.00 

P , a 2d Boston Fern ............... 2.00 

3 4 $s 2d Display Greenhouse Plants.. 6.00 

>. \ ae a wal bh a pe : Bluedorn Floral Company, Eau Claire, 

 N a Bia ied Wisconsin 

. cl rd 2d Single Pom-poms ........... 2.00 

i 2d Cyclamen Plants ......-.... 3.00 

‘8 
q John F. Hauser, Bayfield, Wisconsin 

P 1st Everlasting (Straw Flowers) 5.00 

Apples 

, McLquham Brothers, Chippewa Falls, 

Wisconsin 
Best Ten Bushels McIntosh, Eau 

Claire Silver Trophy. 

Ist Peck McIntosh ...........-. 2.50 

| 
2d Peck Northwestern G. ...... 2.00 

: (Continued on page 55) 

en maa 

Miya bk ie 
ey ae fe: ay 

Bree iS es ce, Re 

‘Trophy awarded to A. K. Bassett for best display of twelve varieties of apples in pecks ae &: i u 

nn eee 
Se *y a gi 

Bes x 

previous show. The big wholesale 1st Single Pom-poms .........-- soe Esp Sg 

flover growers in Milwaukee a Dow Apne ae ne ges \ \Sets 

had little to gain yet sent splendid jst Columbia Roses ............ 5.00 Bae 5 ¥e M 

exhibits. Even more gratifying 1st Premier Roses ............. 5.00 ¢ Pe a) Sst 

was the spirit shown by the Eau 1st Butterfly roses ...........-- 5.00 Rea) Poet 

laire florists, who backed their . GC. Pollworth, Milwaukee, Wisconsin Ree kate 

faith by deeds and supplemented 2d Yellow “Mums” ..........-. 4,00 ARS Ee 

the gorgeous show of Milwaukee aa eee anes vente t nee e es oe Bice | Le 
aut are wi Sena Stan 2 in ums” ........0-0008 4 Se 

ft flowers with home grown stock 3d Double Pom-poms .......... 1.00 RS Sea 

which won prizes. They also 1st Carnations ............-.-+- 6.00 eet 
sivipped their greenhouses of 2a Premier Roses ..........-.. 3.00 eos if 
plants to decorate the Library. a Buttery Rages ase rae waite Rasta my 

. Che list of awards appears in this onorable men lon Solum ue ses a s em m 

issue, The papers read at the con- 4. F* a ey Pau. watt wee ae ee 
ventio . . < gr st arranged basket cut flowers—W. cots a 

on ite will be published as space S. H. S. Trophy, Silver Cup. aa Ne 

permits. 3d Yellow “Mums”, Hon. Mention RS 
a Ribbon RS NG 

LIST OF PREMIUM AND TROPHY 34 White “Mums”, Hon. Mention REA eg 

WINNERS Fubbon Be AS 
—_— 3d Premier Roses, Hon. Mention See 

: in Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable Ribbon Ne it: 

show at Eau Claire, November 18-19- 3d Butterfly Roses, Hon. Mention A 
RL 1925, annual Convention of the Ribbon PaO 

\ isconsin State Horticultural Society. 3d Cyclamen Plants, Hon. Men- a a 

Correeted with original—J. S. Potter. tion Ribbon ae a 
3d Single Pom-poms ........... 1.00 ss “3 

ml Flowers 1st Double Pom-poms ........-. 3.00 = 
e olton & Hunkle, Milwaukee, Wis. 2d Carnations .............++-. 4.90 
‘est exhibit of Mums—W. S. H. S— 2d Columbia .................. 3.00 

Ist wae can Ist Boston Fern .............-. 300 oo awarded Holt 1 Hunki 

ellow “Mums” ............ 6.00 1st Greenhouse Display ........ 8.00 rophy awarded Holton and. Hunkle, 

ist Pink “Mums” .............. 6.00 Ist Corsage ............00200 0. 4.00 Milwaukee fo ne, pest alsnlay of
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ending up with, ‘‘If there wer a 
few paths, that would look just like 

WOMEN ’S AUXILIARY PAGE a garden.’’ I was content. I knew 
that my vision was real. Many 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG Fair visitors stopped to admire— 
but listening to the comments I 

found that very few understood 

SELLING GARDENS my first step must be to raise Just what the exhibit was—many 
the standard. {I asked some of my thinking we had seeds and plants 

Mrs. C. E. Strong flower loving friends to help me out forsale. Of course, when they asked 
(Presented at Annual Convention, this first year—telling them some- We could tell them, but that only 

Eau Claire, in absentia.) thing of my plans for the future— cen ma re we a a 
; ¢ sign: mateur owers. a “Selling Gardens,’’ that’s a very and offering any and all of the hag ed come. We a ‘ded <0 vat 

. - choicest blooms from my own gar- P e added some of 
expressive: expression: for; the: work den to make the exhibit complete, the annuals not so commonly 
we are doing with the Amateur d beautiful They Jetst j grown—Salpiglossis, Nemesia, Cen- 
Flower exhibit at the State Fair, @9@ Deautitul. SN eee taped. Amerieana. Sehiganthis— 

: : ce and pledged themselves to make taurea Americana, Schizanthus, 
You will notice I say, ‘‘the work : aps “1 then the questions began. What na? 66 Pent »> this first exhibit a success. Some 1 8 
we are doing’? not ‘‘trying to do. f th hibitors r llantly to are they? How do they grow? We have gotten past the “trying”? f the exhibitors rose gallantly to ye oe oe do they need? 

* : the challenge. They could do as it, GOEL OF Gare Go “wiley Heed: 
stage quite some time ago. well, perhaps even  better—more But the most insistent question 

Before taking charge of this de- than that—_they ‘too understood. was: Can anyone grow them? We 
partment I had been an exhibitor jyan- and since— and have eiven certainly needed a new sign. Once 
for many years and though I was the heartiest ‘co-operation in my More fate was in our favor—for 
very successful from the blue rib-  ggorts to make the Amateur Flower 0U old signs were lost. We simply 
bon and prize money point of view Exhibit. ove: that would interest had to have some new ones. Two 

—I was never quite satisfied—there those who saw it: make them want SiS were put up; one said, 
ought to be more to the exhibit than 4, grow flowers and have gardens “These flowers were all grown in 
just the mere winning of prizes; o¢ their own. Once assured of the home gardens.’’ The other sign was 
(right here let me say that I do quality of. Pature “exhibits I an invitation to all flower lovers 
consider premiums a great help in planned on changing alka the mode to come and join us. When the 
bringing out and building up a of exhibit. TI also asked for and {act that these flowers were grown 
good exhibit. For many times this yegeived permission {6 change the in home gardens, began to really 
prize money enables the exhibitors premium list, in order to have be understood, the interest was 
to add to their collection of flowers  jnasses of the most well known flow: great. For while they all admire 
and buy the choicer varieties that gr. such as Celosia or Cockscomb, the products of the florist or nur- 
might otherwise be prohibitive). Zinnias, Calendulas Marigolds seryman, there is always the fecl- 

Ieriticized the exhibits and made and Cosmos. These were arranged ing—‘‘this is something I cannot 
so many suggestions to our Super- on the floor instead of on tables. [ 405 it takes professional skill to 
intendent, Mr. Rasmussen, and also tried to reproduce as nearly as Produce these things’’—but when 
to Mr. Cranefield—as to what possible with cut flowers, and in flowers are shown in an Amateur 

could and should be done with this our limited space an old fashioned CXhibit, ‘they awaken a different 
department—that they finally garden with its glowing masses of Sort of interest or spirit—a com- 
ordered me (peremptorily) to run color. When the exhibits were all Petitive spirit so to say—that—“'] 
this department myself for awhile in place I waited for the verdict believe I could grow just as nice 
—and see if I could do some of the that would assure me of success or flowers as those in my garden, if | 
things I talked about. failure. It came—first from a tTied,’’ and they do try—and they 

Well—its one thing to offer ad- group of men and women who 40 grow flowers, and come back 0 
vice and criticize—but its several stopped to admire —I put the Show them. We have sold them a 
things, when you yourself are ex- men first because it was one of the arden. With others—the beauty 
pected to do the things you have men who said, ‘That’s nice, looks Of the flowers—the thought that 
been saying ought to be done. But just like my mother’s garden did their neighbors, so to say, are 
I honestly had a vision of what when I was a small boy.’’ My towing these lovely things— the 
might be done in connection with heart which had been hovering ©@8eT questions they are hearing 
the Amateur Flower Exhibit—and somewhere in the vicinity of the @swered, the flower lovers who a 
though rather scared at the re- soles of my shoes, came back sud- talking about gardens—all help . 
sponsibility resting upon me, I was denly to its rightful place, and enthuse—and soon they too are 

secretly very happy in the thought when a couple of youngsters stood asking questions—more gardens are 

of having a chance to makea dream for a long time silently admiring, sold. . 

come true. and then asked what those flowers It takes considerable of a combi- 

T had criticised the exhibits—so were that looked like a plush sofa, nation to sell the garden idea. A
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beautiful exhibit, enthusiastic ex- gardens, even though they may not confessed to not being able to re- 

hibitors; a few good signs and some have one of their own—we could member those outlandish Latin 

one who will answer questions, teach them to really see the things names after twenty-five years of 

CHEERFULLY—and correctly— they look at; we could give them drilling—they were hopeful and 

over and over and over again, and a speaking acquaintanceship with happy. 

smile while they are answering a flower garden, but we would need I have put him last—but he is 

them, so they will be sure it is a more room to do this. For a good far from least—without him I 

pleasure — not a nuisance. You many children come totheState Fair would not have been able to aceom- 

would not believe me I fear, should onChildren’sDay—but the children plish all I set out to do. 

I tell you how many times during of today are the men and women IT am afraid I have said J many 

State Fair week I pronounced the of tomorrow and I believe it would — times, but am sure you will under- 

words, Statice Latifolia, also spelled be well to start selling them gar- stand that it was merely to explain 

it, told what sort of a plant it was dens now—for though there are better or rather more easily this 

—where it would grow best, and many ways of selling—the best way Selling of Gardens at the State 

whether it was best to buy plants is to educate the buyer so he is’ Fair, If there hadn’t been under- 

or raise them from seed. You see sure that what you are trying to. standing and harmony, if there 

we have been featuring perennial sell him, is essential to his pleasure hadn’t been a get together and work 

plants for several years, and Stat- and well being and acts accord- together on the part of Superin- 

ice Latifolia is just an example. ingly. tendents, Sceretary, exhibitors, ev- 

But these questions assure us In conclusion I wish to say a ery one interested, very little could 

over again — that our exhibit is word of appreciation to those who have been done. 

worth while, for the people who have made it possible for me to 

eons to the State Fair are under- do the things that have been done— _ 

standing that this exhibit was put and encouraged me to plan and 

there for more than prizes: that work for still more. Mr. Rasmus. PREMIUMS AND TROPHIES 

it was meant to be helpful, educa- sen, our Superintendent—who has (Continued from page 53) 

tional, and they are taking advant- cheerfully co-operated in every 04 Bu, Northwestern G. ....... 3.00 

age of it more and more, and we suggestion I made no matter how 3a Bu. Wolf River .......-.-+- 2.00 

know now that we are doing more dubious it looked. Mr. Cranefield ; ‘ 

j i 5 ; as A. K. Bassett, Baraboo, Wisconsin 

than just having a flower show: whose advice and criticism was al- Best exhibit of apples, W. S. H. S. 

We are reaching out towards that ways helpful and kindly—our Silver Trophy. , 

desire—dormant in many people— judge, Mr. James Livingstone, who 1st Peck Snow ..........-++-++ 2.50 

but still there—that desire for a_ is appreciated by exhibitor and su-  18t Peck Delicious .......--+.+- tt 

home—a real home—the sort that perintendent, not only for his fair- 1st Beak Northwestern Ge saat eo 

some one else’s property can never ness in the awards, but also for his ist Bushel Windsor coceeees ees 5.00 
befor you cannot plant a per- interest in furthering every effort 2d Bushel Snow ........+++++-+ 3.00 

manent garden, trees and shrubs to make the exhibit both beautiful J. D. Smith, Bayfield, Wisconsin 

in such a place. When you plant and educational. His willingness Best Peck Wealthy, W. S. H. S. Silver 

these things that are permanent— to helpfully criticise the exhibits Trophy. 

we know—and these people are to the exhibitors has done much to Ist Premium Bushel Wealthy... 5.00 
finding out that a bit of themselves raise the standard—and his cash Dr. Charles Babcock, Manitowoc, Wis. 

tetaking root also; that’s the charm premium has aroused a friendly ad peck Delicious see ett eens 0 

of a perennial garden—and both competition to stand first with the ec GOLEAY snes anit SSRs ce 
they and their children are going ‘‘judge’’ that was amusing to the Sd. Peck Golden Russett +...:++ 100 

to be the richer for it. It’s the chil- bystanders but meant some careful N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, Wis. 

een of eourse IT have been think- hours of judging for Mr. Living- a vec woman co gee 

¢ of all along,—you see I keep stone. That exhibit wasn’t easy 9% Peck Golden Russet ........ 2.00 
remembering a little girl who spent to judge. 2d Peck Tolman Sweet ........ 2.00 

all the happy hours of childhood To my exhibitors I owe more 3d Peck Smow .......-+.-.++-- 1.00 
playing, digging and planting ina than words can express—their J. J. Smith, Bayfield Wisconsin 

garden — unconsciously learning work, their understanding, their 2d Bushel McIntosh ........... 3.00 

many things that have given her  loyalty,—has been the great thing 34 Peck McIntosh ........-...- 1.00 
many happy hours in later life. in the work I have been trying to Joe Aebly, Eau Claire, Wisconsin 

aie cre ay what a very fortu- do, without them there would have 3d Peck Northwestern G. ...... 1.00 

ate little girl she was, and her been only failure. . . 

greatest wish is that other childern To my husband—my able assist- fe eae Wisco 50 
May have that same privilege. ant, who has saved me the real 2d Bushel Wealthy ............ 3.00 

There’s a splendid opportunity to labor, and whose unfailing sense x 4 Yrwin, Lancaster, Wisconsin 

oe who come to the of humor has helped many a ques- ist Peck Tolman Sweet ........ 2.50 

ae , year after year, a tioner over an embarrassing sense 2d Peck Wolf RAVEN! csicsssrunne, 2000 

chanee to learn something about of being very ignorant. After he (Continued on page 58)
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but the area for 1925 is about two 
thousand square miles larger. The 

HORTIC ULTURAL TROUBLES greatest spread in Michigan during 
. the past season was to the north 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist the distribution now practically 

filling out the so called thumb be- 

NEWS FROM THE CORN ; 
BORER CAMP 

During the latter part of Sep- 
tember two of the state’s entomo- , / | 
logical scouts were sent out to ob- ~ ~ 
serve the European corn borer ‘‘in } | es Ys 
action at the front’’ and to learn |g A. Vian Viale he asf ait te i af ; : ot 

first handed the exact powers and ie ! ats nia Y ee Ne ahi 8 

tactics of this champion member of ’ & 
the ‘‘big ten pest conference’’. hi 
These scouts were the entomologists |4 , 
who will be called upon to direct “ 
the major part of the battle against ff A 
this insect when it gets into ‘‘Wis- [j Ri 
consin territory’’: they are Doc- |§ " a. 
tor S. B. Fracker of the state de- : a 
partment of agriculture and Pro- + ie: Zz 
fessor C. L. Fluke of the agricul- | ao sae | 
tural experiment station. f Sit Stas ee | 

Although this pest has not got- |# F ‘ Roe in 2: | 
ten into our state as yet and is still [Jae : oe | F Loe eh Bees pe | 
quite a long way off, yet from the |pe—EE! Wc: oe z ee Pace 0 we! | 
reports of its spread since its in- i * ‘a , ee ’ a eee ee 
troduction into Massachusetts, [ ie Dr ee eRe eS Fae aR 
where it was only discovered in Sy Bl mp aed VP ae Sh ee 

1917, it is evident that it will just ie BMA g & x was } 
be a matter of time until we de |) ..7* . Ro te a 4 i i 
have it to contend with and we | a. & , -- ‘ ] 
should therefore acquaint ourselves a ) ar | i ‘ UW 7 

with its appearance and habits in 1 * & a 
order to assist as much as possible 

in its detection and control. } 
According to the report of the F 

above named scouts the main area 
covered by this insect in the United 
States is now bounded on the west $ q 
and south roughly by a line extend- " 4 
ing from the south end of Saginaw Jf 
Bay in Michigan, to a point about hig 
twenty-five miles east of the west . /} 
boundary of Ohio, thence south- i 

east to Marion, Ohio, thence east , Ji) 
to Ridgeway, Pennsylvania, and i " A 
northeast through Geneva, New , 7 ch im ‘ 
York, to Lake Ontario. Pa cape we 

The natural spread has been at UE ad i ile te ; os , Zz 
the rate of some forty to sixty Bb 7, tage “A N tna . Ke 
miles per year, the maximum spread |***= a al ZA NB a bd pa 

ty He ee ek ett fare? the corn borer do any serious has bone Gown under the attack of 

Ohio as found in 1924 was double (Above) A field of dent corn plant- (Below) A “close-up” of one of the 
that of 1923 when thirty-eight new ed between May 15 and May 20 which infested hills shown above. 
townships were found infested, * Photographed by S. B. Fracker.
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tween Saginaw Bay and Lake Hu- do, Lawson Caesar, Provincial En- death of about 95% of the larvae. 

ron. They believe this spread is tomologist of Ontario gives us a fair The worms are able to reach the 

accounted for by the wind cur- idea in his recent circular Number surface through the soil which cov- 

rents. 47 which we quote ‘‘To illustrate ers them but immediately begin the 

Were it not for the maintenance the damage it is capable of doing search for corn stalks or similar 

of a corn borer guard along the when very abundant it will be suf- places of protection. With these 

principal highways throughout the ficient to say that in an area in stalks eliminated the borer is ex- 

infested area at the known border Essex and Kent about twenty miles posed to the elements to which it 

line for the past three years there long by twenty miles wide nearly sooner or later succumbs. 

is no telling what might have been every field of corn this year (1925) 

the limits of its distribution by and most of the corn was early— TO 

this time. Several million ears were has been almost totally ruined. LET’S GET TOGETHER 

stopped and the driver questioned Most of the fields have an average . 

to make sure that no green corn of over twenty borers to a plant. Do you want a garden Club in 

was being carried out of the area In these fields practically every tas- YOU" _ community ? Unless you 

which might prove to be infested sel has been broken off; every leaf want it there is no sense in trying 

and be the cause of originating new has been killed and either fallen to force it on you, we have tried 

areas of infestation. Thousands of or hangs close to the stalk; the ears that plan and it failed. We are 

ears of corn have thus been exam- have broken down, about one-third firmly convinced, however, that you 

ined and many infested ones in- of them have rotted, the remainder want a club where all who are in- 

tercepted showing the value of arc stunted and most of them rid- terested in any way in things that 

quarantine enforcements. In order dled by the borers; the stalks are grow out of the ground may gather 

to prevent embarrassment and de- punctured by borer holes, have nu- occasionally and talk, just talk, 

lay, special stickers were provided merous castings on the outside and about gardens. You will at first 

to auto drivers within the area who are tunnelled on the inside in all talk about your own gardens, one 

agreed not to carry green corn and _ directions. The result is that al- to the other, how to plant this, how 

were thus allowed. to pass the most every plant has died long be- t® cultivate that, and after a few 

guards unmolested at will having fore it was mature and many of afternoons or evenings of such in- 

upon the receipt of the windshield them have broken over, thus form- terchange of rich experience, the 

sticker given their word of honor ing a tangled, filthy mass almost thought will surely enter your 

not to violate any of the quarantine worthless as food for cattle and fit minds that all these good things are 

regulations. only for hogs to run in and feed too good to keep to yourselves and 

In discussing the economic dam- upon whatever ears have escaped out of your deliberations will grow 

age in this report these investi- destruction.’’ a determination to go outand preach 

gators state that about 900 square Think what such a menace to the the gospel of gardens in your com- 

miles in Ontario are so heavily in- corn erop would mean to Wiscon- ™unity. You will know the best 

fested that there is a material re- sin and yet we find those who be- Way to do this, there is no formula 

duction of the corn crop and that lieve we are unduly alarmed about that is of general application. If 

as a result of the injury last year this pest. Most pests run in cycles YOu want such a club the rest is 

in this district there has been a ofa few years and many andarein C@SY; just get together without for- 

thirty percent decrease in the acre- time checked by their parasites but mality and talk it over. Then write 

age. The damage to sweet corn is this insect did not bring its para- this office, we have some good news 

said to be greater than to dent corn — sites over with it and there are only for you. This Society is organized 

as the insect is able to establish it- those few which are brought over for the purpose of promoting every 

self more easily in the sweet corn and bred artificially and released branch of horticulture. So if you 

plants. The time of planting has that are available at present. Un- want a club write the secretary, 

much influence on the amount of til its parasites have become estab- he has something up his sleeve. 

injury sustained They cited for lished in this country this insect This refers not less to rural com- 
instance a patch of sweet corn will continue to increase rapidly. munities than to villages and cities. 

planted about May 10, which they Birds do not seem to be of any 
examined and found a loss of value in the control of this pest. 
5%, and that of ten ears picked At present there are only two The Garden Club is the thing; 
at random by the grower for the fairly successful types of control simple and casy, just form a 
table, only three were not infested measures, these are, (a) destrue- group, then—ask us to help you, 

by borers. On the other hand a tion of the larvae in the overwin- that’s what we are here for, to help. 

field of sweet corn grown by the tering stalks before the moths can _ a 
neighbor and planted on the 25th develop and (b) avoiding injury 
of May was practically all fit for by planting corn so late that it will If you will ask questions we 

table use. be too small to attract the moths will answer them; we know where 
In answering the question of just during the egg-laying period. A to find an answer to any horticul- 

how much damage can the borer good job of plowing results in the tural question you may ask.
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that out of a meeting of growers 
COMMERCIAL HORTICULTURE who have the same product to mar- 

ket ideas will arise which will be 
of benefit to all? It is. This isn’t 
a suggestion for a state-wide co- 

THE BIG FIVE TIMBER FOR BUILDING A operative union, it’s a suggestion 

The standard used to judge the BOAT that, instead of bucking each other 
inhabitants of a country is to get When a group of men started at every turn in the road, the 
as many of them at one place as talking about markets the other growers plan to get together sev- 
is possible, and then make indi- day we were reminded of a group eral times a year and try to shape 
vidual acquaintances. This may be of castaways on an island, who, some definite idea for the market. 
a good way to learn something among them, had enough material ing of Wisconsin Fruits. 
about the outstanding varieties of to build a boat and get back to Let’s get these ideas together 
apples in the State of Wisconsin. civilization, but for some unknown and see if there isn’t enough tim- 

At our late Convention, the ap- reason each jealously guarded his ber to build a boat. We’re not far 
ple show seemed to bring out one particular part. from civilization. 
thing, that of all varieties that can In Wisconsin there are two 
be grown for market in this State groups of fruit growers. One group 
the outstanding ones are McIntosh, must sell its product at a localmar- PREMIUMS AND TROPHIES 
Famuese, Northwestern Greening, ket. The members of this group . 
Wealthy, and Wolf River; five must face their problems individ- (Continued from page 55) 
good varieties that find a ready ually. And then there is the other 2d Peck Windsor .............. 2.00 
sale. The merits of these five vari- group, whose members must seek 2d Peck Snow ................. 2.00 
eties were shown by the remarks of their market at some distance be- et Buse Northwestern G. .... 5,00 

ist Bushel McIntosh ........... 5.00 
the crowd and the way in which cause of a large output and asearc- 24 Bushel Wolf River ......... 3.00 
they sold after the show. ity of local demand. 2d Bushel Windsor ............ 3.00 

There may be differences in the In this large group one sees men 34 Bushel Snow ............... 2.00 
color and form of the same varie- in Bayfield County, Door County, Swartz Brothers, Waukesha, Wis. 
ties grown in different parts of the Dunn County, Trempealeau Coun- 2d Peck Wealthy .............. 2.00 
State, and this can no more than’ ty, and Crawford County, who of- 34 Peck Wolf River ........... 1.00 
be expected. Those of us who were ten find difficulty in disposing of 3d Peck Tolman ............... 1.00 

there saw, for instance, McIntosh their crops. In Bayfield County, Arno Meyer, Waldo, Wisconsin 
from Bayfield, Eau Claire, Door, Monroe County and smaller areas '!St Peck Golden Russet ....... 2.50 
and Dunn Counties in large lots, may be found growers wondering F. L. McKain, Washburn, Wisconsin 
and from other sections of the what’s going to happen next when 3d Bushel McIntosh ........... 2.00 
State in smaller lots. This seems it comes to ways and means of dis- : . 

to prove that it is possible to grow posing of their small fruits profit- State eal rere, Washburn 
this variety in all parts of the ably. 3d Bushel Northwestern G. .... 2.00 
State, better in some places, but _ The State Horticultural Society W. A. Toole, Baraboo, Wisconsin 
well in all places. And the exhib- is not organized for the purpose of ist Bushel Wolf River ......... 5.00 
its of the remaining varieties throwing out a dragnet to gather 1st Bushel Snow .............. 5.00 

named above came from just as the perplexed growers into a seeth- H. H. Erickson, Eau Claire | 
representative an area. ing, boiling, jealous group. But it 3d Bushel Wealthy ............ 2.00 

We are not going to say that this will make one suggestion. If the Vegetables 
proves anything. But it makes growers make it known that they N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, Wis. 
one wonder if maybe we haven’t want to get together to exchange Best exhibit of vegetables, W. S. H. 8. 
found the trail of the Big Five va- ideas and pour their tales of suf- Silver Cup 
rieties of commercial apple grow- fering into the ready ear of some aa Blvd: Turnips ..........+.- i 
ing in Wisconsin. McIntosh, Fa- contemporary, the State Horticul- fet Chantonay Carrotts ... |). 1.60 
muese, Northwestern Greening, tural Society stands ready to help 2d Winter Cabbages ........... .75 
Wealthy, Wolf River; five good va- in all and any ways possible. The 1st Red Cabbages .............. 1.00 
rieties. And what Wisconsin needs Society has a central office, te sued Onions PREIS MRR a 
is five varieties, and only that equipped to take care of corre- ist Largest Onien oD gan 
many, to make her mark in com- spondence. It can act asaclearing 3d Parsnips ................... 50 
mercialism. house for the growers who would 1st Hubbard Squash ........... 1.00 

find it an almost impossible feat aa Table Queen Squash .......- a 
oe to carry on contact directly, each jst Chinese “Celery 222222 1.00 

al if auyiting, Hig. zon ow with the other. In other words st Salsify .................... 100 
about growing lilies in Wisconsin? we are equipped here in this office 
Mr. Christensen has told us much. to take care of detail. wirnest Wagner, Sta. D, BR. Nos 2 
Will you add your experience. And isn’t it logical to suppose st Blood Turnips .............. 1.00
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2d Table Queen Squash ........  .75 
; ] 38d Salsify) .................... 50 

a j 
x | i Louis Schmidt, Sta. D, R. No. 2, 

\ Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
| \ 38d Largest Onion ..............  .50 

B. Poblocki, Sta. D, R. No. 1, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

2d Parsnips ................... 75 

4 : — oe Henry Randow, Sta. D, R. No 2, 
4 Pacey: Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
4 ea! ae Ist Radishes ................... 1.00 

i ou b| Otto Tammes, Sta. D, R. No. 2, 
Bg eo a Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

4 Bit q Igt Tomato? ioseia os oxcwaen secs 1200 
eh a 8d Lettuce .................... 50 

, ee, 
® John Budzien, Sta. D, R. No. 2, 

Be Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
E 20. Cucumbers saccees esas aeons TS 

‘ * Fred Smith, Sta. D. R. No. 2, 
a Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Bi 22 Lettuce iiaserens ccsecsaeme 96 

eg 
“a 

a a 

, ee 2 

aaa, 
am | > > | 

6 ‘ag | Ac oly cr 

q a ae ee 
of y 

i? WG 

> pet oa 

ch ‘yaaa (iis é a4 WGual 

_ Bee). 1 

tg a 
Trophy awarded J. D. Smith, Bayfleld, for best peck Wealthy apples Be), | aay 

ES pe Ey 4 
fess = § ogee 

Milwaukee Gardener’s Association, Ist Cucumber ............-++++ 1.00 2 Bese xX te 
oa Milwaukee, Wisconsin Ist Lettuce ..............--++-- 100 ee eiem 
¢d Blood Turnips ............. «75 ey.” ee 2d Cihantenay Carrell sean caarae 76 John Drydyk, Sta. D, R. No. 1, 2 re 
Ist White Cabbages ............ 1.00 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 7 
2d Red Oni 115 3d Red Onions ................ 59 7 

: ONS gssrennsnsen waveerearane . Trophy awarded Mrs. Archie Hurst, Eau 
Ist Yellow D. Onions .........-. 1.00 Herman C. Christensen, Oshkosh, Wis. Claire, for the best apple ple. 
*d Largest Onion ...........-.. .75 94 Yellow D. Onions ........... -75 

Ist aranips ................2+- 1.00 2d ‘White; Onions... 
it Hubbard Squash ........... .75 Louis Klevenow, Sta-D, Be No. 2, If there is something you want 

24 ae SQUABE covncrsire we 3a Yellow D, Onldae vissssssee. .50 that you don’t see ask for it, that’s 
2d Tomato .................... .75 3d Hubbard Squash ........... .50 good manners in this family group.
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ge TREES: SHRUBS - VINES: PLANTS 
Largest Growers of — 

lity N B Everything in orchard trees; fruit trees, garden 

Qua ity Nursery plants and vines; windbreak and woodlot trees; 

° N evergreens, shrubs and trees for lawn 

Stock in the ! planting; hardy flowering plants and in 

Northwest UJMUNDERWOOD 0S€S: Reliable District Dealers in all Jeu 

FOUNDER sections of the North-central states. Ed esicé 

1868 Write for Northern Planter's Guide (free) J ope 

Over 200 acres com- THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY s 
. R. D. Underwood, President ee 

prise our nursery at 1500 acres Lake City, Minnesota 

Waterloo, Wisconsin. HO 

We grow high class OUR MISTAKE 
trees and shrubs in It has been brought to our at- 

large quantities. You The Hardy tention from a couple of sources 

can depend on MeKay Flower Garden | iat wemadea mistake inthe 
quality and reliability. Now is thaidelighitut-time.ofthe:vear when’ | of the November number’ of the 

the gardens enthusiast may settle down in an ‘ , : 
easy chair and dream about next year’s garden. magazine. Instead of reading 

Mi KAY i] U RSE RY Of courses collection of cer ee eee ier Telne: “‘devoted to fruit-growing.’’ the 

¢ whieh call call “Hardy Plants for the Home caption should have read ‘‘devoted 
Garden.” May it help your dreams to pass along an ri « 

c 0 M P A N Y pleasant lines and of course 1 shall hope that to horticulture. 
ue will like it well enough to want to become ane er ap ae ee 

etter acquainted. Gladly sent free on request. 
First Central Building W. A. TOOLE ONE DOLLAR 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Garry-nee-Dule 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Baraboo Wisconsin Buys this space for one month. 

Ten Dollars for a year. Try it. 

OMe PATENTED ava.t9. 1909 

ar ae} The Hawks 

he a Nursery Le 
a : Company Fro.7 F10.2 Fro 3 

One of the pretty Corners we B e r ry B oO x es 

have helped create. are in a position to Craton Bushel Boxes 
‘ A and Climax Baskets 

The circular we will furnish high grade 
be glad to send you Nursery Stock of all As You Like Them 

shows some of the lead- kinds and _ varieties We manufacture the Ewal: 
ers in Fruits and Orna- itable to Wi . Patent Folding Berry Boxes 0/ 
mentals for this cli- Ssultable to isconsin wood veneer that give satisfac 

tion. Berry box and crate ma 

mate in colors. Send and other northern terial in the K. D. in carload lots 
% . our specialty. We constant]: 

for yours districts. carry in stock 16-quart crates al! 

Mrawhgeries or blueberries, No 
Will be glad to figure order too gmail or too large for 

« us to handle. We can ship the 

Trustworthy on your wants either folding boxes and crates in K. D 

Trees & ) in] ul from dillwaukes. Promptness is 

D 
i essen i ‘ 

ae in Jato Sian Sree dag Si oat ells 
tities. large discount for early orders 

A postal brings our price list. 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Cumberland Fruit Package 

Company Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Company 
NURSERYMEN Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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| MORE FRUIT, MORE HEALTH 

EDUCATING THE BUYER manufacturer who makes any ar-  mon-sense caution in the handling 
By Agnes Carroll Hayward ticle used in the American home. of advertising as you would use in 

: If his interest does not follow the handling of a gun you were 
Read at Convention American his goods out of his factory through dead sure was loaded. 

Pomological Society, Kansas City, the hands of the wholesaler, the Carelessly handled advertising 
Dee. 9th, 1925. jobber, the retail merchant, and has laid many a_ business low— 

This is a complicated and intri- the consumer—if he does not see to usually because too many people 

cate age in which we live. it that his goods satisfy the buying wanted the handling of the gun, 
‘A fruit grower in Idaho plants publie both in quality and price— _ This is especially true of associa. 

an apple tree. what happens? tion advertising. 

A woman in New York City eats The buying publie will buy Suppose you have the gun—an 
an apple grown on that tree. something else. advertising appropriation, — 

Many professions, sciences and So, if your interest does not con- What do you want to hit with it? 
lines of business are called into tinue until your fruit reaches the At least 95% of your product is 
service to make it possible for the ultimate consumer with both qual- bought by the woman in the home. 

woman in New York to eat an ity and price to his liking, your Then it Is pretty good common 

apple grown in Idaho, and the consumer will buy something else. Sense to pim the gun in that diree- 

grower of that apple must be in- hen what happens? fon, wnt ab? . 
terested in each and every one of The same thing that happens I am not here to advise you how 
them if he is to continue growing — the manufacturer. to seeure this gun—your advertis. 
apples. There is a traffie jam through  "s appropriation. My work is to 

The growing of fruit is at once a Which it is useless to attempt to tell you what sort of ammunition 

science, a profession anda business. send any more of your goods to to use and where to aim the gun so 
The problems of picking, pack.  ™market. ; you ean hit the mark you have 

ing, storing and shipping of fruit | You have traveled far in your chosen. — . . 
calls for equally intelligent hand. Journey between the grower and Here is a word of warning. 
ling. the consumer. : / The moment you—or any other 

The great questions of transpor- You have succeeded in securing association or business—start out 
tation—of transporting fruit across ‘listribution of fruit all over the with your advertising gun you're 

the continent and delivering it in | nited States. You have dealer going to be surrounded by a horde 
first class condition —is another istribution—you have brought of people who want to shoot it of 
great business, and a most intricate Your fruit to the attention of the for you, or at least do the aiming— | 
one. consumer—but you must not for- for a consideration, of course. 

Again, the buying of the fruit get the old adage of leading a horse You will be told to aim in everr 
from the grower and the selling of to water. possible direction—that no matter 

this fruit to the retail merchant— In this instanee you have which way you aim you will hit 
that is another full fledged busi- brought the water to the horse— your mark. 
ness. now your problem is how to make If you want to shoot something 

It would scem—when the fruit the horse thirsty. aim at it. 
has left the hands of the grower— , That is where advertising steps And if you wish to reach the ul- 
after the last box or barrel has‘ to help. timate consumer — the woman 1! 

been shipped and the last check de- There are as many definitions of the home—direct your messaze il 
posited—that the grower’s interest advertising as there are people in her instead of around Robin 
in his fruit could automatically the advertising business. Hood’s barn. A straight line is the 

cease. _ Here is my definition: ‘‘Adver- shortest distance between {W? 
But it has really just begun—if  tising is applied common sense.’’ points, and it’s usually the least 

his business of growing fruit is to The longer I stay in the adver- ¢Xpensive. 
continue and continue at a profit. tising business the more cautious I You can never consider any il 

And your interest in your fruit become. I regard advertising much dividual campaign of advertising 
must continue from the time you as IT regard a gun. In the hands of entirely by itself. You must take 

engage in the growing of any kind somebody thoroughly familiar with into consideration the general ad- 
of fruit until that fruit is sold to its workings it can be made to hit vertising trend, note the errors and 
the ultimate consumer and that the mark—but in the hands of an profit thereby. Nor is it well t0 

ultimate consumer satisfied with amateur it is more apt to kill the copy slavishly any campaign be- 
both quality and price. marksman. cause that campaign apparently 

You are no different from the And I recommend as much com- made a success. Every advertis
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EAT MORE WISCONSIN FRUIT | 
Pes 

ing campaign must needs be a law hurled joyfully at the puzzled What does a woman want to 
lunto itself—especially association prospect. know about the tood she buys? 
idvertising. Finally the dotted line was First: Does it taste good? Will 

I lay no claim to any supernat- reached—and as the salesman my family like it? 

ural gifts that emboldens me to paused for breath - and handed Then, in succession, but in no 

say my advice should be followed over the order for signature—Old fixed order, come these questions: 
0 the exclusion of all other advice Bill came out of his trance, lim- It it good for the health? 

mly this: I am one of the buyers Is it expensive? 
‘ou are attempting to reach. Is it easily prepared? 

1 know the woman’s viewpoint. How can I prepare it? 
know—from experience—how she MEMB ERS! Or, summed up, ‘‘What will 

puys, what she buys and why she fruit do for me and for my family? 
buys. I have made it my business {You Think If you would reach the buyer 
o know. these questions must be answered 

Sometimes when I listen to That It Does You Some Good to i satisfaction. 
par iscussions of the woman’s The first question is easily an- 

et some of the very To Belong swered, for nearly everyone likes 

oung members of the opposite To This Society. It Is nearly every kind of fruit. But it 
render, I am reminded of the story . never hurts to emphasize a pleasant 

f the old Irish woman and her A Good Thing fact, and it is well to constantly 

zranddaughter who had just  lis- For Some Reason or Other remind the buyer how really deli- 
ened to a priest give an inspiring clous fruit 1s. 
ermon on matrimony. Outside Or You Wouldn’t Belong i fruit good for the eal 
he chur ne girl ex- — his is a question generally an- 

laine ke Tan! And aon iney het seve it, Ln swered in the affirmative—but few 

varen’t that the grandest. ser- t 4 th e AE o yA Ge are women can give you very definite 
mon!?? “Aye, child,’? responded ing to have tS have spore reasons why fruit is good for the 
he grandmother, ‘‘but I was 8 ss Make it YOUR health. 
hinkin’? all the time how little he | prem ers, ae On this point a great deal of o business to tell the people solendid. information és apices 
really knew about it!”’ , 7 splendid information can be given 

; ae . who don’t know just what which will prove of tremendous i Too much of the advertising di- they are missing. If you won’t ferest be t a ve : ‘ombe i wa 
rected at the woman in the home is tell them they may never nah i a Se an a ee se 
‘0 theoretical that it lacks selling know. bake he Hirst question the woman 
ower. * id 

—_ one acid test I apply to If You Believe In Your There is too often an over-em- 
IL advertisine a sule I State Horticultural Soci- phasis on the health value of a food 

advertising copy—a_ rule — ety, Help It To Grow By to the exclusion of the appetite ap- 
earned ina mining camp in Ariz- Getting More Members peal. People rarely eat what is 
ul . g 1 for them They eat what they 

| listened to a young salesman P. S. Have you a Garden like and if it is good for them 
from El Paso try to sell an elee- Club? Write in for informa- oat Te . Bee pie) 

ou iso try to fine! If not, well, it’s fine for the 
tric drill to a miner who had never tion about them. doctor. , 
sitinet oa but the old So much of the advertising to- 
Mie aj 2 2 a day makes duty out of something 

hho 1 Sad ord lanky old Texan, ered up his tobaeco and said: that would otherwise be pleasant. 

tinigtnets profanity anata of “Young feller, you’ve told me From every newspaper, from every 
ally: ack wh Salto Net oy a mighty nigh everything but what magazine, car card, and bill board 
tently while vie eae ribl re I want to know. What in the hell we are shouted at to say this, eat 
sited ne = eam ng 1 ~ will the damned thing do? that, don’t do this, don’t do that, 

S copy book sales talk. Subconseiously every person who until it has become not only monot- 

lle attracted attention. reads an advertisement is asking onous but irritating. 
_He created interest—but not the this same question with a personal If all the advertisements con- 

kind he was looking for. Then application: ‘‘What will it do?’’ cerning health foods were taken 
came the discussion of the product And too often the advertisement seriously, can you imagine what 
Itself, where kilowatt hours, tensile _ tells them everything but what they the average American table would 
Strength, ball bearings, ete., were want to know. be like?
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One will willingly take treat- Edueating the woman in the’ with the various kinds of fruit— 
ment in a health food sanitarium, home to better fruit buying habits and why each kind is particularly 
but it is a difficult matter to make —the habit of buying fruit in fine both by itself or in combina. 
any woman turn her home into a_ larger quantities—depends greatly tion with other fruits. 
sanitarium. Because she possibly on the answers that are made to How to judge good fruit and 
knows in advance that if she did the last two questions. how to care for fruit in the home 
she wouldn’t have it very long. “Ig it easily prepared?’’ and are two other essential points on ‘ 

Now comes a most important ‘‘How can I prepare it?’’ which the housewife will welcome 
question—one that is sure to be Of course, a great deal of fruit a great amount of information. 
asked by nearly every housewife: can be eaten raw, without much of This will encourage her to buy 
“Ts it expensive?’’ any preparation. But if you are fruit in bulk, which is most esscn- 

When you consider the unneces- considering how to increase the tial if you are to increase your 
sary difference that too often exists consumption of fruit in the United — sales of fruit or the buyer is to in- 
between the first selling price and States, you will certainly have to crease her consumption of fruit. 
the last buying price you will find educate the housewife on more and Summed up, then, your task o/ 
one mighty big reason why the different ways of preparing fruit. educating the buyer is a compara- 
sales of fruit are not as heavy as Don’t take it for granted that tively simple one. 
they should be. women know how to use your Remember your buyer is the 

The question of price control is product. woman in the home. 
intricate and difficult but by no Maybe they do know one way or Talk to her in person. You do 
means hopeless. In a carefully two ways, but there may be another not need an interpreter or a go- 
worked out advertising campaign dozen of ways in which your prod- between. Don’t send your message 
much can be done to educate the uct may be used and it’s your busi- to some other member of the family 
buyer on the subject so that a great ness to tell them about that other and expect it to be brought home. 
deal of profiteering can be done dozen. Sometimes it is—but why choose 

away with. That means recipes. the indirect route when you can be 
The dealer, too, can very well Now there are two kinds of reci- sure of a direct route? 

stand education on the danger of | pes—the kind that will sell your Concentrate on the buyer. Kil- 
pricing fruit beyond the reach of — fruit and the kind that won’t. ucate her. But don’t shout. Don't 
the general publie and making it a The type of recipe that will sell bully her into buying. Regard the 
{uxury for the rich instead of a ne- your fruit is an advertising recipe — buyer as you would your own wile 
cessity for everyone. and must have the following quali- and use discretion in delivering 

Don’t blame the women of the — fications: your message. It’s wiser and more 
country for their buying habits. It must be appetizing. It must productive of good results. 
They have been following the lines be simple. It must be seasonable. Fruit publicity in every possible 
of least resistance, buying what It must be inexpensive. It must be form that goes direct to the woman 
was displayed by the grocer and easily prepared. It must be fool in the home is good business—but | 
the fruit man. proof. if recipes are used be certain that 

In all the fruit advertising I And—it should use the maxi- they measure up to the standard 
have ever seen—I have yet to read mum of fruit with the minimum of just set for them. 
a simple, instructive statement tell- other ingredients. Get your message to the domestic 
ing the woman how to buy fruit in If you give the housewife a col- science teachers—give them your 
bulk, and how to care for it after lection of recipes answering the recipes, but don’t wait for the con- 
she buys it. above requirements she will imme- ing generation to grow up to us 

Of course there are many small  liately increase her buying of fruit your product and don’t expect the 
apartments with small refrigera- because she has been taught how school girls to change the cooking 
tors where it would not be possible to use it. habits of their families overnight. 
to store a box of apples or a half If you give her simple recipes And don’t try to change the 
erate of oranges, but how about the for making small amounts of jams, buying habits of the nation over’ 
people with homes and larger jellies, preserves and pickles that night with a little advertising. 
apartments? can cook while the dinner is cook- The age of miracles is past. Re- 

All too often national advertis- ing she will easily be induced to member that fruit is only one kind 
ing is written in large cities by peo- buy a larger amount of fruit each of food and that every other kind 
ple who have been born and raised day and will take pride in adding of food is competing with it. 
in these cities who think only in to her store of preserves. But also remember that the 
terms of city buying and who for- Another most important point is women of the nation are buying 
get that Main Street is longer than to teach the housewife how to buy only about one tenth as much fruit 
Fifth Avenue. fruit. Tell her in advance what as they should—and as they will if j 

No advertiser who has nation- fruits are coming on the market— you take the time to educate them. 
wide distribution of his product don’t wait until they appear in the Plan your advertising carefully. 
should overlook Main Street and _ stores. Make every dollar give an account 
its tremendous possibilities. Then tell her what can be done of itself.
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But don’t expect your dollar to h 1 —==——= 
raise a family overnight. A > = | Top Dressing | 

You—the fruit growers of Amer- t ee year app e test |__ Tak Not _| 
iea—have done a great work in 
iawing fruit to its present state on the Clermont County Farm= 
of perfection. 

It now seems to be your duty to ; . . 
bring fruit more thoroughly to the H&. S the story of a three-year experiment with 
attention of the women of the nitrogenous fertilizers on apple trees. The test was 

mg 7 performed on the Clermont County Farm Orchard, Cler- 

a oer ty or 7 mont County, Ohio, during the years 1922, 1923and 1924, 
thie few foods that has not been on bearing trees, now 12 years old, under both the grass 

robbed of its health-giving proper- mulch and the tillage cover-crop methods of culture. 

nt tar the ; ti F And here are the results as given out by Mr. F. H. Bal- 

fait the better ‘the health, at the lou of the Department of Horticulture, Ohio Experiment 
lation: : Station: : 

Your efforts, then, to educate the Three-year averages—Yield in Pounds per tree 
housewife to buy more fruit will be . i 
productive not only of an_ in- nee Sa ee 
creased revenue to yourselves but ays 
an increase of the greatest national No fertilizer 86.7 80.8 
asset-—good health. Nitrate of Soda 160 lbs. 221.4 219.4 

- ee Sulphate of Ammonia 128 lbs. 250.6 295.1 

TR} aN in eT: Note: An addition of 4-5 pound of Sulphate was applied to each 
aa OF CHRYSAN- “Sulphate tree, scattered under the outer branches and an additional 

aowSn 1 pound of nitrate was applied to each ‘‘nitrate”’ tree in the same way. 

A beginner i ” . Acid phosphate at the rate of 200 lbs. per acre was 
eveenhetss. “work a seall hon i applied to all plots. Varieties tested were Gano, Rome, 

handle chrysanthemum plants after Jonathan, Grimes, Stayman and York Imperial. 
pom Mr. Axel Johnson of The test demonstrates two things: 1. That nitrogen 

i tion ce late tat aie a so is profitable on apple trees. 2. That Sulphate of Am- 
we hope may not be altogether too monia is as good or better than any other quick-acting 

late. . ~ form of nitrogen for apple trees. 

sa sie “tas the (ysenthemam Apply nitrogen to your own orchard. Our free bulletins 
MNETH Be ee oe te ag will tell you how. Write for them—TODAY. 
ie {ature propagation. I usu- 
ally lift my plants from the bench- 
es and put them close together in ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 
hoxes of suitable size (6” deep 8” 
wide and any length). They are THE Barrett Company, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
then placed in the coolest part of 
the house and as I have not the New York, N. Y. 
room to spare s 
they axe oie ime tid ioe Atlanta, Georgia Berkeley, Cal. Medina, Ohio 
“0 of the benches, where they do ~ oo Le ee LLL LLL Le LLL 

ee until it is nearly time for 1 ~ qhe Barrett Company (address nearest office) (M1! 

nD tia a vee’. font ' Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially —! 
i * rn ; ! 

hefore taking cuttings, if not, they —o Wissesennaseneu seg gpeaspenmneeneaaenenneeeeeaneueceeeaceeesuteceseuess 
remain on the floor. The south side 1 (Write name of crops on line above.) 

of the bench is of course the best | 
as chey get more light there. Il and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. ' 

his is a simple way to handle 1 ! 
the:n for anyone with limited ©, Nt 37 torvrrrrerorrerernenreneconronnnnrnnrnnnncnrccrnscrsnns 
Pave and I have practiced it for , — Address ....----------n---ennneeececncnenecnnnnsescnnnttcenetnccnnnnteceatenennes 
many years.”? a SS EEE EES)
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OO garden you may see some of these 
9 raft hybrids which always arouse 

THE FLORIST s PAGE the curiosity of the public, like a 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany mixture of two genera or of two 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. species, such as the grafting of two 
$$$ SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSseseeeee different kinds of beans on root 

EUROPEAN BOTANICAL shown. In a consideration of Teaf SPE, gus tnd Me rafting of th 
GARDENS pens - oe pe altering of There is a section of the garden 

cs the parts of the leaf by the produc- @ whic fe 
Huron H. Smith tion of filiform varieties like that devoted Pann Wee ee 

(Continued from December, p. 50) of the cut leaved weeping bireh. by parasitic and insectiverous spe- 
. . Some changes are secured by the  gjeg. Among the parasitic plants 

. In the section devoted to biolog- selection of sprouts or scions, such shown are mistletoe, dodder and 
ical groupings, one finds that the as the pyramidal forms, weeping —}yoom rape. Most of the insectiv. 
groups are scattered throughout forms in the poplars and birches,  orous plants are shown in th 
the garden and consist of samples such as weeping forms of ash, oak feenhouse : such ag he Gaiden 

of alpine flora, deep moor, dune, and beech produced by top graft- g “— hen nianie, a OS ’ butterworts and pitcher plants. 
pond, fern glen and plant socie- ing, There are also specimens to h eas £ elivielie 

ties groups of the Bavarian flora. show fasciation or the multiplica- In, the consideration of elingine To. subdivide’ these groups, one Holi of tei “a plants, there are shown a number 

finds plantings to show mutations i . : ; of different modifications of ‘tht 
(or plants that are changing their at thig seetion may: be seen some epidermis, that enable the plant to 
form or : habit). lait ae ed ot the various changes of the flower cling or stiek to other things. Such ties. plants which are y seculiar in and fruit of different plants, such plants are ivy, goosegrass, the 

their svabit wach re ae siti f as the changing of rose flowers from rambles and roses, hop and Cle. 

Terr abr, Such as parasiie anc white to a color, or changing a va- matis illustrate various kinds oi 
inseetiverous plants, plants with piety of rose which normally pro- modifications. In another section 

seeds like burs, water plants, plants duces black fruit to one producing supported by large pergolas or 
illustrating the relation of their yellow fruit. The classical exam- trellises, plants which develop 
vegetative organs to transportation ple of Oenothera lamarckiana tendrils as leaf modifications are 
and plants that have developed (which was the subject of experi- shown such as cobaea,, the sweet- 

protective organs against the mentation by Hugo de Vries), and ‘pea and various members of the 
browsing by animals. There are the related descendant produced gourd family. 
also. plants exhibited in their by selection, are shown in this sec- Near the institute buildings in 
natural families, exhibits of pol- tion of the garden. In a section the omamental garden, a_ series 

lination and hybridization. The of the garden labeled monstrosities of slightly elevated cement, tanks 
distribution of seeds and fruits of by the Germans, such peculiar are maintained 1o exhibit water 
plants are shown by labels in vari- changes in plants like the snap- plants. These sections are divided 

ous sections of the botanical gar- dragon, Pentstemon, Digitalis and into groups and plants are exhibit: 
den. There is one particular sec- tulips are exhibited. The doub- ed where the stems and leaves are 
tion that is given over to plant ling of blossoms illustrated by wild above the water, where the leaves 

multiplication by the vegetative flowers which under cultivation and flowers rest on the surface o! 
methods, such as use of slips or the have been made to produce double the water, and where the entir? 
planting of parts of plants for mul- flowers, were shown in this section. plant is submerged. — Plants 
tiplying the supply without resort Variations of form and color in familiar to Wisconsin ponds and 

to the planting of seeds. fruit are exhibited, such as round — rivers are seen growing here, such 
In the section of the garden fruited Shepherd’s Purse, which as the mare’s-tail, hippuris, Azolla. 

given over to mutations may be We know is customarily flat, and Salvinia, Hydrochasi, — Elodea. 
seen the plants that are in the act the  yellow-fruited Belladonna, _Isoetes, Potamogeton, Myriophy! 
of changing their habits. Here is Which is customarily red to black. lum and Ceratophyllun. 
a consideration of the descendants Examples are also shown of the There is a_ section devote t? 
of the results of changing that is horticultural work that has been transpiration, or the giving out of 
obtained in various ways, the done in changing white flowers to moisture by the plant. The lea! 
change may take place in the leaves red ones by hybridization. There js the organ through which it ' 
or in the colors of the leaves. Spe- is another small section that is effected. Taking it for granted 
cies are shown where the presence given over to monstrosities of that the ingress and egress of wate! 

of anthocyanin has given them a sprouting, where the flowers have through the breathing pores (st 
red color. Other leaves are shown grown together, as in cock’s-comb mates) of the leaf, we may call at 
that have changed from green to and various kinds of teasel. tention to the various leaf modif- 
yellow and the white striping of One often reads of peculiar cations shown here. Examples a’? 
some varieties of leaves are also grafting experiments, and in the shown of the horizontal and ve"
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tical leaf positions such as in euca- ference by wind, animal agency or ited to show dispersal by human 
lyptus and. of leaves which turn to in water. Examples of these vari- agencies. Myrmecophilous plants, 
the sunlight as it changes through ous methods are shown. Many of or those whose seeds are seattered 
the day, such as the compass plant — the grasses illustrate wind pollina- by ants are shown. Asexual multi- 
of the United States. Vertical leaf tion as well as many trees, shrubs plications by runners and sprouts 
arrangements are demonstrated by and flowers. There are fifteen di- are also shown in this section of 
such plants as iris, gladiolus, and visions of the garden showing pol- the garden. 
others, like the acacia. Plants in lination examples. Some plants In the central part of the gar- 
which there is a reduction of the like the mullein have no nectar, but den, they have constructed a large 
leaf surface are shown by such still are visited by insects. There hill with its accompanying rocks 
specimens as the Australian she- are several flowers shown that are and soils, to imitate alpine condi- 

You i ‘nar y ope, e ris) r j 9 7, . . oak (Casuarina). Further redue- visited by flies such as the wood tions, such as one finds at timber- 
tion of leaf service, together with anemone (Anemone sylvestris). line in the mountains. Many of 
leathery texture, is shown by the Numerous flowers visited by honey these plants prefer a rocky sub- 
coniferous leaves. Examples of a bees and bumble bees are also stratum, and specimens are shown 
further reduction of transpiration shown. Flowers visited by butter- from New Zealand, North Amer- : : sie , 
are shown by plants which are cov- flies and moths are exhibited. The  jea, the Caucasses, Asia and Asia 
ered by hairs or by the curling of variation of colors in the calyx and Minor, the Balkan and the Pyre- 
the leaf blade. Sometimes these corolla of the plant with intent to nees of southern Europe and from 
modifications of the epidermis be- attract insects is noted by several the eastern, central and western 
come very large, and furnish a examples. There is also a class of Alps Mountains. 
method of protecting e a vers shown like > de li 1 I cting the plant flowers shown like the dandelion There: are: trecless: tracts where 
from browsing animals. Prickles, that raise their flower high above ; . ; j beta noe : : reaths are established with a rich 
thorns, stinging hairs, etherial oils, the leaves as an attraction. Sev- fl 4 . . ci x » ; : : ora of many species of heather 
milky sap and bitter flavors are eral ways of protection against the Eri ey . 

. . oo . (Erica). Associated with the 
some of the means employed to pro- wetting of the pollen by the rain = 
tect the plant from being eaten by are noted Many plants witl Heaths, are anoors, formed. pn ‘soit 
animals. I So bes : ote . i A ante 1 Wit) “that will not allow water to be ab- 

. ‘ : weet nectar and nectar guices 10 sorbed. These moors are of two 
In the section of the garden. de- their petals, are exhibited. There rts, the sphae boe and the oted TUTHORELGE DIANE ONERUME iS a, clase of plants 1} Spe sorts, the sphagnum bog and the 

voted to the sex of plants, one finds is a elass of plants like the violet. meadow'moor: oth sortsemay be 

nine distinetions illustrated by the that has flowers that never emerge geen Heke With ‘their own peculiar 
plants themselves. | Monoecious, from the bud and hence are called flora. In the Sphagnum moor : al. ‘ 
where the male and female flowers cleistogamous. These are also canices, wool erass, cranberries and , . y C8 Sy aS, CT St 
are upon the same plant as in In- shown. There is a second group of ¢ Moaoane avo eee In the 
lk mm: Andi . 43 aH . oe eof fantili . hh: many ericaceae are seen. n 1 
dian corn; Andromonoecious, where examples of fertilization to exhibit sadow “s are seen buckhes 
(he hvinid aiid wale Rowers ari RES GRAY : au meadow moors are seen buckbean, 

ybrid and male flowers are on species where the pollen is dis-  , appot family Ai Singh : ame : L some of the carrot family and but- 
; single plant as in Veratrum al- charged before the stigma has ma- tereup. Near the hill aiven’ over 
uum; G@ymn ious wher tured : eies where stigmas ma- é > . aaa ymnomonecious where the tured; species where stigmas ma- 5 Alpine flora, is a sand dune with 
emale and hybrid flowers are upon ture before the pollen is dis- its. typigal flora. and the widely single “pl <2 oo . scemull aun ates va. its typical flora, and the widely 

a-single plant as in Curly dock charged; species where the fertili- .).., Cae ante wha (Rane a ri J ee spread roots of the plants where 
umex crispus) ; Trimonoecious, zation is completed before the blos- 2 aa ras 2 of : where tl : they are uncovered by the wind ean 

vhere the hybred male and female som opens; and species showing « . borne . 
Hlawere 18 be seen. Since ferns succeed best 

»wers are all borne on one plant; mixtures of all of the foregoing. ; nip ¢ hs hay 
| Dioecions in damp air and shade, they have 
| Dioecious where the male and fe- A number of crosses are shown,  gctablished a rhododend ole: 

ile Howers ar liffere as : SE established a rhododendron glen, 
| ers are on different plants and attention is called to the fact ; “Jet of . - : 
| as in th ews ep «in the midst of the wood. Rivulets 

- in the stinging nettle (Urtica that most of our garden and culti-  }yiqeed by stepping stones, fur- 
«olea) ; i ious where vate : To es ve me Te See ae the vated plants have so arisen. ; nish the moisture as they trickle 

together as j Oh Q ane as oun In seed dispersal, the many dif- their way to the pond. Many of 
dioci er ae eee dyno- ferent modes are shown by the the North American ferns are to 

lous, wher 2 rid an s * i i D : 
mal la e the hybrid and fe- plants grown in that section of the be seen there as well as the native 
ma’e plants are found together as garden. Where the distribution is ferns of Germany and their fern 
'n many of the mints; trioecious, hy wind, th vi d ded plants «a ' oy wind, the winged seeded plants ajiies sueh a he clul ace. where the hybrid mal. . ’ ’ : : allies such as the club mosses, 

1 e hybrid male and female are shown. Ecballium elaterium horse-tails and liverworts 
pants, _ separated, may be found the squirting cucumber, and other _ (To be Continued) 
lifott the thyme (Thymus serpyl- examples are shown to illustrate 

ee ane sterile plants like our explosive fruits. Distribution by ——_—_____—_ 
° eet snow-ball (Viburnum and through animals is illustrated . -o. . 

| Pu lus) . by edible fruits and seeds. Those If you think it worth your while 

| _ Where the sexes of plants are plants with stickers or burs are to belong to this Society, maybe 
eeeated, cross fertilization must exhibited. Stone fruits eaten by your neighbor would, too. Have 
ake place through pollen trans- people, such as cherries, are exhib- you asked him?
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Wisconsin Horticulture friend, is to choose the varieties BRIGHT SAYINGS, GATII- 
: . ~ 

best suited to your locality. In ERED AT THE A. P. S. CON- 
Published Monthly by the doing this you not only assure VENTION, KANSAS CITY, 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society yourself of a good crop but also DEC, 1925. 
119 E. Washington Avenue, ivi a © 
Official Organ of the Society you are giving the consumer the Ear More Frurr. 

—— best that ean be grown. This will 
FREDERIC CRANERIELD, maditor help in advertising your products, A doctor in charge of a boys’ 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. d ad tising st be d . Pl Lake. Wis . 
Associate Editors—Mrs, C, EB. Strong, 20 advertising must be done in camp at Plum Lake, Wis., exper- 

ET. Chambers, Huron H. Smith, James S order to let the buyer know what enced great trouble in keeping the 
. -—— you have. But what is to be boys well. Kind parents sent 

wisconsin, Ss ‘eeond-alase arma esd stressed in the advertisement? One cakes, candy and sweets of all 

ceptance for mailing, at. special rate of grower can’t carry on a national kinds; result, indigestion. After n j . : oN 
bf. October “3, 1917, authorized July 15, Health Through Fruit Campaign, an order that only fruit could he 

to ei vertising rates made known on ap- and neither can he profitably carry sent, indigestion and its attendant 
plication. out any of the other tricks which ills disappeared.—A. P. S. News. 

3 ‘ 5 ‘ may be used in a large advertising A suggestion:—An apple a day 
Hicone s oes ocr eae Society effort. But there are some things for undernourished children _in- 
which includes fifty cents, subscription that, if he will do them, will be a stead of a glass of milk, or in addi- 

Ene “dollar to drederie® Ceased goend part of his advertising program as tion to it. Why not?—Paul Stark. 
Ae ie - 6 well as being something that he More Fruit, More Health —Paul 

ir xpress one: r= der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if may talk about. Stark. 
Chee act g ene tora card. Personal Suppose that we have started a Fruit The Happy Way to 

Postage stamps not accepted planting, using the best varieties Health—Mrs. Hayward. 
OFFICERS for the locality. Next we need to Let’s talk to ‘‘Mike’’ about 

W. A. Toole, President... .....Baraboo have a standard pack, so that we fruit. Mike is loading the air 

Frederic Cranefleld, Bauretarysieea may help establish the buyers faith these winter nights with speeches 
urer ....++-++++++ ++++++++++ Madison in us. Every package of a given about the value of milk in the dict, 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER variety and given grade as nearly why not let this cock-eyed world 
/ Ex Officio identical as possible. That gives us know more about the juicy red 

ere ee eaaiasidgnt and Secretary something to say about ourselves. raspberries grown at Bayfield and 
M. B. Goff.........°.....Sturgeon Bay And to help matters along we Sparta and Chippewa County Me- 
M. 8. Kellogg... .112//).>. Janesville ‘ , James Livingsione .........Milwaukee might make sure that the pack we [ntosh. I propose to do so.—.A 

See Me aad ae. Decemeerememe are using is attractive and suitable Member. / 
4k Bassett ................ Baraboo to the needs of the buyers. By a representative of the engi- 
Wim. Longland ...........Uake Geneva All of which brings us to the neering department of the Ameri- 

J. Haugen UNing December, 1926 14 question of who our buyer is. For can Railway Association : — Good 

RoE. Marken...............Gays Mills our small planting it will be the containers are more important 
J. F. Swartz ..................Kenosha . ‘ 
N. A. Rasmussen ............Osnkosh people who drive out to our place than good packing; also, poor con- 

——— and make their selection; the mer- tainers well loaded are better than 
“ar BOARD (OF MANAGERS - chant who sells to the people who good containers poorly loaded. Ile W. A. Toole J. E. Leverich a ° 

Frederic Cranefield do not get out to see the farm; and offered no argument to support 

Sx" the passer by who is attracted by these statements, which were of 
our roadside advertisement. course founded on first hand 

BE SURE YOU IHT : : y . : 
ay tat ae We firmly believe that if a man knowledge because, presumably. 

” “ can honestly say that he is growing he did not want to reflect on the 

We spent a profitable two days the best varieties for his locality in intelligence of his audience. Nor, 
in another state not long ago gos- the best way possible, put up in apparently, did he feel like saying. 
siping with growers and buyers, standard packages for the benefit ‘‘if you want your berries, cher- 

and we derived great pleasure in not only of his reputation but also ves or apples to arrive in good 
listening to one man in particular of his buyers that he has the start condition use a container fit for 
because, possibly, he has made a of a successful selling campaign. shipping and learn how to load it. 
suecess and is still making a sue- We believe it because it has work- railroads cannot perform the in- 
cess of a small acreage set to fruit ed in an area much more crowded possible, the shipper must do his 
by adhering to some of the prin- with competition than any area of share. / 
ciples we believe to be right. And small acreages in Wisconsin. F. H. Simpson, Vincennes, Indi- 
it may be that the things we learn- Is every package that leaves ana, apple grower and dealer:— 
ed will be profitable to some of our your place everything that you say Apple Day, first proposed by Cap- 
readers who have from one to one- it is, and do you know that the tain Handly of Quiney, IIl., has 
hundred problems to meet. buyer won’t come back with a kick? now grown to Apple Week. In 

One of the greatest aids to sue- Unless you can tell the truth in ad- every large city in the country the 
cess, according to our successful  vertising it won’t pay to advertise. dealers, once called commission
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men, spend large sums for apple 
publicity. 

The International Apple Ship- The 
pers Association took over this 
project several years ago but the 
job became so big that later a non- AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
profit organization was formed to 
carry it on. Three Chicago deal- Deserves 
ers offered to underwrite the proj- 
ect to the extent of $1000 each. The Support of Every Fruit Grower 
Each city now finances its own Day 
ov Week. The work has received . 

the heartiest co-operation of Rail- Because: It has a splendid record of seventy-six years of effi- 
way and Steamship companies, Ho- : . 
felscatid the radio cient work for the development and encouragement of Fruit 

~The growers are benefited quite Culture in America. 
as much or more than the dealers, 

but up to date they haven’t con- Its leadership is recognized, and it is the only Organ- 
tributed a dollar or an apple.’’ ge : : . : 
Not a grower present said any- ization with a broad National policy of service to the entire 

thing in reply. There wasn’t any- Fruit Industry. 
thing to say. 

Mr. C. A. Bingham of Ohio owns Its progressive program of service assists every fruit 
and operates sixteen hundred acres . : . 
of apple orehard; varieties, two, grower to solve his problems of production, marketing, and 
Baldwin and Spy. The trees have distribution. 
heen planted nine years. Mr. 
Bingham is preparing for a crop Your Membership Is Invited 
of two hundred thousand bushels - of 
ae ‘ed TI . a Sts. 3G One Dollar a year. Two Dollars for three years. Includes subscription to 

“ir. # Ted Thompson of Y akima Fruits and Gardens, a monthly magazine of merit. 
this year shipped a car of extra . A i fancy Oregon pears to New York Remit to F. Cranefield, Member, A. P. S. Executive Committee, 119 E. 

City. The consignee sent Mr. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis. 

Thompson a check for $3500.00 
net, freight and commission de- 
(lucted from gross sale price. We ~ : 7 
saw photographie copy of the J. E, Leverich, salary as Vice- Door County Fruit Growers 
See The moral, if any, is grow Pres. 1925 Seng 75.00 Me Eat ears eaean nn 4.00 

the kind of fruit you can grow best W. A. Toole, salary as Presi- oe eet teS) PIA Sncn : 
and then put quality into it dent 1925'.-.._-_____.. 75.00 W. C. Stauss, services-.---__ 5.10 

1 y American Express Company- 22.77 Madison Gas & Elec. Co.___- 1.48 
Drummond Packing Com- P. A. Glenn, services__-______ 45.57 

a PANY oe cee sceeeneuen== 6.50 North Ridge Hort. Society, 
Midwest Storage Co.__------ 9.56 aid ~-~------------------ 21.00 

BILLS AUDITED Premium awards to various 950.50 SiperE Scene: OTR G8 see ioe 
. Cra and divers persons_-_--~_-- F ie ice Supplies________ a 

| Caarnpeteld, eet Exp.---- $66.80 M. S. Kellose, Trav. Ex- Madison News Agency------ 9.00 
Conveéiition oyees Annual penses _____-----_-.__- 31.69 Conrad L. Kuehner, pruning 

Tel. and telephone.......... 10 N Gamm Jewelry Co., trophies. _ 95.00 service _-------------.--- 41.39 
Dep't Public Oe ae 7.09 Wis, Telephone Co., Nov. and Wm. E. Spreiter, traveling 

Express. freight aT d 9.40 Dee. exchange and toll____ 30.34 expenses -_---_-__------. 21.75 
Mimeograph 8 aM ray 4 American Pomological So- W. A. Toole, traveling ex- 
gach Pa an ulti- 99°64 ciety _.----..---.-------- 10.00 penses --------.-----_--. 27.30 

Office supplies ___________ 311 Mabel D. Holt, reporting and James Livingstone, traveling 

Postage a 12412 traveling expenses, annual expenses __-------------- 35.45 

Meyer News Service, No- : convention --...--------- 133.02 Wm. Longland, traveling ex- 
vember _____ * 2.50 Waughn S. Conway, services. 25.00 penses (’24-'25) --------- 21.80 

F. Cranefield, November sal- . General Paper Company---- 1.04 Wm. Longland, traveling ex- 
ary? 6,99» Chris Romes, sign painting-. 16.50 Wek tole Deine ce 40.48 

James S. Potter, November Union Mills Hort. Society, + A. Toole, traveling ex- a9 
salary «125,00 aid __--_.--------_------. 25.00 penses ~~~ ~~ ------------- 4 

James §, Potter, Exp. Annual M. S. Kellogg, trav. expenses 15.10 Ms W. A. Toole, traveling 25.05 

pony, —--.-7 67.01 J. S. Palmer, ‘merchandise... 29.14, SSPQVEES --2-— = BT 
- Nichols Holding Co., De- Guern Weal Farm, fruit for 6 yy NV AIUGE SBR VACe See : 
cember rent ___/._____--_ 25.00 convention _....-_-------_ 10.07 (Continued. on page 75)
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FRUIT GROWING IN EAU 

COMMERCIAL HORTICULTURE CLAIRE COUNTY. 
W. C. Stauss, County Agent, Eau 

Claire County, at Annual Con- 

ON GOING OFF HALF or not. Why don’t you fellows vention, Eau Claire. 
COCKED. that are able to tell those growers Fruit growing in Eau Claire 

Maybe we are wrong. about it say something.” . County may be classified as ‘fol: 

But there is one thing about the, We say it here. Five varieties — jows: 
idea ‘whiely ig in the air concern. 107 the commercial orchard in Wis- A. Orchardi 

2 s - : : A. Orchardine. 
ine this Eat More Fruit campaign  C”Sin. Better grading and _ pack- & u ang nis . 
thee ' she A ve a ine of Wisconsin fruit 1. Large commercial orchard. 

at strikes us as wrong. Jus 2 : . . 2. The small commercial or- 
plain wrong. oe chard. 

How in the world can we of the 3. The home orchard. 

Middle West and Kast hope to ad- Twenty men started to use their B. Small fruit growing. 
vertise and sell to the all too gull- ideas of pruning on one tree. The . 
ible public the fruit which we put stump was left. The amateur bar- The large commereial orchard 
on the markets? _We don’t grade per is apt to run out of hair before for this section is not an impossi- 
carefully, we don’t pack earefully, he finishes his job. bility, judging from the suecess of 
we don’t label carefully, we don’t the owners of several such orchards 
even grow carefully. That’s what a - ten miles northeast of Eau Claire. 
we think is wrong. . : The splendid exhibit of ten bushels 

In order to get anything for the Judging from the complaints we — of MeIntosh on display at this show 
money and time which we p have heard lately the express com- — jg 4 . » of these or- me ch we put into e ) pr is the product of one of these or 
advertising we are going to have to panies use apple baskets for hand- chards and proof of the possibil- 

speak to the production depart- ball in transit and count up the ities with a large orchard when 
ment and see if something can’t be Score by the number of bruises on properly managed. Of course. 
done to produce a product that we the fruit. there are certain limiting factors. 
won’t be ashamed to sell. We even especially our climatie conditions, 
believe that there should be insert- oO which necessitate adhering to some 
ed a tahoe aon the It pays to spray every year of the hardier varieties. The fact 

er ae ne : ow does it whether the offensive thing for that horticulture requires a knowl- 
oe a The More and ae which we are spraying is very ap- edge of pruning, spraying, ct. 

a whi aa iat eon " an 1 oF parent or not. There’s an injune- reall of COUnSS limit this aT 
at which to aim from both ends o tion that is old but ever new, let us hortieu ture to those who are will- 

our game, S(pray). ing to make a careful study of 
. - : . these problems. To tiny mind, it is 

—_——_——_—- not only important to know of the 

“WINDFALLS” If there is one particular thing. te tae con tke in " ho " S Bee e Som? equally importan lat those who 

A buyer for a commission house ©r any number of particular things. intend to engage in this enterprise 
in one of our larger apple markets that are bothering you tell them to have definite knowledge of markets 
aired his woes to us not long ago. Us, and if we don’t know we have and marketing requirements. It 
We can’t very well tell all of them, the whole wide horticultural world js, therefore, necessary to know 
neither may we repeat some of the 2 which to find the answer. And about the quality of the various 
words he used by way of emphasis. We Il find it if its in existence. If varieties as well as it is to know of 
However they were substantially as it isn’t it will be the basis for some their hardiness to withstand our 
follows: “<The trouble,”’ he said, investigation that will bring the  ¢limatie conditions. After all then. 

eee ar wet 2 eee ty trouble to light. it is not a business to be recon- 

on’t know how to pack their fruit, mended on a wholesale basis, ut 
and they expect us to sell seventy- — only to those who are willing t0 
al pein seamieties oshge oe We say it for the third time. In analyze the situation and make a 

ee . ad ok ae t order that we may know what you thorough study of the entire enter- 

has somethin a eebold wants. ho want, you’ll have to tell us. Send PrNor th . . 
tlar'‘h an look y itis, And i Your opinions to be printed or ow, the large commercial or 

matter how fine looking it is. And 4.4." questions. chard is just one of the possibilities 
I can non, for Seat ae for Eau Claire County. I believe 
man when I know I won’t be able — there is a field for those who are 
to tell the man who buys it interested in what might be ealled 
whether the stamps on the outside Eat more fruit—and if it’s the small commercial orchard. 
of the package are telling the truth grown in Wisconsin, eat still more. However, here, as well as in the
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case of a large orchard, it is neces- perimentation on the part of the about equally divided between the 
sary for the owner to be familiar College of Agriculture and the two varieties. Twenty-two grow- 
with his problems. In addition, he many individuals who are engaged ers were interested in the project 
will have problems that may not be in developing the small fruits. with plantings varying from one- 
problems with the big orchardist. half acre to. four acres. The pro- 
For instanee, the overhead in ma- ~~ ject was new, so that most of the 
chinery will be greater, unless the GROWING. MUSKMELONS IN growers failed to give the ground 
orehard is run in connection with ™~ Woop COUNTY. " "the additional preparation, fertili- 
some other agricultural enterprise " zation, ete., that in econdueive to 

so that this same machinery can be R. A. Peterson, County Agent, best results with melons. A few, 
used for other purposes. The un- Wood County at Annual Conven- however, prepared their seed beds 
equal distribution of labor will tion, Eau Claire. well and fertilized quite liberally 
likewise become a serious problem, The lisht soil avea in the venii- with well rotted barnyard manure, 
unless it is run in connection with 4. of Wisconsin Rapids is especial. OMe Of the best fertilizers for the 
some other agricultural activity. lyada sted to the rowiti ‘ of EA melon erop, and their crops show- 

To make the small commercial or- a seine and melons Both oro is ed the result of the treatment. 
chard profitable, some other type  j,ye een orowii iiGre oe less ae Michigan and Indiana growers use 
of farming, particularly livestock cossfully for years. Many ‘of. the large amounts of commercial fer- 
farming, would fit in admirably sttawbenty erowsrs have asad good tilizer on their melons with sue- 
for our conditions here. This methods in their sroduction pro- ©eSs: Our local growers tried out 
would bring greater diversification oan whe others have nieraly a light application of a 4-12-6 fer- 
and a more equal distribution of trasted to luck All have been on tilizer on a small seale, and were 

labor and income. 5. eet netitive. basis however in Well satisfied with the results. 
Our greatest possibilities, how-  avketine theit bevties and. the The seed was planted as early 

ever, are in the promotion and the fact that the ia jority of thei de. i May as possible in rows six feet 
improvement of our farm or- pended entivelse on the local mark. Part with the hills four feet apart 
chards. I believe there is a place ct, which was lanited reduced their i the rows. About four or five 
for a small orehard on each and ‘akuhis eveatly A Wood County seeds were planted in a hill. The 
every farm, but here, too, we have Fruit Growers “yesociation WS) OLE plants grew well and fairly good 
several problems. Knowledge is oanized about eae and i Hale #Oaes care was given the fields by the 
again. necessary, and besides, a lit- Fae through the assistance of Mr growers. Extreme dry weather de- 
tle attention and care must be Redietic “ Cranefield: ‘ Saareraae veloped during the period when the 
given the orchard. The organiza- State Horticultural. Association, melons were setting, whieh redue- 
tion of spray rings seems to be al- and thé cowiity AasaGIALIOH, Wak 480 ed the crop to the point of failure 
most a necessity for the ultimate yade a unit of the State Associa. i!) many cases. The better prepar- 
success with this type of orchard. 4:9, (4 marketing system was de. © seed beds withstood the drought 
No one farmer can very well afford veloped for the strawberry crop fairly well, however, so that some 

'o mvest in spraying machinery  \ nich proved iaiay eatistaatoty * melons were produced. 

whieh will do the job quickly and The growing and marketing of The Milwaukee market variety 
satisfactorily. This, however, will melons in this district had heen matured slightly earlier that the 

rome up for explanation and dis- carried on in the same hit or miss Hearts of Gold. They were some- 
cussion in another number on the j,ethod common to the berry crop What larger also, and were of good 

program. Small fruits figure in previous to the organization work. quality. They varied in size from 
strongly in our Eau Claire County ‘phe melons grown were of good four to five inches in diameter, 
horticulture. . : quality and flavor, but since each With five inch melons on the aver- 
_ Tam glad that this convention grower worked independently, age. The Hearts of Gold melons 

's being held here, as it gives an about fifty different varieties of average somewhat smaller, but 
opportunity for our small fruit melons were grown, and very few, Were slightly superior in flavor. 

srowers to learn things that they if any, of standard marketing va- One thousand crates were secur- 
never knew before. I am only  rieties. ed, and about this number of 
sorry to see that there are not more The Fruit Growers Association crates of cantaloupe were market- 
of them here to take advantage of assisted itself in the melon pro- ed. The crates were flats, holding 
this splendid opportunity. gram also. Assistance and advice twelve and fifteen melons, and sold 

Tt seems needless to go into great relative to standard marketable for an average price of $1.00 per 
detail, as the success of the grow- varieties of cantaloupes was given crate. Miss Anna Bamberg, Secre- 
ers will depend upon their ability us by Mr. W. P. Jones, of the De- tary of the Cranberry Sales Asso- 
to analyze their problems and their partment of Markets. Two varie- ciation, acted as sales manager for 
Willingness to gain and accept in- ties, the Milwaukee Market, and the melon growers, and handled 
formation on varieties, disease the Hoodoo, or Hearts of Gold, the proposition very well. Due to 
control, cultural practices, as have were selected. A total of forty- the dry weather and the resulting 
heen found best through the ex- one acres of melons were planted, (Continued on page 73)
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There are a number of very in- 
jurious insect pests which attack 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES the fruit trees that if no control is 
2 practiced will result in their death 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist in a comparatively short time ow- 

ing to their rapidity of spread and 
multiplication. Chief among these 

WHEN TO USE THE DOR- their orchard represents. Unfor- are the three scale insects shown in 
MANT SPRAY. tunately the orchard spraying and the illustration on this page. I will 

™ . . . other practices are confined to very introduce them to you. On the left 
There are in this state a great limited times which conflict with we have San Jose seale the most 

many small farm orchards and 14. busiest season of the year leadly of the three. Its original 
town lot. fruit trees which through oe JuSiEs Ae x oF 1 fee on k caw’y Ot el : i ~ Chins tts , thoughtlessness and unintentional the farm. As a result these or- home was probably China. ap- 

neglect are a liability rather than 
an asset to their owner. Aside 7 Sane aL 
from improper soil, unsuited vari- oat 
eties, and a lack of pruning a great ‘ : 
many trees will be found infested ¥ 

with insect pests or infected with : 
disease of one kind or other, which . 
are its limiting factors. ; 

The poultryman has long ago 3 : a 
learned that a lousy hen never lays a , ABE GA 
enough eggs to be profitable and i : \ 
instead of trying to offset the drain f a: 
of the parasites by increasing the g a i S 
food supply he ‘‘cleans house’’ and b BB SE sir 
if, after ridding the hen of the lice Gi » : 
and making her environment indu- a : a 
cive to egg laying she does not re- 5 s | : 
spond, she gets the axe. Ee 3 ' 

The fruit grower can expect no f Be P 
more from a lousy tree than a poul- q et : 
tryman can from his lousy hen. It ; j ad 
is true that the axe would be the . 
best treatment to apply to many Three good reasons for spraying 
trees since they are worth more for chards often become over run with peared in this country about 1870 
firewood than they ever would be all kinds of pests and are naturally and by 1910 had succeeded in get- 
worth for fruiting. At least if a a menace to a community in which ting into Wisconsin where it now 
tree doesn’t bear, is not a desired commercial orcharding is attempt- has been found in about a dozen of 
or an adapted variety and is not ed, since they serve as a continual our southern counties. The full 
worth the upkeep for its shade, then source of reinfestation and rein- grown female scale is only about 
the sooner it is replaced by a desir- fection. Then again there are the size of a pin head, nearly cir- 
able one the better. On the other many farmers who do not feel that cular in outline and rather flat. In 
hand many folks do not fully ap- the return from their orchard jus- the center of the picture we have 
preciate the value of their trees.  tifies their going to the expense of one of our native seale insects 
They pay out a dollar or so for a_ caring for it as it should be and yet known as the Seurfy scale and on 
young apple tree of good quality they allow it to occupy valuable the right we have the oyster-shell 
and nurse it along until it is ten or space and act. as a nuisance to their scale, another imported pest. This 
twelve years old and when it is just community. It is almost useless to insect came from Europe over @ 
beginning to get to the point of attempt commercial orcharding in century ago and is now widely dis- 
yielding sufficiently to pay for it- neighborhoods where neglected or- tributed throughout the country. 
self it is discovered to be infested chards are overrun with scale in- The latter pest when full grown is 
with a pest that threatens its exist- sects and no spraying is done. If about one eighth of an inch long 
ence; and rather than invest a the entire community purchases and has much the form of an oyster 
small sum in its treatment it is cut the equipment and sprays every- — shell. 
down and replaced by another. thing, there is no reason why the The control measure for all three 

The majority of farm orchards orchard should not be as profitable of these pests is the same and con- 
are of necessity neglected because as any other branch of work on the _ sists of a dormant spray. Any of 
of a lack of time to spend on the farm. This is being done by our the standard dormant sprays on 
mere sideline of their business that spray rings. the market will be found effective
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EAT APPLES TO REDUCE cause they Nees been swallowed CLEAN UP YOUR ORCHARDS 

< hurriedly without proper mastica- NOW 
By Dr. John Harvey Kellogg. tion. If each morsel is chewed un- Dee 
The acid of the apple, like that til reduced to a smooth puree the ee s nega i produce 

of the lemon, is an antiseptic. A apple digests in a surprisingly ee ic lier a wart Cat ah 
Japanese physician showed that short space of time, passing out of Wescon teu Colle ae Nori ‘ it ne 
these fruit acids destroy the germs the stomach more quickly than any “eps BI oF tha a ae rebar 
of typhoid fever and also the chol- other food. Beaumont demon- tre +e needed t aS x oung veil ha 

era germ. It has long been known strated that the apple leaves the | cea ton, oi Rogie # jue a 
that a diet of apples is an excellent stomach within an hour. : nal i OD genes ce une . : ~ wile asa | . ormly good fruit in old age 
remedy for chronic dysentery. An Certain varieties of apple are aintains this fruit expert in a 
old distich goes: more easily digestible than others. j,awly published bulletin on’ the 

‘To eat an apple on going to bed Apples which when ripe have soft, subject. ‘After the first few sea- 
Will make the doctor beg his ule , such a8 wi as ithe sons little attention need be given 

bread.” al, apples ‘whieh ate eed ae to pruning for the form of the tree, 

Kqually well based would be the tough sppis : : but much attention is usually need. 
dean. . . a a to keep the tree highly produe- 

eee ive. 
“Six apples a day According to Roberts, when the 
Will keep headache away.’’ \PPLE A PREHISTORIC trees begin to bear heavy crops, the 

Z am ie : annual growth is much redueed, es- 

cial toxentn, the ramult of sungiie Op eciaaly an. perc: ob ae ranelng 
ity of the colon. Apples at meals The universal popularity of the am ne deten m 7 Ok coun o 

and at bedtime serve in many cases apple, wherever it is available, is preea oe ‘ nan eae ne 
as an excellent laxative, and thus ‘lve to an instinctive recognition of ie : ci het i a eS that 
make an end of the headaches by its merits as a human foodstuff, be wa he I it fru ° I the mat 
removing the cause Dr. J. H. Kellogg of the Battle ears: the ues rut, on Hien is 

The apple is a good means of re. Creek Sanitarium stated in a recent Leia as 8 aa alt ; wetting ‘ie 
ducing surplus weight. An over- address. The apple was well known this e ot a all the trees, like 
weight person may “eat all the ap- to the prehistoric people of Europe. t Rood Nv dain «Hat % is ‘ 

ples he wants provided he will eat Traces of it are found m the an . a : et t pat u nl a f 
nothing but apples and can easily cient lake dwellings of Switzer- a Feta 3, tree " ee uae 
reduce his surplus flesh at the rate land. The earliest settlers of Amer- + aE aaa adit ' eS : nasi 
of one or two pounds a day: ica found the Indians cultivating able cenec ee “- _if une oi 

If Gvexybody in. the: United apple orchards. The apple, with i c growt f ane sade a ak aaneae 
States could be induced to eat six other fruits and nuts, constituted — 1tons are ie de a es a ‘eruiting 

apples a day, it is probable that a the staples of the bill of fare of Saal a ‘ sat ni ae ' ae re 
good many “doctors would have to primitive man. see " th t ou len “ov 
abandon their profession or else “Tt is plain that fruits and nuts vee There ie ia ironclad pruning 
take up horticulture as a side line. ate to be regarded as staple articles ‘system’, which ean be followed. 

Children are particularly bene- of food and by no means as simple Reperienée shows that WO aise 

fited by the free use of apples.  'élishes or accessories.”? treatment gives the best. results”. 
Apples are rieh in vitamins, par- And so a new and highly impor- hie claims 
ticularly C and B, which promotes tant use has been found for the Doctor Robert’s Bulletin, Pru 
growth and development. The apple. Everybody whose urine is ing The Bearing Apple Tree will 
free use of apples aids materially too acid can eat apples with profit, jy. published in an early issue of 
in the development of sound teeth, which means, of course, that every Wy]SCONSIN HORTICULTURE. 
and helps to combat constipation, meat eater, every one who drinks 
which is increasingly common in tea or coffee, every person who in- nes 
children, particularly school chil- dulges freely in breakfast foods, 
dren, because of the lack of physi- should eat apples as an antidote We have 25 cloth bound (stiff 
eal activity necessary to maintain for the acid foods which he eats. covers) copies of the Annual le- 
good alimentation. The conventional combination of port for 1925 and about a dozen 

The idea that apples and other apple sauce with roast pork is an- of the 1924 report, available for 
fruits should not be eaten with other illustration of the wonderful distribution to members who care 
milk is a popular notion which has — instinctive guidance which we hu- enough for them to send 25e for a 
no scientific foundation. Apples man beings may once have pos- copy. These will eventually be 
and milk agree perfectly provided sessed to a much larger extent than taken by out-of-state institutions 
both are properly eaten. When now, and which we see so well at one dollar a copy but we want to 
apples disagree it is usually be- illustrated in lower animals. serve our members first.
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° iEe Pn a 

Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest a ae 
. eg A 

| If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants A ik <7 SA p 

and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our a|| i i =A 

One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and =F ey 2 

receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. SS 

Catalogue on Request BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 

7 EMAN Hither made up or in the K. D. 
GEORGE M. MOS A . . American Quart Berry Baskets, 

Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 
_ a or Repacking Baskets, Plant 

— oo - oxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 

BACK THE AMERICAN our Garden Number, In the mean aan and Price List Mailed Upon Request 

POMOLOGICAL time digest what’s in this issue nite for eperial prices‘on Car load 

SOCIETY and think about Wisconsin fruit, * “Early Orders. 

At the St. Louis convention of any en quand, oe geen SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

the A. P.S. in 1920 your secretary bal ng "em bette as . | a ward SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

euaranteed that Wisconsin would ae St due care. ye ras Ware tat _ : 

Tecate agers ae eee a buy and eat more and only good WE SHOI LD WORRY 
ars aplece a : s * fruit, and live longer to enjoy the The following from the The Mil- 
ed the goods. At the recent Kan- z : . 

as Ci e oat = Wiséoilsin’s " flowers that are going to bloom. waukee Journal of December 16th 

NN ity mes faved ah “hol P. S. If you have plants for should be of interest to Wisconsin 

i ‘Chace offerec i ae Tatosh sale, or any thing for that matter, apple growers: 
0 lippewa county ¢ s . SD eaeahan’d acs TISCON- : 
against a earload of Missouri Ben *0U ’d be surprised what Wiscon “The United States government re- 
D: ae . aah he hi Wi weaned SIN Horticulture advertising port shows large reserves of apples on 

avis, a rash bet, that Wisconsm — \voujqd do toward increasing your hand, which is making the market 
would roll up a membership in the sales easy. The official report says the sup- 

A.P.S. of one hundred before * . ply of apples is 26 per cent more than 
April Ist. 1926 ee a year ago, with 4,250,000 barrels on 

os S cay itera . : hand, a gain of 15 per cent over last 
Will you suffer us to eat Ben year. There are also 13,000,000 

Davis? More important will the BILLS AUDITED bushel boxes, a gain of 31 per cent 

fruit growers of Wisconsin deprive . . ‘ over a year ago. Lastly, there are 
themselves of an opportunity to (Continued from page 69) 2,430,000 bushel baskets, which is 80 
help themselves! . H. H. Smith, traveling ex per cent more than a Aa ago. é 

SeLVeS + . le » ie , 2 > n all tl are a t 28,000,000 
Membership now ineludes sub- penses and services__----- 96.15 bushels of oe are ofan ee to re- 

scription to Fruits and Gardens,’’ J. S. Potter, traveling ex- 20.31 Bale American appetites before the 
an exeellent) monthly magazine DENSE) SS ete tis Siete 3 next crop comes in. Broadway com- 
formerly the Cpeaie Belt” tlie J. S. Potter, December sal- 9 mission houses declare the apple is 

ot 7 boii 7 ary --------------------- 125.00 now the cheapest and most plentiful 
cditorial poliey, the subject matter F. Cranefield, December sal- of fruits: and that housewives: ican 

and the advertising are controlled ary __------------------- 217.00 save money by taking advantage of 
absolutely by the American Pomo- K-_ Anna Caspers, _ steno. c the large crop and the big storage 
logical Society. Send membershi services -.--------------- 19.00 supply. 
foo to th oe Gt We. ant t eh mek F. Cranefield, miscellaneous Ge . est . 

‘ to this office. We want to chee expenses _----------- ---- 3.81 isconsin Apples. Wisconsin 

ip on that hundred members. We Foetal Telegraph 0 an 2.93 Wealthy, Snow, Wolf River, Me- 

lve areeept ook handy. KE yon A,asmussen (lM 544 nto ad Nv W. Gren er 
are prompt you wil get the anu- vrs, N, A. Rasmussen, trav- all sold long, long ago and at good 
ary number of Fruits and Gardens. eling expenses ---------- 39.26 prices. We ask you.—why worry 
It costs only ONE Douuar. Senda A. K. Bassett, traveling ex- «780 about lack of long keeping varie- 

dollar bill, your personal ee or penses ~~---~------------- 2 ties? 

any equivalent to Frederic Crane- © po 
field, 233 Washington Bldg., Madi- Standard Garden Tractor hn ays . 
son. Wis, A Powerful Motor Cultigato and,Lawnmower Aa) ie Big ie Nene them ae 

for Gardeners, Floriats, Teuckers, Nurseries, 44 apple men, if you don’t we will. 
SSS SSS Ber . Suburbanites, Estates, Parks, ating 2 , Q 

i mrrre Cemeteries. Boss 4 Men's Work. / As % Fifty-seven may be all right for 

READ THIS! Bir Mates crcl Lawnssoveers (Cate WA nO pickles but not for apples, at least 
hie + ees . - 

(his issue has been apples, SE DARD ENGINE COMPANY not when it comes to marketing 

apples, fruit, fruit, BUT watch for 3241 Como Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, Minn, them.
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gf TREES - SHRUBS - VINES - PLANTS 
Largest Growers of —— 

N e Everything in orchard trees; fruit trees, garden 

Quality ursery plants and vines; windbreak and woodlot trees; 
* evergreens, shrubs and trees for lawn 

Stock in the ae s l in 
t planting; hardy flowering plants and Year Bi eae : L 

Northwest JMUNDERWOOD Ses: Reliable District Dealers in all AN EL 
FOUNDER sections of the North-central states. (7E)as4ck 

1868 Write for Northern Planter’s Guide (free) J ope 

Over 200 acres com- THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY 
: R. D. Underwood, President AK 

prise our nursery at 1500 acres Lake City, Minnesota 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. a 

We grow high class STRA | 

trees and shrubs in WBERRY PLANT 

large quantities. You Beaver, the superior shipping and can 
ree a The Hardy ning berry. Also other leading varieties 

can depend on MeKay Flower Garden CATALOGUE FREE 
quality and reliability. Now is that delightful time of the year when JEFF BEAVER & SONS 

the gardens enthusiast may settle down in an 7 id 
easy ‘chair and dream about next year's garden. Eau Claire, Wisconsin 

course a collection of garden catalogs is ne- 
Lh ill send for_mi McKAY NURSERY | | sect tt trar patterns 

arden.” May it help your dreams to pass along 
r i f T sh l CO M PAN Y | | pistiieestitcnrs set ttc | KINKADE GARDEN TRACTO 

‘ tter acquainted. Gladly sent free on request. and Power Lawnmower 4] 
First Central Building W. A. TOOLE A Practical Proven Povges Col: 0 f/ 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Garry-nee-Dule antes, Trucker. Florist, Nu (AN oy CF 
. ser 1s Srowers, a Area) 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Baraboo ‘Wisconain iy Estates endLawnwork. Ne Y 
AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. 

1085-33rd Ave.S. E. MINNEAPOLIS, MIN: 

x i is a ee x PATENTED AUQ12: 1007 7 

Me Nursery lie a 

rT Compa ny rio. poz Fos 

One of the pretty Corners we B e r ry B oxe S 
have helped create. are in a position to Crates, Bushel Boxes 

The circular we will furnish high grade ° imax asnets 
be glad to send you Nursery Stock of all As You Like Them 
a kinds and varieties We manufacture the Ewald 

rs i 7 5 ? . P Poldi B f 
erentals for athis mali suitable to Wisconsin wood, “veneer ‘that “give satisfac: 

= ion. ma- 
mate in colors. Send and other northern terial in the KD. in carload lots 

* ‘ A our specialty. We constantly 
for yours districts. carry in stock 16-quart crates all 

ntrawberriea or blueberries, NO 
Will be glad to figure order too small or too large for 

* us to handle. We can ship the 

. on your wants either folding boxes and crates in K. D 
y arted } in | H cendhclal in hatating Bate ant 

Joegeet Tioga in large or smal! quan- We alm to do our Dart weil; A a ers. 
= tities. A postal brings our price list. 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Cumberland Fruit Package 

Company Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Company 
NURSERYMEN Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 
DEMOCRAT PRINTING com?’
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FLOWERS FOR EVERYBODY Coxcomb including Amaranthus, night and as soon as the plantlets 
4.9 . Bachelor’s Button or Cornflower, have pushed thru the soil remove 

Skilled gardeners write mostly Balsam, Snapdragon, Aster, Cal- the covers. 

for skilled gardeners, for those who endula, Coreopsis, Candytuft, Cos- Of the ‘‘ten’’ list Alyssum will 
have already mastered the elements mos, California Poppy, Gaillardia, be first to appear, as well as the 
of the art and who seek mainly Qypsophila or Babys Breath, first to blossom, followed direetly 
news of novelties and advanced j¢ochia, Larkspur, Marigold, Mig- by Candytuft and Cornflower. The 
methods. . nonette, Nasturtium, Phlox and Coreopsis, Aster and others will 

To speak of pergolas, vistas, Zinnia. There are others but come bunched in about ten days or 
unity, coherence, Shrub borders, these are all worth while. Most sooner if the soil is warm. Nas- 
the merits of Etoile de Hollande everybody knows them or most of turtium is tardy and so is Zinnia, 
TOSe! ias compared with those of them. If descriptions are desired Sow the seeds thickly, not less 
Souivenor de Francois Richard- consult any seed caialog, the de- than ten to the inch, except Nastur- 
ier, or the newest dahlia or peony  coyintions therein will be truthful tium, as in union there is strength 
with an unpronounceable name, 1S because they are all old standard —to lift the soil. Later, thin ac- 
just plain discouragement to one kinds. It has always seemed to the cording to the needs of each kind 
who has little time, less money and \yiter that some of these flowers for room. 
perhaps no land. : are temperamental, will not grow Alyssum and Candytuft will 

_ Such people, and there are mil- to. everybody. Some people have furnish the first flowers) from five} 
lions of them, are apt to feel that 19 success with Mignonette while to six weeks after planting, the 
flower gardens are only for those others fail with Calendula. Aster the latest. 
who have knowledge of the art. Suppose we cut this list down to This garden plan of growing 

For these millions, in the coun- ten kinds; Alyssum, Candytuft, flowers is practical and workable 
try where the settings for a‘‘grand  (‘oreopsis, Asters, Cornflower, Mar- in the south half of the state. In 
garden”’ are lacking, in cities jyoid, Larkspur, Nasturtium, Phlox the north the growing season is a 
where space is lacking and espe- aig Tinnia. little too short. 

© : bs July Ist for the beginning of the seed in boxes in the house in spel of simple thin of old . ated in. : : , gospel 0 p 8S, bloom all may be planted in the Mareh and transplant. A few, 
fashioned flowers, _ of annuals, garden as soon as the ground is only a few, extr: vs of bl 
and dahlias, but particularly of f+ go. cow; nly a few, extra days of bloom 
annuals y fit for sowing vegetabble seeds. may be had from the other kinds 

. 7 Of all except Nasturtium and if started in the house. Its worth 

J preach the gospel of annuals yinnia the seeds are small and the trying either way. Only a little 
without thought to prejudice the ced bed should be well prepared. land is needed. If you have none 
planting of shrubs and perennials; 4. oon as the ground is fit to at all make or buy window boxes | 
everyone should have all and those \ork spade it and leave it. A few if you live upstairs. Lacking 
who are fortunate in owning a days later turn the top soil to a these, get shallow boxes from the 
home will have them, but there are depth of three or four inches with grocery store and set them on the 
others. ; : a spading fork or wheel hoe and back steps. There surely is always 

1 want to talk face to Faes with pulverize with the garden rake, a way where there is the will to do. 
the men and women who live in ;aking and raking again and again If you had the forethought last 
rented homes and have only a few until it is finer than the proverbial fall to plant a few bulbs, tulips. 
square rods of back yard; who feel onion bed. Make shallow furrows hyacinth and daffodils you would 
that fine flowers are beyond their for the seeds with the sharpened have flowers in April and May. 
reach. I want to tell them how edge of a lath and cover lightly. Keep it in mind this year. One 
they may have beautiful flowers in Lay boards or narrow strips of thing you ean do, buy a dozen 
the greatest abundance at slight carpet over the rows to hold the gladiolus bulbs, plant six of them 
cost. moisture that is in the soil and so as soon as the ground is fit, about 

First, about the annuals or avoid the necessity of sprinkling three inches deep, three inches of 
plants which flower in midsummer which forms a crust that will pre- soil over the tops of the bulbs, and 
and autumn from seed sown in vent the seedlings of many sorts the balance a month later. The 
spring. A nickel or a dime buys from reaching daylight. first planted will blossom in June. 
more than enough seed of each There are only two reasons for ladiolus may also be grown in 
kind for a garden. Of many kinds covering seeds, a big reason and a__ boxes on the back steps if neces- 
a packet of seed will supply plants ittle one. The big one is to pro- sary. Buy as many other dozens 
for two or three gardens. vide moisture necessary for ger- @8 means permit. 

Here is a list, by name only, of mination; the little one is to enable T dare not tell you what wealth 
twenty kinds that may be grown _ the roots of certain kinds to ‘‘catch of bloom and what pleasure you 
in any kind of soil and with the hold’’ of the soil. After four or five will have from this garden of an- 
minimum of sunshine. Alyssum, days lift the covers morning and nuals and bulbs if you have not
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tried it for you would not believe — tell me how they were used as pot- But ‘‘hope springs eternal’’ and g 
me. herbs, in Will Shakespeare’s time! I'll try again this year. 

Of course you cannot stop with I want to try it once! My I have Foxgloves, Columbines, 
the seed sowing, anyone knows Calendulas gave me a great sur-  (Ilybrids), Shasta Daisies, Alaska. 
that. Daily attention is needed, prise last year. and Musk Mallows, rose and white. 
hoeing, raking, weeding, thinning, Quite a number of them bore, Ihave a fine large Mullein, where 

transplanting and a dozen other around the circle of a large and the 

little jobs, but these are all part perfect blossom, from five — to Bes 8 

of the game. the joy of the game. fourteen slender upright flower Little Pixie people 
at ao Galles. avi . «Wing above the walk 

As I have said two or three times Stalks, about an inch tall, and each Aaa 
. : . ur od with a s 7 Pouring from the steeple here these suggestions are for surmounted with a small and per Of flein stalk”? 

those who hestitate to undertake fect blossom, perhaps three a mutem stan. 

the bigger things in gardening but (quartets . au ane ae ana I couldn’t spare my mullein and 
want flowers. For those who have semewhat less double than the : ; ! eas ° : ee . . spoil the chain! Neither could the established homes, plenty of room hostess bloom beneath them. : ste ‘ ; ( ‘alex . le Cornfl .s goldfinch nor the bumble bee. Nor and who want to spend a_ little Calendulas, double Cornflowers, : a Sea 
S 3 one 5 Riise Coss, ¢ pe otis hers the ‘‘St. Simon Stylitis’’ birds who more of time and money there is a Zinnias, Cosmos, and a few others 5 se s 

pa : always er in lone rows, side by Come and sit atop of it,—for my 
bigger field of endeavor and added @/Ways grow In tong rows, side Dy - . » © . an tp side with rrots, beets, peas Pure delight, or for their own? 
pleasure in growing perennials for Side with my carrots, » F : 

i or SI ae and chard,—so there’ll l Anyway I remember hearing, 
these require planting but once 2d chard,—so there be plenty se require ple g 5 and bi for every When my years could be totted up 
and after a year or two may be [0 cut, and a bouquet for ever : 
yee wee a umpty hand that finds its way in. on the fingers of one hand, of my 
divided and live for years. But ©™Pty hand that finds its way i. ‘ . 
wiviged & = oo There was a tragedy amongst the randfather’s pleasure in meeting 
if you eannot have shrubs and per- ere Was & Lragedy 4 8 woe : 

Ca . ; Cosmos this last late summer, such the stately mullein in the botanical 
ennials now, plant annuals. You osmos this last lat » aa 4 i PIER Bua as L’ve never before been witness gardens of London, under the name, 
will be glad you did it 8 2.¥E NEVER DELO} A WEne : e glad yo . to. American Velvet Plant. 

—_ After a succession of days of in cee ee te eee de 
Pre op o chill rain,—and oh, so soft gar- . ze : me ee . 
THE THIRD BOOK den! so that I’d kept out perforce play ee ee a, 

In the age-old controversy about for as much as a week, | found, th “véliente nacleat et hee cae 
the choice of three books for the in the web of a garden spider,— ‘4 had an ans hil brown ot 
man marooned on a desolate (one of those jumpers, that the ia som an es Sen §P 
island—or the choice of the third children in our family called Ham- ell on oe 1 arden is not 
hook, rather —for one and two mock spiders—I don’t know its lev ‘dot g 8 ee es if it isn't 
were almost unanimously the Bible name) the perfectly dry skin of ose ora rambler, even Wt It ISN 
and Shakespeare (Shakespeare a little brown bird,—probably a * Sea there'll b veek-end 

wouldn't be my second choice,  goldfinch in its pre-gold plumage. AT Tl buckl a e ‘ ‘hat f st 
however,—though, ‘‘that’s neither Wasn’t that a strange thing? cel ial uckle or the, be net 
here nor there)—I support with Another euri hine tl seed catalogue—and then beware! 

See anh : Another curious thing that came Eugenia C. Gillette 

Sissi sympathy the option to light down in the marrow patch . , 
a i fal - ae lie thi ae was a wonderful cylindrical vial, —_————_— 
we catalogue’ for his third! about an inch long,—a trifle over, 
siemens - Fe ieot I think, made of many perfect oval HOW AND WHEN 
M oF vos Ke "Gl ol oH P ] "pieces of green leaves, overlapping, Plant pansy seeds in a cold 
et tg ores, eaven'y and closed at the ends with perfect « fp, we & as th urd Blues’? and Moonflowers for the : if rame as soon as the ground can 
trellis under the library window fitting circles of what seemed to be he worked and transplant the little 

Trtt ary - the same material! There was no 1 heir + h 
~-Until I have a chance to plan 4.77. : plants to their permanent home 
out the larger plantings, Vl be indication, that we could see, of its when three or four leaves have ap- 

happier with these packets in my having been used, or of its having peared. These plants will flower 
hands! : been attached to anything, and the some from July on but will be at 

And I wonder what surprises freshness of the leaves of which it their best from September till the 
the garden will bring forth the ®S made, gave us the idea that it round freezes. If not allowed to 

coming season,—‘Not. nominated WS newly finished. seed too heavily, the plants will 
| in the bond !?? ‘What wonderful little leaf-cut- live over winter and will greet 

I shall have Calendulas, of ting craftsman made that? you early in the spring with an 

course, —the dear pot-marigolds The late frost last spring sheared abundance of flowers. 
that I first beeame acquainted with clean three long rows in my gar- 
in the Kate Greenaway picture den,—one of Sweet Sultans, one of 
bonk of my infant days. I wish, Scabiosa, or ‘‘Mourning Bride’’, Advertisers in Wisconsin Horti- 

vy the way, that some one could and one of single China Asters. culture are reliable.
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sO anne Cann He readily recognized in 
late fall or during the winter and 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES spring by the swellings er gulls 
. . . found at intervals upon the cane, 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist and usually two in number. This 

insect ean be held in check by cut- 
ting out these galls during the late 

RASPBERRY ILAZARDS mologist is called upon to investi- fall or early spring and destroying 

EL L, ‘Chambeis gate what is reported to be a seri- the overwintering larvae by bum- 
aes . ous disease which kills back the ing. 

The consuming publie is prac- roots leaving them black. Upon .. 
tically unanimous in agreeing that investigation it is found that the Tree Cricket . 
a good big dish of Wisconsin’s de- Plantation has been caught by a se- The habit that the female tree 
licious raspberries is the ‘Queen’? vere cold snap, without sufficient cricket has of laying her eggs in 
of deserts and they are growing Siow on the ground for protection, the raspberry canes whenever she 

much concerned as to why the and that an open winter followed 
dishes have been getting smaller With the result that the roots were 7) a ara 

and smaller during the last few killed by a series of sudden freezes Sa ing | 
years until now they are barely and thaws. As a result the plants al 1a 
getting a taste of the tempting start slowly in the spring and the h bea , ida 
food. Upon inquiry they find that bearing canes do not have the nee- ee i ; 

the berries are being held on the essary root system to carry them a j 
market at twenty-five cents a pint and consequently dry up and die Py f r 
or a little more than double the just about the time the crop be- i wy 
price of a short while back. They gins to ripen. _This trouble can be ia 

investigate the situation and dis- avoided by laying the bushes down ; " 
eover that like all other food over winter and furnishing a par- 
products the price is being gov- tial covering. The loss from the 

erned by supply and demand. They root injury can be greatly offset b 
look up the erop statistics and they by stimulating new root growth a 

finda marked reduction in the rasp- With a liberal application of a he ; 
berry acreage which has been on quick acting commercial fertilizer fy ie | 
a steady decline for nearly twenty aS soon as the growth is resumed in % ; 
years the spring. Pel a 

It is not difficult to understand Insects . Hing 
this deerease in acreage when one Cie Borer = : 

Mae were of ea ata tan to The most destructive insect of 4 eo on 

cope with. Gambling with winter ae an i ae 18 the cane. 4 

injury, frost and drought requires aie | 5 oe ae + Thon 3 m i 

a lot of courage but trying to keep the females! Y vdle iene te ; ‘ 

oe eS ea pad two places about an inch apart p 

real task. As a result, large num- and deposit an egg usually ae 
bers of growers were not suffi- ape lower one. During July and ——— : 
ciently fortified with experience alge ane lary tape from Larva of the raspberry cane borer 

and equipment to meet the heavy se ees "apending mie nenler oe 

el sacl by thee hazards an hear the ase Act ennes are £4 convevently Irate then he 
One by one these fungous trou- dead oF ery weak the following. berry plantations when ‘these in- 

bles and. insect pest have been Spring. Practical control of this sects. oceur in large fiuinibers As 

studied and a remedy worked out MEME: 28 Possible by eutting out a result of their injuries the canes 

for it so that any grower equipped and burning the girdled tips of fail to put out fas at the spring 
with the necessary knowledge and fhe eangs below the lower girdle and upon examining them they 
experience can safely aecept the wher they first show signs of wilt- are found to have pean killed back | 
challenge of this field and succeed, |"® during the summer. By going over the canes as soon as 

It has been done and is being done Red-Necked Cane Borer the growth starts in the spring. 

and there is no reason why others Another very troublesome borer those injured may be readily de- 
ean not be equally as suecessful. is the red-necked one. The work tected and should be cut out and 

Every spring the State Ento- of the larvae of this species in the burned. The injury appears as
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long perforated slits on the sides Raspberry Mosaic up and set out a new plantation 

of the cane and are found to con- This disease derives its name from ‘‘mosaie free’? stock in a lo- 
tain a long chain of eggs. The ‘‘Mosaic’’ from the peculiar little cation isolated from an old pateh. 

nymphs hatching from these eggs checks that you find in the mottled 
feed mostly upon plant lice and leaves something similar to the ef- Spur Blight. 
other insects as do the adults and feets of a stained glass church This disease has heen showing 

though they may occasionally nib- window. The causative agent al- up more during the past two sea- 
ble foliage, they are never injuri- though as yet never found is sons and although not usually very 
ous and must be regarded as bene- thought to be an organism which — serious, it has been causing con- 

ficial as far as their feeding hab- is so small that we can not even siderable concern. The disease ap- 

its are concerned, Frequently their see it with a miecroseope. It acts pears in July and August on the 
injuries are less than their good just like any other infectious or- young canes. The lesions are 
deeds. ganism and is earried from plant brown to reddish colored, sharply 

to plant by plant lice. The symp- defined, one or two inches long 
Diseases toms vary with the variety but in and may half way girdle the 

Crown Gall 
This is probably the most widely [= P 

distributed disease and likewise \ 
the most injurious one to the cane Pe 
fruit industry. It manifests itself 
as a warty growth on the roots and 
due to its development the food 
supply of the plant is greatly im- 

paired which grows more severe 

each year until the planting be- 
comes worthless. Only — clean 
healthy stock should be planted 
such as is furnished by a good re- 

liable nursery. The new  pateh 
should be set out in new soil that 
has never grown berries before. if 

possible sinee the bacteria that 
cause this disease lives in the soil 
for a long period of time onee it 

hecomes introdueed. 

Lnithracnose 

This disease is found wherever . a raspberries are grown being most Anthracnose lesions as they appear on fruiting canes of black raspberry. 

serious to the black ones. It at- 
tacks the canes, leaves and the general it has a stunting effect on canes. Frequently they run_ to- 
fruit. It produces sears or spots the infested plant and a mottling gether so that the whole lower por- 

on the cane which are pale in the of the leaves. If the infected tion of the canes become dark col- 
center with irregular brown or leaves are held up to the light there ored. The lesions are usually very 
purple margins. The individual will be observed small places prevalent on old canes causing the 
Spots are about the size of a match where the smooth dark green is loss of the fruit spurs and leaves 
head but are usually run together, breaking up and light green por- for a distance of two or three feet 
a a foie fous inreg- pons ba be et a a above the ground. The canes also 

Only gen ate should be salasted “af 5 a seueeal enenitie ont of apt heavily me ie pe asa for’ planting ? 1 caer s oe 8 a ae 8 aa eXPosing the pith for six or eight 
g and once established, the plantation affecting both black hes. The control consists in eut- 

the disease can be controlled by and reds but the Cuthbert and UCTS: se COM xe CONSIS(S 12 elt 

Spraying with a lime-sulphur Marboro seem to go down the ting out all of the diseased old 

Spray. The first spray should be quickest under it. This form of canes 1 the fall and burning and 
applied immediately after a few the disease and the leaf curl dis- SPraying the new canes with the 
of the leaves begin to appear, us- ease are controlled only by rogue- lime-sulphur spray at summer 
ing it at dormant strength (1-10). ing out the infected plants when strength (1-40). For best results 
The seeond spray at summer they appear and if the entire plan- three applications at two week in- 
strength (1-40) should be applied tation is becoming generally af- tervals should be made prior to set- 
about a week prior to blossoming. fected the best policy is to plow it ting of fruit and one after harvest.
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plants that contain sugar are 
THE FLORIST’S PAGE shown, sugar-cane and the sugar- 

et. 
Edited Po ee Botany _Aromatic or spice herbs are 

: : ° given a section. Here are grown 
peppermints, Summer - savory, 

EUROPEAN BOTANICAL mea batatas). Tobacco is classed SWeet basil, mayorana, sage ter- 
GARDENS with the plant relishes, and there ora, one hey onl tage ema 

Huron H. Smith as ap eee nang ding ae parsley. They have even a sec- 

(Continued from January, p. 66) may be seen grown along with the oosane eos Cian en By 

As Js natural, the flora of Ba- tellee edattnt ‘7 Teese viting trouble. | 
Hagar a ite nied ae aes are especially esteemed in Ger- Many examples of all the fore- 

1S collected together so that one nany. In a section of the useful going sections are confined to the | 
They es poke ari pe et plants devoted to vegetables and ieee hes ee not | 

the gardens devoted to economic or Bavory’ herbs, Bare to be seen the ae the whee a shat aa This 
useful ‘plants, and to medicinal cabbage and its relatives, brussels Tene nat fe ee at MORE a 

a WOiNDOUS plants. Naturally sprouts, kohlrabi, savory cabbage. vere than generally supposed in the 

not all plants can be assembled to. "#Pe and cauliflower. In the same ie ae eae saci 
gether that are referable to these sections are water cresses, lettuce, = _ noo ‘ou we re 
groups. The useful and medicinal endive, the artichoke and the com- oor they do around New York 
trees are scattered through the posite family, cardoon, spinach, State. 5 +s “ 
aboretum. Many old people be- orache, docks, and rhubarb. Among In their medicinal and poisonous | 
lieve: thatvevars plant had wove OF the monocots shown are asparagus, plant section. it would require too 

less medicinal value, and to feature shallots, and chives. much space to:mention what they 
the eleeue Wedisivies would be @ One section is devoted to fodder exhibit. Suffice it to say that most 

task no botanical garden could Plants, such as those which furnish of the official drag plants will be | 
compass. However, the Munich toy the grasses gee plover and en- ane nn oe enon and neh _ | 
Botanical Garde S ass silage plants. nother section is Polsonous plants are seen, inciud- 

most of me ag, fosoniinied devoted to oil plants, like the cas- 18 our own poison Ivy. 

The useful plants are subdivided tor bean, peanuts, hemp, flax. cof- The arboretum, which after all 

into like products, the grains of fee, rape, sunflower and damask furnishes the main background for 

the Grass family include wheat, T0S€- the whole botanical garden, is 

spelt, emmer (wheat in a restrict- Useful trees and shrubs are Planted according to family rela- 
ed sense), cinkorn, rye, barley, rice. mostly planted with their closely tionships, and where possible, re- 
millet, corn and durra, and exam- related genera in the garden, but lated shrubs are planted near them. 
ples are grown of all of them. The are marked by labels and explained When the shade is too dense to per- 
dicotyledonous grains shown are: in some detail as to their economie ™it the thriving of the shrub, then 
buckwheat in various varieties, importance in their guide books. ®TOUPS of the gardens. The conit- 
quinoa from Peru, and foxtail Fruit trees of the Rose family such €T0us trees are planted the farthest 
(Amaranthus paniculatus) used in as the pear, apple, quince, crab-ap- @WaY from the city on the east- 

the tropics for meal. Various kinds ple, cherries, plums, prunes, apri- ¢°"" end of the garden. in order *0 
of pulse shown are: beans, peas, cots and almonds are shown in close be as far away from the acid-bear- 
soy beans and lentils. Various proximity. The brambles and ber- i smoke of the city as possible. 
kinds of onions, shallots and gar- ries of the Rose family are also We would say that consideral'y 
lie are also shown. close at hand. Grapes are shown More foreign forms of trees are 

Tuberous and rooted vegetables in variety. Of the nut trees, wal- planted in the garden than of 1a- 

are grown for exhibit. Sprouting nut, hazelmut and chestnut are tive species. The evergreens are 
tubers such as potato, Jerusalem seen. In the textile plant section, the best that we saw on the entire 
artichoke, Oxalis crenata from Pe- cotton, flax, hemp, ramie and New “©'!P- There are evidences of cat- 

ru, one of the mint tubers (stachys Zealand flax are shown. Sisal ful and intelligent selection. Hort- 
affinis) cultivated in France, and hemp plants are grown in their i¢ultural evergreen varieties that 
edible sedge are shown. One kind greenhouses. In the dye plant @r¢ no longer to be found in the 

of vegetable shown is betwixt and section indigo, crocus. Cartham. United States because of the cessi- 
between tubers and roots, that is nus tinctorius, pole weed berries ton of the nurseries that used 10 
the yam (Dioscorea batatas). The (Phytollacea decandra), mallow Propagate and sell them are to le 
true roots shown are the radish, flowers (Althaea rosea), dyer’s seen flourishing in this botanical 

horseradish, beet, scorzonera and weed (Reseda luteola) and alizarin garden. Especially fine are the 

the so-called sweet potato (Impo- (Rubia tinctoria) are shown. Two Japanese arbor-vitae, their Japat-
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ese dwarf hybrids and Japanese tended more toward the conven- Plantes in an hour and observe 

juvenile forms of juniper. tional system of planting than to- everything of botanical interest. 
The writer spent more time in ward the systematic or botanical The final visit to a European bo- 

the greenhouses at the Munich Bo- method of planting. Many of the — tanical garden was made in Amster- 
tanieal Garden, than at any other designs of cenventional beds were dam. There we were directed by 
greenhouses upon the trip. Al- quite pleasing to the eye. Dr. DeBussy to the Hortus Botan- 
though the greenhouses were not There was a large series of mu- icus. This was quite an old estab- 
so extensive as those in Berlin or in seums in connection with the gar- lished botanical garden and a part 
Kew, still they were very well cho- den, but which seemed to us im- of Amsterdam University. While 
sen and the stock was in very good possible from the standpoint of it is run chiefly for the students, 
shape. Their Victoria regia wa- pleasing exhibits. For instance, the public is admitted upon pay- 
ter-lily house was very well plant- they had more geological exhibits ment of twenty-five cents in Hol- 
ed and it just chanced that as I than our Museum will possibly land currency, from the hours of 
visited the garden they were in ever have if we run for a hundred ten in the morning until four in 
bloom. This is something that the years, but our geological section is the afternoon. We came to the gar- 
casual visitor may not always find, a thousand times more interesting den a few minutes after four, but 
as the water-lily is treated as an than theirs. our business card brought us a 
annual and blooms but once in a The German museums are not great welcome from their director. 

year, It seems hard to believe that much of a visual improvement over Although the Hortus Botanicus 
these tremendous leaves of Vic- the French, but at least in the Ger- is located in a very limited space, 
toria regia are the product of an- man museums, the natural objects every inch of the garden is doing 
nual growth. They had in their have been chosen with a view to- its duty. It is even so far ahead 
greenhouses, three very good succu- ward their importance and interest of the Jardin des Plantes that there 
lent houses, which were very well from a scientific standpoint, and is no comparison. Everything in 
represented in many kinds of cacti seemingly from a popular view- the garden is well eared for and 
and euphorbias. There were two point. The German mind is differ- everything justifies its presence. 

or three orchid houses where the ent from that of the American, and They had several rather rare things 
intention evidently was not somuch the public there has a deeper in- there, which were evidently the 
toward a beautiful show, as toward terest in scientific things than we pride of the director. The ever- 
a representation of the many dif- do. We realize it because we present canal formed one boundary 
ferent genera of the orchid. There watched visitors and listened to of the garden along side of the 
was one section of the greenhouses their comments. They got the greenhouses, and the greenhouses, 
devoted to the ordinary house meaning all right, and also seemed though small, were the receptacles 
plant, and no doubt it furnished familiar with the subject matter of quite as good collections as the 
suggestions to the visitors among more than the American visitor. vest of the garden. The best Chi- 
the fair sex on other varieties of While we couldn’t understand the nese maiden-hair trees (Ginkgo bi- 
house plants, The center section Preneh comment, the little that we loba) that we have ever seen were 
cf the greenhouses was devoted to heard or observed was made at the flourishing in this garden, also the 
palms, and while the collection Arts de Mediers Museum. The vis- finest cultivated specimens of the 
was not large, it was very well jtors would try every distorting American century plant that we 
“ded and kept. In these same mirror on exhibit and enjoy it, but have ever seen, The director of the 

uses were also to be found cer- had no time for a wonderful model garden understood German and 
‘n economic plants that would of a machine that took raw cotton, Dutch, though we got along. to- 

* 1 grow out of doors. traced it through string to warp gether very nicely in the German 
Although, as we have said be- and weft, and left it partly woven language. He brought in his wife 

“re there were other botanical into a beautiful brocaded piece. and introduced her to us, and also 
«dens in Germany run in con- At the Jardin des Plantes the in honor of the occasion, brought 
tion with certain universities, visitors admired the color effect out some cobwebby thirty year-old 
'r time was limited, as we had en- and arrangement, but when a man sweet wine. Together they enjoyed 
“ged passage on a certain boat with crutches and two peg legs our book of Indian photographs 

' the United States and had to appeared on the scene, the ‘‘ohs’? very much, and had many ques- 
inry back to eatch that boat, so and ‘‘ahs’? showed that the tions to ask about the native Amer- 
® left Munich bound for Paris. French people had a heart, at least, iean. 
he chief botanical garden at if they were not of a scientific turn We realize that this is a rather 
aris, was the Jardin des Plantes. of mind. The botanical museum lengthy article, and yet we feel that 

‘he Jardin des Plantes was quite at the Jardin des Plantes was inde- it is necessary because of the few 
kood and artistic, though not so scribably gloomy and soiled with chances of finding any description 
large as the Kew or Berlin Botan- dust, in cases not dust proof of the in English of these gardens in our 
teal Garden. Their sample plots of old type with many casements di- literature. 
ecological and systematic groups viding the light into small sections. So very little has been written ‘ 
were rather tiny. The garden One could easily see the Jardin des (Continued on page 87) :
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Wisconsin Horticulture interested in growing fruits, flow- hundred | and fifty are satisfied 
ers or vegetables either for the with their portion; the state vege- 

Published Monthly by the home or market. When the So- table growers who are soon coming 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ciety was founded in 1865 and for in express their satisfaction with 

ae Greteinaten Avene. many years after it was purely an the offer made them. The fruit 
——— organization of amateurs, largely growers we are certain will also he 

donetars W. GRAS. Madioan: Wi: because there were only amateurs. satisfied so this talk about, ‘‘con- 
‘Associate Editers——Mrs, C. EB. Strong, Commercial interests did not ex- trol’’ and ‘‘domination’’ might as 

Hot. Chambers, Huron H. Smith, James S jst. Now the commercial interests well be laid on the shelf. There 
—— have grown, have become conscious will be no domination by any in- 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, we * . a 
Wisconsin, as second-class matier. Ac. Of their importance and demand a __ terest, none is desired by any in- 

optane pooled foci Set toe Act larger interest in the affairs of the terest as a whole. So we are all 
of , October 3, 1917, authorized July 15, Society, without detracting from going to pull together for a bigger 

Advertising rates made known on ap-_ the interests of amateurs. This is and better Society that will serve 

plication. as it should be. The fair minded _ the interests of all. F.C. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society fruit ,Srowers do not want to 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, | “ominate’’ the Society, they want TT 

which includes. Atty gente, subscription only a fair deal for all. Tf, per- AT LAST! 
one dollar to Frederic Cranefield, Secre- Chance there are a few fruit grow- ‘ ana 

Ante te Donal or Express Money or- ¢!'S Who think otherwise, that the This is from the Sturgeon Bay 
der. pA Tolar bill may be sent safely if Society is to be run wholly for News of December 21st: the ital- 
checks accepted. . their benefit, I advise them to pro- ies are ours. 

Postage stamps not accepted vide themselves, at the earliest “A GORSIAL BROKEGS WEE SHAUS BY 
W. A. Toole QEFICERS “Baraboo possible date, with shock absorbers the Dove County Fruit Growers this 

J. E. Leverich, Vice-President....Sparta. for the lower portion of their spi- winter to clean up the fire blight 
Frederic’ Cranefield, Secretary-Treas-° nal columns and territory adjacent | which has been increasing in import- 

ee son thereto. They will need them. The ance for the past several years. The 

EXECUTIVE, COMMITTEE fair minded commercial fruit Rit, Growers Union and County Ex Officio . Agent Bailey are closely cooperating 
President, Vice-President and Secretary — SVOWerS, florists and vegetable — with the plant disease department of 
we. Gort Ending December, 1928. growers will furnish the shock. the college in staging an organized 
Me 8. Kellogg x sucess ++ Janesville The development of the commer- (pmP28n with; ithe aim of securing es Livingstone .........Milwaukee . oN L k : z the cooperation of every apple grow- 

George ean ccethiee eaaee cial fruit growing business in Wis- — er in the county. 
A. K. Bassett ................/Baraboo  consin is due very largely to the The best methods thus far found for 

Wie Loneiann voceseeseesg Onalaska work of this Society and it is only controlling te aleeaee include avoid: 
Fp ey ening Becember, 1936 reasonable that the foster parent ne eno 1m ing varieties, par- 
JRF. rn . Bayfield . e 7 icularly Yellow Transparents and the | 

BR. B. Marken. vesk scesncan semen -Gays Mills should care for its offspring and Transcendent; avoiding forcing the | 

N. A. Rasmussen’ ...........0shkosh  Sueh care is being given; in fact — trees into excessively vigorous growth, 
Se has been given all these years but and eens pa the bilgnted pa | 

W.A. eo Ox ANA owesldh most of the growers have been so — son of fall and early winter, Cutting 
Frederic Cranefield busy planting orchards that they during the summer is of doubtful 

lacked time to vead the publica- value as the disease may be spread 
oN GENERATE PRIeP TES tions of the Society. Then there rather than checked by this method. 

N GENERAL = are those who don’t read at all; We are patiently waitine lor 
If you don’t mind wasting a few ethers who only glance and if the We a al patient ¥ Rig ae fi 

minutes. dear reader, I would like article they see first isn’t to their SO ar \ ne i Ce ‘hi = to 
to have you read all of this little taste conclude the balance of the cultural research or teaching’ | 

$a: wonzi es write a book or at least a bulletin 
speech of mine. magazine or report is like it. In on “Rational, Common Sense 

There seems to be an impression, order to help everyone the differ- yrothods of Controlling Fire 
gaining ground since the Eau on subjects are now labeled, two Blight” wherein that ancient and 

Claire convention, that the State un heads wide. bewhiskered fetish, ‘‘cut out the 
Horticultural Society is now con- Now to resume the thread of my  plighted twigs as they appear, citt- 
trolled, dominated some put it, by discourse and to quickly end it. ting well below the point of infec- 
commercial fruit growers. The following statement needs no tion’’, or words to that effect will 

Strange how ideas change and argument: No one will pay one he omitted. It will not be an ardu- 
rumors start! Only a few years dollar for membership in this So- ous task for substantially the whole 
ago lots of people were complain- ciety unless he expects to get the text may be found, if needed, in 

ing that this was wholly an ama- worth of his dollar. The amateurs, back numbers of WISCONSIN 
teur’s society. Neither idea was comprising ninety-five percent of HORTICULTURE, except that 
based on facts. The Society is for the membership, get their full the language may require the at- 
all the people of Wisconsin who are share; the florists numbering two tention of a censor.
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THE AMERICAN POMOLOG- Board of Managers, the entire in- 
ICAL SOCIETY. debtedness has been wiped out and 

Stould Wiseonsin trait grovers | MEMBERS! | [hy pememi, mengayt from 
ee es ‘You Think rt wai davet Tha 

: sw avi ong a story to tell here. 's suffi- 
se re That It Does You Some Good cient to say that it was done. Some 

ety. It was organized in 1848 in To Belong pings aa ae gt a may 

Boston or thereabouts by a group . . a ad ,od fat h the i: thine 
of amateur fruit growers. In nam- To This Society. It Is that m on - . 2 \ vats . that 

igre weity thee New’ se | 4 Good Thing | tn zn ney ge esideret ha 
landers presumably adopted Euro- 8 moles, which ‘will Ve “of untold 

ran minty gn ihe gtion |For Some Reason or Other | fv 1 every Hult rover nth 
cedure. Anyway it’s ‘‘Pomologi- Or You Wouldn’t Belong a states and ( ae for ve 
cal” derived from Pomology ae You may not realize it, but icles will be ‘siven in “etail in this means the science and art of fruit iety. In order Beg ayes wes a = 

ero todo the, most good we are | {hat the pees have ot sn he 
Very fet People:know, what: the going to have to have more ado rted at are: heing executed word Pomologieal means and a still members. Make it YOUR Macketin stora re better ° ethods 

smaller number know anything business to tell the people of ss iD anid ulti tic - “Bat 
about the Society. Several years who don’t know just what Move Brunt’? wna oth ne less im 
ago the Society held its (then) bi- they aremissing. If you won’t Sena eoblenis ane oat oP ths 

sina geting in Kan, rane | tell them they may never | program nt met mporant ofa 
delegates, lettered “A. P.S.”’ ex- s is the creation of a national spirit 

cited the curiosity of other passen- If You Believe In Your of horticulture. The American 
gers on the trans-continental train State Horticultural Soci- Pomologieal Society thru its con- 
to such an extent that one appealed ety, Help It To Grow By vention programs and newspaper 
to the porter for information. It’s Getting More Members. publieny 4 eseea ne m bringing 
pretty near impossible to stump a P. S. Have you a Garden think Oh ee cea pees 
scusoned Pullman porter and this Club? Write in for informa- in state, regional and local terms. 

ed a ee nile weak tion about them. Although on the surface the good 

captain but ah believe its the that could come from a conference 
American Pomeranium Society.” of Y akima, Missouri, Virginia and 

Such is fame. . the presidency and from that time Wisconsin apple P aonbe, fees 
We are moving so fast these days to now there has been progress. slick FenioLe: ane i on ws we to i 

that we give but little attention to Realizing that fruit growing in this  SU¢ scat mu SS. hea DS A :. 
ancient history so we will, for the country had long sinee passed of great ve ah o : bi * i i: : ~ 
present, pass over 66 years of the from the amateur to the commer- “ een u ie Nas eng st this 
history of the Society down to 1916 cial stage, he set about reorganizing © out iv sat Is the i . organiza- 
when a handful of men met in Bos- the Society along commercial lines ton int syhich Ok Only: SPUsk grou 
ton, the writer among the number, or rather the encouragement of  ¢'* from every section of the coun- 

i ~ : one - oT . ry but where these growers ‘attendance at the A. P.S. Con- commercialism without abandoning try hai terms of lit a“ d 
veition, There was none. Just a the amateur spirit. In this reor- He ily. fecline th equa uy wh 
few of the old guard there. Mem- ganization the Wisconsin State Tiendly oe me ne ARETE “WO 
bership, aside from life members Horticultural Society played no handle their fruit. . 
only a seattering few, no funds to small part. It has come to the point where 
publish the Report, nobody seemed In 1924 at the Atlantie City con- M0 fruit grower whether he has ten 
'o care whether the Society lived or vention the policy outlined by bushels of fruit to sell or ten times 
died. None exeept C. P. Close of Bailey scemed likely to be aceom- [en thousand bushels gan afford to 
the Division of Pomology at Wash- plished except there was no funds = 'gnore the American I omological 
maton, D. C., who declared, ‘‘you in the treasury. Not only that, Society. Nor can he afford to be 
can't kill the American Pomologi- there was a debt of several hundred 20. outsider. It means as much to 
cal Society for so long as three of dollars incurred for printing the Wisconsin growers as to Michigan 
us meet we will carry on the spirit reports. In less than two years, © Missouri growers, even more. 
of the past.”? due to the ability of President Paul The big men in the big producing 

Skip eight more years, years of Stark, Secretary Miles and Prof. sections are better able to take care 
stoping for a way out. At last, R. A. Van Meter, Prof. H. B. of themselves than we are. 
Prof, Bailey, reluetantly accepted Tuhey and Prof. A. J. Farley We will benefit immensely by the
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EUROPEAN BOTANICAL ao 

. Mr. Nofsinger writes, ies 
(Continued from page 83) “7 Id ; . 1 > 

about these botanical gardens and wou not use anyt ing else 
the botanical personnel of the Unit- 

ed States has enlarged so greatly LTA ORCHARDS, near Baltimore, Md., grow fancy 
that no doubt many of our people . oo . . 

would like to know just what they fruit for the discriminating trade of a list of about 2000 

might expect - they make Abe automobile customers. They sell quality fruit—and it brings 
to Europe with a view to studying a 3 
botanical gardens. Since we had quality prices. 
the privilege of going to see them, This is what Mr. Nofsinger, the owner, says about the use 

we decided that it was our province of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia on his orchards: 
to furnish this description to the 
botanists of the United States, 
since no other one has taken it upon “I am very glad indeed to tell you about my ex- we 

themselves to furnish such a de- periences with Sulphate of Ammonia as a fertilizer ZB 
scription. With the growing in- ‘ d EE 
terest in home gardens in Milwau- in thy orchard. a 

fee, be gens port am seal “The first I used was a small amount brought 
y could we esta sh a botanica * 2 = s. garden. This need not be so exten- out to me fora trial by your representative in Balti 

sive as the Shaw Botanical Gar- more. This was in the spring of 1920. Excellent 
dens in St. Louis, and we need not results followed its use on both the peach and apple 
make the mistake that Shaw did in trees to which it was applied, and I was convinced 

locating his garden too close to the it would pay me to use it over my whole orchard 
| city. When he first set it aside, next year 

it seemed that it was quite a dis- . 
tance away from the city, but now “Beginni ; ‘ 
the garden is in the midst of the AZ eginning with the spring of 1921, I have used 

city and many of their trees are a Sulphate of Ammonia as the nitrogeneous fertilizer 
dying out from the acid qualities over my entire orchard and have been more than 
of the coal smoke that is given out pleased with the results. / would not use anything 
in that neighborhood. In Milwau- else.” 
kee we could establish a garden so 

far away from the city that the Mail the coupon for free bulletins. 
city would never within a hundred 
years grow up to the botanical 
garden, Such a garden could be 
started in a small way with annu- A CAD AN ; 
als, perennials and shrubs, while Ri I Sulphate o ‘Ammonia 
the trees were coming along and 
ecg their growth. It could be THE BarRETT CoMPANY, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
oeated where some natural hill and 
water were available, say at the New York, N. Y. 

| Toot of the hill, and it would come 
'o be one of the most attractive in- Atlanta, Georgia Berkeley, Cal. Medina, Ohio 
dhicements that we could hold out 
to tourists to visit Milwaukee. oe ee ee ee ee eee ee LL Le LLL LLL et 

' The Barrett Company (address nearest office) (N—2) : 

' Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially | 

The seed of Sweet Alyssum is so | — jnterested ieecc-ccc-ceceececceceeeescecceeteteteceeeetettttttt 
cheap and it grows so easily that ! (Write name of crops on line above.) ' 
't deserves to be more freely used ! ! 
is an edging plant for perennial | and wish you to'send me bulletins on these subjects. ~~~ ' 
anil shrubbery borders. The seed 1 N ' 
rd be seattered right where it is, Soe bain enna nienicnstannsen neater Maen a van haan Se eennene eae annon ee ! 
° grow and tramped in or lightly Addrees 2.2... ee eeeeeneneeeneeeeeeeee cece ee eeeeeeenseneneceeecececeeeceseeneeeees 
covered with soil. ee
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not well known I like to try them 
out, and sometimes find an old 

WOMEN Ss PAGE friend with a new name. However 
it is satisfactory to deal year after 

EDITED BY MRS: C: Ey STRONG year with a dependable firm, and 
do you know I believe there are 
some who are really interested in 

DO YOU KEEP A GARDEN were fine strong plants. All are the orders you send, Why else 
RECORD? growing nicely; all are true to a ve bg Raper of 

“ries ve! wi seed not listed in the catalogues 
If you have never kept a record well Bg ie that have been sent to me be either 

of the seeds and plants you have 4, Teplitz Hermosa, Mrs Weber blue or pink flowers, while those 
bought, along with the names of  yfaman Coahet lived ‘five years, of another flower lover are red or 

the seedsmen, and during the sum- _ })gomed profusely with ordinary Yellow. Going back to the Gar- 
mer jotted down whether the va- Gaye A good buy; believe small den Record again, I want to add 

rieties were satisfactory, true to rose plants are better in the Hy- this: That slowly but surely to 
type and color, you are neglecting brid Teas than the large ones; one who keeps such a record there 

one of the greatest helps in satis- try that fini again—.”’ ” will grow up a store of knowledge 
factory gardening. «phe Liniaria and Nemesia seed that is invaluable and ean only 

A number of years ago, when I ¢ame up well; sowed too thick; come from personal observation. 

was an enthusiastic exhibitor of plants aren’t strong; good idea to And you will find it a very satis- 
plants and cut flowers at the State transplant when qquite small; add factory feeling to be able to sit 

Fair, I started writing down in anthem to the permanent list; peo- down on a cold stormy January 

ordinary blank book a list of the ple asked about them at the Fair; day and plan your garden with a 
seeds and plants and the name of they are very attractive both in Calm certainty that unless some- 
the firm from whose catalogue they garden and as a cut-flower; plant- thing very unusual happens, the 
had been selected. When I planted ¢d the wonderful imported aster exact shade of pink snapdragon 

the seeds in the cold frame Inum-  yeed today; if they are true to You especially admire will be grow- 
bered the rows, and wrote the deseription the blue ribbon will ig in every available spot, between 

names in the Garden Book—along — surely be mine; seeds germminated the Narcissus and Regal Lilies, 
with the date of sowing. I found well: plants look sickly ; not near- double blue Centaureas and Rud- 
this book very convenient in many — Jy ag strong as the others ; glad | bekias along the back fence, where 
ways. If a variety did not germi- planted the standbys: here’s I made a new Peony bed. Salpi- 

nate well, T made a note of it. If where I swear off buying imported glessis and — Exquisite | larkspur 
the color was or was not what I novelties; four dollars worth of mong the Tris, annual Gypsophila 
expected — that also was added; aster seed, and they are all either and Calliopsis between the carly 
when the plants bloomed, when — single or semi-double, and a dirty Shasta Daisy plants, where the 

they were at their best. Soon, by lavender or muddy purple.’’ giant Dahlia flowered. Zinnias in 
referring to this book, I found that When I remembered the wonder- the clear soft shades, beautiful as 
when I sowed snapdragon, lark- ful color combinations set forth so Dahlias and lasting a week when 
spur, salpiglossis, marigolds, ete. alluringly in the advertisement, I cut, will be tucked close up to the 
ete, on the 15th of April, they vowed never to buy novelties Rambler Roses, in between the 

were in bloom and just right for again, but this was forgotten. Peonies, where they will bloom s0 
exhibition at the State Fair. So hey are too alluring and one of freely and lend color to that part 
also were asters sown on the 5th the greatest pleasures in gardening of the garden. The garden ook 
of May. In my seareh for the finest as anticipation, So if I bought has a reminder to sow the seeds of 
wrens aa AaruMe and rl only the standbys just think of the annual larkspur among the perel- 

s for exhibition, I sent orders pleasure I would miss. nial poppies, where they will grow 
to dozens of firms, keeping a care- During January and February  ppavyely and later on with 
ful record. Soon the record began my favorite literature is still the a y oy bedi air eninge ld 
to be filled with such notes as this: numerous catalogues that come feathery loom a spot that wot i 

“‘Snapdragon bought from So-and- through the mail every few days. otherwise be an unsightly ve 
So, is the exact shade of exquisite Every one is interesting and help- °”*- And when the garden ” “A 
pink have been searching for. Can ful, and my Garden Books have Planned to your satisfaction, an 
be depended upon to come true; taught me which are the most de- the color scheme can be changed 
asters bought from ‘Such and  pendable. I do not wish to give ¢asily with a stroke of your peveil) 
Such’ are very disappointing, not the impression that I stick to one then your garden book once more 
true to color or type, don’t buy or two seedsmen. Indeed I do not. veminds you to order early—both 
seeds from that firm. 10 Roses And when a ‘‘new’’ catalogue seeds and pants—so you will not be 

bought from ‘Such and Such’ comes with varieties listed that are disappointed. For several times
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in my garden book is a regretful HOME ACRE 

note; ‘Sent in my order too late; cc Ui ‘ 
lo not wait so long next year.’ , NUG sits my little house among the trees,— ait y , : ag 

: . Dear trees, that [ have watched since infaney : 
oes re And many a night, against the starlit sky, 

The graceful groupings of their leaves have seemed 
WILD PLANTS FOR THE Like boon companions to me, and have soothed 

GARDEN My childish griefs, and lulled me unto rest. 

There is a great deal of inter- 7 
Pp in the reservation of our For years, each summer night I looked to see 

ative Aner ana shrubs and plants One leaf-group silhouetted ’gainst the heavens, 
nasty at val state so that er . That plainly formed two cooing turtle-doves, 

ih, * way per si thet aid I a Who each to other told of love renewed 
ody may NI - ee As oft as night descended o’er the world. 
glad there is so much evidence of 
interest in our beautiful Ameri- 2 

‘an land se one ah that has been Another group, Diana and her hounds, 
wnitten, aia aid abeiit aes sili Alert, and waiting for the moon to rise, 
our landsea e ap lies sone jarece Stayed with me but two summers, and I grieved 
is Ae ay See PI ab, | ie To part with her companionship. Then came 
y to the regions about the more A ballet dancer, and an eagle spread 
densely populated areas. oh WANE Oe 1 ONC AN age spreads . 

Tie) - . 5 And others, changing with the light and wind. 
There are still thousands of 

acUS ‘OF Wald tania: syjtere elimerene And when I turned mine eyes, and looked within, 
kinds of our native plants grow in a ‘s flickered ; ehamber wall 
quantity, Beeause of the natural The shadows flickered on my chamber wa 

| eye gt ‘ In swaying motion, and I used to think 
advanee of civilization most of sare 
tls: land sill be. clareed Bir pay The kind old tree had elasped me to her heart, 

F ad and. i And rocked and rocked me, till I fell asleep. 
tured or drained and the wild Evorxia C. Giuuerre, Mukwonago, Wis 
plants will be killed. It is from BC GENTS GILL i ‘The Crati , han, 
these places ‘‘far from the haunts BD. RHE OEBAISDIA RH. 

of men’’, that professional wild —= + SS 
plant collectors secure their stock. “4 ihe < aT inalifince: Sa cs fe 
Maiiy Kinds: are also: being: stown GROW MORE GLADS The annual Seabiosa is a free 
py ae es png’ grow flowering plant, well suited for 
in quantities in nurseries. So, if The gladiolus is being grown cutting and comes in a variety of 
you are situated so that you can- . ifully each year by am- 1g and comes OS y 

; : more plentifully each year by am- — peautiful colors. The seeds need 
uot secure these plants yourself ateur gardeners, for it is very easy tg he started very early, in the 
without depriving some one else) grow in almost any garden hotise ai hotbed, ini Maveh if pos. 

of the pleasure of seeing them grow — here there is sunshine, and makes ible: to get best? vesults, 
- , 9 safely . a} . : . . ’ 5 ~ 7 oe 

wild, you ean safely buy them 4 splendid show in the middle of 
from some of the wild plant nur- — the summer when flowers are often ——-— 
SORES. a if: . 

ne too ple nett ‘our mone Did you ever have a rock gar- 
tal fart} ae ne aladion den? They are quite the thing 

‘TMieevos : . streteh further ain ‘buying’ € ae. now and very fascinating. Rock 
he rose, without a doubt, is the — }ulbs with just as good results if so : 

favorite flower of the majority of — y vyhat are known as third gardens may be tiny affairs and 
wople, Also eae JOU: get Aviat are sane still accommodate many plants or hwople, Also most people have an — size bulbs, 1 inch or over in diam- they may be expanded to large 

idea that it takes supernatural pow- eter, Tf you are a new hand at sive ’ ° 
«'s to grow roses, but this is not vardening, do not feel that you 7°" 
true, Any one with the willing- must buy only the newer high 
Hess can grow roses well. In a priced kinds. There are lots of the Geometrically perfect flower 

very short time you will be able older kinds that are as fine or finer }eds are all right in their place, 
re Cages * , s, > 5 3 to get a “rose bulletin’? from this than most of the new ones. but don’t spoil an expanse of lawn 

vice which will make clear several By planting some of the Prim- oy the garden cither, by placing 
nts on rose culture. We shall ulinus type as well as a variety the garden in the middle of the 

” glad to supply information con- of the latter kinds, flowers may be — |awn, 

ering varieties at any time. had over several weeks’ time. The . 
a flowering season can be still farther 

prolonged planting a succession Tulips, when planted as a base 
i A Rose Jn Every Yard’’, and — one or two weeks apart. This plant- for shrubbery groups, give a toueh 

5 : 5 J ; wy 
'Y you have the room have lots of ing may be done from April to of color and ‘finish’? to the land- 
them, July 1. seape.
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GREENHOUSE LETTUCE 

e ° Success in the growing of green. 

Write for Spray Material house lettuce, says the bulletin, de- 

e pends on the use of a soil well sup- 

Prices Now plied with organic matter and 

available plant food, the control of 

Arsenate of Lead disease and insect enemies of the 

* crop, the use of varieties and 

ae strains adapted to the needs of the 

: grower and the market to be sup- 

Bordeaux Mixture plied, and the closest attention to 

(Dry and Paste) every detail of the management of 

Calcium Arsenate — cron z —— 
5 Satisfactory financial returns can 

Paris Green be secured only when a well-grown, 

Corrosive Sublimate ing ranuty crop is packed in an 

suitable size and placed in the 

Copper Sulphate hands of consumers Mn the shortest 

Lime (High Grade) attractive manner in containers of 
practicable time. 

Get High Grade Products at Low Prices Lettuce is not particular as to 

. the type of forcing structure in 

7 which it is grown, and it is pro- 

Cream City Chemical Works duced in many kinds of green- 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Avenue houses, but cucumbers and _ to- 

MILWAUKEE _ . . WISCONSIN matoes, being very particular as to 

4 their growing conditions, require 

greenhouses of a special type. 

—— _ SO Owing to the fact that the vege | 

So 
table-foreing industry usually in. 

cludes the production of several 

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES! crops, it is ies to use strue- 

‘ tures suited to the requirements of 

More Fruit, More Health all crops grown. — Lettuce, eucum- 

Vegetables for Vitamins bers, and tomatoes are the crops 

BUY THE BEST GROWN IN WISCONSIN to which the most attention is de- 
voted, and they comprise a large 
proportion of the annual value of 

_ 
the vegetable forcing crops grown 
in the United States. Naturally, 
the houses must be made to sult 
these difficult crops, which must 

The have a rather high and very wn 

form temperature and _ freedom 

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY from drafts, thus necessitating e 

cellent heating equipment. While 
such houses are not absolutely es 

Deserves sential to the successful productio" 
of the more hardy types of lettuce. 

The Support of Every Fruit Grower it is unquestionably true that the 
crop thrives better in good greet 

houses than in very simple struc 

Your Membership Is Invited tures. Those proposing to grow 
lettuce as their main crop, will find 

One Dollar a year. Two Dollars for three years. Includes subscription to it advantageous to Lr ae 

Fruits and Gardens, a monthly magazine of merit. type of greenhouse. 

Remit to F. Cranefield, Member, A. P. S. Executive Committee, 119 E. ON 
Washington Ave., Madison, Wis. Have the flower garden so that | 

it may be seen from the windows 

of the house.
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DELPHINIUM USURY AND = DO IT NOW 
DOVE IN THE CHARIOT ee 7 Ee . ; Seed, “Plan the farm garden before 

To THE Eprror: in kg 4 planting,” advises J. G, Moore, of the 

I have been wanting to say ah | 7g seein Wikeonsin hortleulture 
“thank you’’, this long time, for aA i WH Ss Z “Just as a carpenter cannot build a 
the article in Wisconsin Horti- Jeg H LEZA satisfactory house without a plan pre- 
culture, several months back, on a Rel 4 Zz pared in advance, so should a gar- 
“A Delphinium Fallacy’’ 2 bed before epmpt to plant the garden ae Qn y . bout ey ped, betore planning for it,” declares 

had read at every turn about BERRY is authority. “That the garden is 
cutting back your delphiniums i BOXES AND CRATES ‘to be small is not a good excuse for 
after blooming to get a second erop oie made up or in the K. D., neglecting to make a plan, it being all 
of blossoms, and without stopping merican Quart Berry Baskets, an return: Gh etch eee ) 1 ) ‘ PM Climax Grape and P h Baskets mum returns in such cases. There- 
to think it out, had instinetively ill pea) ean Paskets, fore, the wise gardener will plan his 
resisted it, but finally I got so Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant garden on paper well in advance of 
much of that, that I succumbed, Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. Planting te ‘i 
and did it last year, and got my Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request of cach pen ond Gene, ete: 
second crop of blossoms, but fel, Write for special prices on Car-load  ed,—the distance of wench cow 
as if I had been unethical and Pots: Tey Oh on oie end of the garden,—and the se- 
felt no satis ti sie I. quence for the different plantings ¢ M 0 satisfaction In it. SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY when more than one planting is to be 

Mhat article showed me how 1 SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN made. 
hadn’t given the Delphiniums a = —— — _ : ‘The soil is a prime factor in a sue- 
square deal, and no more usury for peestul garden,” Prof. Moore says. a s THE BIG FIVE One of the first essentials is that the ; | i 1 a garden plot have Sood drainage, for 

n regard to a question anc an Wi : vegetables cannot thrive i : 
answer, about Dove a Chariot, in Apple growers in Wisconsin are logged soil.” If the land is low and Wisconsin Horticulture. til] beginning to realize that it is im- marshy, he advises gardening on 

farther back, I was inter¢ sted to possible to grow and market pro- a peatune of th il is al: ack, Twas sted te feahly a laren a at AIR RIAL ure 0. e soil is also very im- 
come across this, in a poem ealled = Se ae eae or vane portant, The ideal garden soil tex- “Carden Games’, from Amy les. f Ss a oa re have been fare is fine and loose, and to attain 
Lowell’s Men, Women and Ghosts: °¢2%¢hing for proof that certain ese qualities in soils of the lumpy, 

"'Tet’y cateh @ bee und Ghosts : varieties when grown commercial- avy type, Prof. Moore recommends 
RAE ee : ly would prove to be the best for adding organic material, or lime, and \ gold-black bee darts away in Wisconsin conditi St Sorin some cases, applying sand or using the sunshine. isconsin conditions, _ Coal ashes, where the soil is extremely 

If we could fly, we could eateh A summary of conditions this heavy.—Press Bulletin 
ii, v2 ~ past season brings to light the fact ee 

We'll follow him in a dove. that there are five outstanding va- 
chariot. rieties which produce well and We welcome the Rock County ‘Tall, still and cowled, market well under Wisconsin con-  Ilorticultural Society and The 

Stand the monk’s-hoods. ditions. They are the MeIntosh, Brown County Small Fruit Grow- 
Off comes the cowl, Fameuse, Northwestern Greening, ers to our Society as auxiliaries. 
\nd there is a purple-painted Wealthy, and Wolf River. These The Rock County organization 

chariot ; varieties may be produced to a has been in the process of form- 
Of comes the forward petal. point near perfection, and cover ing for a few months, and the 
\nd there are two little green ve atte and cooking demands of | Brown County Growers have been 

doves, the market. organized for some time | 
's 

niz some but have 
With green traces tying them to In the home orchard such vari- just entered this Society. : 

the chariot.’ eties as Duchess, or Golden Rus- 
5 | was much obliged to Amy sett may be added to please the SSS 
well for telling us just how to owner, but such varieties have 
make the dove chariot, proved unprofitable commercially Make a border of flowers around 

Eugenia Gillette. in Wiseonsin. The Wisconsin YOU" backyard vegetable garden. 
ee State Horticultural Society has You'll find it quite pleasing. 

KINKADE GARDEN TRACTOR a convenient pamphlet in whieh ig © ——2____ 
listed fruit varieties which do well Ss - : . ee tan p and Power Lawnmower in Wisconsin and which may be Sad “Genie Tractor igh 

(.tisstcal Proven Power Cul- had upon application to the See- for Gardeners, Florists, Truckers, Nurseries, LB ‘ator for . . Is i Sai 
anites, Truckers Fletine ee- Seutog ‘etary at Madison, Those lists Cemaeres "Does 4 Monte Work, AEPAIKY 
erymer S i ‘ . = 9 
ween Fruts Growers, Goun- Free have been prepared by experts who Binet higtrown, Seeds, Gultivates ea AOR 
:MERICAN FARM MACHINE Co are familiar with Wisconsin eondi- ARP E moles 

-33rd Ave. san i118: —Nawe Latter NGINE CO | rd Ave.s.E,  MINNEAPOLIS,MinN, ions. —News Letter W. S. H. S. 3241 Como Ave. S. E.., Misucapole, Mae
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Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 
. ; . Largest Growers of 

If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants Quality N 
and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our Maly Nursery 
One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and Stock in the 
receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. Northwest 

Catalogue on Request] 

GEORGE M. MOSEMAN Eyer S00 Bate Goa 
. . . . prise our nursery at 

Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. Waterloo, Wisconsin. 
— We grow high class 

a OO a trees and shrubs in 
UG ees, large quantities. You 

Me 8 The Hardy can depend on McKay 
: Re 3g Flower Garden quality and reliability. 

hae ay ee Now is that delightful time of the year when 
bg ges re the gardens enthusiast may settle down in. an 

easy chair and dream about next year’s garden. 

2 coracvuecrac at me | | MeKAY NURSERY sien as which I call call “Hardy Plants for the Home 

Gate Mesbepcecrmerrect | | COM PANY 
One Of the! pretty Corners we Hotter acquainted. Gladly sent tres a request. First Central Building 

» : W. A. TOOLE MADISON, WISCONSIN 
: : Garry-nee-Dule s : 

The circular we will Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. 
be glad to send you Baraboo Wisconsin 

shows some of the lead- 
ers in Fruits and Orna- — ___ —_ —_ 
mentals for this cli- OO 
mate in colors. Send ONE DOLLAR tarentes ave.ia.:908 
for yours . —_ 

Buys this space for one month. 

Ten Dollars for a year. Try it. he 

Virees sian ) _ —_ — . poe 
D Tis Fie. 0. Fic 3 

. STRAWBERRY PLANTS B rr B Ss 
Beaver, the superior shipping and can- e y oxe 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards ning berry. Also other leading varieties. Crates, Bushel Boxes 
Company CATALOGUE FREE and Climax Baskets 

NURSERYMEN JEFF BEAVER & SONS . 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin Eau Claire, Wisconsin As You Like Them 

— We manufacture the Ewald 

—————————————— wood ‘veneer that give squistac: 5 er a 5 55 vil , SARA RM OMNES 2S eres Uh 
ur specialty. e constant\y 

p Everything in orchard trees; fruit trees, garden Sacry in stock 1e-quart crates 2 
plants and vines; windbreak and woodlot trees; strawberries or blueberries. Be 

~ evergreens, shrubs and trees for lawn us to handle. We can ship the 
planting; hardy flowering plants and $¢s, folding boxes and grates Ini. D. 

JMUNDERWOop T0ses. Reliable District Dealers in all cee essential in handling fruit, and 
FOUNDER sections of the North-central states. EN eaicE loves dlacount tur Bart erders 

1868 Write for Northern Planter's Guide (free) Jee A postal brings our price list. 
THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY i He D Uaderwond. praidene se Cumberland Fruit Package 

1500 acres Lake City, Minnesota Company 

— 5 - OO — Dept: D, Cumberland, Wis 
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS _——_— 

DEMOCRAT PRINTING COM"
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PRUNING A. successful orchardist is more able wood and stimulus to a better 

r 5 or less acquainted with the differ- growth of the tree is needed. A 

_ Pruning 1s the act of remov- ent sections of his orchard, and can combination of pruning, fertilizing, 

ing wood from a growing plant tell the condition of growth and and cultural practices is necessary 

order that a better condition of  fyuitfulness of the various sections at this point. Rarely, if ever, is 

growth or fruiting may be main- or trees. If the trees are not fruiting pruning alone enough to keep a 

tained. well the removal of the unprofit- tree in best condition. 

The first essential of pruning is 

the knowledge of how to cut out 

the growth desired. This is done 

by always making a smooth cut 

very close to the parent branch. If 
\ 

a stub is left the wound will neith- 
\ iS 

er heal rapidly, nor well and leaves 
NY Qs 

an opening for decay organisms to 
~~ J 

gain entrance. When the cut is / | g 

made correctly the process of heal- ee H : 

ing leaves a smooth sear. = —— : | v / 

Pruning fruit trees should start 
h tl v 

at once after the tree has been 
\ At | of 

planted. The purpose at this time 
\ Whi f 

is to create a frame-work suitable 
\ H 

for earrying the burden which will 
\ i Df 

occur in the mature tree. The whip 
st 

one year tree should be cut back 
\ 

about thirty inches from the ground 

the first year. From the first year’s 
\, 

growth three to five branches 

should be selected as frame-work 4 

branches and the tree pruned to Apple 
Second 

them. The third year further se- INN b ip” : ‘ear 

vere pruning to the frame-work P i ¥ 

branches should occur. Also the ! { 

fourth season; but at this time it 
{ 

is possible to start allowing more 

growth to remain, which will even- Y 

tually be the secondary supports. 
; 

It is generally admitted that the 
f \ 

leader, or central growth should be 

modified, thus keeping the head of ened] PSB 7s Pod Pe - 

the tree down and establishing a AD > CF “ek MN . 

closer ratio between the supporting nt = ~ 

limbs. yh 7 

From the time that the frame- PAWN 

work has taken more or less form ed IS = wf . 

the severity of pruning should be < AYN ‘ . 4 

lessened. ‘The cutting should be Le \\ IF - 

for thinning and the removal of ts er IX ’ 

crossed and interfering branches. 
on 

On few varieties is it necessary to . 
a 

do ‘‘detailed’’ pruning. It is the opinion of a great many growers that by using a “whip 

‘When the tree arrives at the tree in planting better results will be obtained during the formative pe 

bearing stage the purpose of prun- Tiod. In the above sketches lines are drawn to show how framework 

ing is to keep the tree with as much branches may be started in the young trees. The shaded portions are 

bearing wood as possible, with a entirely removed leaving the so called framework branches to develo? 

little thinning and the removal of Orchards pruned from the start with a definite end in view will show 

interfering branches. Each tree is results of the effort. A comprehensive discussion is given on the prut 

a separate problem, therefore it is ing of the bearing apple tree in the new bulletin put out by the Unk 

impossible to tell exactly the meth- versity of Wisconsin, Department of Horticulture, entitled ‘‘ Prune the 

od of pruning. Bearing Apple Tree’’.
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WATER LOVING NATURE the wallowings of farm animals When a child I was interested in 
PLANTS showing the water holding proper- rushes beeause our folks told of the 

sas ties of puddled clay. To satisfy rush lights which were used for 
By William Toole, Sr., Baraboo desires her must be a marshy economy in England. These rush 

Thirty-eight years ago when I border at one side to make a suit- lights were tallow dip candles with 
moved to the farm which I after- able place for bulrushes, eat-tail, the pith of rushes for wicks. I 

ward called Pansy Heights, a. wild rue and other moisture loving thought I knew rushes and in my 
mental survey of the place was plants, which do not need deep wa- mind they were bulrushes and 
made to estimate its adaptation to ter. . common rushes, but looking up the 

some special purposes. Level The pond part of our project genus Juncus in the botany I find 
spaces and fields gently sloping to would be given a reasonable depth there is a bewildering number of 
the north gave promise of sufficient but it appears that water lilies species. If our marsh can be ex- 
acreage suitable for pansies. Ele- sometimes have to undergo a con- tended to make room for some of 

vation with a north eastern or east- siderable amount of freezing. A the most attractive sedges which 
ern slope and a good elay soil in- partial cement border seems desir- we commonly eall marsh grass we 
dicated favorable orchard sites. able and if one’s place only in- ean draw from an abundant varie- 
Along the north edge of the forty cluded strictly aquaties, a complete ty of attractive material. 
was a steep bank well wooded and cement border should be made, but Some people have found the 
this seemed adapted to the growth even then there would be a saving showy Lady Slipper in swamps. 
of ferns and other shade loving by puddling the bottom. It would be interesting to compare 
plants. When the lawn was ar- My plans would not confine the the growth in such places with ones 

ranged for in front of the house a plantings to natives of Wisconsin, in Sauk County, whieh grow in 
natural depression in the drift but our natives would certainly be open woodlands. 
formation suggested the possibility given first choice. — First in the We have a wide range of plants 

of a lily pond with kindred water list would be the white and pink jn the herbaceous class, also 
loving plants. pond lilies which were special fa- shrubs with some trees which show 

Pansies and other flowering Yorites of my boyhood days in preference for wet soils in too 
plants have been grown there Rhode Island. I first knew them great a variety for me to expect to 
for many years. A successful @ Nymphaea odorata, but that take a special home for them, yet 

| orchard has been established from "ame_has been transferred to the it jg interesting to study them in 
| home propogated trees. The wood- ©W lily, formerly Nyphaea advena. their natural habitat. We would 
| ed northern slope has in later years Our white water lily is now like to have a place in our home 

given much pleasure as a reposi- Castelia odorata but we hold wa- garden suitable for eranberries and 
tory for a great variety of native ter nymph for one of its common huckleberries. There is a consid- 

| plants and shrubs, but the aquatic names. Next choice after the wa- erable variety of: plants which 
garden continues to be something ter nymph or pond lily would be cause us to wonder because of the 
unsven yet hoped for. the water chinquapin or Nelumbo — extreme variation ‘in their choice of 

A clump of shrubs on the lawn lutea. Some people imagine that location. We find the white birch- 
shows what was intended to be a_ this is the sacred lotus of the east. es and white pines on bleak rocky 
rochy border for a lily pond, but There is some variation in color emimences and again in ‘Swamps. 
the iincertainty of a water supply Shades of the cow lily but none are We find the same extreme in choice 
from a deep well with a windmill especially attractive. Near the of location by.the es 
was a discouraging factor in my border of our pond I wish to have dinal flower and the giant e 
plans. Later an electrie motor has ® Collection of Saggitaria or Ar- Dahlia and Prairie Pholx. While 
greatly inereased the possibilities Towhead; there are several species the Cardinal Flower and Blue Dah- 
for suecess, but the growth of busi- and a considerable variation within lia show preference for dampness 
ness embraces more plans than op-_ the species. we know that. they can be success- 
Portinities. As the years have gone To me the white flowers are at- fully grown in dryer soils. 
by my desire for a lily pond has tractive and the odd arrow shaped I learn that Mrs. H. A. J. Up- 
continued and been held in sus- leaves are interesting. To give ham of Kilbourn, Wisconsin, has 
pense. We read that water lilies can more color we must have the blue successfully established a water 

be grown in a wash tub and if one’s pickerl weed from further north. garden with a puddled clay foun- 
desires are moderate, a consider- A slight movement of water is dation. Probably nature lovers 
able amount of success may be had desirable and near the drainage would be welcome to visit there 
with a cement basin, but my de- outlet the wild calla might grow. and learn the results of her success, 
the and plans looked for some- At one side our pond is to taper off As the years go by it seems that 

ing more extensive. to a marsh that we may have Sweet our hopes for water gardens. can 
Ours is a clay soil from medium Flag, Wild Rice, cat-tail, Bulrush only find place in the land of 

Stiff to very tenacious. If we have and some of the reed like tall gras- dreams because at our present 
not the experience of others to ses, which grow in the borders of home we have no well, but though 
Buide us, we have the example of such places. the years go by there has been
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pleasure of hope and anticipation, 

even more gratifying than in study- 

ing over the seed and plant cata- WOMEN’S PAGE 

logues. EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG 

SAN JOSE SCALE NOT CON- 

TROLLED BY DRY LIME- 
SULPHURS ae ea oe the sun for paren: of the year. Easter hats and gowns 

. You are nearer God's heart in agarden are forgotten in the absorbing dis- 

For a number of years several Than anywhere else on earth. cussions as to what will grow in 

wate, eines. Mt nu ott acne of hn a anya 
tutes for the liquid lime-sulphur Queen Victoria’s garden, was chos- Fon “ds more occ toe hd 

So iy used in the com by Queen Alexandra for her OUNIE ation plantings. Were sug 

SProy _Sounmon J used sal fruit Christmas card, and is one that ey- Yeu Say Was the best place to buy 

trol of the Sant Jose SOE es hav ery garden lover appreciates. seeds of perennials?’? and ‘* Where 

trees. Many pipe dann mies After the long winter months— did you get those nice sturdy 

tested their value as ae or how we look forward to the days plants?” ** Did you see that ‘ad’ of- 

the seale but with varus results, when we can be out in the garden, fering small lily bulbs at such a 

Recently the U nited Sear a if only for a short time. There is reasonable price per hundred— 

ment of Ag aeulture nas ee nothing in the world that will help who wants to go mM with me and 

fares fests i hie a ee ilueled a grouch or a case of blues like dig- get them? I want to write that 

under practical orehard eonditions &78 around in the moist earth, down so I can feed that particular 

5 D0 eats. S planting seeds, discovering the first bug the diet he needs—yes, I think 

in four different states. . shoots of bronzy green that are that is correct,—at any rate some 

These et an veils oe ie . of them are particularly fond ot 

eussion of which have just deen some of my plants in cold frame 

published in Department Bulletin ‘ ss and, if a my crue of paraffine and 

1371, have shown that commercial sr sugar will help—paraftine and st- 

samples of dry caleium, sedi, gar they will get.’? Every member 

and barium sulphurs, even w cn es of a garden club is giving and re- 

used at strengths much greater | | gaan. an ceiving information that is helpful 

than ordinarily employed, do not ahi aaa pies 3 pear these spring days. One thing 

furnish a satisfactory control of the aa Rae OW Dal should. be noted—it will perhaps 

San Jose scale. ‘ NS La be well either to keep the club 

A aed o ine Ee ig . N\ NO 3 ed rather small—or else keep the dis. 

ee ee one: oa a Teited NS as es genera’ ake you will mf 

y da States = y hear this wail: ‘‘I just can 

Department of Agriculture Wash- listen to two or three rom talk- 

ington, D.C. , . coming up in the perrenial garden. ing all at onee—and I need to 

—U.S. D. A. Bulletin. ‘And when we see a flash of deepest know all about everything you av 

blue, and know the blue birds have telling.”’ We should remember 

come back singing so sweetly and that someone needs to know —we 

SOUNDS EASY happily, our hearts are filled with need to know—when we cease 10 be 

ecg onal gladness—we haven’t any room for helped or helpful—we have lost 

ine af ee Tas grouches ; we are looking forward out. ot 

said. that putting water’ ‘On. ‘¢er to bloom time. Cold and storm is Mrs. Estabrook whom may ° 

tain varieties of strawberries in- forgotten and we look with scorn our members will remember as a 

creased the yield 200%. And then on the pessimist who talks of the garden enthusiast is spendin - 

ae came back home 4 near that it frosts and backward springs of by- winter in Asheville, N.C. an 

has een ahowi ‘ty Here’ that. ov2 gone years. This spring will be writes of garden interests the re. 

ba 4d. irrivati Ph i anaaead different. We call to our flower- Asheville, that city, up in_ the 

erhead irrigation BO inereased Joving neighbors that ‘‘the new mountains of Western North (ar 

ary vise over 1 07 that plants we set out last fall, are com- lina has started a movement that 

strc berry growers should. either ing up beautifully.” Of course it should not permit to lag. The 
" . an heir Some things did not survive—but plan is to establish a wild flower 

ead for rain or pipe water to their if {hey had, perhaps they would garden in a park there where all 

fields. not have been as satisfactory as of the many flowers indigenous 

those plants one of the members the region would be assembled and 

A well planted garden will mean of your Garden Club gave you. grown. . 

, a bowl of flowers for every room How the members of Garden Clubs That section of North Carolin® 

: in the house for the whole season. enjoy their meetings at this time has a profusion of such flowers and
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plants but only a few of them are bound copy of Gray’s Manual, grow vegetables and flowers mostly 
accessible to the casual visitor. The which I still have a soft spot for, as a pastime, and every mother’s 
rhododendron, the galax and the though some of the classifications, son, or daughter, thinks his, or her, 

laurel are easily found but other and nomenclature, have altered vegetables and flowers are the best 
beautiful specimens can be seen since then, and I had to get a re- in the community, and hankers for 
only by long trips into the moun- vised edition. the chance to prove it. Hence, 
tains and over almost impossible “Senecio’”’ is one of those long Why not a flower show or horticul- 
roads and up inclines that tire even awaited discoveries. And how well tural exhibit? Usually because 
young muscles. I remember just where I found it, there is no one to start it. Baek of 

The Buncombe Flower Growers’ lose beside a pile of flagstones, the exhibit must be the Garden 
Association is back of the plan and taken from a shallow quarry near Club or Horticultural Society. So 
the Asheville Chamber of Com- by, up on Perley’s Hill, just over the State Horticultural Society 
merce has endorsed it. To make the erest from the old box elders, Suggests to folks in each and every 
the garden a success it will be nee- where you eould bounce on a low Community in the state that you 
essary to provide many varieties of — horizontal limb till vou were tired, get together some evening soon, or 

soil and this will take time. and then push yourself out to the any Sunday afternoon and resolve 
end and slide off. yourselves into such a elub or so- 

Oo ““Oenothera’’ too, with its cob- ciety, then ae to es iat least 
. - necklaces of ro shows this year; the first may 

GARDEN GUIDES webby necklaces of pollen that be held in June, peony season. Ev- would stick so tenaciously to your ~~.) raiment 5 Selah laine 
The seed catalogue obession has nose. And how I hunted and fret- [oC bn tow DEONIES AES a ‘h lo- 

me in my spare time these days. I ted to find out how to pronounce eal 1 h tie novmean ahi 

make a list, delete stringently, the names of them. And not un- Any lar ut ow Cee on bi hie . 
clear down to absolute neeessities, til January A.D. 1926 did IT get ~* ay Be commercial grower will, 
—than add a “necessity”, and the answer. Verily ‘All things or ego send blooms of both 

then another, till I have to slide come to him who waits.’ oo are ane esata } 
down the scale again. It’s ab- Evgenia C. Guerre. ll oe egeaath Bravia ee el 
surd.—but then its a harmless re- PUNE M.A WIGe FANGS, Can as, 
creation, and. certainly not ‘at ex: a gladiolus, annuals and_ perennials 

travagant one. , galore. Z ‘ 
I wonder: what: the general ex: Premium lists and prizes should 

peritnnes isi with Aféicai, Daisies = be prepared and published early, 

(Arctolis Grandis). 1 saw them o not later than April Ast. Cut eash 
the first time at Lake Geneva, and { soy brizes ‘down to ‘the lowest possible 
their eull-blue disks and under i ae al pes right close to mere, and eirer 

jsurfaves to the dazzling white rays rae oa onic he heed eee mayb wid s 
;made them so lovely and effective tk aS ae ie 1 . " Share Uellnae for rac gor 
|that | hastened to try some in my “y x ‘i G ae oe} i a aye ny /garvien, where they grew and blos- t ba 3 one up to ten dollars, which is as 

soned well, and were quite as love- Ye, at far NN : ay cae village : a 
Iv as those T saw first, but they shar- a y ey ne an lists need be:siv 
ed this bad habit with the dande- id en here, any experionced amateur 
lio ewe i eee ae a E rame these. 

On ; mae elie 2 Feeshadles bi ; But again we ask; how to do this 
the vatalogue says. And the blos- hose an organization to baek 

SOMS cCertal , j PSS 

the bonged oe I eg kent fois / Garden Clubs affiliated with the 
st there was soon no semblance of Ves State Horticultural Society have 
a daisy in sight, many advantages over those not so 

I have spent some very pleasur- oe affiliated. Write to the Secretary 

able quarter-hours with’ the little about dy 19 E. Washington Ave, book of Plant Names, Some things THE FLOWER SHOW Madison, Wis. He knows lots 
I've found T have been waitine 5 {i 4 uty x about flower shows and how to 

know _ever since my botany elas What is a home without a mort- Stage them. Advice free. 
days in high school. The enjoy- gage, asks the real estate man, or, 
ment of that study has lasted me We might add, without a garage, al 

vor te and the first money I or radio? ; Rose Bullet 
father’s f, (except for hiding my Rather would we ask what is a Rose Bulletin 
Were ie ute for him when guests home without a garden, or a town Ten Cents 

to ph Xpected, and he didn’t want without a flower show. There are : 
play) was spent for a leather a lot of people in every town who Order Now
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wanted throughout the coming 
’ year. 

THE FLORIST ) PAGE The shortage of flat ferns this 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany year, meant a skirmish for substi- 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. tutes and some very worthy ones 

Be have appeared. Right now, the 
. backbone of the greens market 

GREENS predict what they will be offering jg Plumosus Fern, Shieh by the 

. : ten years hence. It is both an op- way, is not a fern at all, but As- 

. When you buy a few ae portunity and a challenge. paragus plumosus nanus, belong. 
th “ sleclady to’ wer be » ee Up to the present, flat ferns jing to the lily family. Some of 

le isalesiady a pat am be €w  (Aspidium spinulosum and its va- our growers still raise it for their 

one +6 — thees the ball rieties) or more properly Shield joeal” customers, but mostly it 

oda ox pecting see to be:taems f Ferns, have been the backbone of comes from large outdoor planta- 
ed as a sort of lagniappe or bakers’ Wigconsin’s offering to the green  4j anaes “n Florida. It is | 
dozen. These sam reens are be. tions in southern orida. t 1s 

inning to be ti oe dati a . - market. At banquets they are fairly cheap and nothing more | 
f © 6 : a ne 10 Ne a hat of @ crossed like swords above the plate, graceful grows. A close second in | 

me ° nd a Ds al iat cost and many a floral spray or wreath popularity is its near relative, As- 
ingly} wd are becoming increas- has them in its foundation. Michi-  paragus Sprengeri, which is better 
ny hard to get. enw ; gan and Wisconsin furnish almost for some purposes than plumosus. 

t displavel with Owens are he the total supply. The greatest har- [t sheds its larger leaves much 
aad isp/aye ae greens at, ou vest nowadays comes from Forest sooner than plumosus fern, which 

oot laut a ieee i. ave and Florence counties and the up- jg not so popular with the customer 
Re see ton © ard ie 9 ee per Michigan peninsula. Last year foy that reason. 

oses seldom need it, for their yas a poor one for perfect ferns. - i . ek 
beautiful dull or glossy green rorest. fires and dry woods ent be it oe eeersen ote 
leaves make a perfect setting for SD cc emaenlc a graceful and feathery-looking by 

ther velvety pla. Mons or few" the guppy wntilove Mblwans sei, the Adimtums are han 
many shades. Other sorts of flow- stores three million ferns, could beat. Maidenhair fern is thelr 
ers carry their own background : an common name, but they are far h “Raster lilies We Lili 2 only get a little less than a million. from being eoniiion They make a 
such as Master ilies, Cala ies, Perhaps they are so much used be- a4: : ani to Claas 
forget-me-nots, mignonettes, lily- cause usually so cheap. The gath- fitting coneapion. the aristo- 
of-the-valley, snapdragons, calen-  gpers ea a the fie cratic orchid. diantums are 
dula. stocks tulips. violets and Clers Camp :out. 1 the woods and greenhouse grown by specialists 
steviz sth . this Ia t 55 oft receive from sixty to seventy cents and the trade favors A. cuneatum. 

i. 5 eee : ma has afl w. i thousand for gathering them. A. croweanum and its hybrids and 
usec e i Seat fla oars | as a HOw ‘The shipper gets a dollar or more, \" \yiehtii yories, § 
ere ut most flowers look better hut is well entitled to that because *** eau ; 
with some sort of green added, joe must dry, store and pack tl One of the substitute greens ° s , 8 2a pack them : ¢ a, 
graceful and slender like the plum- in such a manner as to leave no that has made quite a hit this win- 
on, yi or heavier a with trace of heating or moulding. Hes a, the foliage of the Oxcgen 
grea = eo un mass ae t oe Blackened tips and edges prevent _ eberry (Vaceinium oval 

Pockl shen oe aration “" Todls sales. Then comes the express and fol; sometimes (Vaccinium ri 

free leberry. Carnations, daffodils, jandling bills, so that the Milwau- 1° ium), of the heath family. ‘hs 
reesia, hyacinths, rubrum lilies, k I daler disually: : . common shrub of the coastal reyion aie root 1 hid. ee wholesaler usually charges two f d . a te aie Beh 
pet ames pens me orchids dollars a thousand. This year it of ueenen an California, is ie 
a ce all enhanced with the proper i, five dollars. It is a sort of a lark erpreen there and retains its oe 

green. for the boys and young men to 2 long time after it is used here. 
Besides the large use of greens vather them. They must tie them The bright-green, waxy leaves flat- 

with cut flowers, there are those jn selected. uniform leneths in )% disposed upon the twigs, adapt i ) gths : : , 
Tia are plaris he pols Ba pans bundles of 25’s, or 40 to the thou- 1 partioulsrly well to spray and 
for holiday tr - SE we ; Poca sand. Good gatherers will collect WT¢@t | work, at 
10) rai aay, ME a e. An overwheim- from seven and a half to ten thou- Distinctive floral sprays, with 
ing lot are used in wreaths that are gang j Jay. An old Ford eath- Something a bit different as a hack- 
made up for Christmas or for fu- me TB GAYS AAO ord Bath: ground, are often made up with 
neral work. By and large, there ers them up, as much as ninety Goontie or Comptie (Zamia flori- 1 i eT : ; 2 (Z, r 
are probably not less than three an . a toad and takes:them dana). This grows abundantly 
dozen kinds, which we want you to “own to the buyer and shipper at southern Florid coast. v v nt ye : Z uthern Florida on the east 
know by reading this article. Re- Townsend, Wisconsin. When they }elow Palm Beach, in open, com- 
member always that the possibili- Teach Milwaukee, they are stored paratively dry, pine woods. It is 
ties are not exhausted. Even this in a cool, ventilated basement, with yeally an evergreen leaf of the Cy- 
year has seen new greens on the dry sphagnum moss to absorb any cad persuasion, just curved enough 
Milwaukee market, and no one can excess moisture, and held until to be graceful. In about the same
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class as Coontie, are the Cyead the pots of growing tulips, crocus tion. It is a forecast of its certain 
leaves of the southern Sago Palm and narcissus. use at a later important society 
(Cyeas revoluta). The stiff, deep- Possibly few flower buyers know — funetion,—the wedding. 
green leaves are colored and var- that their old favorite is used as a Southern or wild smilax is some- 
nished for spray work. green—the rose geranium leaf. thing else again, as the Dutchman 
From the east coast, we must Yet it is carried and to the elderly says. It really is smilax, growing 

hurry back to the west coast to dis-  "e¢ipient of such an edged | bou- wild in the woods of Alabama and 
euss the newest green,—shallons, uet, it calls up fond memories of Georgia. This smilax (S. lanceo- 
In fact, this has not been diseoy- Youthful days. One seems again lata) is shipped to Milwaukee in 
ered yet, although it is well known i? grandmother’s bay - window, large crates and literally tons of it 
to the writer. A Milwaukee whole. Cither that or in the bathtub with are used for interior decorating. 
saler, sojourning in California ® cake of Pears?’ Soap. Now we come to those greens 

while this article is being written, In the fall, when chrysanthe- that are cither seasonal or be- 
sent back a lot of it under the name mums are in their prime, nothing come accessories to the making of 
of lemon leaves, but it proved to be quite seems to suggest fall so well wreaths for funeral work or the 
Gaultheria shallon, whieh is ever- as autumn colored foliage, so the cemetery. 7 here are quite as 
green there. All druggists know Horist has assured himself of a many of these as of those that are 
that Gaultheria is the proper name goodly supply of red or bronze au- used with fresh flowers, and we 
for wintergreen. But this is a lot tumn leaves in what they eall pre- fear that we may become tiresome, 
larger than the true wintergreen pared foliage. It is dyed red oak if we go too fully into a discussion 

(Gaultheria procumbens). Shal- branches (Quereus rubra) treated of them. . . 
lons or Salal (both Indian names), with gycerine, so that, if nature Boxwood will certainly be the 
grows through California, Oregon, has not been kind, as it was not first, thing discussed, for it is be- 

and Washington, smaller in its last fall, we still ean get our au- Coming even more popular as a 
northern range, and produces a tumn leaves. Ain’t natue won- wreath material than holly. Our 

fine edible berry, where berries in derful? boxwood — (Buxus _ suffruticosa) 

the woods are scarce. The florists carry laurel, too, OMCs _from. Maryland, Virginia, 
Another green, that earries its It’s proper name is Mountain Lau- by e ¥ pod as ae Carolina, 

own flowers, is coming here by the rel (Kalmia latifolia) and it is ak rely ond aref aie maltiea cd 
carload lot, and that is Seotech gathered in the states of Maryland, ned ye ous'y oteial be Me y a ae 
heather (Erica persoluta and va- Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia vat vd kind Hee} set. be . re satus 
nety alba, Erica perfecta and and New Jersey. Florists really ba e . ang a . ie hing. tt is 

Erica ovata). Vast fields are grow- use it for a legitimate purpose (to unt sel llgiiarer ae neinaneiees ar = 
| ing in southern California, One my way of thinking), but did you ¢asy to work into wreaths, if kept 

ae : : : yet, and will stay put when it of the largest growers is Roy F, ever see those mongrel, wax-paper ses “ Holly is ale y a thi f 

Wileox, of Montebello, California. (dahlias that they tie on to the lau- the +t thy m1 a ee ae 
It reaches Milwaukee in refrigera- rel and sell in the five and ten cent the past, Shacat sone OLN) INSI5 

tor «ars in prime blossom, and if stores? Come up for air! Artifi- upon it at ¢ ristmas time. It a8 80 
kept j Prtine DlOssony, “a . } . . ~. thorny spined on its leaf margins ept in water, retains its fairy bells cial flowers are all right in their | 1 sheds jts berries t Yet 

for uany days. It is a delicate place (where is that?), but they anc 8 recs I th ve will always b 
misty flower and adds grace to a surely have no business in a flower ayes SUPPOSE ; ere Wh a wes ee 
bow vet, a spray, a corsage shop. Flowers are living things Certain demand for its prickly fo- 

: » © Spray, & gorsage, A ! : ane ae 8 ~" liage by the Seotch; it reminds 
wre. ‘h or to whatever situation it and sentiment is intimately con- ther fl f thistles and h 

18 cousigned. neeved with them, but who ean he- Wisconsin has a very less ae cub. 

Aout this time of year, Febru. CMe enthused over an imitation? stitute berry for southern holly. Tt 

ary, pussy willows begin to make Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) ig called winterberry (Ilex verticil- 
thei: appearance as accessories, and Cedar (Thuja oceidentalis) lata), though it is a true holly and 

givii's us a hope that spring is in are two more trees that furmish Would better be called northern 
the siting. We see their downy raecful twigs for the florist. They holly. The leaves are unattractive 
eatkis and deeide that maybe the are mueh used in spray and wreath ang early deciduous, but the berries 
a ‘ voundhog didn’t see his sha- work and are nearly always to be aie much HBTS. wUMerous than the 

aa een a en the pussies found a a wholesale house. oe southern holly. Another Wisconsin 
hong. into bud. he green- String smilax (Asparagus aspa- offering is our native bittersweet 
the swamny ns spotted m kag) a 4 pga on (Celastrus seandens). This is be- 
a devas ee tof d oe oa ale t he ion to the oi fo wo. BDE- coming so hard to find that a few 

a determined u a and ¢ 7 abe e fis. . sparagus aah or greens. florists are growing their own, like 
in out of the old t ane wer em stein Bet am ot eae _ M. Philipps, at Wausau, Wisconsin. 

and heat and bi ‘0 80a Up water Mane d but tea thi > ne ey Under cultivation, it is much im- 
They are mach at prematurely. Many de ul antes thin herr en ry proved in yield and uniformity of 

e appreciated in bou- into society incomplete, if this sort sprays. 
Mets with spring flowers and in of smilax is not used in the decora- (Continued on page 106)
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Wisconsin Horticulture bing children of their birthright, a It is very simple, just get to- 
real home. Then too there are oth- gether. It’s true we gossip over 

Published Monthly by the er things that are depriving the the back fence about the newest 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society child of the things that are right- aster or tomato or how best to kill 

ie romhington Avenue, fully his, destroying the sense and. bugs and sometimes when we meet 
WiwbuRIC CRANEFI al feeling that the place where he down town in shop or office we ex- 

CRANEFIELD, Editor Ag fe HT aiwaway shanwe: expert gs OF! KWAD! WHITE JAMES §. POTTER, Assistant Editor lives is home. However I do not change exper ne oF EP yas 

gi Conttibuting Editors — Mrs. c &, mean to preach on the iniquities about hay carly we had, radishes 
rong, E. L. Chambers, Huron H. ” i Pe or ra ¢ ay i just ¢ just 4 Smith Busenin-G circa of modern life, rather I want to and maybe lie just a little, just a 

—_— help spread the gospel of beauty, day or two, in doing it. Not really 
Entered at the postoffice at Madison, of Jawns and trees and flowers; of lie only just confuse dates. 

Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Ac- . : yo + . 
ceptance for mailing at special rate of pconies and dahlias and roses too. Now suppose just two of you sit 
Hanae TE CMPi terror Ugh act As there are many home owners down some day and make a list of 
1918. and home lovers in Everytown so all the other garden enthusiasts, 

Advertising rates made known on ap- : : Ves anh | plication. there must be many real gardeners, (cranks, those in the outer Cark- 
—_— === those who till the soil, plant flowers ness eall us) you know, eall them ‘ ‘ . . l , 3 , 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and vegetables for the sheer love of up some evening and set a date for 
hin Tee a oe. Sussceorat; the game rather than for what such an informal meeting, Sunday after- 
price. to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send labor brings in dollars and cents. noon is a good time. Surely there one dollar to Frederic Cranefield, Secre- ry : i ing tary, Madison, Wis. To these I wish to speak a word or ean be no harm in talking about 
dep at by Festal or Express Money OF two: flowers on Sunday. Make of it an 
Srapped or attached to a card. Personal T come to you as a fellow mem- informal meeting, jut sit around a 

Postage stamps not accepted ber of that world-wide Brother- table and discuss the 1926 seed and 

OFFICERS hood, whose innermost secrets are plant catalogues. I guarantee you 
W. A. Toole, President... -.... Baraboo known only to those who turn the Will have a pleasant time and re- 

i. I. ever! -Presi: . : . . = vs 7: rp a " 
Frederic Cranefteld, Re tara oparte mellow earth in springtime, who solve to meet again and ask others 

urer s...........+s+-++++++. Madison plant and cultivate that in the sum- of the Order to come. — At. this 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE mer nature may bestow on us her time it will oceur to some of you 

Sresiaent. v2 Ex Officio most priceless gifts. What I want that you owe a debt to your com- 
resident, -Presi r ir : : itv f nA ay 7 ‘ re For meri Iehdlte Denese geen to say is this, we must not be munity. That there are, probably, 
MB tse 5 vririirsss.Sturgeon Bay selfish, we must not keep these good a hundred homes in Everytown 
James Livingstone “LLL iailwaukee — seerets to ourselves, nor be content that have no shrubs or flowers on 
eorge M. seman........ i ‘ ‘ cans awns r og sj year. i For ‘Term janding ine ee with bestowing the fruits and flow- the lawns nor gardens in the rear 

Wee Spreiter ies seen e BAER DOO ers of our gardens on others less Remember these people are as 2006 
Wn; Longland “ding Dew Lake Geneva fortunate or perhaps lazier than ¢itizens as you, as well informed on 

‘or iS pce r r subj a ¢ ine as ER Hauser vue December, 1976 ia We, but we must go out and preach other subjects than gardening he 
_E, Marken... 0... ......Gays Mill is preci ie There ie ¥ j - ne a be 

3 P, Swarts 0000002211 S888nosha. this precious gospel. There ig Nou, and they need only to * N. A. Rasmussen .............Oshkosh danger in these times that a gen- Shown how to be good gardeners. 
aE aa eration of boys and girls may erow They simply don’t know how to 

BOARD OF MANAGERS ‘ye TUE BRON ake thi a NAG? W. A. Toole J.E.Leverich UP to be men and women and never Make things grow. . . 
Frederic Cranefield know the true meaning of home. At your second meeting issve @ 

=== Not food, nor clothing, nor shelter, call for a meeting where every) ody 
y ZATAAKERY “WUT nor even love and kindness is quite ¢an come. Not only fix the ‘ime EVERYTOWN, YOUR HOME ove and Icindness 18 quite and place for the mectine but eet TOWN enough. Long after the memory of and place for the meeting bul 8 

> all of these except the love and busy at the telephone and a 
. : . : . Q 

There must be in Everytown kindness have faded memories of people out. Not only that bu 
many people who have real homes the lilacs, the peonies and_per- have a definite plan of action !iap- 

not flats or apartments where fami- chance the roses that grew in the ped out. 
lies stay for a few months at the garden ‘‘back home’ will remain. Now I have suggested a call 
will of a landlord, mere places of So on you and on me rests a re- for a garden meeting and sme 

shelter, but homes where people sponsibility, we must give freely thing about a plan of action that 

really live from year to year, homes of our knowledge that, vear by would awaken a desire for ‘ore 
hallowed by sacred memories, Year, more people, grown-ups as and bettter gardens front and reat 

homes with grass in front and a_ well as children in Everytown may gardens, which in turn would 1ieat 
garden in the rear. Homes with be tied just a little closer to home. more and better homes. 

basements and attics where children I have emphasized the responsi- Now that the task is before m¢ 

may play on rainy days. . bility resting on us, that is, we who J find it more difficult than I a” 
I imagine there are still many are real amateur gardeners, and ticipated. There are so many 

such homes in Everytown although now I want to tell how we can get things to be done, it’s a hard prob- 
I suspect apartment houses in your the greatest pleasure from our lem to fix on the one or two things 
city as in every other city are rob- work. of most value. For instance there
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are, no doubt, many starved and 
So at last back to her little room, 

weedy lawns, many starved and JETSAM tired if not happy: 

seraggly flowering shrubs or worse 
God bless me! I can pray no more 

none at all, or even worse than that onthe Sands:of Time— No doubt some way or other, hymns 

subs i Tr ees Po 
say right, 

shrubs in wrong places on the All service ranks the same with God— 

lawn; the back yard garden oc- POETS AND POETRY With God, whose puppets, best and 

cupied mostly by a garage. So . : Are wee thee ia fie last oF Arat. 

many homes that are not homes. This folunin is not for the purpose, 

‘And then the street trees of K'v- the bed at ne supposed, ee displaying There are many pages more, a very 

vrvtown: what al them ? TH: erudition 0: le editor, ince peautiful poem well worth reading. 

erytown; what about them ¢ Un- prowsing in man. astures I have : 

‘. Hvervtown js differ P, y,P 2 So are many others by Browning. 

less Everytown is different from concluded that m literary taste is of cag i ; 

on aeicts : y literary taste 1s 0 However, Browning is to be taken in 

other cities it has been everybody’s 7 low order. In poetry I much pre- very small doses. 

business to look after the street fer epee ee ece Mt Tennyson om So the idea back of “Jetsam” if 

trees. and consequently nobody's ie Guest or Walt Mason to Shak- any, is to get you to read and to send 
s Se A YS espeare. Still there is much to be j; " i 

business id both sid Tt d d in, please, a quotation that you have 

Sie 5 said on both ‘sices, epends on discovered yourself and not found 

Really there are so many things how you read and why. If you read yeady made; not poetry alone but 

that need to be done that it will be poetry just to be “well read”, hurry prose. Try Kingsley and Joseph 

: along from verse to verse or canto to. Conrad 

hard to choose. Anyway nothing canto, then of course you miss all the vonrad. 

ever will be done unless somebody — beauty, the music, the grandeur of the a 

starts something and the amateur great poems: If you. need poetry 

ardenere are 3 :. merely to e amuse o satisfy the rh yD 

gar ‘ , ‘ : - ae 5 
garde ners are the ones to do it. craving of jazz that ‘is in all of us, WELL! WELL! 

Will you? Or will you let the you miss much, for not all that . . oo. 

matter go by default? rhymes is poetry. There are_ poets The following bit of news was 

[have offered something for your and poets. Robert Browning for in- sent m by one of our readers who 

consideration. I have more to of- eee joy meh of a highbrow I lives in Michigan and who is di- 

fer, substantial help in any gar- ine, read The Ring And The Bock” rectly interested in horticulture. 

den movement that may be begun and it left me exhausted mentally and “LT have just had time to read 

in Beloit, the State Horticultural physically. Then I stumbled on to his the January Issue of “*Wiseonsin 

Society is organized for this very ree Passes a felt better. Often Horticulture’ Fe I wish to congrat- 

purpose. If someone in Everytown tation read, and so have you, the quo-  yJate you on this issue. 
> , 

: : ‘ 

your home town, who feels that he, , . , “Tt is by far the snappiest and 

or she, wants to do something, will ae sents at (he urine best organ issued by any Horticul- 

write a 5 . AWE: “wi God's in his heaven— tural Society that I have even seen. 

me I will tell how we will Bde oe Ti the Worl! ee : 

help. TI shall wateh eagerly my OAS ENS ee oven And your efforts for better grad- 

man. but never knew the rest of the story. meg, fewer varieties, standardiza 

Frepertc CRANEFIELD, Secy. Well it seems that Pippa was a lit- {on and better fruits will certan- 

119 E. Washington Ave., Madison, — tle Italian girl who worked in a silk ly reap results. More power to 

Wis, mill, worked every day in the year but you.” 

one. No Sundays and no holidays Of course we would rather have 

SSS except only one. The time was two oiaj, praise come fr Wisconsi 

hundred years ago; it’s different now. such praise come from Wiseonsin 

GROWN IN WISCONSIN Here are other lines: because that is where we are try- 

There are people who ignore the Day! ing to center our work. But. when 

Possibilities for apple orcharding in Faster and more fast, we can have the praise of this sort 

ee and who belittle the meet-  °*" night's brim, day’ boils at lsti~ — fyom a souree such as that from 

consin . herent eee tnt On, Day, it I squander a wavelet of Which it came, we aren't going to 

it has other worth while things in its 4 mite of my twelve hours treasure,— turn a deaf can. . . 

agriculture. We had the pleasure , | Now the real reason for printing 

of ynyeting two young men at a re- me aay? night—how this is to ask you something. — Do 

° nt horticultural convention in Wis- Tomorrow I must ye Pippa who winds you or don’t you like the magazine? 

on-in who are doing things with an silk, Rev van ty . . 

old apple orchard. They are James The whole year round, to earn just Are you or aren t you getting any- 

anyone Mellquahan, owners of the But, eee eae hive leave to go, thing from it? We'd like to know. 

pilet elville estate, at Chippewa, com- And play out my fancy's fullest games. 

sing 60 acres of orchard with more —_—~ ~ 

than 5,500 beari i i : , ing trees. Their prize ; < i 

display of So all day little Pippa wandered . ce 

Claire og eee Peds eee eae through the town, through the fields Our New ROSE BULLETIN is 

and there w Y and to the great mansion on the hill, ready for distribution. It sup lies 

i on a trophy also. When é . : 3 . PR 

forn can grow 20 bushels of such uni- a ragged little mill girl happy, sing- valuable knowledge to growers who 

flavor eee with such fine color and '"8* wish to sueceed with roses in Wis- 

edge tha Acer it is time to acknowl- Overhead the tree-tops meet, consin. 

orchard jisconen is a promising Flowers aud grass spring ‘neath one’s 

‘egion, i eetj;— 
a eopy 

grasp this Pat nose: nel saul 0 Kor what are the voices of birds 10 cents per copy. 

—The Wisconsin Farmer. Ayn and Of Beasts Ey WOrsyy ous Limited number of copies.
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THE PROBLEM OF LOW 

COMMERCIAL HORTICULTURE WINDFALLS WINDFALLS 

W. R. Soverit4, Illinois, at Annual 
Aonventi i 

LET’S THINK for advocating any variety which Cony sohion, Hoveiabae 19, 

1. Specialize Wisconsin Varieties Will aid_ in clogging the already . : 
2, Standardize, ack, phlegmatic storage market. We No orchardist ever spent many 

iE Ravertice choose them because they are anxious hours or sleepless nights 

— adapted for state-wide production. over fancy No. 1 fruit, securely 

Yo hear some people speak we Our second; ‘Standard pack’’, packed, ready for market. — It is 

might think that this world is go- has its place in the scheme of the low grades and windfalls that 

ing to the dogs, that it isn’t worth things. It would be utterly im- are) tie problents, 

while living and that its not worth possible to create any better market The cause af low grades may dt 
while doing anything. We're in- than exists at the present time if pend on numerous things: . 

clined to risk a statement that the We Were to continue to offer for sale (1) To control insects and dis. 

people who are doing all this rant. ® conglomerate mass of good, bad eases, the full spray program must 

ing are not thinking, or else are in- and indifferent fruit under the be carried out. The San Jose, oys- 

capable of thought. same label. We must come to re- ter shell, scurvy scale, codling 

We wonder whether the fruit ‘lize that in order to create inter. moth, ecanker-worm, seab, ete., all 

growers of Wisconsin ever stop to ¢St Im our product our packages lave ‘peonmmended. eltepitya isa” 
think just how lucky they are. We must be uniform. We recommend ments. The degree of adherence 

wonder if the same men realize the basket as the container for our to the recommended spray sched- 

that they do not have to pray for product which will fit the largest ule will determine your percent: 

governmental paternalism or senti- "Umber of demands. : a on. taney fruit, 
mental bally-hooing to solve their Our third; “Better Fruit” re- (2) To control soil moisture, we 

problems ; or do not have to depend ally covers the whole field. What fas eet, el evasion amd. Tne 
on any contra-economic force to in- £904 standard varieties without gation, each has its merits. 

ject life into their enterprise. The good fruit? What good standard (3) Lack of fertility is correct 

Wisconsin fruit grower is not a bit Packages if the packages are made Od With Jeputes, barayaed smumum 
worse off than is any other man UP of poor fruit? What good ad- oF eomancral aoe ; 
who is engaged in a business which vertising if all we have to offer is, (4) Proper distance of planting 

uses the same amount of land, la- sh? a is wm, great dactor and. Getaniuns 

bor, and capitol with the weather Our fourth; ‘* Advertising”, is RENE arid Bix sive ener 
risk thrown in and is a great deal S¢lf explanatory. Wisconsin Hor- (5) Pruning also is a great fae 
better off than many. ticulture is going to advertise Wis- tor in maturing faney grades. 

This page is not written for the COS fruit as long as either ex- Tie Srehaee: ints Senn 

purpose of filling up space, so we ists—but it won't do a_niekel’s consider these items and each inl 
hope that certain of the ideas will Worth of, good unless we have the all have a great deal to do with the 

he read and some thought created 004 fruit to sell. pereentage of low grade fruit. 

by the reading. We have headed _ Vet's each hold a conference with With the windfall or drops the 

the page with a list of activities himself and organize the thoughts orchardist is at the merey of the 

which we believe will help the Wis- and see if we can agree, and if elegant; The’ gua always be 

eonsin fruit grower, and it is due not agree have some constructive at the wrong time. The aj ples 

him to explain the why of our at- opinion to give to all. Let’s stop drop and thereby lose thirty ( 

titude. . praying for a miracle to happen so a penny of thane Vis 7 

Our first: ‘Specialized Wiscon. that our poor fruit will sell, and e must do everything [0 1” 

sin Varieties’, ita hee Sivonen start thinking up some way by Shee: ihe aneanh: Ge OEE m 
in the form of the Big Five for which our good fruit will sell bet- hailica cae In doing this Mat 

Commercial Apple Growing in '™ on des vel ote ait 
Wisconsin. We have picked McIn- — ewe i some additional. soaks 

tosh, Fameuse, Wealthy, North- Heard « I ae my Pesort to. wind brea 
western’ Greening: and Wolf River eard at the 1925 Convention me some may criticise, 0! ‘he 

because they seem to be the out- 5 Member: “Which kind of soil, is Planting: on: slopes away from th 

standing successes in this state. W etter for gardens, light or heavy ! : prgyailing destrnetive mines, g state e Speaker (With . no hesitation) : We must bear in mind that some 

choose them because they will have “Yes, I think so.” varieties are naturall ‘one 10 
a better chance to survive the com- * * * drop; such as Wealthy. and Duel- 

petition of the varieties which oh. gp you BELABVE rN stGNs owe others sucha Sa 
standard. We choose them because apple ene improvement _ in oe cae Oa nia 

we do not wish to be responsible US. D. A. Forecast for 1926. (Continued on page 106)
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ODD VARIETIES WORTHLESS Top Dressi 
5 

‘oO! ressing 

Clipped from an ‘‘Apple Survey Run it through your hand — 
of the United States and 

Canada— 

” : AKE this test at the nearest fertilizer store. R. W. Rees 
. Take a handful of Arcadian Sulphate of 

“Many factors have contributed . : 
continually to decrease the num- Ammonia and let it run through your fingers. 

ber of varieties for commercial It will sift through like dry sand. 
planting. With years of experi- 

ence growers have a real knowl- This means that Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia 
edge of the real market quality . P . AZ 
and market demands for given va- saves you all the time and trouble of pounding and La 

rieties, as well as a knowledge of screening. And time saved is money saved. 
the bearing habits and vigor of the 

trees. Experience has taught the Your Arcadian comes to you specially kiln-dried 
general range in which the various bsolutely f f ist All 1 d 
varieties can be produced success- —absolutely free from moisture. umps ani 
fully.” nodules have been screened out. 

* * * 

eg i . In short, Arcadian is ready for instant use. Fer- 
Many growers are finding it ye : . 

more profitable to eut out old or. ee tilizing by this modem method means just one op- 

chards of odd varieties and to plant eration—the actual applying to the soil. 
new ones of standard varieties.’’ A 

a % % Once on the soil, it quickly pays for itself in 

aR increased crops and profits. It’s .quick-acting and 
The loss due to many odd va- . . Uo rieties frequently is underestimat- effective—guaranteed to contain at least 2514% 

ed. Odd varieties oceupy land Ammonia. 
which otherwise might be profit- 

pie eo - a ps ve Ne Ask your local fertilizer dealer about Arcadian 
nVeOst ing, packing and mar. eting : many small lots than in handling Sulphate of Ammonia. If he has no sample handy, 

the same volume of a standard va- he can get one by writing for it. 
Yriety.’” 

* * * 

“Ii is very important to plant A CAD AN 7 only: those varieties. whieh ate of Ri I Sulphate of Ammonia 
Si ihshed market value, and 
whieh; i 5 

he ich experience has proved can THE Barrett Company, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
_broduced successfully in the 

Partienlar territory.’ New York, N. Y. 

* 

+ "s Atlanta, Georgia Berkeley, Cal. Medina, Ohio 
’ ‘\ good variety in its proper 
cation means suecess; the same 

war ak mm a section to which it is 
ada s failure’? wer errr rmrer errr r rrr rr corc rrr cercce 

‘pted means failure. | ‘The Barrett Company (address nearest branch office) (N—3) ' 

.* * ! Please send me sample package of Areadian Sulphate of Ammonia, I am especially ! 
: ' 

There has been a thirty-seven ! interested in___.....----- 2-2 -----eenegeneeeenepen ee pe ee eee ene ee ee ee ence eee eee ee 
Percent decrease in the number ! (Write name of crops on line above.) ' 
of apple trees in the United States ! ee - ' Te 1910. ! and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. ' 

© population of the United 1 1 
States inereased 14.9% in the ten, NAM@t ti otttrtcerottcstectreerrcetestonteesecseacatescctecttentcatecates 

| Years preceding 1920. + ideas sescrscuserevesscucavestacencemeemnesceemeuetseseisseccccentntpeceetecerst | 
—Apple Survey—N. Y. C. Lines. AEDT ET AT IIT TT TTT TR
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umes are much less likely to be in- 
jured from the attack of this pest 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES than other crops. Early fall plow- 
ing and frequent harrowing will 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist destroy many of the grubs by me. 

chanical injury and by exposing 
them to the mercy of the birds and 

STRAWBERRY ENEMIES causing the grub’s injury. Since the elements. 

™ . the mole feeds on these insects it These grubs are the young or 
‘The strawberry is the most may offset its undesirable tunnel- larval stage of the well known 

widely grown of ee eee ing in the berry pateh by its good ‘‘June Bug’? or ‘‘May Beetle” 
the he it 18 paren arly adapted to work, that flies around the lights during 
the home garden. . . Much of this grub injury can be the spring months. The eggs are 

Generally speaking, this crop  ayoided by exercising certain pre- laid during the early part of June 
does not require the carrying out cautions and using proper cultural in weedy patches and grass lands, 
of an annual spray program such . 
as is prescribed for most crops. , 
There are, however, a score or more 
insect pests and fungous diseases wt shinai 
that may require treatment in the “goe  AG 
strawberry beds of this state when <P ~ x ae 

conditions become favorable for > ae SS le 7 Nd 
their development. ie om 4 : 

at | iF 4 a3 
White Grubs . : b f oe ih 

Perhaps the insect that has giv- 2 | ae vm n ‘a is 

en the strawberry grower the most F ye es ’ ad ee | ee Be 
concern is the all too familiar v i Dh je 

white grub. With its large brown = wr "A 
head, white body and enlarged ab- \ . ¥ fog 
domen, and its habit of curling up ty i \ ia oe 

in an almost complete circle when . a; ‘4 ae . 
at rest, it is easily detected. Many g# - e rs Niet" 
a planting of strawberries, promis- a \ Pt ee 
ing looking in May, has begun to bie a om at 

show missing plants by June, and a = boy in | 
great bare patches before the mid- vs bl a ae / i 

dle of July, due to the voracious f ci % ie . | 
appetite of this insect. Living in : P oa | 
the soil, it devours the roots of one Cae 2 % rc ! 
plant after another, never seem- “ee is 
ing to tire of eating, while the only ee 
visible sign to warn the grower of 5 \ 
its presence is the wilting of the i 4 i 

injured plant. If unnoticed, so 2 
that prompt action can be taken to 
dig around the plant and destroy a 
the grub it will march down the White Grub 
row leaving a line of dead or bad- methods. For instance, a straw- and the young grubs, upon Ih tel- 

ly crippled plants in its path. berry planting should never be ing about two weeks later, feed 
There does not seem to be any made in old sod land known to be upon the roots of various pl.nts: 

insecticide that is efficient or praec- infested with grubs, since it is evi- Three years are spent by the lal 

tieal for the control of this pest. dent that with a reduction in roots vae feeding upon the roots ‘hey 

The most satisfactory means of the grubs would all concentrate relish most in the soil during the 
control consists in maintaining a their feeding on a few plants, mak- growing season and working dow! 

close watch over the patch and de- ing short work of them. below the frost line to spend the 

stroying the grubs by hand when- When white grubs are present in winter. 

ever they appear. Usually the alarming numbers a short rotation A larger number of beetles tha! 

ground mole in its attempt to as- of crops should be adopted and usual is expected to appear this 

sist the grower in capturing this legumes planted on old sod land spring in the southern part of the 
pest is blamed and punished for prior to setting out berries. Leg- state since the beetles appear ™
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CREAM CITY HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PRODUCTS 
BRING BIG PROFITS TO YOU 

Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

e ° 
Cream City Chemical Works 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

great numbers every three years | needs, and thus are responsible for — the field early in May and lays her 
and the last beetle year was 1923. their spread. eges on the under surfaces of half 
It is obvious that clean berry patch- If these plant lice have become grown leaves. After the young 
es and gardens will be a great asset established, a new planting should have hatched about a week later 

this coming year. not be made in or near the infested and fed a short time on the upper 
soil. Early spring plowing and — surface they eat into and along the 

The Strawberry Aphid frequent cultivation of the land midrib of the leaf until they have 
‘Tie appearance of bare spots in will destroy the ant nests and dis- weakened it, and then they com- 

the strawberry pateh, in other courage their activities. New beds mence to fold the edges of the leaf 
cases, may be due to an aphis feed- should be set from known unin- together. T hey do not leave this 
ing upon the roots. If, upon close fested beds, and if there is doubt folded leaf until they have com- 
examination, ants are found to be 0! im ease aphids are known to be pleted their growth, pupated and 
present around the plants the root present, all plants should be eare- are ready to emerge as small red- 
lous may be suspected. When fully dipped in a nicotine soap so- dish brown moths. All of the 
present, these small dark green in- /Ution. This solution can be made feeding after the first few days is . @ g 
secls will be found clustered on the UP to the desired strength by using done within the folded leaf beyond 
roots and stems and will cause the tW° tablespoonsful of Black Leaf the reach of a spray. The moths 
planis to wither and die if present No. 40 (Nicotine Sulphate) to each can be seen making short flights 
in large numbers. gallon of water in which an ineh over the patch during the day. 

The eggs are laid by the female cube of laundry soap has been pre- The pest ean be readily destroy- 
aphid upon the stems and along viously dissolved. ed with caleium arsenate by keep- 

the imdrib of the strawberry leaves mn ing the foliage well covered with it 
in autumn. In the spring the eggs The Leaf-roller from the time the moths are first 
hatch and the young aphids after Occasionally the leaf-roller be- observed in the spring until the 
fecdiing awhile on the leaves work comes a real menace to a strawber-  PetTies begin to develop. ‘This ma- 
down the stem to the tender young ry patch. Its work is easily identi- terial can be either dusted or spray- 

leaves of the crown. Soon these fied by the presence of large num- ed and should be applied at the 
aphids are discovered by the ants bers of leaves folded together and te of 174 or 2 pounds per aere. In 

‘and carried underground where bound with strands of silk. These oe of SEVErE infestations the 
they are earefully placed on the will be found to enclose small green Jee hoe should be mowed off and 
Toots. Here they feed on the sap caterpillars. A badly infested field t Cee burned after harvest. 
of the roots and multiply during often by the middle of June ap- pis wil destroy large numbers of 
the entire summer months, produe- pears to be scorched, as though it "he « eveloping larvae and pupae. 
ing honey dew for the ants to feed had been hit by a fire, since many L 
Ha The ants continue to care of these folded leaves dry up and eaf-spot 
foo pee and carry them to a new turn brown. | . _The most common and widely 
~00d supply as soon as the old one This caterpillar is the larva or distributed disease of strawberries 
1S no longer sufficient for their young of a moth which appears in (Continued on page 108)
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Mie a The best collecting grounds are L’envoi. Appreciate the task of 
Sis ye Tale ee ever moving northward. the florist to find the proper foil 

come fe Sw ; Wisconsin furnishes a gread deal for flowers. But do not rush in to 
ie of the sphagnum moss from its help him until you have studied 

GS Sm. northern bogs, that florists use for the way such material is prepared 
| many purposes. One of these uses for market. Note that he wants a 
| is in wire wreaths where a stuffed uniform product, of a definite 

oe — A circle forms the base that holds length and a definite number in 

} toothpieks with flowers wired to the bundle. This may be 12, 2%, 
ne of the pretty Corners we them. 50 or 100. The market for greens 

have helped create. Ruseus (Ruseus aculeatus) or is not in single bundles, either. If 

Butcher’s Broom, an erect shrub you have not as much as a bale or 
The circular we will of the lily family, with tough foli- a box, the wholesaler is not inter 

be glad to send you age that resembles smilax, is gath- ested. Of course there is good 
shows some of the lead- ered in the southernmost part of the money in the greens business, but 
ers in Fruits and Orna- United States. It is shipped na- first submit a sample to your buyer 
mentals for this cli- tural or dried, bleached and color- and see if it is what he wants, then 
mate in colors. Send ed. Statice as a term covers a lot you will find him eager to do busi- 
for yours of cig nent apeei ss, toes of them ness with you. 

strawflowers. Salifornia grows Huron H. Smrru 
quantities of it outdoors, and the 

: dried and dyed sprays can be ob- TO 
i ey Piae tained in almost any color desired. a9 

C=) Statice is a member of the Plumba- THE PROBLEM OF LOW GRADES 
2 go family and is called Sea Pink or AND WINDFALLS 

Sea Lavender, when planted in a (Continued from page 102) 
The Coe, Converse & Edwards perennial garden. Its stiff branch- . 

Company es and minute foliage are evergreen | Our problem of when to pack B 

UNSEEN 80, not Tony ater Wk tan evry ple andling. 5 ’ : 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin The G- istmas season always sistance, ought to keep records 

finds us odd lot of greens or some fom year to year, study carefully 
GREENS especially adapted to the season, the condition of the crop, keeping 

. such as long leaf yellow pine i mind the help available, whether 

(Continued from page 99) branchlets and mistletoe. No mat- abl ae its jarger, and . 
8 ter how much mistletoe costs, there obable disposition of crop, as 

ae lucotha and ales leaves Mave jy certain elment of young folks iat market it foe sent” Kad 
thirty-six years. Leocotho’ leaves that will have it, if it is at all ob- season is different and it is no fod 

(Leucothoé catesbaei) are gathered tainable. In the words of the poet: mn op danite when a pack. 1 pre oe : s : . . . all precautions and_ pre 
prineipally_ in co pane ge ‘A little mistletoe is a dangerous ventatives there will be some crops 

g) J8 a wil or me thing, so we should turn our attention t0 
heath family growing from Virgi- Look out, or a wedding will from try to keep the quality as good 3 
nia to Georgia. It is an evergreen it spring.” possible p q yas 

there. . . . . Mulch of hay or straw may be 
. Lycopodium or Groundpine as it ‘When it comes to the strawflow- put under the trees thus scrvilg 

is known to the florist, comprises er greens such as the Chinese Lan- as a cushion upon which to fall. 
several species of Lycopodium,— tern (Physalis franchetii) and the Cover crops are beneficial. Sod 
L. clavatum, the Runningpine; L. Helichrysums, that are used in mulch has its merit. Frequently 
Complanatum, the Groundcedar; L. making decorative wreaths, their picking up the drops prevent 
lucidulum, the Shining Clubmoss; name is legion. We cannot discuss further injury, and contact with 
and L. obscurum, the Ground- them here. Every weed in the the ground. , 
pine. It was formerly much in de- fields has succumbed to the paint So much for preventative meas 
mand for a Christmas green, but pot to yield artistic effects. There ures and alleviative endeavors 
Milwaukee fire laws prohibit its is one weed, though, that it would These may be used to the limit, but 
use, so that in larger cities there is be well to let alone. That is poison will not entirely prevent the 
no call for it. The principal com- ivy. The berries are pretty, but it trouble. 
mercial region in the United States is just as poisonous in wintertime Now what are we to do with 

was and is in Wisconsin, in the as at any other time of the year. drops and low grades? 
counties of Oconto, Shawano, Lang- Many folks do not believe this un- We all agree that these grades 
lade, Marathon, Lincoln, Forest, til after they have tried it once. do demoralize the markets at ¢ 
Oneida, Vilas, Taylor and Price. One time is sufficient. tain times of the season, and would
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be better if kept off. It will never 
be possible to keep them entirely KINKADE GARDEN TRACTOR 

FOR SPRING 1926 off. There is a demand for a lim- and Power Lawnmower ~y5> 
ited amount of such at all times. A Practical Proven Power Cul’ “gh f/ 

Where it is possible to deliver  anites, Truckers, Florists, Nur’ (Avo by Conlon: 

THE VERY BEST these grades direct to consumers or  §y'Etmesand Lasher X PT 
even direct to the fruit peddlers, AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. 

Fruit Trees without too much expense, there is eaaES Avec 8ct MESNEARODIS, BENIN: 
: a chance to realize a fair profiton | oo a 

Small Fruit Plants them. There is always a class of 
hade Trees trade looking for this cheaper . 

Shade £6 grade. Apple sauce and apple Buy Direct From Grower 
Flowering Shrubs pies are the outlets for much of and save 40% on your 

. . . this fruit, while the better grades 
Climbing Vines are used whole, or as fresh fruit. Nursery Stock 

Here I wish to emphasize what 1926 . ; : 26 Catal t out 
Perennials, Etc. could be done along the line of in- ataleg! Justvow 

esis creased apple consumption. Established 1854 
Growers cooperating with the K > : : : ellogg’s Nurser. 

Catalog on Request Horticultural Society, the Ameri- es y 
2 ean Pomological Society and the Box 77 

a Apple Shipper’s Association could Janesville, Wisconsin 
do much in the way of distributing . 

RASMUSSEN’S FRUIT FARM literature and publishing facts : 
AND NURSERIES concerning the King of Fruits— = 

the apple. STRAWBERRY OUTLOOK 
Oshkosh, - - Wisconsin Such booklets as, ‘‘197 Ways to Another early sign of spring is the 

use apples”’ or ‘‘Fourteen practi- preliminary report on strawberry 
1 rT f le dist 3 1 creage to be h ted thi eal recipes for apple dishes’’, plac- acreage to be harveste 18 "Season. 

: . Total estimate of 137,860 acres is an 
ee before the public may help ma- apparent gain of only 4,000 over last 

terially. : The fruit business as one year and is 13,000 below the heavy 
of the big farming interests must acreage of 1924. Taking into con- 
adopt business principles and ad- sideration the area expected to be har- 

merahiteb aia, dase vertise. vested and the January condition of 
ree . plants, it seems that good to heavy 

In the apple we have a beautiful production may be anticipated in 
fruit to look at, a delicious fruit to Louisiana and Missouri; fair crops in 
eat, a fruit that has real value to Phen tight cone tn Caroling and 

mee noe —_ sustain life and a fruit that keeps kansas and Tennessee. Although Ar- 
p v0. you fit. If your breakfast food kansas’ acreage is but little less than 

manufacturers had such a combi- last year, condition of plants is poor. 
B e rry B oxes nation of qualities to offer, they Bonlucky. has a combinauion of jarger 

ld all be millionaires. It has ‘the “athe eet by only fair condition: Crates, Bushel Boxes wou VN res. S The outlook is for a pretty good crop 
and Climax Baskets been conservatively estimated that in eastern states from Maryland to 

the public average only one third New Jersey, but the area to be har- 

As You Like Them | of am apple per day. Taken from "ested Virgina ‘has een, greatly 
w the American Fruit Grower, on  ¢reased in the ifi ie thwest. A. 

»~®, manufacture the Ewald . i pacific northwest. | 

Potent Folding Berry Boxes of Markets and Marketing of Decem- few straight carlots are now coming 
age yeneer {hat give satisfac: ber, 1924, such slogans as these from Florida and recent jobbing 
torlal in the KD. ia Sarioad Tou may be used: prices in New York City have been 60 
our spe lalty. ‘We constantly é 4 to 70 cents, quart basis. Only two 
garry in tock 16-quart crates ail ‘Health’s best way, eat apples months ago the price was $3-$4 a 
strawberries or ieee or every day.” quart. Florida berries are without 

vate engineer too large for | “‘Apples—King of fruits, na- fom Gn late Marche 08. Dan 
froaing boxes and crates in Xk. D. ture’s richest gifts. Better than °°® ees 
sasential “in handling fruit and medicine.’’ ——— Se 

° ‘ 5 
Intge discoune fir Bart well A ‘Apples are loaded with sun- Standard Garden Tractor 4%, 
4 postal brings our price list. shine and cheer.’’ AA Powerful Motor Cultivator and Lawnmower fia) 

+44: for . i 
Cumberland Fruit Package = Good for the kiddies—good for Bergmen Suburban “Esai Park ott 

. Cemeteries. Does len’s Work. (ava) 
Company ““Bat'em raw, baked, fried or Bivins Sey Ciliates, Rune (lS 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. stewed.’’ ee OAR ans 
: D ENGINE COMPA 

——____ (Continued on page 108) 3241 Como Ave.S.E., | Minneapolis, Minn
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STRAWBERRY ENEMIES 
i ~. 

Continued fr 105 i | i i st &, 
(Continued from page 05) ” ( SJ ZA l} Ea Sp > 

is known as leaf spot. This fun-  {gRePpe- " g ste oe a gl 
: ‘ ; x Nhe A ON is gel | i i es = 

gous disease is usually confined to SxgsSmmETayes r Ee Bl fies co zy: ar | g i 

the leaves as its name would indi- **«/BS&g fall Cpu en PENN, C, | I 1) ig 

al . aaah ee TC ar ¢. a Wy i ZB 

cate. At first, the spots appear of aint See a Car ie ia | | ee 

a reddish or purplish tint but as Sears men a all Ss ' 

they inerease in size the center of se <n 

each spot becomes lighter and final- M Pl 

ly almost white. A single fully : Tr. anter 5 te BOXES AND CRATES 

developed spot is about an eighth HEN | E ither made up or in the K. D. 

of an ineh in diameter. These 5 ws oe 8 American Quart Berry Baskets, 

spots are scattered irregularly over the best. Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 

the surface of the leaf and often NORTH STAR QUAL- | Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 

become so numerous as to cause ie and SERVICE, as Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors, 

the death of the leat or even the TEN GEODN NORE Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Reques 

entire plant. When the disease qoes into every order } Write for special prices on Car-load 

has gotten a foothold it greatly we pack. Lots. Liberal Discounts on 

weakens the plant with the result Our “‘PLANTER'S Early Orders. 

that the crop is greatly redueed 9 aa will give you a SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

through the loss of needed leaf sur- a Hon n valuable informa 5 SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

face. Should the disease become cessful crowing of Tuc. oo eee ~_ 

serious, spraying with Bordeaux ery Stock. Write to-day, THE SWARTZ NURSERIES 

4-4-50 strength from the time the ibis free. GROWERS OF 

jagwe ¢ ears i > spri i SHADE T 

foliage appears mn the spring until North Star Nursery Co. SHADE and ORNAMENTAL TREES 

the fruit is 1/3 grown, at ten day Box A245 BLOWERING SHRUBS; FURENSIALS 

intervals, is recommended for its Pardeeville, Wisconsin PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, AND bern 

control. 
BUSHES. 

B. L. Campers. 2 TM 0 Mm on oo oo oo ooo KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

THE PROBLEM OF LOW GRADES 
AND WINDFALLS 

ROSE 

(Continued from page 107) s Largest Growers of 

“ Apple-butter time.’’ fy Reo ns givers fre naray Q lity N 
‘ « time: n Wisconsin: “Gen. Jack, J.B. 

“197 ways to prepare apples— Ce Fe ee eae een uality Nursery 

good any old way.” Kant “iproschit Anne 'de be | | Stock in the 
“Get your share of good apples.”” Yellow. | _ ~~ 

«Apples, buy them by the pack | go "a!is abe tant Se Northwest 
age. ie ck ane 

Another way to market these ‘ _ oo O 200 , 

grades is in the form of cider and W. A. TOOLE yer acres, com 

vinegar. 
Garry-nee-Dule prise our nursery at 

‘A few men are pasteurizing ci- Baraboo, Wisconsin Waterloo, Wisconsin. 

der and it has great possibilities. 
We grow high class 

eee trees and shrubs in 
large quantities. You 

Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest can depend on McKay 
. . . quality and reliability. 

If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants 

and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our M K AY U ERY 

One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and ¢ NURS 

receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. COMPA NY 

Catalogue on Request First Central Building 

GEORGE M. MOSEMAN MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. Nursery at Waterloo, Wit: 

: 
Democrat printiva count 

waoison, wisconsl
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SOME NEGLECTED FRUITS _ ter when grown in central Wiscon- shows, twice at Council Bluffs and 
sin and he considered it one of the last year at Waterloo and | f 

a aoe sons ee at An- pest of apples. sure it can be grown eiceactain 
nual Convention, Eau Claire) The first orchards planted in in most parts of Wisconsin and it 

Of late it has been the custom to Northern Iowa were of the best supplied in sufficient quantity 
hunt new fruits and they have eastern varieties and they thrived would largely displace other sorts 
been largely planted and urged on and bore well for a long term of in the markets up to February or 
the public while older and valua- years—in fact as long as the or- March. Other varieties might also 
ble sorts have for the time been chards of the latter varieties plant- »e mentioned as of value but the 
overlooked. This has been the ed since. We have tried and dis- foregoing is enough to suggest what 
practice of individuals the country carded hundreds of varieties We are missing. . 
over and our government has done brought from various countries as _ Among gooseberries the own. 
much in this line. They have been well as many seedlings produced in ing appears to be largely in the 
and are still searching the world our own climate and most of these !cad although Carrie, Houghton 
over for anything in the way of are already discredited while the and _ other of the small sorts are 
fruit or plant that will be of any old sorts are almost forgotten. much planted. These are hardy 
interest or value to any part of Among the apples one of the ear- and good but there are better sorts 
this country. This is well and has liest to ripen is Sops of Wine. This that at least for home use should 
resulted in much good to the vari- is fairly hardy in tree and a young find a place. Columbus and Chau- 
ous sections. Many fruits so in- and abundant bearer of red fruit tauqua among the green sorts 
troduced have become standards in of good size and preferred by many 224 Poorman among the reds 
the region to which they are adapt- to any of the other early sorts. This Should be in every garden on ac- 
ed. Examples of this are the has been entirely neglected of late Count of both size and quality. If 
Navel orange, walnut, fig and other so that many people never heard well grown they reach to nearly the 

fruits of California, the grape fruit of it but it should have its place ize of the Compass cherry and are 
in Florida and the date for the big in every home orchard and a large relished by many as a dessert and 

southwest country. Much has also place in commercial plantings and served uncooked. The English 
been done in the crossing of various on account of its color will outsell Sorts are much used in this way in 
fruits especially of the citrus va- most other varieties. St. Lawrence Lancashire and other parts of Eng- 
rieties but I doubt if these will ever is another neglected variety of the and and the varieties I have men- 
become of much importance ascom- old list. This much resembles tioned are equal to them in quality 
mercial varieties. Duchess in color but is of more if not in size, I consider Poorman 

For the middle west about every- even size and smoother in shape. the best of all our gooseberries and 
thing has been tried that has It is somewhat later than Duchess Wonder why the nurseries do not 
any promise and people are still and an excellent eating apple of have a supply of this variety. 

on the hunt for new fruits. This which we grow too few. Ben Davis The pear is a fruit that is rarely 
is commendable all right but in the might also have a larger place in grown in the farm orchards of the 
hunt for the new fruits it would the modern orchard on account of mid-west country but with care it 
seem that some of the old sorts have the keeping quality of the fruit. ¢an be successfully grown even in 
lost their places in our plantings. The tree usually lasts but a few the open prairie country. At my 

In my own loeality, and I pre- years after coming to bearing but home I have fruited over forty va- 
sume the same will apply to most it is productive and supplies fruit Tieties of the pear and find most 
of the states adjoining, the Wolf after most sorts are gone. I know of them hardy enough to pay for 
River apple has hardly been named that it is fashionable to throw Planting. The best of the list 
among the plantings of late while slurs at old Ben but I maintain are Flemish Beauty, Keiffer, 
the trees in old orchards are doing that it has high quality and to Clapps, and Lincoln. 
well and the fruit is much valued. prove its good qualities I suggest Worden, Seckle, Clairgeau, Bart. 
I have heard this variety con- that you make cider from this va- lett and Garber are good while Sud- 

demned on account of its quality riety and IT assure you that there duth is not worth planting. Farly 
but while it can hardly be classed will be no trouble in disposing of Harvest will fruit early of ool 

as an eating apple it is excellent the juice. On the contrary the size but it lacks quality. 
for baking and yaluable when juice of Yellow Transparent is of Keiffer is usually spoken of as a 

cooked in other ways. It yields little value as is most early sorts cooking pear. It is sold in the 
abundant crops and the fruit is and even Wealthy lacks the rich stores for that purpose and for 
very attractive and in years of nor- quality of Ben Davis. Jonathan pickles and it seems that but few 
mal maturing will keep to early is at home in the southern half of realize that it is a choice fruit if 
winter. Through Wisconsin it Jowa and can be grown in all parts properly handled. The fruit should 

should keep later and be a real of the state and even further north. be picked when fully matured and 

winter apple. In fact the son of In fact Jonathans from near La laid away in the dark. It should 

the originator of the Wolf River Crosse have taken the premium on be watched and as they begin t¢ 
told me that it would keep all win- that variety at the Mid-west fruit turn yellow they ean be sorted and
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at the right stage of ripening it is PROFESSOR EMMETT STULL was the type that gives in double 
achoice fruit oe oar It oe GOFF paper when opportunity and 

ip to Bartlett but still of excellent ,, .  .. e ‘ uty summon, 
tuality and can be made to last Elmira, a Y., — Madison, Searcely a score of years alto- 
from October to December. If I ISCOHSID, gether was his for professional 
were to plant but one variety it Remarks by L. R. Jones at the un- service in the two states. Yet in 

would be Keiffer and there is no veiling of his portrait this short time, and especially in 
reason Why pears should not bein |, . . . his last decade in Wisconsin, his 
every orchard. University of Wisconsin, Febru- high character and native ability 

Plant on land not too rich as ary 2, 1926 combined to influence in an im- 

that causes a late growth and con- Some forty years ago there went portant degree horticultural sei- 
sequent winter injury. Grow the  geross this country a call for sci- ence, both fundamental and ap- 

trees slowly and if they make a once service to agriculture more in- plied, and nationally as well as 
vigorous growth it should be cut spiring than we now readily real- state wide. There were those who 
hack to about one foot each year. jive, It was the end of a century spoke or wrote more than he; mod- 
This not only lessens winter injury of agricultural pioneering. Some ¢StY Was one of his virtues. There 
but will also lessen the injury from of the keenest American intellects ™!@Y have been some who worked 
blight which is the cause of much had been earnestly applied to com- 2 earnestly, tho few pressed so 
loss with pear trees, mercial plant eulture and a select “angerously upon the limit of phy- 
Another fruit that should be bet- few to amateur plant breeding sical endurance as he. But. none 

ter known is the High Bush Cran- But the possibilities of a coordinat. Whom I ever met (in proportion to 
lerry. This is a native of Wiscon- ed seientifie advance upon these cal opportunity) in the field of 
sinand nearby states and perfectly problems which came with the es- horticulture, combined in finer de- 

hardy. It closely resembles the ablishment of the State Experi- gree than he devoted skill and zeal 
Snowball but produces fruit as ment Stations seemed almost limit- i teaching, writing, and personal 
well as flowers. The wild varieties less. It was a eall especially to the "escarches during that formative 
are usually of more dwarf growth young men and brought to these decade. His influence shaped Wis- 
than the cultivated ones with institutions many such where clear ©nsin horticulture and his almost 
smaller fruit that is often too bitter vision and high ideals compensated eligious faith in the worthwhile- 
for any use while some of the bet- for lack of previous technical Ness of the task brought to his side 
ter varieties produce fruit that is training. Among the first and best ™ unselfish public service a group 
a good substitute for the swamp of these in plant science was Em- °f kindred devotees through whom 
cranberry to whieh it is not at all mett Stull Goff, the founder and bis spirit still works. 
related. first leader in our department of We recognize his leadership 

Our government has done much horticulture. Before this he had both in creating new fruits and in 
to hunt out the best sorts and is been one of the first to contribute finding and developing our natural 

trying to still further improve its his natural skill and devotion in fruit lands; in probing so deeply 
quality. plant’ studies to the newly organiz- into the laws of bud formation and 

Other fruits might be mentioned ed New York Station. To this task Seed maturity that the problems he 
that should receive a part of our he brought little professional defined yet remain to challenge us. 
attention but the foregoing will schooling as we know it; there was In unveiling this portrait we 
suggest some of the things of which none to be had. He did bring, honor him for his vision as the 
we can make more use. however, rare talents for the serv- first seer of the possibilities of in- 

ice then needed ;—an inborn love tensive fruit culture in Wisconsin, 

of plants, a keenly inquisitive as a devoted leader in bringing to 
Here is a bargain! Five bound ™ind, a vision for the larger things, realization some part of his vision. 

volumes of WISCONSIN HORTI- 2 Sound judgment as to values, a as at once the conscientious teacher 
CULTURE from Sept. 1922 to native genius for painstaking per- and the keen scientist whose re- 
Sept. 1925, bound in board with sistent a. and md almost searches progressed from the more 
leather back and corners, indexed, A scien he a oi ee evident taxonomic, through the 

at only $3.50 for a single volume! uw EEN Y: oe ea a ue timely genetical to the most ob- 
Ttyou have not had your own eop- af the New ork: Experiment ‘Sta: secure physiological aspects of his ies bound. here i 1 to get tion led Dean Henry, upon the ree- PAS ice : asp 5 $ 

» Here 1s a chance to ge Bs roblems. To his last year he was three years issues in one book. ommendation of Dr. Babcock, to in-  P ; is. ) 
Better ‘hurry, they won't last vite him to Wisconsin when the @ eader in this. : 

so a horticultural department was or- But most of all do we honor him 
ganized in 1889, and the last dozen because it was leadership inspired 
years of his life were given in un-_ by love of truth. His was the fear- 

The only thing that sounds like 1 _ stinted service to this state. These less spirit of the searcher for this 
ee and isn’t very funny is Hoe! years with us should naturally have and this alone. In science as in 

oe! Hoe! been at least twice twelve, but his every other path he trod, his un-
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swerving purpose was that voiced or at the same time upright growth A LETTER ABOUT ROSES 
of old: occurs as shown in Figure 2. The In answer to an inquiry. 
ve : plant on the left is infected, and : 
Prove all things, oo 3 the plant on the right is making a I am surely much please: to 
Hold fast that which is good. normal growth. Plants showing know that you are going to plant 

Sos these symptoms should be removed — T0SES. Iam sending you a copy of 
at once. our new bulletin on roses. This is 

ASTER YELLOWS not intended as a complete suide 

am = to rose growing, but you may find 
In the October, November, and in it some hints. Here are some 

January issues of Wisconsin Hor- more hints: 
ticulture articles appeared dealing Don’t try to make the rose bush 
with the aster yellows. This re- wu serve as an ornamental shrub. It 

sume is for the benefit of the nu- ae isn’t. Your idea in growing roses 

merous people who have written in a is, or should be, to have roses, 
asking about this disease within You won’t get them if you plant 
the last few weeks. the bushes in sod or in borders 

with other plants or close to the 
“ee ea house. Plant your roses behind 

ON, aaa copies. the house, not in front of it. 
née ‘ay ; a —— There are so many shrubs that are 
& 7 ce os ee) +] graceful and ornamental that ean 

P Se aS be used for the embellishment o! 
a ; ES a the lawn that there is no need of 

\ Wo sas da Y using roses for this purpose. 
E Go in strong for the hybrid per- 

2 ON Figure 3 petuals, those named in_ the 

When the infection does allow mulletin ee oe a 
; blooms they are usually imperfect any ag you ean afford. Next year 

: or misshapen as shown in Figure 3 try a few hybrid teas. Whenever 
> in comparison with an uninfected you get into: trouble write ws and 

: flower. This is the phase which  \ve will help you. 
we have noticed the most in our 
own gardens. aaa 

We must remember that the dis- 
ease is transmitted from the in- mm 

Figure 1 fected to the healthy plants by Eo 
. . means of the insect known as a co 

Aster yellows may be identified ‘leafhopper.’’? (Fig. 4). These ae ra | ied «Sis 
by symptoms which appear in the insects will not enter buildings so eet 1 [Salam 08 
foliage. The clearing of the viens that plants started indoors will [RMS ., 4 Re 
and chlorosis (yellowing) of the jrobably be free from the disease ci NS o 
tissues are the, first symptoms. when put out. Neither does the ‘ ci \ a 
(Fig. 1). This is accompanied by — jngect like to stay in proximity to a - ee 
irregular growth which JS also walls, so that beds of asters near ss, ie | 
shown in the cut. Following this, walls will have a better chance of : a 

escaping infection than a bed in oe Nn 
ebnigita ‘ the open. Bordeau mixture acts b Baa 

i : as a repellant but will not kill the <s ¥ 9 
. i . insect. i 
7 Ss ‘ The work on aster yellows has SS 

x ie i been done by Dr. L. O. Kunkle of pic. 
$ “a : the Boyce Thompson Institute, QWs 

5 Ea | Yonkers, N. Y. (Wisconsin Horti- 
Pree eA fe culture, Vol. XVI Nos. 2, 3, and wiz ’ re | } 5.) gure 4 

2 “an nas Yep! Spring’s coming! The 
2. Pe RES IP Two ways to not have a garden. robin that has been here all winter! 

Don’t plan it. Get a premature has ceased to be a curiosity, and’s 
Figure 2 ease of Spring fever. now a robin.
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Spectabile and Brilliant are at- 
tractive in both foliage and flower 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE and are also lasting. Gaillardias 
are a standby; they begin bloom- 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG ing in June and it takes hard 

‘ freezing to quell their ambition to 
give more flowers than any other 

AN ALL SEASON BORDER dren or your neighbor's children Plant in the garden. | tenon Tily. 
What shall I plant in a Peren- wal enjey Reeme on the earliest of that family to flower 

nial border in order to have flow- judg and heavenly ine, essine and Thunbergi, blooming in July 

| ers from Spring until Fall? is algal an early bloomer, It dies the latest, they are really one of 

This was the question asked by down after blossoming, so mark the ‘‘must have’s.”’ Peonies of 

amember and as planning a peren- the spot and do not disturb it, Be- COUrS—we like to Plant them in 

nial garden is almost as interesting tween the edge and the background the border, our favorite kinds, 

as planting one I will try to guide jg a wide space, in it we will plant their foliage is attractive even 

him, and I hope his neighbors, in the old fashioned Bleeding Heart. when not in bloom. Lilies of 

their first steps along this fascinat-  Dicentra Spectabilis, and its cousin course, —also we start with a few 

ing pathway. Formosa or plumy Bleeding Heart of the hardier varieties such as the 

First, you must always remem- with its fern like foliage and minia- old fashioned tiger lily, both 

ber that while perennials onee ture sprays of pink hearts that it double and single. They will grow 

thoroughly established will stand sends up from May until October. almost anywhere, and the new 

some neglect and still be beautiful Shasta daisies, both the early and Regal because of their beauty and 

they need to be well planted and late varieties, Valerian or hardy fragrance. Then the background 

nourished in order to become estab- garden heliotrope, Veronicas, espe- lant s—Delphiniums—plenty of 

lished. Spade your ground deep- cially the varieties Spicata and them, for you may have dozens and 

ly, enrich with well rotted manure, Subsessilis. Iris in variety, long [YO'S one a different shade of blue. 

if very heavy soil lighten with spurred Columbines, the fairies of Echinops, var, Ritro, with its deep 

sifted coal ashes and work the the garden, Lychnis, whose flam- metallic blue balls of bloom. Ar 

ground until it is like a seed bed. ing red blossoms won the name of conse Lactiflora grows 3 to 4 fect 

Then plant. Burning Love in our grand- high crowned with ereamy panicles 

Most people start a list of flow- mother’s garden. Oriental pop- - fragrant bloom. Aconitum or 

crs with those for the background. pies, double and single Gypsophila Monkshood, in blue, and blue and 

Tam going to begin with the low or baby’s breath, also the misty white. Dictamnus or gas plant 

growing spring blooming varieties Statice Latifolia. Phlox—we with thick leathery, glossy leaves 

that are used as edging. Begin- couldn’t imagine a perennial border and oddly twisted and curled pink 

ning in April the Arabis alpina without Phlox, but remember to or white flowers, strongly lemon 

with its soft gray green foliage cut the fading heads of bloom, for seented. Monarda in ved or rose: 

will give you masses of white not only will this give you a second golden Heleniums, Boltonia, some 

bloom; following closely are the crop of flowers almost more beauti- of the newer large flowered hardy 

Phlox subulata in white, pink and ful than the first, but you will asters, and there is a succession of 

lavender, a veritable carpet of avoid the possibility of seeds drop- bloom from spring until fall. 

bloom, Alyssum Saxatile or gold ping to later spoil your choice There are many other worth while 

dust flower is rightly named. Iris plants with ugly purple and ma- plants, of course, that you may 

Pumila or Baby Iris in white, pur- genta seedling plants that are such want to grow, but these are the 

ple, and yellow, are beautifully strong growers they soon crowd sors that are always ene 

fragrant border plants and keep and smother the choicer plants. wou annoy perhaps grow them a 

up the succession of bloom. Myo- Be sure and plant at least one Cle- in one year—if you have never 

sotig or forget-me-nots in blue, matis recta—it grows to a height grown many flowers T would not 

white and pink will give a month of two to four fect and during its attempt it, nor wolud T plant one 

or mcre of bloom while Myosotis blooming period, June and July, alone of each variety. Three to i 

pallusi ris semperflorens starts is a mass of fragrant white flowers 2 dozen plants in a group are much 

blooms in June and keeps on until almost identical with those of the more effective. You can buy your 

freeziiig weather if not allowed to climber Clematis Paniculata, Pen- plants or raise them from. seed. 

go\to seed. Violas or tufted pan-  stemon Barbatus, varieties Torreyi Raising from seed takes longer of 

Sles as they are sometimes called and Coral Gem, the one scarlet, the course, but it gives youa chance 

will egin blooming in May and other rose pink, give a long season to get acquainted with your gar- 

there will still be flowers when the of bloom as does Hauchera or den. It is a good plan to do both 

Snow has fallen if they are not al- Coral bells, Alumroot especially if —buy some plants and raise some 

lowed to go to seed. Your chil- they are cut freely. Sedums, (Continued on page 115)
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Sn with more ‘than. a roomfull. Tyo 
9 very fine vases of Radiolite anq THE FLORIST Ss PAGE Betty Lou were personally br ugh Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany by Mr. A. F. J. Baur & © tein. 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. kamp Co., from Indianapoli  [n. 
diana. Special mention. m t be 

MILWAUKEE SPRING FLOW- always been free from sensational- made of the fine stock of Ott Syl = Puen . vester, of Laddie and Red L. ddie, ER SHOW ism and vaudeville methods of at- fr Oe oc, Wis. 7} 
. . tracting the public, yet drawing {Tom Cconomowoc, Wis. “here The free spring flower show was much newspaper publicity. There Were more than 26 varieties «' car. 

held at the Milwaukee Public Mu- has been no direct advertising, and nations shown. 
seum Friday noon to Sunday night, every exhibitor has been satisfied Over a hundred vases of sweet 
March 19 to 21, and was most suc- 4),44 the tone of the exhibition has Peas in excellent quality were es. cessful in many ways. The num- been very high and dignified. The hibited. The list of varieties ran 
ber of exhibitors increased by 11 staging of the show is due ‘to the to over thirty. The retailers dil 
over last show, rising from 59 to Bood taste of the Aug. F. Kellner some very fine work on center. 70. ‘The amount of material was (i of Milwaukee From Tues- Pieces for table decorations, ant greater for this show of two and a Gay’ morn till late Thursday night the banquet table work of James half days than the fall show of ten and twelve men were busy Fox and Gimbel Bros. deserves four days, because replacements transforming the Museum annex especial mention. There were some 
were unnecessary. All contribut- nq rotunda into something that attractive oddities at the show, ing florists of the Milwaukee Flor- makes every visitor catch his Sueh as large orange and lemon ists Club brought out their finest breath at the first glimpse. The trees, ponderosa lemons, and a pe- 
stock, and many things were stage this spring was worked out culiar African Sacred Lily (Dra- grown especially for this show. 4.4 formal spring garden viewed cunculus vulgaris). The Pernet And lastly, the public came to see from and over a “hedge of arbor- and Madame Dreux roses came in 
it. The first day was a short one, vitaé, for a lot of comment from the vis- however, there were 22,407 on that A pergola, gazing erystal, drink- tors, as well as the native bloom- 
day. This was due to the fact ing fountain and white pigeons ing Showy Ladyslipper from Dick that the parochial schools of the added to the spring like touch, of Lietz, the anemones from Fox city gave their scholars a half holi- the dutch bulbs “cineraria, iar Point Floral Co. and the Ranuneu- 
day to come down and see the cissi, and eheiranthus allioni in the 1s Hugo Locker & Sons. show, rockwork at the base. These flower shows have won a On Saturday, 22,502; Sunday, The entire center of the large place in Milwaukee’s affections. one-half day, 60,316, a total of hall was filled with several truck It is often questioned whether a 105,225. Greatest previous at- loads of large foliage plants and a pay show or a free show is the best. 
tendance at Spring show was 91,- general assortment of house plants From the exhibitors standpoint. 
973, a gain for 1926 of 13,252. from the Holton & Hunkel Com- this show is best, because he reaches A great deal of interest was pany. This proved to be the butt ninety thousand people at a mini- 
shown by the school children, be- of many questions from house- mum of expense,—the stock he 
cause of a contest among their 5th, wives. The side tables in this hall contributes. There is no direct 
6th, 7th and 8th grade pupils for were filled with assortments of advertising. The show is for the 12 prizes of Easter Lilies in pots, orchids, and spring potted plants good of the business. But neither blooming, offered by the Museum from many florists. The collec- is there any direct advertising in 
through the courtesy of the Flor- tion of new cinerarias from Forest the National Publicity Campaign ists Publicity Association. These Home Cemetery greenhouses was of the florists, and yet the major- prizes are to be awarded on the the best that has ever been exhibit- ity of florists believe in that. 
26th of March for the best essay on ed in Milwaukee. Then, too, it takes the flori ts to 
‘*Earthly stars,—the flowers.’’ No The Milwaukee Jewelers associa- put on a good flower show. City public show or gathering in this _ tion, through Bunde & Upmeyer park conservatories in v. “ious city called out so many school chil- Co,. made the largest display of ac- cities hold their shows, an get dren as this one has. Thousands cessories ever shown at one of very few visitors in compari. n to 
of pencils on thousands of note these shows, this year. Ten tables this show, because they do no’ pr0- books were flashing, as the children were set, in the rotunda, children’s duce the quality that ati acts. 
copied names of flowers they meant room, and main hall, with proper They may produce variety and to use in their essays. furniture from the ©. Niss Co., may have the natural setting ouilt 

The personal acquaintance of and the table services alone were up through expensive yea’: of the writer is offered for the fact valued at more than $8,000. work, but when it comes do: 1 to that the best people of Milwaukee The carnations exhibit was as producing prize winning bi ms, attended this show. The show has good as a national carnation show they are not in it with the cor. ine!
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Wisconsin Horticulture herd the growers into a coopera- mean results. I consider a sue. 
tive association and when they cessful merchant, banker or lawyer 

Published Monthly by the have them corralled put leg irons _ better fit to manage the affairs of y 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society on them so that they will stay put. cooperative fruit selling associa. 

Ghani Ceannngton Avenue. The weakness of many cooperative tion then the average grower, 
PREDUEIC CRANmErEED mance organizations is that they seem to Best of all would be a hard boiled 

JAMES §, POTTER, Assistant Editor Pe founded wholly on brotherly ex-commission man who has te. 
Contributing Editors—Mrs. C §. love. . : formed and gotten enough but not 

girone, Bk Grambers, Huron H. . Almost any fruit grower will too much religion. | 
it join a cooperative association if it Then again there is the problem | 

Wiscoemia, “iy (he, postomice at Madison, offers a chance to get a higher of merging the big growers anl | 
ceptance for, mailing at. special rate of price for his crop than he could the little ones into one organiza. 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July “15, get by his own efforts, but the min- tion. If there are one hundred and 

‘Advertising rates made known on ap- ute an outside buyer comes into the fifty growers in an organization 

ee Oa field offering a slightly higher price and ten of them produce fifty per- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society aver ue oo That s why tiae cent of the crop, will they be will- Anhual membership fee; one (dollar. mire the Wisconsin Tobacco Pool. ing to shoulder fifty percent of the 

which (ieladen ue gents. Gubscription (ee grief, and the same percentage 

Pee, “atlerce, Rrgaer’® Cranelisld, Secre- William Toole, Senior, of Bara- of the carrying charges when ther 
acremgt by Portal or Express Money Or. boo died April 7th at the age of 84. Could quite as well market, thei 
Wrapped or attached to a card. Personal Mr. Toole was twice president of ’OPS on their own account: 
checks accepted. the State Horticultural Society It’s always the small grower and 

Postage stamps not accepted and a member of the executive not the big one who starts trouble, 
OFFICERS committee for over twenty-five always the small grower who 

W._A. Toole, President.......,.Baraboo Years without interruption, retir- brings in poor fruit and expects 
Brederie Craneneld | Semcgnty ig, Sparta ing only on the election of his son, the price of first class fruit. So 

urer .........02.1 sses+e++++ Madison W. A. Toole, to the presidency oi let the big fellows go their way. 
— the Society. An account of his they are able to take care of them- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE life and services in the field of selves, then let some one who has 
President, Vice-President and Secretary horticulture will be given in the business sense take care of the trou- 
M. For erm Ending December, 1928, May number of Wisconstn Horti- bles of the smaller ones. But do 

MS. Kellogg sa ganesville CULTURE, not forget the injunction to 

George MM Mosemani..". ‘Menomonie —— shackle them securely before try: 

+ Baasett ceva Si Baraboo The tobaeco grower goes into the ing to help them. suit 
Win, Longland 00... take Geneva pool with his eyes open, its easy I am not unaware that the senti- 

3, Bfraugen Ending December, 1926 |, enough to get in, but not so easy to ments here expressed willl be pro- 
RB. Marken...............Gays Mills get out. A ball and chain is at- nounced as rank heresy by those 
N.A. Rasmussen’ ...........V6shkosh tached to him in the form of a Who sit in high places in the 

SOkRG OP MANAGERS contraet and woe betide the pooler and. Cound + {uae of 
W. A. Toole TE. Levericn Who breaks the contract! He is ooperation. So be it. 

Frederic Cranefield certain to get into court and may By all means let us have coop- 

———eieoor—rororoum—-———==_ even go to jail. Also and further- erative associations organized for 
more, outside buyers who induce the purpose of circumventing, if we 

SOMETHING, OR NOTHING, the pool member to break his con- ¢an, the unfair or dishonest whole- 
ABOUT COOPERATION tract or buy from a pool member saler or retailer, if such exist. for 

‘As we have not yet reached that @?e subject to punishment. Now that is one of the purposes of all 
happy state when the average fruit after some years experience with Cooperative associations. But do 
grower is well enough informed to 8tOWer managers, the pool hires a not look on these ag the final solu- 

cooperate in demanding that he be lawyer for manager paying him a__ tion of the farmers’ or fruit xrow- 
not discriminated against in legis- large salary. ers’ problems, only as a temporary 
lation, or in the handling of his _ This is as it should be. When ¢XPedient. ; 3 
erops after he has grown them, it the fruit growers get business men _ This is an industrial nation. not 

seems to be necessary to take him to manage their associations better 18 to be, but is such. Industry has 
in hand and compel him to coop- results will be obtained. The not failed to protect itself hy se 
erate. amount of salary paid should be a curing legislation favorable its 

Here is a suggestion: Let the secondary consideration, it’s re- interests. It has accomplished 
business men, merchants, bankers, sults that count. It may be ob- this by intelligent cooperation. by 
lawyers, in the cities where fruit served in this connection, however, knowing exactly what it wanted 

growing is an important industry, that a high salary does not always (Continued on page 123)
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LOCAL SOCIETIES MEET this year, and active steps are be- list, very rough, which is intended 

: ing taken to promote reforestation, only for a starting point. 

a face ynker ae and onal school jandscaping, highway ° ae 

an of aL Kuehner of the De- ee improvements, and home FLOWER SHOW 

partment of Horticulture. The Sauk County Society is in- Best 6 vases gladiolus, 6 varie- 

The Dunn County Society, one  oreusing its activities and the mem- tes. 

of our fastest growing locals, met hers yealize that they, as a club Best display gladiolus. 
and discussed varieties and cul- cay be of great influence in county Best 6 vases dahlias, 6 varieties. 

ture. They have also planned jortieultural matters . Best display dahlias. 
for their summer flower show. ” Best display lilies. 

They are showing what a well bal- — Best display phlox (perennial). 

anced Society can do. sae Best 6 vases asters, 6 varieties. 

The Oshkosoh Society met on LET’S HAVE A BLOWER Best display asters. 

March first for their annual meet- SHOW Best display delphinium. 

ing. We are sorry that we were We who are on the firing line Best display snapdragon. 

unable to attend. hare in the office of ihe State Best display zinnias. 

We attended a meeting of the fyortieultural Society have oan Best display other flowers than 

Beloit aan alah which we greatly auKprised at’ the iaitavest those named above. 

hope will be numbered among our shown j vey shows , 5. . 

ioral societies before long. The a ae shows cis This covers only the popular 

members are veal gardeners and foyer show started: how. to a5 flowers; as many others may be 

for the past two years have been — ajout it. we 2 poor as the committee on prizes 

doing good work in pushing the ss pres nee there tha Bee8 HE. 

amateur flower garden. conn a late, thes a In addition there should be 

We shall be glad to have news 07 £6 Waele the aig 6 : a hen prizes for table decoration and 

of the locals sent in each month by ang where “the show will Ds held most artisically arranged vase of 

the seeretary or some member. In desionate aliases prizes, ete > flowers. 

this way we can establish closer re- These things won't simply come There should be three prizes for 

lations between the various organl- gut of the air, “drop as the gentle cach number for even a third prize 

zations. Will you help? dew from Heaven’. Somebody — is some consolation and lends en- 

a has got to be it. Let some woman couragement to beginners. 

in the community, who believes in The editor favors trophies, either 

BARABOO MEETS a flower show, appoint herself a ribbons or certificates not to say 

The Sauk County Horticultural eumnmaitee of one and call in five small cups, over eash prizes but 

Society had its annual meeting in : ners OF eye two other flower — that is a matter for each club to de- 
Baraboo on March 22nd. overs, make up a list of twenty- cide. Dated ribbons, blue, red 

The program consisted of musi- Ave Re 2 ee and th of real and white, may be had for twelve 

cal numbers and talks by Mr. El- at ee saree aa ed a = i to fifteen cents each in small quan- 

mer Ferson, Baraboo; Mr. Phillip wane: ‘ bean naa SS ing to or- tities, much less in hundred lots. 

A. Wood, Baraboo; and J. 8. Pot- ganze a ra = Phun: . hould Metal receptacles may be had at 

ter, Madison. he 4a F ale aor aaa 10n ae go very reasonable prices. This so- 

Following the talks the society vee nee e on Pee Bey (ae e 1 2 ciety will buy in wholesale lots and 

held its annual election of officers, jays. elect fee ee aE by sell to Garden Clubs at cost when 

and the following members were  jnittees ¢ h 1 “ te es com> the time comes. 
elected to the indicated offices. thing. get to work. Do Some- We have been promoting Garden 

Mr. R. B. Griggs, Pres.; Mr. C. A. There must‘be onéowlio willo#ive Clubs sinee last November, and the 

Hoffman, V. Pres., and Mr. A. J. considerable time to the seen response has been gratifying, but 

Gemmill, Sec’y. in the beginning (after the first not until last month did we find 

The exeeutive committee of this year it will be easier), who will the key that will unlock a great 

organization now includes four keep in. constant touch with the garden full of Garden Clubs—the 

Women, bringing the total members committees and see to it that Flower Show. 

to eight. The committee for the things are done. Letters are coming in every day, 

coming year is Mr. J. C. Bunn, Mr. For the first year one show will “We want a flower show’ but 

LK, Page, Mr. R. A. Wood, Mr. be enough and in Wisconsin don’t know how to start.”” So we 
i H, Hulbert, Mrs. Augusta Lu- August is the best month. Peonies, Will try to sum up in a few words 

ler, Miss Leissman, Mrs. Reinking, most irises, and roses are gone in how to do it. 

and Mrs. W. A. Toole, Jr. August but pretty much every- (1) Leadership, two to six peo- 

It is hoped that there will be at — thing else is then at the best. Here ple meet in somebody’s parlor. 

least two flower shows in Baraboo is a rough sketch of a premium (Continued on page 122)
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at home. No doubt the Austra. 

lasian growers will feel the hite o 
COMMERCIAL HORTICULTURE the same sort of exclusion. But 

since they are under the British 
rule something will no doubt be 

TAG! YOU’RE IT! Happily, also, we may add, the done, or they will provide ® non. 

3 a investigation of government offi- poisonous poison for killing chevy. 

We have information from the cials Tan that although the peo- Ing Hneects. = thee 

English, Australian, and Ameri- ple of the United States eat ten Happily, we may add, we shall 
can press that American apples times more apples than do the in- not be foreed to discontinue the 
are about to be excluded from habitants of England no record of growing of the best apples in the 
England. The reason given is that arsenical poison as a result of eat- world, nor shall we be forced to 

the apple growers of the United ing apples has been brought to eat ‘little gnarled, acid apples.” 
States spray their fruit with arse- light in this country. But we suppose somethine ha] 

nate of lead and so contaminate We also find in the Journal of to be done about the American ex. 

the fruit that it is dangerous to eat the American Medical Association clusion of foreign nareissus bulbs 

it. We may best express the atti- the following facts as sent to them under quarantine 37. 

tude of the English by printing ex- by their London correspondent. 
cerpts from some newspaper “The contamination of apples im- OT 

stories. ported into this country (England) MORE ABOUT VARIETIES 
London.—If it were not so serious, from America has been reported. At- r ae 5 

the great “apple scare” would be the tention was first drawn to this dan- We are publishing the following 

funniest thing of the winter of 1925—- ser by sickness in North London. letter for the purpose of, or the 
26 in Great Britain The local health officer submitted hope of, getting more opinions 

. fe samples of apples bought in the bor- from the commercial growers of 

England is nominally 2 tree trade seek of Hampstead to the public Wisconsin. We hope that the 

country, but, especially since'the:war, analyist, and these were found to con- questions asked in this letter will 

in various ways it has become more | so’ ‘ine skin 40 parts of arsenic be answered by all of our growers. 
and more a protective tariff country. per million, and 110 parts of lead. You will remember that at the 

And when the British want to freeze 7 i due to the spraying of the Start of the campaign for fewer 
American goods out of their market le with lead iate. The pub- Varieties we stated that we wanted 
means always are found. apple wit’ CAC \ATSENIALE: e BI your opinions. We are at last ge'- 

: . . lic analylist reports state that a per-  YOUr Opinions, e are at last get 

For instance, there is used in the son eating one of these apples of an ting answers, and from them 2 
United States a preparation which average weight of a quarter of a concensus of opinion may be ob- 

with the addition of boiling water, pound would thereby take a dose of tained. The great need is to cul 

makes instantaneous coffee. It is about one-fifteenth grain (4mg) of down the number of varieties, and 

guaranteed under our pure food laws. jeaq arsenate. As a result the min- ®2y controversy through whieh 

But you can’t get a drop of that istry of health issues a warning to this may be done is welcomed in 
American coffee in England. You  joeqj authorities in all parts of the the columns of WISCONSIN 

can’t even import it. The customs  ountry. Further experiments have HORTICULTURE. We picke! 

officials keep it out because they say proved that the contamination can- the Big Five. Two have been pro- 
it is improperly labeled. not be removed by rain or washing. tested already, the Wolf River an 

So with the great apple scare. The It is evident that the metal combines the Wealthy. What have you 

apple market of England used to be with the proteins of the skin to some “@Y¥ about it? 
supplied with the little gnarly, acid extent. The report concludes that it March 17, 1926. 

apples that grow here. Suddenly the is satisfactory to note that the arsen- Dear Sir:—My objection to the 

market blossomed out with the beau-  jcal contamination has been found to Wealthy apple for commercial orch- 

tiful pippins and Jonathans from the be entirely confined to American ap- ards in Wisconsin is not alone o 

United States. There was a regular ples.” account of the fact that it is subject 

and steady demand. to blight, but mainly for the reason 
And now there is a danger that all This is all very interesting, and that from my experience I have found 

these American apples will be shut the growers in Australasia and that they are not saleable, or at least 

out of England. Officials have got- Canada who use the same sort of that there is no money to be made in 

ten busy and discovered that Ameri- spray to combat chewing insects as raising Wealthy apples. I _ have 
can apple growers spray their fruit we do will be among the interested. talked with the leading fruit frowers 
with an arsenate preparation which There is no doubt that the ten in and around Sturgeon Bay and | 

is a source of danger to the consumer. percent of our normal crop which _ believe most, if not all, of them feel 

One paper significantly added— igs usually exported to England the same way about the Wealthy 

“Happily it is only American apples would cause quite a stir if it were apple, and I feel quite sure that if 

which are thus treated.” to be dumped onto our market here they were resetting their orchards
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that there would not be a Wealthy 

tree planted. . 
It is, therefore, not to be wondered Scrapping [arse] 

hat I feel a little exasperated 

oo I see in Wisconsin Herticnl- worn-out knowledge — 

ture that the Wealthy is still regard- 
ed as one of the four or five desirable YEARS ago this statement— 

apples suitable for a commercial 

orchard. “Ammonia must be transformed to nitrate 

I note from your letter of March form before it can be used as plant food” 
8th that you think my Wealthies 

blighted on account of the fact that was generally accepted. We know better now. 

they were too well cared for and that Research has shown that practically all crops 
if the Wealthy orchard had been feed directly on nitrogen in ammonia form as A 
seeded at seven years or let run into well. Nitrification may occur but it is not a 
weeds or grass, the blight would have : 

subsided and that the Wealthy is no essential. 

more subject to blight than the Snow, This statement, too, 

and MeMcIntosh, or as much as the 
McMahan and Transparent, and also “Nitrate nitrogen acts more quickly than 
that you regard the Northwestern ammonia nitrogen” 

Greening as a slower grower than the 

Wealthy and therefore not so subject is still often heard, but here again research 
to blight as the Wealthy. has shown that young plants take up the 
“4 fay Snags 5 lev aa Soe we ammonia nitrogen as rapidly as the nitrate 

an cintos. whic. Trecelve |e . .. 

same culture as the Wealthy which BAA nitrogen, if not more so. 

did not show a trace of blight, and Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia furnishes 

also have about two hundred Me- nitrogen in ammonia form, which is directly 

eee hase, Baleti ene ae and immediately available as plant food for the 
The clean cultivation of my Wealthy growing crop. There is no better or quicker- 

orchard did not make the trees grow acting nitrogenous fertilizer, especially for fruit 

more than necessary as they made an and vegetables, where shipping quality and uni- 
annual growth of not more than eight formity count for so much. 

or ten inches while my Northwestern 
Greening trees made a much greater Write for booklets on fruit and vegetable growing 

annual growth and still are free from 

blight. Trees making no greater 

growth than the Wealthy did are not Scr ti'aee tae fte ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 
lieve that you are right in your P 
theory that clean cultivation of my 
Wealthy orchard caused the blight. THE Barrett Company, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

I wish the other fruit growers in 
Wisconsin would express Theusaalics New York, N. Y. 

em ee a Qo Horticul- Atlanta, Georgia Berkeley, Cal. Medina, Ohio 

(1) What has been your experience ee eee ee ee ee rr rrr rrr rrr rrr, 

as to blight in Wealthy trees? ! The Barrett Company (address nearest branch office) (N—4) 

(2) Whar Kae been youe sapartense ,; Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially ; . 

Oy arue of Weal. interatedin....--- yee coentivekel 
2 i 1 

(3) If you were resetting your apple 4 — and'wish you to send me builatine on thes wubjectas 
orchard, would you plant ! 1 

Wealthy trees for commercial ' NEM n omenntnnnne nahonnmnansnadnnashtenes ate seenas sad susistey see ess Sseseedosieee ! 

purposes? RASTA cc wcsccwsnmnwwerawaseewcncouene-reonceenranenacencecerrencncennencsesassses ' 

(Continued on page 124) (
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with a contact insecticide such as 
nicotine sulphate, soap, lime-sul. 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES eng ea o cusiag we nicotine 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist on, GIL a pes reg a 

by. corroding the insect’s tissue, 
. AWhen the gardener looks into 

WHY FEED YOUR GARDEN Know Your Pest the history of the pests that cause 
TO INSECTS? A poison fatal to one insect pest him so much aggravation, honest 

Garden crops on the whole are may be wholly ineffective against sweat and expense, and finds that 
very susceptible to insect attack, another. If the inseet devours about 80% of them have been im. 

Besides offering quick growing and swallows portions of the plant, ported from foreign countries and 
plants, the garden provides a wide 2S do various caterpillars, beetles, now have become established in 

variety of hosts to select from. grasshoppers, ete., it can generally this country, he wonders why 
When one plant gets a little too be killed with some arsenical mate- Quarantine 37 has any objectors. 

tough to be relished by the insect rial applied as a light coating to its He feels, like some of the rest of 

it simply moves to another. food which will act as a stomach us, that we have enough pests to 

. poison. Caleium arsenate and lead deal with already without allowing 
Follow Directions arsenate are the two most generally any more ‘‘loop-holes’’ for their 

used. entrance. 
Upon the discovery that some of ~ 

his pet choice plants are being des- B Ca a a 
troyed by ravenous insects the gar- Rey Se ae 
dener’s first impulse is to get re- nae Ne tS ‘ A : ¢ ‘ 

venge. He searches his garden hie aad See ert 
manuals for the deadliest poison |Mii@gs a! % AUR Ree x aN 

he ean find. The cost does not = . ag. ‘ ae ae i % 

concern him so much as long as he |% , a mara a: i, s 

ean be reasonably certain that he | 3etX3 Vie ES mes i Wy reer ae a) 
will have the satisfaction of see- eX Ae PASS Sty 7 Ba Py 
ing the ‘‘bugs’? lying on the  |yg.>3S% Sey ae 4 
ground about the products of his 5 5 aa Nes ” 
hard labor, with their ‘‘toes turned so a 4 fo 7 eS fi 
up,’? promptly punished for their |% AY eee? re otk bo ' 
erime. If immediate results are oe os TES 2, aan : 
not obtained there is a tendency es E me Ma 2008" ) 
to use a much stronger dose than x te: Nitty SEC Gea ie cal x ; 

that recommended, reasoning that |" 7iggeengn “athe oN 9 : ae i 
if a little will kill, a little more |: *aqgr Ee: Sep ee - eae RK 
ought to bring quicker results. eek MO) ie \ ; i 
The outcome is that sometimes Beis: ak, 
nearly as much damage is done by . ; ; a srt) 

pest itself. as was done by the The work of two imported cabbage pests, The Imported cabbage worm (eft 

1ts . 

It should be borne in mind that On the other hand, if no part of Know Your Poison 
the entomologist in working out the plant seems to be consumed, It is true that some arsenieals 
various recommendations for con- but it just appears to wilt, dry up aye much quicker poisons. than 
trol has first determined the mini- and die, probably the insect in others Paris green, for instance, 
mum killing dosage for the insect question instead of being equipped ji}, FitGh soonest thar either arse- 
and then the maximum amount with strong jaws has a tiny tube-  jate of lead or ealeium arsenate, 
that the plant can stand without like beak through which it sucks but t f its larger per: 
injury, and has recommended just the plant juices, after penetrating pu on wn fre ° 1 bl oo ‘ie it 
as strong a mixture as could be the plant tissue. It is evident that centage of free soluble foliace of 
safely used. The killing point of covering the surface of the plant Cannot be used on the fo ee 
the insect and the amount that can with a stomach poison would be Some plants without causing evel 
be used with safety to the plant useless for the control of a pest of burning, and hence it is not Beco 
are often very close together and it this type. The various aphids, mended for such plants. faven- 
is for this reason that so much em- __leafhoppers, seale insects, ete. are tually the slower poison will usually 
phasis is placed upon following the examples of this group. They be found to be just as effective 

recommendations carefully. must be controlled by spraying — since the ‘‘bugs’’ become sick about
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CREAM CITY HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PRODUCTS 

BRING BIG PROFITS TO YOU 

Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

e e 

Cream City Chemical Works 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

as soon in one ease as in the other Be Prepared be maintained to form a fine mist, 

and although they may not keel Timely spraying is the best in- otherwise the material will collect 

over as soon, they stop feeding and wuyance that can be carried. Why in large drops and run off the foli- 

usually become inactive, dying spend your money and your time 28¢ carrying the poison with it. A 

without doing further injury. jJanting and cultivating a garden good hand duster will be found 
Paris green costs more than the \ithout adequate protection about as satisfactory if the vari- 

other arsenicals named above and against insect enemies? Don’t US prepared dusts are available. 

does not stick to the foliage after a wait until the pests have done suf- Dusts should be applied early in 

rain as well as these do. ficient injury to attract your atten- the morning while the dew is still 

A mistake made frequently by tion, but profit from your past ex- 0”: 

the gardener is his attempt to ap- perience and be on the lookout for The use of cultural methods in 

ply the insecticide without the nee- trouble. Have a supply of spray the control of garden pests is of 

esary and proper equipment. material and some equipment ready great importance. Burning of 

None of the arsenicals reeommend- for any emergency. erop remnants in the fall or very 

ed for spraying garden plants are Every gardener should keep on early spring destroys the overwin- 

soluble in water. The water is hand, in a safe place out of the tering forms of many of these 

simply used in spraying as a car- reach of small children, at least troublesome insects. The various 

tying agent to distribute the small two insecticides, calcium arsenate stalk borers that can not be con- 

particles of poison over the foliage and nicotine sulphate. An occa- trolled by spraying once they have 

in small amounts, just as lime and gion for their use will arise time become established within the stem 

gypsum are used in the case of and time again every year and a of the plant can often be elimin- 

dusting. Unless the spray mate- little bit of attention given your ated in this way. ‘Where a borer 

ial is kept stirred continually and garden when a pest is first detected 18 discovered in a choice dahlia it 

thorouchly during its application will often prevent serious losses. ¢an often be exterminated without 

the poison all settles to the bottom It is just like fighting a fire—the injury to the plant by injecting a 

of the container just like so much  gooner you start to fight it the eas- few drops of carbon disulphide in- 

sand in muddy water. It may re- jer it is to check. to the entrance holes and plugging 

tain enough of the poison to give For small gardens the equip- with a piece of adhesive tap? to re- 

the spray its characteristic color ment should consist of a com- tain the gas formed. 

but not enough to be of any value pressed air sprayer of at least one Among the first pests met with 

as an inseeticide. Set aside 4 gallon size, the three gallon size is in the spring are the maggots that 

sample of your spray mixture ina most efficient. In order to get the attack the radish, cabbage, cauli- 

glass «omtainer and see for your-  gpray on both sides of the foliage flower and onion. The first three 
self what takes place. You will the sprayer should be equipped of these are attacked by the cab- 

then better appreciate the value of with a short flexible hose of at least bage maggot and the latter by the 
thorough agitation {n the applica- three feet in length with an angle onion maggot. Infested plants are 

tion of an arsenical spray. nozzle. Sufficient pressure should stunted in growth, wilt during the
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heat of the day and when severely plants with calcium arsenate. The 
martnren aue.t9.100° infested are killed outright. The poison should be used at the rate 

injury is done by the young larvae of four tablespoonfuls to 1 gal. 
or maggots of a fly of the general lon of water. On account of the 
appearance of the house fly except waxy nature of the leaves, laundry 
it is smaller. These pests can be soap at the rate of an inch cube 

rio.1 oz Fos controlled by corrosive sublimate. per gallon of spray should be add. 
Use one half ounce dissolved in five ed to facilitate spreading and 

B e rry B oxes gallons of water for each two hun- sticking. If aphids are present 
dred plants. Simply apply about these can be killed at the same 

Crates, Bushel Boxes one-half of a teacup of the poison operation by adding two table. 
and Climax Baskets at the base of each cabbage plant, spoonfuls of nicotine sulphate to 

or in case of radishes or onions, each gallon of the mixture, If 

As You Like Them pour it along the row at the rate dusting is preferred one part of 
P We | manufacture the, Ewald of a gallon to thirty-five feet. For caleium arsenate should be mixed 

wood Veneer that. aivé aatinfac- early cabbage apply soon after set- with four parts of lime and dusted 
ton. . Berry pox and crate ma: ting out, and for radishes when the while the dew is still on. 
our specialty. We constantly plants are well above ground. Asparagus beetles, currant 
carry in stock 16-quart crates all m m 
made up ready for use, elther for To prevent damage to potatoes worms, rose slugs, blister beetles 
parietal Ee eae by leaf hoppers, potato beetles and and tomato worms are other gar- 
us to handle. We can ship the flea beetles, spray with a mixture den pests that can be held in check 
folding boxes and crates in K. D. eae - . s 
from Milwaukee. Promptness is consisting of Bordeaux and eal- by the use of calcium arsenate at 

copentiol Jn pending fruG ant cium arsenate when the young po- the strength recommended for cab- 
large discount for early orders. tato beetles appear, or when the bage. The corn earworm can best 

. potatoes are about six inches high. be controlled by dusting the poison 
Cumberland Fruit Package This should be repeated twice at on the silk. 

Company two week intervals. The under E. L. CHamprrs. 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. side of the leaf must be eovered 
thoroughly to be effective. The 

a  ealleium arsenate should be used at LET'S HAVE A FLOWER 

: — = the rate of twelve level tablespoon- - SHOW 
eee fuls with twenty-four tablespoon- . . 
er | fuls prepared Bordeaux in each (Continued from page 117) 

. — <€ gallon of water. Prepared Bor- (2) Telephone everybody — in 
at ce deaux can be purchased with the town who grows flowers, also the 

poison already in it if desired. newspapers, that there will be a 
Hopperburn on dahlias can be con- meeting next Wednesday evening. 

aes , : = trolled by this spray as well. or next Sunday afternoon, to talk 
= Newly set tomato plants sprayed about a flower show. 
One of the pretty Corners we with this mixture are protected (3) Organize the Garden (lub 

have helped create. from being riddled by the flea (4) The Club to sponsor the 
beetle which frequently destroys show. 

The circular we will them shortly after being set. (5) It’s late in the season but 

be glad to send you The striped cucumber beetle ot too late—get busy. 
shows some of the lead- can be brought under control by (6) Call on State Horticultural 
ers in Fruits and Orna- dusting the vines with a mixture Society for help—‘We answer 

mentals for this cli- consisting of gypsum (land plas-  uestions.’’ . 
mate in colors. Send ter) 20 parts and calcium arsenate | (7) Don’t leave it to Georze, do 
for yours one part. The treatment should it yourself. 

start as soon as the third leaf ap- —_—_ . 
pears and be continued at inter- — mee Si ‘ 

Trustworthy vals of a week until the beetles ROCK COUNTY SPRAY RINGS 
irees have entirely disappeared. Lime Under the guidance of R. T. 
ep eae ) has a tendency to stunt the growth — Glassco, cannty eenaulearal agent. 

a cucumber ane een ne and Roek County, has taken the lead in 
should not be substituted for gyp- the number of spray rings. ‘wel 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards sum if the land plaster can be ob-  {y-three power cand wings are now 

Company tained. in use with very satisfying results. 
NURSERYMEN The cabbage worm ean be con- Mr. Glassco has also carrie 

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin trolled by spraying or dusting the pruning demonstrations.
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goMETHING, OR NOTHING SPRAYING TREES IN BLOOM 

ABOUT CO-OP. INJURIOUS TO HONEY- 
mate 

(Continued from page 116) BEES Largest Growers of 
and going out to get it. Agitators When spraying fruit trees, care Quality Nursery 

nd reformers tell us that the should be taken to do i wa aba Stock i h 
means employed are unfair and time when there is the eastc ohh tock in the 

i Maybe: (One thing’ 3& of poisoning the honeybees which N h 
lishonest. “May” rn thile Visit the blossoms and which are orthwest 
oT Incinsty is ‘ eel w ai very necessary for the pollination 
‘Agriculture 1s standing still, and of the flowers, says the United 0 

unless the farmers and fruit grow- — States Department of Agriculture. ver 200 acres oat 
er of the United States are willing Spraying fruit trees while in full prise our nursery al 
to drop to. a poor second place and — }loom with arsenicals is particular- Waterloo, Wisconsin. 

not long hence reach the low level ly injurious to bees, according to We grow high class 
lof the peasantry of Europe they tests which have been completed trees and shrubs in 
must read, study, think, then the recently by the Bureau of En- large quantities. You 
jarmers of the nation will be able tomology. can depend on McKay 
to cooperate intelligently, to de- Of course the beekeeper does not quality and reliability. 

mand their fair share (and no Want his bees poisoned, eel ue 
more) rather than reach out a beg- a ae i Tha tee 

vee , oney er is re ad. e sub- 
zing hand to Government. ject should be of even more inter- McKAY NU RSE RY 
ee est, however, to fruit growers be- 

. sae “DP SMALL COM cause with the loss of the honey- C 0 M P A N Y 
VILLAGES AND SMALL CO) ~ bees they lose the most effective First Central Building 
MUNITIES, TAKE NOTICE means of pollination in their MADISON, WISCONSIN 

oe . orchards. In this respect the bee- % . 
Don't feel that the cities and keeper, the fruit grower, and in Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. 

larger towns are the only com- fact evervone is benefited by 
munities that can have flower honeybees. . 
shows. The smaller towns offer The effect of arsenical sprays on ———_— Ss 
greater, opportunities than the : coat a | ee SAeRAne Tne 
larger ones, very town or com- ie jared ae pas a KINKADE GARDEN TRACTOR 
munity of 100 people or more avternatio ‘pastipatibiis “have and Power Lawnmower 

ave ¢ ver show “ Fa See ane Bia ete: AGB 1 P: Power Cul- 
flonle hima a snes show: -Reatl been made to aid in settling the aioe for Gardeners, Suburb- a 

ro ASE CONN: dispute. In the hope of answering Sellehes Pet erty Florists, Nurs Free 
a definitely some of the questions so ty AMES eA cata macau Co 
ts = long debated, these tests were con- 1085-33rd Aves E MINNEAPOLIG MINN, 

PLENTY OF WOOD ducted. While they are limited in |§ —____ 
‘ their scope, they do enable the de- ~ 

One of our members reports that partment to make some reeommen- — ed 
eaves Senay ones dations. Fea ee 

sh in pruning his orchard each Spraying apple trees during full Al A  — A ane Hila ca Deere oot ; Spraying apple trees during fu Ze |) <a ge 
bet — a a pile a sone bloom is not recommended because A Wy | P| ee 2 me i feet. ; ree: men do whe the codling moth ean be as well = Mh wh =H Z 
burned ante a bonfire if it due controlled by spraying when 90 Zag i i LFA Zz : 
Cit 8 > atone i Bpea m3 per cent of the petals have fallen, a! zg 

ning, 18 yours done and because spraying when the oI 
eee es trees are in full bloom is injurious BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 

It isn't too late to plan your gar- to insect pollmators. 1 Hither made up or in the K. D., desi: Every flower lover’ should —U.S. D.R. Bul. American Quart Berry Baskets, 
have a eard . i arge 9 ——_________"_"________. Climax Grape and Peach _ Baskets, garden whether it be large fs r small. But get busy, Spring’s Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 
almost here. “ “Standard Garden Tractor fir, Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 

fr Gardener Fg, Fucker, Narr cofyp! Citeular and Price List Mailed Upon Request 
TO ferrymen, Suburbanites, Estates. Parks, -r-Tiaatés Write for special prices on Car-load Cemeteries. Does 4 Men’s Work. (Q@aINas, 

oon 2 i iva Y fae Lots. Li hoy He £004 die young, no matter Ba Mattary starr” Cat an pitke TL iberat D igcountnon 
ow + Ae hee log Free. nee hang. | ne are.”’—Elbert Hup- eee paRD ENGINE company SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY . 3241 Como Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, Minn. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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SHNER EOE 5 ! AW 
PRONSEEMOG IRRIGATION | ah) Cy Wi, | FOR SPRING 10 

i cae! «WS Sik ot St anny 
eee Fall ken RN te 

| cae, eos ees THE VERY BEST 
aR rs eee okt Us ‘i 

RAIN | ap OMe ea | Fruit Trees 
(] For your Gerden or 

Lawn. Put an end to <3 Small Fruit Plants ry water fa: Mr. Pl . aig Ben ‘a: Mr. Planter : ead 
your own rain. Inter- a4 a 8 ade Trees 
esting catalog free. 4 a jr you buy Nurs- a . 

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO, 237WaterSt., Try,0. ff] © tee Bore Bore gon want 8 Flowering Shrubs 

= H NORTH STAR QUAL- F i i i rr and SERDICE, | Climbing Vines 
H wellas - H . 

THE SWARTZ NURSERIES || — ERN Grown stock, — | Perennials, Etc. 
| goes into every order H 

GROWERS OF t we pack. H ———— 
SHADE and ORNAMENTAL TREES . : 8 H Our ‘PLANTER'S H Catal R 
FLOWERING SHRUBS, PERENNIALS: MANUAL’ vill give you jatalog on' Request 
PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, AND BERRY § mach valuable informa- & — BUSHES. a fon of planting and auc” a — 

A cessful growing of Nurs- H KENOSHA, WISCONSIN ! Stock Write to-d, 1 . 
| tuhe ee | | RASMUSSEA’S FRUIT FARM 

2 ~ | North Star Nursery Co | AND NURSERIES MORE ABOUT VARIETIES — | lar Nursery Co. | | Oshkosh, - - Wisconsin 

(Continued from page 119) l Pardeeville, Wisconsin | 

If we find the consensus of opinion 2 © on oo oo oo oO 

among the fruit growers in Wiseon-_——_—<2#------7A-AA> — 

sin is that the Wealthy is very sub- 

ject to blight and also that they are ROSES 

hard to sell, and that there is no Buy Direct From Grower 
ae The following Roses are hardy 

money to be made in raising Wealthy in Wisconsin§ with winter ana 409 

apples, then let us look the question Bieter Sogou wee nd save 40% on your 

fairly in the face and leave the Charta, Ulrich Brunner, Frau Nursery Stock 

wealthy out of the list of apples to be tach, ‘Mad Piantien, Harrisons 
grown in Wisconsin for commercial eee 2 year, No. 1 bushes of 1926 Catalog just out 
purposes. any of the above varieties sent Established 1854 

The Wealthy is, of course, a won- reer es saan 6 ton eeeoe Il 5 
derful apple for home use but that, Kellogg’s Nursery 
: ee 2 ay W. A. TOOLE 
in my opinion, is all it is good for. Box 77 

Garry-nee-Dule 
Yours very truly, ‘ : Janesville, Wisconsin 

FL. B. Baraboo, Wisconsin 
be 

(Editor’s Note:—All correspond-—_—§<§ — AAA 

ence on this subject will be printed © £_————_——————— Fs 

unless the writer specifies otherwise.) ‘. 
Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 

7 : . 43 If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants 
rest 6 . ‘ae 

tive pails oe ae fie and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our 
“ as : * * 

been released by the U. S. Depart- One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and 
ment of Agriculture at Washing- | receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid 
ton. The care of the different va- 
rieties and suggestions as to their Catalogue on Request 
use is included in the publication. 
It is Farmers Bulletin 1406 and GEORGE M. MOSEMAN . 
may be obtained from Washington Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis- 
at ten cents per copy. .
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WILLIAM TOOLE, 1841-1926 = In a quiet way he used his influ- tion of native vegetation ani spo 
William Toole, for many years °?¢¢ for the advancement of Agri- of natural beauty. 

prominent in horticultural work eulture and Horticulture and for To the very last, his thoughts 
died at his home in Baraboo, April the development of the social life were of future work rather than 

7th, aged 85 years. The funeral of the community. It was this in retrospect of the past. Had he 
was held in the Presbyterian spirit which led to his pioneer © possessed more personal ambition 
Church in Baraboo, Saturday, work with Farmer’s Clubs. His for greatness he might have bee 
April 11th. Hundreds of friends efforts were recognized by the Uni- more widely known.’’ 
attended. The floral . 

were banked below the iia WILLIAM TOOLE’S Asso. 
pulpit. On the rough- CIATION WITH THE 
hewn silver gray casket STATE HORTICUL: | 
rested a blanket of a TURAL SoCrtiy . 
pansies, only that. The Sao a 
minister spoke in part a ° aa The early records of 
as follows: Ps ae " the State Horticultural 

“William Toole was en jf ‘ society are lamentably 

born September 21, Bit al incomplete, and only 
1841, at Radcliffe, a lit- BS ee by persistent — scarch 
tle village near Man- —_—— has the following been 

chester, England. In ie , found: Mr. Toole’s 

1843 he came with his Bag es name appeared first as 

parents and brothers Sail a member in 1885, 

and sisters to Provi- es } though the volume for 

dence, Rhode Island, ea i 1880 contains a paper 

where he spent his ee by him on native ferns. 

boyhood. In 1859 the NM as a The forty-five volumes 

family moved  west- Rr s ‘y Pua since 1880 each in- 

ward to Wisconsin, eaene A) eludes one or more 

where they lived a few Sa Se contributions ‘by him 

miles east of Reeds- i a on the cultivation of 

burg for a time. In , plants. 

1868 they moved to a In 1889 he was elect- 
farm two miles north ed a member of the Ey- 

of Freedom and in rf ecutive Committee and 

1887 to the present § 4 served in that capacity 
home of W. A. Toole. ¥ for twenty-six year’s 

He was married in i In 1897 he served as 
1872 to Mary Crowley vice-president for one 

of North Adams, Mass., term; elected presi- 

and to them was born dent January, 1909. 

a son, John P. Toole. and re-elected in 1910; 

The mother died very 1917 aceorded honor- 
shortly after the birth ary life membership. 

of the baby. Later he ee ee. Served on all import: 

was married to Mrs. ant committees for 

Elizabeth Marriott WILLIAM TOOLE aver twenty years. 

Williams and to them His presence, not 

was born W. A. Toole and E. A. versity of Wisconsin when in 1911 _ less than his exhibits of pansies and 
Toole. Besides the widow and the they conferred upon him ‘‘Honor- other flowers, at state and county 
three sons he leaves a stepson, R. ary Recognition’’ for his work in fairs, was in inspiration to all who 

H. Williams. There are seven the advancement of Agriculture met him. He contributed to the 
grandchildren and six great grand- and Horticulture. Other honors success of Wisconsin’s exhibits of 

children. hava been extended to‘him, in- fruits at several national shows. 

Mr. Toole was a great lover of Cluding the presidency of the In 1919 he presented at the wile 

nature in all its aspects and ‘State Horticultural Society. ter meeting a paper on “ Domesti- 

throughout his life was a keen stu- During the last years of his life cating Our Native Flowers” whieh 
dent in the broadest meaning of Mr. Toole devoted his efforts tothe was followed by ‘‘Native Shrubs 

the word. In addition, he was selection and improvement of our of Wisconsin’’ in 1920; ‘‘Our Wis 
deeply interested in his fellowmen. wild flowers, and to the preserva- consin Native Trees’? in 1921;
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“Cultivating Our Native Ferns’’ invited to speak at these gather- in flats covered about the depth of 
and ‘‘Our Native Climbing Vines’’ ings. the seed, in a compost of three 
in 1922, These five papers were At our winter meeting in 1914, parts well decayed sod, or a good 
published by the State Horticul- Mr. Toole said: ‘‘There are but soil, and one part leaf-mould, with 
tural Society in pamphlet form in few neighborhood communities of enough sand to keep it porous and 

1922, under the title ‘‘Native size large enough to sustain an place in a greenhouse or hot bed 
Plants of Wisconsin Suitable for active rural organization with having a night temperature of 60 

Cultivation.” thoughts altogether centered on degrees Fahrenheit. Give a thor- 
Mr. Toole contemplated a revis- horticulture, and there are none ough watering and keep the flats 

io of these papers and the addi- which do not have a considerable covered with glass and paper until 

tio of “Color in Our Native interest in all the various influ- the seedlings begin to show above 
Landscape’’, which was read at our ences which concern the mutual the soil, turning the glass twice 
winter meeting January 1925, and welfare of the average rural com- daily to let off the moisture. Mice 
“Yoisture Loving Native Plants’, ™unity, are very fond of these seeds so the 
his last contribution prepared for “The bringing together of young glass will keep them out, and when 
the Eau Claire Convention pro- and old of both sexes, which pre- the seeds have made a start put the 
cram November 1925, read by  Vails in any well organized farmers glass edgeways around the flats to 
President W. A. Toole and pub- lub, develops a feeling of com- jyrotect them from mice. 
lished in Mareh 1926 Wisconsin adeship which adds much to the At this season of the year be on 
Horticulture, page 95. enjoyment of the community.”’ the lookout for dampness, and as a 

Mr. Toole’s contributions to the So William Toole’s ideas con- preventive dust the seedlings ocea- 
literature of horticulture were by C°?™NS the betterment of rural life sionally with pulverized charcoal 

A . preceded by exactly a quarter of ~ - P ’ 
no means confined to the publica- ee especially after watering them. 

tions of this society as he was a c eoeaey, ah ene 38 Be When the seedlings are large 
contributor for over half a cen- efforts in founding and guiding the enough to handle transplant in 
tury to many of the leading agri- destinies of the Skillet Creek flats about half an inch apart, 
cultural and horticultural journals Ranier’ Club of Sauk County using compost as before, by so do- 
of this and other states. He did will be his ereatest monument ing will encourage root action. 
not write for pay, did not ask the S greates . Give a thorough watering and a 
publisher, poe agate do took AS A NATIONAL FIGURE: yee atid ie a few days when 

ut wrote because he wan - ae - the sun is bright. 
ers to know what he knew. He William Toole, on account of his Whe. thé ” aecaliviae begin to 

preached the gospel of Beauty. cultivation of the ‘pansy and ‘thra 5 ch each other, again transplant his writings, ee nationally in flats about hs and one half 
' ny known among horticulturists. : — ‘ . 
nome eS ny wage as In 1911 he received honorary ee ape See e WiGng eh 

| He was instr : recognition by the College of Ag- ‘ering and shade - aoe a ed ays 
e was instrumental if not jiculture for meritorious service When the sun is bright. hen the 

wholly responsible for the found-— ; ti 6 plants are well established and the 
| ing of the Sauk County Horticul- ti ghe sield ‘of horticulture weather favorable, if you have 
‘tural Society about 1875. (The ra them in a greenhouse, transfer 

records here are fragmentary and DELPHINIUMS them to a hot-bed, giving them 
incomplete.) This society flour- plenty of ventilation by degrees, 
ished for several years and like Henry Tolman this will keep them sturdy always 
sy niilisens Blaticuttiisa| Sage’ The Delphiniums I consider one bearing in mind that these plants 

| many s i . are perennials. period fell asleep to be revived of the best perennials to grow, for . 
later. ‘ there is nothing more pleasing About the second week in May 

About iwenitvetive eave later he than to see masses of the various these plants should be planted out- 

founded ‘the Giillet *Gheek “Farm. SLades of blue flowers in early sum- doors, and if they are given a nurs- 
ers Club at first a modest rural ™¢T and also from seedlings later. cry bed the first year, so much the 
community clib, meeting at the 2° obtain the best results they better, planting them in rows two 
titties oF a wiih hag Should always be planted in masses, feet apart and fifteen to eighteen 
wrown be ne ders, : i ad and they make a wonderful dis- inches apart in the rows. . 
iim on y in num ers al play if Lilium Candidum are Give a thorough watering as 

pieni at +f that now t ¢ annua’ planted with them. Perhapsa few you proceed with the planting; and 
ie c of this club, at Devil’s Lake, cultural notes may be beneficial to any other time when they need it. 
attended by thousands, and the some of our readers. These I will Never neglect the cultivation, 

a ee on aE a — confine to the first year (seed- and when the hot weather comes 
Tess an ssociate ress lings). along give them a mulch, old hot- 

bureaus, Men of national promi- Sow the seeds the last week in bed manure is good for this. Do 
nence consider it an honor to be March or the first week in April, not apply too héavily, just enough
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so you ean cultivate, and when the 
mulch is disappearing apply some > 

more. I might say cultivate these WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE 
rlants weekly until they come in Voom \ " EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG 
When you see the first signs of 

flower spikes, apply a little sheep 

nanure between the rows keeping —«t¢ you and I, just you and I— Or you can order some plants 
w ind oe Ca using It Would smile instead of fretting.” especially those varieties most difii- 
very lightly and often. Sa casein as 5 

v 3 : awenith ane Saas av spote eult to grow and raise some of the 
When the flower spikes are about I haven’t any idea who wrote oa eatist lines: Pay . ea 

: : : the words, nor what the rest of the Other varieties from seed, sowing eighteen inches high, they should OS, I 7 : ! the:seéd in boxes aivtheshouscwr | 
ae ; poem is like. I was hurrying e seed in boxes in the house or in 

he staked, not only to keep the 1 ying oan a ee deomee 
: ; lown the street a few weeks ago hot-beds or cold frames always re. 

blooms in good shape, but to pro-  @? > street a nS) OS @ hat if is very} 
: when my eye caught those two membering that it is very import- 

tect the crowns for another season. _ my ey aug : iiitto buy good seed, Poor seedi 
Do not permit these plants to pro- lines ina hasty glance at an array dear at any price. Many. pere 
duce seed for it will weaken them of framed poems in the window ot ear’ at any | ho, MRI PCren 
f h followi an art store nial seeds are slow in germinating 
or the following season. In the busy weeks that have fol- butido not be discouraged and neg 
Might say T produced flower n the busy weeks that have fol- 
Gera See oe lowed the lines have returned per- leet your seed boxes or frames. | 

spikes of the Delphinium last year ; ie ned. } would not advise sowine t ayy: 
sa Feet | saht. Rv - sistently. “If you and I, just you NOW Nok advise sowing Too Tuan five feet in height, five months af- ua : ’ : NPIOTIES ¢ sid we 

4 and I, would smile instead of fret varieties at one time, unless you ter sowing the. seeds, and I, would smile instead of fret- have had considerable. experience 
ting.’’ Just you and T means so Pave ac slants rain aa ual 

- many of us. If we refused to find m Talsing plants ae ee as one 

fault, to criticise unkindly, if we OP tWo varieties of well grown, 
dit persistently smiled at the little thrifty plants will make a_ better 

7 hateful, disagreeable things that owing and oly atu en 
usually fret us, presently they ate ot ‘ a ly stuntec ae , 0 P * -vour eedline 

H would fade away, and how much I fe i Tee bo your vt mg 
ee happier we would all be—‘If you Pants in | rent ae ae 

: Cera and I, just you and I, would smile Oye ane You mpe a vat they 
- mee a ‘ op : > or 4 vaeant Se as instead of fretting.’ WL grow. ou can 1 vaeant 

A spaces with annuals in order to 

s s have plenty of bloom in the bor- 

A PERENNIAL BORDER der. 

\ } jee tii Should you decide to raise all 
ow 2 or asks : OS- . 

a7 “ee ms ™ ‘| iden me aus your plants from seed the annuals 

ASTER YELLOWS a | _—" a i 3 pe i n will encourage you by giving a gay 
a RN Ronee uae’ he i pnts, eta tro a nd? mass of blossoms the first year 

We have had much to say about! “ay an vei raise | ue ath rom ‘both, Personally T would choose the see- 
the disease known as aster yellows, rh Ne OL eat clo a Heh OF Aol 1 ond method of planting the bor: 
in fact we had the first important ste Gaslest ma ‘ fo ¢ cen on ho der by ordering peonies, iris, lilies. 
word to say; other horticultural oe ee £0 ae ane den gt funkias, bleeding heart, shrubby 

papers are now trailing along. All ° ey then 4 sour i er ° clematis, phlox and Astilbe as 
we had to say we learned from Dr, # T Nd Ai ave t a nave: the nucleus, then adding groups of 

L. O. Konkle of the Boyee Thomp-  S™OUnG we prepared before the those plants IT admire most by 
son Institute of Yonkers, N.Y. plants come then set them out care-— orowing them from seed. For it 

The last word has not been said fully. Of SOUS’ bee border I. no other way can the amatuer gal 

but there is one ‘word’? that made ; of course it needs eit cue dener become intimately acquaint: 

needs be said over and over, viz. UVvation, ae and geo ed with his plants. Besides you 

that one of the important steps in hether the plants a ore seed will erow dozens of plants. ‘ron 

the control of the disease is the from a growe1 wan ben from aa seed, and thus have mueh more 
“youging’? or pulling out of dis- 1 order to grow in beauty year by peauty in your gardens. Too any 
eased plants early in the season, Sar. of us feel that money spent for tlow- 

Study this picture, which was ors is an extravagance, some:hing 

printed in April Wisconsin Horti- normal, indicated by the horizon- we need to apologize for, wher we 

culture and reprinted here for your — tal growth of the leaves. Pull up really should be making es: uses 
benefit. and burn the diseased plant as for not having flowers, shrub ant 

The plant on the left is a dis- soon as found beeause the disease trees about and in our homes. 

eased plant, the leaves are upright, may be transmitted from it to the The following varieties gern uate 

vertical; the one on the right is healthy ones alongside it. quite easily and will make siront
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blooming plants the second year. LILIES IN ROCK COUNTY they grew much taller and often 

Aquilegia or Columbine; Alyssum sak , had 5 or 6 blooms to a stalk. Iam 

sacitile, Coreopsis, Shasta Daisy, Mrs, BE. M. Livinaston usually obliged to cut these also as 
Myosotis or Forget-me-not, Pyre- I have grown many lilies with showers ruin them and winds des- 
thrum, Delphinium, Oriental Pop- fair suecess. The old-fashioned troy the beauty of their heavy 
py, Arabis Alpina. They will also tiger lilies are fine here, often heads by beating them against ad- 
give a long period of bloom. growing to a length of seven feet joining shrubs. Perhaps. that is 

or more. I think there are differ- why they grow no taller. 
a ent varieties, as some grow only 3 Six varieties of hemerocallis 

ov 4 feet. I let them scatter their (not true lilies) do well here and 
A SPRING DAY IN THE own bulblets, and also bring in’ give quite a lengthy season of 

COUNTRY pocketfuls from the farm and just bloom. 

= . . toss them about among the shrubs, Also a big bed of white Day 
Eugenia C. Gillette. and enough grow to make a fine Lilies back of the house give me 

That broad path across the marshy ‘lisplay all about the place. The “sweetness and light.’? Borders 
bit at the foot of the hill,— double tigers Iam more eareful of. of the little autumn flowering pur- 

Between the rise to the stile and  / take the bulblets and sow them ple ones edge many of my borders 
the ridged rim of the little in drills and later thin and trans- Making fine division from grass 
lake,— plant. These stand about 4 feet. and abundant cut flowers at an off 

Is it celestial Mosaic? Is it heav- Sometimes the stems are double season. Also have the variegated 
enly Cloisonne ? from the ground up and branch at — leaved ones for which I do not care. 

No finite craftsman could fashion top. I had such a_ stalk one Also have a hardy amaryllis and 

its exquisiteness— year with 47 blooms, most of them other near Lilies of which [ will not 

The gray bleached grass blades open at once. The flowers are — speak. 
aint the oozy sod more lasting than the single ones. Easter lilies planted out often 

More lovely than platinum,—more  Elegans, in a variety of colors from — give second bloom in late summer, 

choice than silver settings brilliant red, and an early variety, but do not live through the winter. 
For the emerald green, jade green, coming with the late irises, to Altogether I have lilies from iris 

greenstone green of the moss short orange colored one, very late, time sometimes until frost takes 
set in,g— do well here. the last buds of the speciosums. 

Precious and semi-precious greens, Speciosums do not survive for What more could T ask? 

but priceless all— me longer than three years but are 
The red, red halberd heads of well worth growing. I know a - a 

spring flushed sheep-sorrel garden where they have lived and This advice was given to com- 
Hugging flat to the ground—flat, increased in beauty year by year. mercial men in a florist trade pa- 

and small and lovely. . The Madonnas do very well here per: ‘‘When plants get sick, fire 
A grayish, frog dazedly emerging znd have never had the blight. I them out and forget them.’’ It’s 

_ from its burrow, . can’t resist cutting them and it is worth considering for home plant 
Blinking at the sunshine, squats jot good for them. (Or is it, Edi- growers too. Keep the plants well 

WI junto ss and happy lor.) hy good care, which means atten- 
hile a friendly human finger ‘The Regals I have grown from tion to water, temperature, and 
fue strokes the white throat — sced and also set medium sized light, and a bath now and then 

In the little spring runnel at the bulbs. Each ve they promise with SOODY’ water and tobacco. | If 
foot of he sleepiiig ahadblow flower stalks but sit down on the you fail to keep them healthy, find 

+858 , ne job and give no bloom. : seal you ve failed, te, fis 
Sehi “as Teas : . Henryii I have planted over and 1em out, get new ones, and trea 

ae n fish with over but “it never shows up in the them better. Most plants should 

Strive and strive to go against the SPting. 0, yes, I’ve sulphured it be repotted with fresh soil each 
lilliputian current and set in up-right and on the side. year.—N. D. Hort. Society Letter. 

And are swept back again and 3 grt aed it upside down. It ee - 

agiin in an undiscouraged WI! not grow Tor me. 
circle. My Auratums are my triumph. There is too often an over-em- 

Meadow lark, Redwing, Kildeer Have given me continuous bloom phasis on the health value of a 
an’ Mourning dove for 11 years and were once moved food to the exclusion of the appe- 

Song sparrow, Blue bird, at their twelve miles at that and they tite appeal. People rarely eat 
matins, make the heart to bloomed just the same. Here they what is good for them. They eat 

It’s sing— give me from one to three blooms what they like, and if it is good for 
Sa lit of an everyday, some- on a stalk and grow about 2 ft. them, fine! If not, well—it’s fine 
what bleak God given Spring high. They send up more flower for the doctor.—Agnes Carroll 
day in the country! stalks each year. On the farm Hayward.
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After it was too late he relized 
that a little care at the time the | 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES ie first began ts look sickly woul | 
Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist cant fen © oats “e Th 

dollars. Now it will take at leas 
twenty years to replace it with a 

DOES NURSERY INSPECTION A copy of bulletin number 73, tree of equal size and beauty. 
PAY? The an Jose — in Wisconsin, With the scale on his premises it 

; issued recently by the State De- will be necessary now to spray the 
is ahs tee hte netted partment of Agriculture was en- orchard and all of the Fat of 
dntil it becoties destroya ad byaome closed, which gave a detailed ac- plants he has with a dormant spray 

cause or other. Then its absence COU7t of the pest’s habits, its life for at least two consecutive years 
séeiia to un balandethe- whole land- history and control measures. to get it under control in order that 
scape. Even the birds appear to In the meantime in order that any of them can exist. By very 
be restless and at loss to find 2 10 time would be lost he had pur- careful spraying it can be eradi. 
substitute for their former favor- chased another fine tree of this cated, but it will require unusually 

ite retreat. You never realized that S@me variety from his local nur- thorough spraying over a_ period 

the loss of a single tree would make S¢Tyman and had set it out in the of two or three years. The prin. 

so much difference in the appear- *&™e spot. cipal host. plants in Wisconsin are 

ance and shade in your yard. And After reading over the bulletin listed in the bulletin mentioned 
yet, how much attention do you on the subject he saw clearly the above and include practically all 

give them? Usually they are too mistakes he had made. of the fruit trees and shrubs, such 
near gone to save before you come The first crime was committed °° apple, plum, pear, peach, cur- 

to their rescue. Make an inven- when in violation of the state nur- oe 8 ‘i erry TOSS lilaé, ate 
tory of your trees and shrubs at sery inspection law established for ho act there Bre “di a hundred 
least onee a year and then you’ the purpose of his protection, he ee ants rede thi literature 
will avoid such losses. aecepted and transported a couple as dems attacked by this Best. 
We recall the experience of one of innocent healthy looking plum This is a costly experience and 

of the farmers in a southeastern seedlings from a relative in one ONC that occurs altogether too fre. 

county of this state where we were of the San Jose scale infested vil- quently. All of this loss and work 

carrying on some San Jose scale ages and smuggled them on to Was caused by taking a chance on 

gonizol work, a sages had s his premises. gees jexable a ot Hoe noe 

ine mountain ash tree in his yard “ rye . out for yourself wha ese tree 

that he had been watching grow suene ie he ween ew a would cost you if you had them on 

Rae ee He said he law’’, and thought he had saved a your ams be 
1 w: it grow from a mere couple of dollars but he found This trouble could have all been 

whip into a towering tree and that these trees very expensive before he avoided if this farmer had simply 
it was the pride of his farm, loaded got through. The plum seedlings applied for inspection of the trees. 
each fall with its golden clusters were so badly encrusted with this The inspection would have been 
of seed long after its leaves had scale that they succumbed to it the ™ade without charge by the nur 
fallen. It had looked a little sick- first year. Since he had set these S¢TY inspector _ on his regular 
ly, he said, for the past few years trees in his chicken yard where Tounds during July and August. 
but he had attributed it to drought. they were not in his way they were 1f he had wanted to move the trees 

Last spring it started to leaf-out still standing as evidence oF their before the regular inspection sea 

as usual and then died. Upon part in the disaster that followed, S° he could have sent them ex 

holding an ‘‘inquest’’ he discov- at the time of our visit five (5) press prepaid to the State Ento- 

ered a peculiar ‘‘seab’’ encrusta- years later. As the birds play a mologist, Capitol Annex at Madi- 

tion upon the bark and twigs that major role in spreadine the scale S01 and in case they hal been 
did not look natural, so he decided from tree to tree and as much of found clean they would have been 
to send specimens into Madison for their time is spent about the forwarded to him express colleet. 
a ‘‘tree expert”’ to look at. chicken yards picking up food in- These particular trees would en 

In a short time a letter was re- tended for the chickens, these been burned at Madison, a 7 
ceived from the State Entomologist trees were set where they could do OWner would have then only bee 
stating that the twigs had been the most damage. The young mite- out about 60 cents. 
examined by him and were found ike scales erawling about ruth- Where the shipment is large 
heavily encrusted with San Jose lessly around the already over- enough to warrant, an inspector 

seale, an insect which has a very populated and dying plum seed- will be sent any time out of the 
limited distribution in the southern lings found themselves being ac- regular inspection season when an 
part of the state and which is a cidentally carried to new and much inspection would be practical pr 
very serious pest. more promising feeding grounds. viding the applicant will agree to
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pay the traveling expenses of an should be taken not to irrigate too EAT FRUIT AND KEEP THIN 

inspector from Madison and return. heavy at any one time because of . 

It is evident that the cheapest leaching the soil, and still enough Those seeking to melt the too 

yay to secure nursery stock is moisture should be applied to en- abundant if not too solid flesh that 

to buy it from a reliable inspected courage rapid growth, and make surrounds them find a valuable aid 

nursery. Every certified nursery fertility available. This may only in most of the fruits except ba- 

in this state is inspected at least be determined by experience and Manas, which are largely made up 

oneo each year and no licensed nature of soil. of starch and fattening. Sweets 

nursery in Wisconsin has any San I have grown nearly all garden te craved by every human being 

Jose scale on its premises. crops under irrigation, vine crops, 2nd are a necessity for health and 

Furthermore, any tree or shrub onions, cabbage, cauliflower and vigor. But sweets are menaces to 

having any dangerous insect pest root crops can be watered while the sylph-like figure if taken in the 

or plant disease upon it is destroyed sun is shining. Crops such as to- ordinary form of desserts, cakes, 

or treated prior to shipment under matoes, beans, potatoes, egg plant pies and the like made from sugar. 

the direction of the State Ento- and peppers must be watered dur- They are religiously forbidden 

mologist. When you buy from a_ ing cloudy weather or in the even- by those directing the diet of the 

Wisconsin licensed nursery you are ing or night. These crops are sub- man or woman determined to re- 

protected against misrepresentat- ject to blight "en watered a duce the waist line and other too 

tion. ing sunshine. e amount of wa- opulent curves. But the sugar 

A list of growers and dealers of ter applied to these crops is deter- must be taken somehow and fruit 

nursery stock in this state can be mined by the nature of the crop. offers the solution and in a form 

secured upon application. A nur- Cool weather of course does not which does not put on fat. 

sery agent having a ‘good line’? call for as much water as ‘warm OF A diet recommended consists of 

and some pretty pictures can make hot weather. Maturity of the crop fresh fish, lean meats and chicken, 
his stock fit your wants in fine is oftimes gauged by the amount Goo, bread in small qui ntities 

shape and like in every business of water applied under different ae t le 3: fi tad daa $ 
« ” f » ires 

there are a few ‘‘crooks.’’? There Weather conditions. A crop may w vot bie © or d all ee 4 = : ait 

are reliable agents innocently rep- be lengthened in maturity, making NEES 7 bon a 7 ‘i + i Mf freak 

resenting unreliable nurseries and it to late, by water application in and ved with puts pout res 

unreliable agents representing re- cool weather. This is one phase of stewed. without sugar are per 
: : : snrigati : . ssible in the diet of the person 

liable nuseries. If in doubt ask the Tigation that is entirely gauged oweli hi P 

agent for his credentials. All by_the season. Seasons being as Sting to grow thinnet. 
agents of nurseries licensed by this Tadical as this past season, make it An apple or a bunch of grapes 

state or representing concerns cer- difficult to explain how to irrigate is a life saver when the pangs of 

tified in other states are registered to suit the season. hunger set in between meals be- 
in the State Entomologist’s office The water supply is the main is- cause they can be eaten without 

and provided with a card showing ‘sue of irrigation. An unlimited the danger of undoing the work of 
that they have agreed to comply supply of water at all times must abstinence from the fat-forming 

with the regulations pertaining to be avaiable in large quantities. foods. 
the sale of nursery stock in Wis- Many growers have been deceived Baked apples, grapes, and the 

consin. by their water supply. In most pulp, grapefruit, grapes, and the 

Any misrepresentations or fail- C@8°S being short at the most need- small fruits eaten without sugar or 

ures to live up to written contracts ed time, when it is hot and dry. eream are all easily digested and 
should be promptly reported for in- Irrigation is a large item of ex- will not add an ounce of super- 

vestigation and adjustment. pense, so consequently the grower fluous weight. If thoroughly ripe 

E. L. Chambers. does not bia te aries rie ae so that the fruit sugars are prop- 

are going into a flooded market erly developed they will supply a 

TT which we found very frequently sufficiency of sweets to the dieting 

. this year. He therefore must be person and satisfy the craving — 
OVERHEAD IRRIGATION a good judge of market conditions. 4 Pp. §. News Bulletin. 

Read at Annual Convention by I have found the overhead pipe, 

J.B. Wriases nozzles, fittings, posts and cost of ———_—_——- 

. : erecting comes to approximately 

Irrigating is a difficult subject to $300.00 per acre. This does not The radish maggot may be con- 

discuss, owing to the many essen- include the mains, power plant and trolled by pulling all the radishes 

tials that govern it. There is the pump. in the bed as soon as the crop has 

ae particular crops, weather con- Above all things overhead irri- matured. _Leaving old plants of 

1 nia water supply and. last but gation must be attempted only by any kind in the garden after they 
0 Teast the market conditions. good: stickers for there are years have passed their usefulness is in- 

Light soils are more suitably when the profits are not very en- viting trouble—N. D. Hort. So- 
adapted than heavy soils care couraging. ciety Letter.
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Wisconsin Horticulture too early. Twenty-five _ years sion was a happy medium be tween 
from now when someone writes the the terse and the diffuse. 

Published Monthly by ‘the history of horticulture in Wiscon- He had vision. In his pape 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society sin, when the influence of his life ‘‘What Next’’, written in 191g 

ae Seethington (Avenue. is still a foree for good, a clearer dealing with the work of the soc. 
ee estimate may be made of his life ety he said: ‘‘Our work has beep 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor work than now. and always it will be for the fy. 
“Gontrivtting’ Baise ae HOE In his boyhood he was denied  ture.”—‘‘The experiences of the 

Strong, E. lL. Chambers, Huron H. the privilege of an education. past have given us the foundation 
Smith, Hugente C'Gillette, Cireumstances foreed him into for what we have in the present. 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, employment uncongenial to his Definite aims and ideals will speed 
Jyincmaeln, ae ‘second-elaae, matter, As. tastes. No one urged or taught us on to successful results more 
postage provided for in Section 1108, Act him to leave the place in which surely than if we take things hap. of October 3, 1917, authorized July 15, e . » ” 1918. he found himself but by force of hazard as they come. 
pindyertising rates made known on ap- il] he lifted himself out of his Of lata years he became the vie. 

= surroundings. An elemental urge tim of ‘‘penny-a-liners’’, sensa- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society within him, a ‘‘throw-back’’ from tion mongers, who sought him 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, the generations of gardeners before merely with the object of provid. which includes fifty cents, subscription . . . % . . “ce * ” ; price to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send him, led him into the field of hor- ing ‘‘human interest’’ stories, who 
tary Meaisse, Weer’ Cranefield, Secre- ticulture. He labored for over cared nothing for faets but only 
actemlt by Postal or Express Money, Or- fifty years in this field with but to furnish their readers a thrill 
Wrapped or attached to a card. Personal scant recognition of his efforts. He regretted that many of these 
checks accepted. With plants he was a master ‘‘stories’’ were published but he 

Postage stamps not accepted craftsman, Our reports abound — was helpless. 
OFFICERS with papers by him describing how Less than a year ago he said to 

W._A. Toole, President.......,.Baraboo Plants should be grown:—Karly in me, plaintively, ‘‘It seems to be 
Bredarle  Grenenee Bent ap sparta life he was attracted to a study of the way of life; here I have worked 

urer ......-.....+ s+++2++, Madison the native plants of Wisconsin. My all these years and it is only nov, 
—_ foreword in the pamphlet ‘‘Native the last year or two, that anyone 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Plants’’ expresses as nearly as I has come here to write about me 
President, Vice-President and Secretary C2! express It now my estimate of and they cannot see the things I 
aE For Term Ending December, 1928, Mr. Toole’s work in that field: want them to see nor tell the things 

M.S. Kellogg ...1112121 27. ! Yanesville “For more than half a century | want them to tell. 
Beet ae agstone -....+-+-Milwaukee Mr. William Toole thas been fa- On this day, the fifteenth day of 
A Kor Term Ending December, 1927 miliar with the native plants of April, 1926, I conceive the follow. 

W. BE. Spreiter 211///111111!!lOnalaska | Wisconsin. ing to be the outstanding works of 
Wo Roane ding Decne Geneve. He has studied them, not only as William Toole, and on account of 
J, F. Hauser ................,/Bayfield the botanist studies them to set these he has left a deeper impres- 

Pee cotttity Gays Mills thom into an orderly classification, sion on Wisconsin horticulture than 
N. A. Rasmussen .............Oshkosh hut to know their more intimate any other worker in the field who 

BOARD OP MANAGERS habits.’’ ; has preceded him. I say this with- 
W. A. Toole J. E. Leverich “Mr. Toole’s efforts have not out reservation and with due re: 

Frederic Cranefield heen confined merely to acquiring spect for his fellow workers. 
——_—sewo>—<Aa=_a knowledge of our native plants, Teaching the people of his “het 

; ” their names and habitats, nor to munity to live one with another 

WILLIAM TOOLE the preservation of them in woods and bringing to them the great and 
A TRIBUTE and fields. He has aimed at some- everlasting gospel of Beauty. This 

BY FREDERIC CRANEFIELD thing better—how to use these is a work that will live after him. 
plants; their adaptability to our For generations to come this i 

Twenty centuries ago a Roman needs in ornamental planting; how fluence will be felt not alone in 
Tribune said: ‘we are here to bury to bring their beauty from the Sauk County but throughout the 
Caesar, not to praise him.’’ woods and fields to our homes.’’ state. 

Too often we hear only fulsome With no knowledge of botany in His connection with the State 
praise on the death of aman who the beginning he yet became Torticultural Society and his com 
has been prominent in the affairs learned in the seience so far as it tributions to its literature ead by 
of men and too often his real related to classification and nomen- this means the dissemination, of 
worth is obscured by eulogistie clature. He attained an education the science, the art, the practical 

' phrases. in other directions as well and at application of horticultural ! now]- 
I knew William Toole well and all times wrote clearly and well. edge; a life spent in preaching the 

yet I find it difficult to set down The writings of William Toole gospel of Beauty. . 
here what T believe to be an ex- were always understandable, and His work with the native vlants 
pression of his real worth. It is his charaeteristie mode of expres- of Wisconsin and his plea not only
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for their preservation in their na- GLADIOLUS GROWING before they showed much color and 
tive ates a a national. Mt Wa tte Avondered how the shipped i the HES out 

our gardens, 0 one else In 1S: riadioli’ that. .are grown: by. the But we earne something abou 

consin had done this and his work %# 5 yy ‘glad’? growing. The next year 
was only well begun. larger firms always seem to have a we made a well worked garden bed, 

certain perfection in them that we planted the bulbs well under the 

Bon Voyage had been unable to obtain at home. mround, ‘and. added. a. little com: 

And then one day we found a mercial fertilizer. Then we made 
Since time began man has been grower a few miles away who grew an effort to give ther the best eul- 

seeking God. We are still seek- ‘“‘olads’’ by the millions for one of tivation: possible and the first 

ing Him. It is not so much a_ the large seed houses of Chicago. thing we knew we were having 
question of sect or creed within the He invited us to come over and see sturdy blooms, better than we had 
Christian church, for numberless his place. ; ever had before. Still greater was 

millions who lived and died before Our first trip was made before our surprise to find that we had 
Christ was born strived as earn- planting time and the bulbs were some large healthy bulbs to take 
estly as we to pierce the veil of the in shallow racks piled one on top wp when the time came. 

Infinite. | Cif eaters come = of the other just like an onion dry- It might have been the good bed, 
£0, but im a near a man there ing house. The stock had all been ey the fertilizer, or careful cultiva- 
remains that restless urge, the graded and the large bulbs were — tion—but we think that it was the 
sare a a So, ave: vere in one be of nae aly combination, 

a a , in another, and the varieties o 
ae ae ee — oe course were separated and labelled. : 
or was it not said ‘‘do unto oth- Té als seed: bARS 4 aoe OL 

mare would that others shou °6,ti noted, buxs and bas of iy qRBNHT THE ONLY ONES 
Un i ae ye tie house. Growers Have Too Many Kinps — ; 
rolde ve would find God. a ae ai wa we: on 7 Appin 
We are now told that in Beauty ' ane next timate? we ran Nay . ° Ari LES 7 

we shall find God. ‘If you want ih paras S place we oun Savaatt cK, Mich.—Kighty-four 
to study religion search for beauty iat a large field had been plowed varieties of apples were sold to 

of life wherever it may be found #84 that several teams were mak- the Saugatuck Fruit exchange 
and when you find it bow down and '"'8 the soil work up until it was in Jast season, according to the annu- 
worship.’ perfect condition. And since the al report. J. W. Prentice, seere- 

Both of these doctrines are as Sil was a Tight yellow silt loam, a tary, is making an effort to have 
old as mankind. When man first "egular timber soil, this was a growers confine their efforts to 
heeame a conscious being these rather difficult thing to do. The fewer varieties. 
great and everlasting truths "ext operation was the task of ““Many varieties of apples are 
evolved and grew within him. marking off the rows with a not profitable in this seetion,’’ Mr. 

We know life, we know death. marker. Prentice says. ‘‘Better results 

But more than that we do not Then a machine that looked like would be obtained if efforts were 
know, we only believe and hope. a potato planter was brought out limited to a small number of varie- 
Each one of us pictures Heaven to the field, and a wagon load of ties. a 
hut there are none but may be- bulbs and a wagon load of fertil- The local exchange handled 136 ' 
lieve that it is indeed a great izer came behind it. The bulb carloads of produce last year, do- 
“Windowless Palace of Rest.’? To hopper was filled, and the fertlizer ing a $100,000 business.— Clipping. 
me it means just that. I believe hopper was filled and the job of eS 

that when we reach the shores of nlgneing began. Every tne a 

Eternity we will find a fair land, bulb dropped some fertilizer went GARDEN CLUB AT EAU 

ae : level — ie a land of gen, with it, and the two small blades CLAIRE 

Slopes and valleys of perpetual covered the bulb with about three iow Glave tas a newly organ: 

leauty where the grass is ever inehes of soil. After several days ize’ Garden Club whieh has afi 
hls ee ee a of Buona the whole field was har- ated with the State Society. This . 

“windowless palaee?” open to’ all rowee. . club is an outgrowth of effort of 
the sofi winds that blow: a pal: Before long the tips of the first some of the garden lovers in. the 
ae of rest, Test, rewi. Oe guech a leaves shot up through the soil and community, and at the rate it is 

palace there rests William Toole. long straight rows made their ap- growing its membership will reach ‘ 
pearance. Cultivation began im- the one hundred mark before long. i 

mediately and was carried on by They are going to have flower 
Sow seeds in rows. That is one team drawn shovel cultivators, and shows up there. They are going 

Ste Way of knowing which is a a crew with hoes to do the finish- to do everything to make a good ‘ 
Weed and whieh isn’t. It also ing touches. club. And we’re going to help 

helps in: cultivation. The flowers were cut of course them.
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SPRAYING preparation: if a good spray pump It must be remembered that 
‘ 5 y i -. is available. i i i i t : The following information is Standard Sprays f ae there is a difference in the time of 
: from Bulletin 36, published by the tandar prays for various appearance of blossoms, insects and 
: State Department of Agriculture, PUTPOSeS: disease each year. Study, don't 

ang oiled by oe S. B. Fracker nent insects—Arsenate of erely glanee over, the «ibove 
an E. peas, AUSTIN. __ sa 5 : “ tables and fit the knowledge that 

: Spraying of fruit trees and gar- Sucking insects—(Aphis) Nico- — 11 obtain to the conditi 5 
» dens has now become so standard- tine sulphate. (Scale) Lime sul- YOU Optain fo the: itions found 

ized and simplified that it is an fur, Miscible oils. in your own loeality. If you need 
: easy matter for the amateur to get Plant diseases—Lime sulfur, any help the State Horticultural 

profitable results without elaborate Bourdeaux mixture, Sulfur dust. Society will give it to you. 

q ORCHARD SPRAY SCHEDULE 

‘Time of Application 
qt Plant Disease Insect Spray _ 

¢ Ist 2nd 8rd 4th Remarks 

Of  owerks | 
Z APPLE Scab Coddling moth | Lime-sulfur 5 qts.,*and | Blossoms, buds __| Petals mostly | 10 to 14/ later us-_ | Plow under dead 
; Regular curculio arsenateoflead powder | showing pink,*but | fallen days |uallya-__| leaves 

Annual others 1 1b.; in 50 gal. water _| after cluster sepa- later | bout Aug. 
Program rates 10. 

APPLE. Scale insects (if| Lime-sulfur, 1 gal. to each| Before growth Do not use this 
(Special Sprays) Oyster hsell or| 8 gal. water, or a miscible] starts spray unless needed. 

{ San Jose are| oil— It is sometimes ef- 
present) fective against 

hatching aphids al- 
80. 

| Aphids Add ¥4 pint (34 pint for] As necessary 
(plant lice) | cherries) 40% nicotine| 

' sulfate to each 50 gal. 
in regular spray pro- 

i gram when necessary 

| CHERRY and |Shot-hole _| Slugs, curculio,| Lime-sulfur 5 quarts, and| Just after the petals After Plow under dead 
| PLUM or leaf- ete, (For arsenate of lead powder] fall 10 cays later cherry _ | leaves 

Regular spot aphids, see 1 1b. to 50 gal. water picking if 
Annual program apple) necessary 
a 

| *In spraying apples (badly seabbing varieties) greater protection against seab may be secured by including one or two additional early lime-sulphur spray ss 
follows: a “green-tip” spray when the buds first show green tips then a “pre-pink” when the first three or four leaves have separated from the fruit buds 

| and at about the time the leading bud shows the first trace of pink. This is known as the “pre-pink” spray. Additional information will be fur 
nished upon application. : 

Note—Bordeaux mixture may, if desired, be substituted for lime sulfur in any apple seab spray but it may russet the fruit. From one to eight gallons of dilute 
| spray material will be used per tree, depending on the size. 
\ 

WARNING: NEVER SPRAY TREES IN BLOSSOM 

SMALL FRUIT SCHEDULE 

Time of Application 
Plant Disease Insect, Spray J os 

Ist 2nd 3rd | 4th Remarks 

STRAWBERRY | Leaf-spot | Leafrollers _| Arsenate of lead powder | When leaves ap- | After petals fall 
and slugs 8 Ibs. in Bordeaux mix- | pear if necessary 

ture — 

CURRANT and Currant worms] Arsenate of lead powder | When leaves are | As necessary 
GOOSEBERRY 134 to 60 well open —_ 

, Aphids 40% nicotine sulfate ‘As necessary 
(plant lice) | 1-800 ee 

RASPBERRY __| Anthrac- Lime-sulfur As leaf buds are | About a week be- Two sprayings 
BLACKBERRY | nose opening, lime- for the blossoms necessary if in- 

sulfur, 1-10 open, lime-sulfur fection is heavy 
14 —— ee so”
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CREAM CITY HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PRODUCTS 

BRING BIG PROFITS TO YOU 

Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 

(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

e e 

Cream City Chemical Works 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

oT 

ANSWERED branch of industry has done. This It is always hard to play a game 

3 combination is not necessarily an unless you know the rules which 

‘ ae nara enn atked by actual legal combine for the sake govern it. It is useless to be. a ‘ 

think about fruit growing in Wis- of doing business, but it is the re- fruit grower unless you are will- : 

consin after coming from Illinois sult of a desire to help each other. ing to play the game. Help your- | 

a fruit growing state, and after If other sections of the country can self and help other growers to put i 

traveling in other fruit growing do this, certainly it can be done in out the best product possible. | 

states, ‘The answer is being given Wisconsin where there is not Gain the confidence of the buyers | 

here so that it cannot be embel- enough intra-state competition to by making your package and the | 

lished by oth in th ¢  Tuffle the market. contents standard. Get the de- | 

by obers an: the progess’ 0: Th in Wi i d sire to make the best of the game 
franentittul e growers in Wisconsin nee ga 

‘ ase . to grow up to their business. Real- and you can come up to the stand- 

ore at striking ee about ize that by helping to better the ards of other states with small and \ 

fel zn Te the has state i. condition of each other that you scattered growing areas. 
i ae a we 5 hey oP Oe are helping yourself. Realize that If you need any proof that such 

alate better fe ee to make the the man who puts a low grade things are being done, try pack- 

They nee di vid ta Behe produet on the market ‘‘to slicker ing the family flivver and taking 

attitnde - tow ard ma a in t oe the publie”’ is a cheat—to himself, a trip through any established 

‘aaket dow es yp : or to the public, and to his fellow fruit region and then keep your 

definable, | ok a f anit nd 18 1 growers. Realize that the compe- eyes and your ears open. Fruit 

detstandin * a nthe an tions tition is not among ourselves, but growing is a gamble as is any sort 

of the st f San, & sections jg with the good will of the buying of farming, but you needn’t in- 

istract ate which 18 0 ne publie. crease the odds by having to gam- 

surface of th thing it aL the We have seen in other states that ble with yourselves. ; 
ti he eee. thing it appears to the grower who tries his best to J. S. Porrer. 

¢ local selfishness that causes this produce good fruit and tries to 
ee bat we hope to find that help his fellow growers to produce OO 

Sa state of mind produced by a iti i 

too short time at Bae in thé aie. good eu’ 1s me mmenyrena sae Go through your orchard at least 

Fruit growing is a business and est resp y and who nas the Msi twice a week during the growing 
g s s pect paid him by the people d . . 

a complicated one. Growers in : season and get acquainted with 
plicated ‘0 with whom he has contact. The the trees. It’s a poor manager that 

other fruit growing states have growers in Wisconsin need to get qoognt kn i t is goi s . : 
found that it pays them to bury out of their shell, need to get a his oa ‘ ow what 1s going on In 

the hatchet of sectional strife, and state-wide conception of the indus- 18 factory: ‘ 
tocombine for better products and try of which they are a part, in- [oe ene 
better sales just as the hardware stead of remaining sewed up in the . 

men, the drygoods men and any _ pocket of local selfishness and per- Good fruit don’t grow without 

| other sales. or manufacturing sonal conceit. help. Help it. !
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mich as $7,500 of her own money, 
9 and getting it back without profi 

THE FLORIST Ss PAGE in the sale of the seeds, bulb. and 

Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany rose bushes. The commission ex. 
Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. ists to interest the poor people of 

the city, and those half-hearted in. 

dividuals who will take a chance 
GARDEN WEEK IN MIL- office, when excess slips or plants at a low price, and afterwards be. 

WAUKEE were traded and many given away come enthusiasts. One lady, who 

1 . free. Bulbs were the feature of had contemplated suicide, got 
There are several home mission- the day’s selling there. Wednes- started with flowers and now re. 

aries in Milwaukee,—that spread day the 21st was flower garden ports to Mrs. Kroening that her 
the gospel of the satisfaction to day and Mrs. CU. E. Strong spoke interest in flowers and life is over. 
be found in a flower garden, and over the radio on ‘Annuals’. It powering, and that happiness is 
each year sees an advance in the yas yellow rose day at the City hers. One man, started with a dozen 
number of participants in the ben- — tya)) and many kinds of these were gladiolus, and now grows 6,000. 
efits. All remember what great jg. Thursday the 22nd, was the One man had success with three 
stress was placed upon the vege- Gay of the school children, and yoses and now has a half acre of 
table garden during the World Mrs. I. F. Godeke president of the them. Many elderly people have 

War, and the same folks that pro- — parent-Teachers association of the started into flower growing and 
moted that interest are now at city spoke on ‘‘What a garden have taken a new lease on life. The 
work boosting the flower garden mm neans in a child’s life’’, by radio. commission exists only to get. them 
Milwaukee. Milwaukee has been Registration for gardens among started. One thing is sold on one 
called The Garden Spot of the school children was carried on in day only during garden week, and 
W est principally because it is the publie schools. It was the reg- those that want more are referred 
a city of homes, owned by people jar rose day at the city hall. Fri- to the regular channels for buy- 
who Are interested in their beaut day was forestry day, and the city ing. They are likewise advised that 
fication. Four years ago a commit- forester, Otto Spidel, told ‘What — the best seed or plant they can buy 

tee met to see what could be done trees mean to a city’? over the is the cheapest. Mrs. Kroening is 
in observing national garden week. radio. There was memorial tree on the job throughout the grov- 

They corganized: themselves into. planting in the city parks by se- ing season, and it is the joy of her 
permanent committee with the — jeeted school pupils. Home own- life, to offer her rich personal ex- 
writer as chairman, and put over ers were invited to get free labels perience in growing to any it 

a varied program during the week. for trees on their lots or in front quirers. The city that can find her 
Ever since then they have been oF their place from the eity for- equal in this altruistic work is in- 
carrying on this missionary work, ester’s office. Trees were given to deed fortunate. 
with visible results 10, making Mie seh graduating classes from the Huron H. Smith. 
waukee he Garden Spot of the eighth grade as wanted to plant a 
vee . lu memorial tree. It was climbing a 

926 was no exception, and the rose day in the sales at the city 7 “ “ 
program was carried out from hall. Saturday, the 24th, was WILLIAM CURRIE 

April 18th to 24th. Sunday the children’s day again and a little William Currie, 69, 306 27th 
18th, several pastors addressed Miss Mehner told about her garden Street, president of Currie Bros. 
their congregations on the topic of last year over the radio. The Boy Seed and Flower Store, first seeds- 

“Thank God for a Garden’. A Scouts planted trees at their camps man and one of the first. florists of 
Girl Seout from Troop 56 told over and the Girl Scouts planted rose the middle west, died in the Mt. 
the radio how she earned her gar- bushes at 28 school grounds, both Sinai Milwaukee hospital Friday, 
den merit badge. Monday, the 19th, using their impressive planting April 9th, after a week’s illness. 
was landscape gardening and na- ceremonies. It was vegetable seed IIe was born in Girvin, Scotland, 
tive flower day. Mrs. Wm. Finger, sale day at the City Hall. near Ayr, the birthplace of Rob- 
president of the local chapter of Ten thousand booklets upon the ert Burns. He was raised on the 

the Wild Flower Preservation So- home culture of the plants sold at Auchendrane estate of Sir Peter 
ciety of America, gave a plea for the City Hall were given out free, Coates, on the banks of the |oon, 
the preservation of our native so that the purchasers would have where his father was gardener. and 

flora. At the garden commission a good chance for success with their schooled in the famous Academy % 
offices in the City Hall, it was per- purchases. Proper credit has Ayr. He served his seedsman ap- 
ennial day, and many were sold. never been given Mrs. Wm. C.  prenticeship on the estate of the 
Tuesday, the 20th, a home vege- Kroening, in charge of the Garden Earl of Eglington. In 1875, he vame 
table garden was urged via radio (Commission, and this is the place to Milwaukee to join his brother 
by the County Farmer, Mr. E. C. to do it. An ardent flower enthu- James, and later was joined by 
Thompson. It was ‘‘swapping — siast, she has served for ten years, his brother Adam. James Currie. 
day’? at the garden commission without pay, often investing as who died in 1928, then superintent-
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ent of Forest Home Cemetery and flower shows at the museum, of 
member of the park board, took a amateur flowers and it was the Seek 
prominent part in arranging the sense of the meeting that the first YSTEM OF IRRIGATION 
park system of Milwaukee. The show will be near the middle of . pas _ 

Currie establishment began at 27th May, at which Iris will be the main Pe ae 
and State streets with greenhouses. attraction backed with other spring | |nmpeeeeesamiams See ih 

In 1877, they opened a store at 451 flowers, if spring should ever | "= s"5 “ee mae 
Milwaukee St., moving two years deign to reach Wisconsin. They RAIN ees a 
later to 108 Wisconsin St. In 1914 — plan also to have motoreades dur- For your Garden or pkey = 

they opened the present store at ing the season to see the flower pe an aruend to rigs oss 

384 East Water street. Mr. Cur- gardens of members who  special- troubles by making Saag ‘ 

rie made many trips to Seotland ize upon some groups of flowers. par aain set se acooga - mate 
and entertained many Scottish vis- Their regular monthly meetings THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO., 237 Water St., Troy, 0 
itors to Milwaukee, including Sir are scheduled for the second Sun- a 7 eae 
Harry Lauder. Tle was one of the day afternoon of each month, in 

37 honorary 33rd degree Scottish the Trustees Room of the Public - 
Rite Masons in Wisconsin. Museum, and the next meeting ‘ 

Mr. Currie is survived by his Will be May 9th at 3 p.m. They A ae aes, Dates 
wife, Sarah Harper Currie; three have decided to accept the offer should’ be ‘ aa Re det ae 

daughters, Mrs. Theo. KE. Marshall, 0 the Museum to hold their fort- Kiieiitiz AIBN. ain al "hg a a 
of Berlin, Wis.; Mrs. B. PF. Wyeth, "ightly exhibits in the Museum Allis Sih s th , LOU nee st 
Cambridge, Mass. ; and Mrs. A. W. ®mex, and to invite the public * Is, Wis, The i ie ery 

Bollenbeek, Brooklyn, N. Y.; one to these showings. uron #2. smith, 
son, Roy J. Currie, Seeretary- At this meeting, the members 

‘Treasurer of the business; two sis- assembled were given a stereopti- 
ters, Misses Mary and Jessie Cur. Con viewing of a series of 60 new PRED RENTSCIILER’S NEW 
rie, and a brother, Adam Currie, tutochrome slides of flowers made by FLOWER STORE 
of the A. Currie Co., seedsman and the department of botany, Mrs. C. 
florist, at 130 Wisconsin strect. E. Strong, of West Allis, Frederic The finest flower store in’ the 
Interment was at Forest Home  Cranefield, of Madison, and Louis country was opened April 14, 
Cemetery Monday afternoon, April J: Potter, a noted rosarian of this 1926, at Madison, Wisconsin. Tt th. . city were speakers. Mr. Potter was an entirely new building at 

TTavon EcSiniti: nominated the best roses of each 228-230 State Street, representing 
kind for this region. For white an investmtent of $150,000, and 
roses he placed in order of im- the proprietor ean be justly proud 
portance: Frau Karl Droschki, ¢f this culmination of his 81 years 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY TOR: Madame Jules Bouche, and Kais- in the flower business there. Fred 
TICULTURAL SOCIETY erin, Augusta Victoria. For vari- Rentschler has done well in our 

egated color he designated: Ophe- University town, and several of his 

_ Sunday afternoon, April 11th, lia, Mme. Butterfly, Los Angeles, florist friends came over from 
m the Trustees Room of the Mil- and Willomere. For reds he stip- Milwaukee, Chicago, Racine, Ke- 
Waukee Public Museum, a job that ulated: Red Radianee, (Gude nosha, Janesville, and Watertown 
has needed doing for a long time, strain), Gruss an Teplitz, Laurent to see him on opening day. Fred 
Was constmmated. A local horti- Carle and General MacArthur, started out to give every visitor 
cultural society, to be hereafter For Yellow roses, he named: Duch- on opening day a flower, and 7,000 
known as the Milwaukee County ess of Wellington, Mrs. Aaron — roses only lasted until noon. Car- 
Horticultural Society, was organ- Ward, Claudius  Pernet. For nations, sweet peas, snapdragons, 

ied, x constitution adopted and — Pinks, he chose: Mrs. Henry Morse,  calendulas and anything he could 
officers elected. These officers are Radianee, Mrs. Henry ©. Eagan, cut at his greenhouses soon fol- 
President, Huron H. Smith; Vice- and Mrs. Chas. Bell. Ie suggested lowed the roses until more than 
President, Louis J. Potter; Secre- the use of Ragged Robin for bud- 25,000 had Ween given away by 
tary-Troasurer, Miss Martha Krien- ding stock instead of the Japanese evening. 
itz, The society started with twen- multiflora stoek, as it carried the The new store is a three-story 
ty charter members, but hereby growth on for more than one sea- building, with 46 feet frontage on 
serves notice that they expect to son. Tle advised against the use West Johnson street and 46 feet on 
stow, and plans were discussed of own-root roses, choosing rather State street. The State street store 
fowards that end. At present, they grafted stock or better still, budded — shows only two stories however, be- 
Ste oreinized separately from the — stock. cause he has made a very high ceil- 
Ptate Society, but when they reach Milwaukee has thousands of in- inged front entranece,—17 feet. The 
ft sufficccnt size, expect to affiliate terested amateurs and the new so- _ interior is beautiful with mirrors on 
vith the State Society. ciety will doubtless attract many both walls and the central posts. 
Their plans include fortnightly of these who will want toswap and An ice box for display graces the
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eae ae right-hand wall, 18 feet long, 10 
/ | feet high and 5 feet deep. A Lip- * 

man ten ton ice machine is used Buy Direct From Grower 
for refrigeration. A very com- and save 40% on your 

pletely appointed basement work | 

room underlays the whole store, Nursery Stock 

| which runs back 100 feet. 1926;Catsiog just one 

Established 1854 | 

One of the pretty Corners we Ke o ellogg’s Nurser, 
have helped create. APPLE VARIETIES “e n y 

Ox 

The circular we will Somebody has evidently taken Janesville, Wisconsin 

be glad to send you our BIG FIVE to heart. We have 
shows some of the lead- received several letters on the sub- 

ers in Fruits and Orna- ect, some commending and some _— 

Toei a — condemning. Don’t blame the women of the 

ten © in colors. om The letter which was the most country for their buying habits. 

yours violent on the subject came from They have been following the lines 

a man who is evidently not a com- of least resistance, buying what 

; mereial grower, but who has his was displayed by the grocer or the 

‘6 ) opinion nevertheless. He informs fruit man.—Agnes Carroll Hay- 

Meee us that ‘‘the Horticultural Society ward. 

. could have made a better guess in a 

its sleep’? when we put the Wolf . : 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards River and the Northwestern Green- Spray right—grow right —and 

Company ing in our list for the growers who you'll sell right. 

NURSERYMEN ped to compete on the big mar- 

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin This same gentleman suggests In these days of denatured 

that we should put in the place of foods, fruit stands out as one of 

these two varieties the following: the few foods that has not been 

Red and Golden Delicious, Jona- robbed of its health-giving proper 

Parateren Auetes4908 than, and King David. What if ties—Agnes Carroll Hayward. 

we do. By the time some one who | 

] accepts our recommendation has 

his planting in bearing he is going No advertiser who has_ natiov- 

Bot wae as to find himself in competition with wide distribution of his product 

. : three separate and distinct regions should overlook Main Street and 

B e rry Bo xes which make those varieties a spe- its tremendous possibilities.—\¢ 

cialty. Can we grow Delicious, nes Carroll Hayward. 

Crates, Bushel Boxes Jonathan, and King David in com- 

and Climax Baskets petition with the already devel- OO 

. oped regions? We think not. If you haven’t burned yout 

As You Like Them And a little more on the subject brush pile made at pruning time, 

pilve, Manufacture the, Iewald of competing with growers of stor- do it at once. Several diseases 

wood,  eieing at give cutisfac~ age apples. We quote from the U. thrive in just such piles of brush 
tion. Berry box and crate ma- S. D. A. Market News Service of 

al 1 K. D. : our apecialty. We constantly | March 16: “APPLE MARKET 
faade up ready for use, elther for WEAK—Apple_ prices normally If your interest does not cot 

strawberries. ot gr too large Be should advance between January 1 tinue until your fruit reaches the 
us to handle. any 08, hI the and the spring months to cover the ultimate consumer with both qual- 

from Milwaukee. Promptness is increased cost of storage and other ity and price to his liking you 

oreeeel Pantour pare well A expenses. This year, however, the consumer will buy somethins el 
large discount for, isanly orders. i actually have been —Agnes Carroll Hayward. 

Cumberland Fruit Package Of course if we care to increase 
Company the odds in the game we can afford This is a Berrer Fruit year 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. to add varieties and plunge into Help yourself by helping others 
heavy competition. by growing better fruit.
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i START NOW 
f { & Ait Now is the time to start raisin, gs ; 1 is the time to start raising 
ee ea als better fruit. If spraying hasn’t Largest Growers of 
cM woes §=— already started it soon will, and if . 

pf eS alt og ney 4 aIreacy Starlec : x a aah AIG. me ACe you wait until the middle of the Quality Nursery 

afte eT hr Se summer to start the ball rolling for Stock in the 
AREAS Oe creating something better in your 

. orchard you might just as well Northwest 
stop work right now at the begin- : Mr. Planter : “. 

3 ; . Over 200 acres com- 
q HEN you buy Nurs- a We can’t control weather condi- : t 
8 W ery Stock you want § tions that might disfigure the fruit, prise our ‘nursery’ ‘ai 
q the best. f but we ean do our best to put the Waterloo, Wisconsin. 
i NORTH STAR QUAL- — spray on in such a way that the in- We grow high class 
: vr land. EDT NOR a H sects and diseases will have a hard trees and shrubs in 
H ERN GROWN STOCK, H fight to gain a foot-hold in our large quantities. You 
H goes into every order H orchards. M 

i we pack. / E Make up the sprays with care; oat oe oe seid 
H vonta CANTEE 5 H too little of one ingredient may quality and Lenaouleys 
3 much valuable taformw- a make a lot of difference, and too 
8 tion on planting and suc- s much may injure the tree. It is 
q cessful growing of mare H not the amount of spray that you McKAY NU RSE RY 
| ery Stock. rite to-day, H z i ¥ @ ror H ory H put onto a tree that does the work, 4 t . po pe i ” 
i tha free H it is the thoroughness of applica- C 0 M P A Y 

H North Star Nursery Co. £ tion. That’s an old story, but First Central Building q y 
H Box A245 H since it’s true it will bear retelling. 
| Patdeoville, Wisconsin H Keep the gun or cane moving all MADISON, WISCONSIN 

| «fi aa cm oom the time and do it in such a way Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. 
| that every part of the tree has a 
| coat of the spray. If the fruit 

set is light don’t be lax—because a 
ROSES the disease or insect will thrive and THE SWARTZ NURSERIES 

The following Roses are hardy propagate just the same. GROWERS OF 
tn sconsin wlth “winter If your planting is too small to SHADE and ORNAMENTAL TREES protection; Gen. Jack, J. . ; 2 5 7 / : on a: PDRING. ‘ ORE ; 

Gare, PauaN haem, Mpees | support a power outfit and if Mere ay ERenGoNs, UmboE 
Karl Druschki, Anne de Deis- 1s no spray Ving In your nelghbor- PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, AND BERRY 

bach, Mag Plantier, Harrisons hood, you ean accomplish things by BUSHES. 
Strong 2 year, No. 1 bushes of getting a  barrel-pump _ outfit. KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

oy of the above varieties sent There’s a way. ee 
arcel Post or Express, charges Be Wy) . . 

paid; $1.00 each, 6 for $5.00. Let’s raise better fruit this year, 

W. A. TOOLE _ __ Sze i ae 
Garry-nee-Dule eF - Paa Z 4 <— 4 

Baraboo, Wisconsin Tf you don’t know how to spray es Sap Se g 

” ask us. Agua) | ny ee 5 
_ a A My ! Ss J 

| Ud = 

Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest _ 
If h dealer i localit it wants BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 

Wwe have no ealer in your locality write your Either made up or in the K. D., 

and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our American Quart Berry Baskets, 
One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a'dollar bill and | Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 

: : se d Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 
receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. . 

Catalogue on Request Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request 
Write for special prices on Car-load 

GEORGE M. MOSEMAN Lots. Liberal Discounts on 

2 a . ° arly Orders. 
Menomonie Nurseries, = Menomonie, Wis. SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

Ls SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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ege e 
Pacific Northwestern Trip of the 

e e e 
American Pomological Society 
The American Pomological Society will make a tour of the fruit districts in the 

Pacific Northwest, starting from Chicago about June 20th. This trip will take about fif- 
teen days and will include stops in the following interesting fruit districts. 

Boise or Payette. From Boise or Payette the party will visit the famous Jonathan 
and Rome Beauty districts of southwestern Idaho. This will be an opportunity to see an 
extensive apple district which is noted for the high color of its fruit. 

Hood River. Hood River is the heaviest producer of Yellow Newton and Spitzen- 
burg apples in the Northwest. The Valley is noted for its scenic beauty as well as its 
high quality apples. From Hood River the trip to Portland will be made over the fa- 
mous Columbia Highway, one of America’s most beautiful drives. 

Portland and Wiliamette Valley. From Portland we will visit both the east and 
west sides of the Willamette Valley. This section is noted for its production of Italian 
prunes and English walnuts. There are also extensive plantings of pears, loganberries 
and other small fruits. 

Puget Sound. In the Puget Sound territory there will be an opportunity to visit 
Seattle, Tacoma and Puyllup. At Puyllup we will have a joint meeting with pomolo- 
gists, entomologists and pathologists of the Northwest. Puyllup is noted for its heavy 
production of raspberries and other small fruits, and also is becoming one of the most 
important centers of bulb production in the United States. 

Yakima. The Yakima district is not only famous for its apple production but also 
for the production of pears, prunes, peaches, apricots and cherries. 

Wenatchee. In Wenatchee we will visit the most concentrated and specialized apple 
district in the world. 

Advantages of the trip. On this trip you will be associated with the leading fruit 
growers of the Eastern and Central states. In the Northwest you will have an opportu- 
nity to become acquainted with the men who have built up the western apple industry, 
which now makes up 46 per cent of the commercial apple crop. There will be an oppor- 
tunity not only to become acquainted with local. problems and orchard practices, but 
also to visit and get first hand information on some of the largest canneries, evapora- 
tors, cold storages and packing houses of the country. On the return trip we will visit 
one of the national parks. 

Low cost of the trip. By making this trip while summer rates are available, and by 
chartering Pullman cars, we are able to get a very low transportation rate, and also will 
eliminate the necessity of hotel expenses. Growers’ and shippers’ organizations and 
chambers of commerce of the Northwest are nationally noted for their hospitality, and 
have already signified a willingness to co-operate in this trip by furnishing automobile 
transportation through the fruit districts to be visited. The actual necessary expenses 
of the trip need not exceed $200 or $225 from Chicago and return. 

For additional information write to the Chairman of Committee on Arrangements. 

R. W. REES, 
Chairman, Committee on Arrangements, 
256 N. Y. C, Station, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Here is a splendid opportunity to see the Far West fruit regions. At least one hundred Wiscon- 
sin people should go. You need not be a professional fruit grower to be eligible, you need not be a 
fruit grower at all, but you must be a member of the American Pomological Society. The fee for An- 
nual Membership is One Dollar. Send fee for membership to this office and if interested in the trip 
write Mr. Rees. FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, 

119 East Washington Avenue 
Member Executive Committee, Madison, Wisconsin, 
American Pomological Society.
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IRIS IN ROCK COUNTY Darwin tulips, carpeted with vio- Farr’s best I think, though 1 ‘ave 
oe . lets and phlox canadense, fragrant a long list. 

Anna Livineston, Beloit with wind-tossed lilacs of many I could not do without Sherwin 
I am very happy at any time to kinds and banked with honey- Wright, Flauescens, Pallida Nal. 

tell what I know about this etheral Suckles that make me faint with matica, Tineae, Parisana, Loi of 

and most beautiful of flowers. their sweetness and grace, I can- June, Ed Michel, Perfection, | ove. 

There has been a great amount of not believe that anything can sur- ley, Twilight, Kochii, Archevi ue, 

stuff written about the iris in re- Pass it; but I know the day is close Lohengrin, mostly inexpensivy. ya. 
cent years. It has been overdone, at hand when I shall forget them rieties. 
underdone, a good deal very badly all. The pansies will go unpicked, The irises formerly had no ene. 

done. So I wish to state I know the roses will be eaten by worms, mies. Now increasing vigilance 
what I am writing about. I grow while the mistress of the garden against the iris borer is the price 
in my garden over two hundred spends afternoon and morn in the you pay. Rot causes little trouble 
varieties, some of them very rare 1's beds. The faded blooms must unless they are too wet. Every 
and expensive, and flatter myself be removed twice a day to keep plant that looks sick must be exam. 
by thinking it the most choice col- them in full bloom and beauty un- ined. It is rather a sickening joh 
lection in southern Wisconsin. I _ til the end of the season. I also do to extract and kill these fat pink 

was also the only charter member 
of the A. I. S. in the state. There 
will be nothing technical however. wi sailed ea) , 

The iris season opens with the : A : He sc 

purple pumilas. These all look F ae eT ; 

alike, but in reality some bloom FSA ave on u 

much earlier than others. One an Vai is 5 

brought many years ago from ee ce esr. aan 

N. Y. blooms for me with the , pe 

crocuses. Other dwarfs follow. Fare Sy) - Bre i¢ , 

Pale blue, yellow, white, bi-colors. 5 le oN Ca Se ied 2 ft 

Most of them are very fragrant sah tu pays sd gy etait aneiaa i. au 

and some have several buds to the : a i V % 

stalk. Ags I write I look out of my fe 

window at a long bed of them and — 
rejoice that God has been so good | Migggae te" : 
to me. The yellow ones are as gay ae pe } 

as my Emperor daffodils that are A CORNER OF MRS. LIVINGSTON’S GARDEN 
about to say ‘‘good-by.’’ 

After the dwarfs, come the in- most of my dividing and trans- worms from the rhizomes. Some- 

termediates. Mrs. Allen Gray, a planting at this time as then I can times they can be detected in the 
pink is said to bloom also in the tell what I have and where tt is. leaf but one can never be assured 
autumn but it has not’done'so’here. Except for new varieties I abhor that one has found them all. 

. -. tags and despise rows. I also dig Other iris that flourish here are 
Gertrude (a Peterson variety) is; ; . = a ae 

eo Ste: j in bone-meal, lime, sulphur, some Tectorum, the roof iris of Japan. 
a fine clear blue, distinctive in wood ashes (earefully handled) as  Cristata, delicate creeping thing. 
foliage also and one of the best I work. Many visitors come to ad- native to the Carolinas, dichtoma 

varieties I have. Dorothea is a mire, to buy, to learn. Iris are so afternoon or evening bloomer, Si 

large mottled very pale blue, lovely exquisite it is a joy to work with — berias, orientalis in blue and white. 

for cutting, but should never be them. yellow water flags, gramine: the 
set with anything but white. Wal- Queen of May T still consider grass iris, longepetala, some (for 

halla and Prince Victor are good my best pink. I always plant with me) unnamed species. The real | 

bi-colors. I think white and blue _ it the old pale blue Celeste for con- Japanese Iris I have as yet beet 
Florentina are practically inter- trast. Her Majesty is brighter but unable to establish. 
mediates. I insist on having a has more penciling in the falls. My latest bloomers are Lord 
large planting of each of these for Farr’s Cecile Minturn is a beauti- Gray, and the old time variety of 

landseape work. Their only fault ful clear pink and Windam is a our grand-mothers gardens, Pres. 
is short season. favorite of mine. For Rose Unique Thiers. The latter has the fra- 

The tall bearded iris follow and I do not care except that it blooms grance of a wild lady-slipper. 

furnish a succession of bloom — early and for a considerable period, If you grow no other, plant 

sometimes to July 4. What shall I I think its color atrocious. If you Rhine Nixe. It stands amony the 

say of these? Now when my gar- must have it plant it alone backed others separate and distinct like @ 

den is all aglow with cottage and by shrubs. Quaker lady is still _new-washed soul.
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Don’t let the borers frighten live there. Broadway on Sunday and peered in, inquisitively, from 
you. Remember : evening! The crowd so dense that the nearest twig of the roof-tree 

epee wvery’piand amiler: theceun si could walk for blocks on the Maple on the other side of the 

There is a bug, or there is none. heads of the people without fear of house. . : 
If there be one try and find it, falling through. Fifth Avenue, A Goldfinch sang eestatically in 
If there be none, never mind it.” Tiffany ’s,—I must confess that it the little Linden by the lane ‘‘Sing- 

_, had never occurred to me that one ing in the Rain’’,—seeming quite 
By all means plant all the iris could pay one hundred and fifty oblivious of the dour dark down- 

you can afford and come and see dollars for one dinner plate. pour. 
mine. A boat trip around Manhattan Two flaming Orioles were busy 
a Island is most enjoyable, as well among the apple blossoms, and a 

as a trip up the majestic Hudson pair of Wrens scouting about in 
| A VACATION SUGGESTION to Poughkeepsie is indeed a pleas- the old grape vines. 

ure. Coney Island,—all I can say Everywhere birds, who seemed 
Quite unexpectedly and much to is you must go and see, it baffles to know what to do, and were do- 

my surprise the long-hoped for va- description. All these places are ing it! 
cation trip seemed to have become on every tourist’s schedule and are Yesterday I was wondering if 
possible. Our objectives were, our incomparable, but to me the most the Astilbes and Musk Mallows in 
National Capital and New York wonderful of all is New York Har- the border had survived the win- 
City. I can stop but a brief time bor. Standing on Brooklyn Bridge ter. Today, like magie they are 
at each place, but hope to set some and looking over the harbor with up,—quite a large and imposing 
of you who have not visited these the Statue of Liberty in the dis- showing. 
cities, to thinking about doing so tance is a sight I will never forget. The ferns are pushing up small 
soon. Do it now, this very summer. As I stood there, I could in my fuzzy fiddle-heads, and the edges 
Washington is a very dignified, mind’s eye see the great transports of the borders are carpeted thick 

peaceful city impressing one with steaming out, carrying our brave — with infinitesimal green and purple 

the thought that it would be a boys to France each to do his bit seedlings of Petunia and Ambrosia 

pleasant place to live. I will merely in the great struggle. When those —self-sown, and wintering safely 
enumerate the important points boys came back, how the first under the mulch. 

of interest. First the Capitol; the glimpse of that symbol of our coun- A fire on the hearth is needful 
architecturally wonderful Congres- try must have thrilled them; and for comfort indoors, yet the blos- 
sional Library building; the White when later those other boys who  soming Violets, Hepaticas, Dutch- 
House; the Washington monument gave their all were brought back, man’s Breeches and Bloodroots, 
and the Lincoln memorial. surely the Goddess of Liberty must make a spot of joyous beauty in the 
Everybody who goes to Wash- have murmured a silent benedic- outer chill, and the hidden beauties 

ington goes, of eourse, to the Na- tion: well done thou good and of the Wild Ginger are as perfeetly 

tional Cemetery at Arlington, faithful servant. wrought as though not practically 

where now is found the indeserib- . Mrs. F. CRANEFIELD. _ ‘born to blush unseen”’. 
ably beautiful memorial to the — (written eee Wisconsin Hort: The perpetual but ever new won- 
fallen heroes of the World War. . , der of this universal response to 

The house in which Lincoln died, a the call of the sun, even when its 
now containing innumerable relics . shine is hidden by a thick gray wet 
of our martyred president, is of “THEY KNOW, THES iE blanket of cloud, brings up in 
great interest. Right across the THINGS OF NATURE” memory a page of a juvenile paint- 

street the building which was then rr eN a arp ey ing book, that became the property 
Ford’s Theatre, still stands. And HUGENTA: @) QIUEET TE of a certain small girl who had re- 
then a trip on the Potomae to A spotted Sandpiper came trip- cently learned to read. This page 
Mount Vernon, Washington’s home ping up the front walk this morn- had a border of Tulips, Daffodils 
and hurial place. It seemed like ing in the pouring rain, ealling its and Harebells, in outline for color- 
two lndred in the shade that day, poignantly sweet ‘‘Wet feet! Wet ing, and within the frame,,in Old 
but it is surprising how little one feet!’’,—which fact seemed too ap- English letters, this slightly trans- 
minds the heat or any other dis- parent really to need protesting! posed admonition from Job, 
comfort when vacationing. Mount It went sociably tilting about for ‘‘Speak to the earth, and it shall 
Vernon must be seen in order to be a time under the sheltering roof of teach thee: and the fowls of the 

appreciated. I sat on the sixty the front stoop. air, and they shall tell thee: Who 
foot veranda overlooking the Poto- A Magnolia Warbler and a_ knoweth not in all these that the 
mac ind imagined myself mistress Blackpoll cheerfully hunted gnats hand of the Lord hath wrought 

of the Mansion. It was worth up the face of the stone wall, ina this? In whose hand is the soul of 
while even to imagine it. sheltered corner above the large every living thing, and the breath 
And then New York! It is won- buds of the Clara Butt Tulips. of all mankind.’’ 

derful but I am glad I need not An Oven Bird called insistently (Continued on page 155)
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: to the garden. Very effective \ ith 
its heads of brilliant orange |! ww. 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE e a Mey until — It vill 
oom the first year from sec: if 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG sown early. The catalogues class 

it as a biennial, but with a slight 
protection it has proven a real 

: MEMORIAL DAY leaving flower lovers in ignorance aeteae om me, grows abou 12 
“Life is too short for any bitter feel- of such beauty. I’m not quite cer- menhes ign. 

‘ ing, tain whether we ought to fine the oes 

Time is the best avenger—while we negligent nurserymen, or hustle . . 
The wears speed by and on their around a bit more ourselves and Erysimum Perofskiannum (Fairy 
wings bear healing. see that more flower shows are wallflower ) is an annual, similar 

Life is too short for anything like given. What do the rest of you in blossom and_ color, growing 
hate. folks think? (Remarks invited.) about 18 inches high, very easily 

This solemn Haat the low mounds An armful of the lovely blossoms grown. Sow right out in open 
That thick and fast about our feet Surely convinced the neighborhood ground in sunny position. 

are stealing. that there were lilaes—and lilaes. 
Life is too short.” 7 7 ; 

Author Unknown. Morr Extracts FROM THE GARDEN Once in a while (when we 

If the services on Memorial Day, i . Bow . a . about the high prices 
the flowers-with*which:we havecov. % ‘June Ist. ee a Red oe asked for oe ae) we ont 

ered the last resting places of those ay, out in t ne cold _frame there to try raising these same plants 
. ay, : ~ are seven wee Tennifolium Lilies, from seed. After months and gone before, have not taught us {| 1 from seed last s » this hs of pati ave we reali 

the truth of the above lines, if we startec rom meet babe summer, t his ea : 0 ate care we realize 
are not kinder, more forgiving, less poring I discovered that one is the why of the price. 

resentful, less prone to feel others bravely sending up a tiny flower 
faults are more serious than our stalk. 
own —then there is something OO 5 oe > ya 7 
wrong with our conception of the Attention all ye who have diffi- PAULOWNIA IMPERALIS 
meaning of Memorial Day and why — culty in wintering Hollyhocks. I Dear Madame: 
we observe this day. How can we have discovered a place where they I have your letter of May 7th 

expect ‘‘Peace on earth, good will will live without fail, in the Aspar- and a clipping referring to Paulow- 

to men,”’ to be the motto of nations, agus bed. I do not want them nia Imperalis, called princess tree, 
when we as individuals do not so there—I even hoe the tops off—yet and asking where you can get trees. 

live every day, with those with they bob up  serenely—evidently The paulownia is not, strictly 
whom we come in contact. Hollyhocks are temperamental like speaking, a tree in Wisconsin and 

Our boys died, so the world some folks—also contrary. is not hardy here. It may make a 
might be a safer place to live in. growth of several feet in a season 
Can we not live so the world will — but will kill to the ground in win- 
be sweeter and better, because we Incarvillea. (Hardy Gloxinia) ter. The roots rarely survive for 
have lived? are really living up to their name. foe than three or four years. | 

Chey es , : -_. have never known a paulownia to 

Wuo 1s ro Buame? Fa lone cithont wer cover. blossom in ‘Wiseonsiie In Wash- 
I have ‘‘read’’ and ‘‘read” of jing. Evidently they are firmly i™gton, D. C. and further south it 

the beauty of the newer French established after three years. * _ lives over winter. : 
Lilacs, then thought ‘‘There could : Given a good start in spring it 
be nothing sweeter or prettier than —_—— will be well worth growing for its 
the old fashioned lilacs, I’m satis- Persistence wins, sometimes, at tropical-like foliage. The writer 
fied with those I have.” Last week any rate I have succeeded in keep- of the article you enclosed covered 

a flower loving neighbor invited ine Iberia (Hardy Candytuft) too much territory. 

me to Be out to ‘Moyles’? and see alive the past winter, it is bloom- 

the lilaes. I went—and have ing beautifully. A light covering OO 
wailed” ever since over all the of cornstalks seems to have been . 

years that have gone by when I, |..4 what was needed by way of At least 95% of your product 
too, might have had such lovely a ati oe oS y way 9 (fruit) is bought by the woman 
lilacs blooming in my yard and en- protection. y the home. Then it is pretty wood 
joyed every moment of their beauty common sense to aim the gun ‘ ad- 
and sweetness. Positively, there Cheiranthus Allonii (Siberian  vertising) in that direction, isn’t 
ought to be something done about Wallflower) is a decided addition it?—Agnes Carroll Hayward.
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THE TOURIST PROBLEM the coming of tourist traffic, the source no less surely than was the 

. situation changed completely and codling moth. Tobacco does not 

By 8S. B. Fracker. dangers, damage, and destruction grow in Iowa because no one has 

(Read at. Annual Convention at took the place of the advancement planted it there, just as the Med- 

Eau Claire.) of aesthetic adornment and the love iterranean fruit fly does not occur 

of nature. in the United States because it has 

The human race has always felt In three features, transporting not been brought in and_ estab- 

a “wanderlust’”’, a desire to eX- trees by tourists differs from the lished. 

plore distant places, an ambition former arbor day practice or the About a generation ago several 

to look on unfamiliar scenes. purchase of nursery-grown plants. European countries imported some 

America ‘Was settled by those who First, the trees in question are al-  Asiatie pine trees and previously 

believed that ‘somewhere else’’ most uniformly stolen. The land had brought in the American white 

offered more happiness than home, on which they grow is all either pine. The Asiatic trees brought 

and were not afraid of the journey private or state property and each with them a fungus parasite which 

to distant lands. Every boatload tree no matter how small has a po- did them some damage but not a 

of immigrants for two hundred tential timber value. Stealing ten great deal. Exposed to the same 

years has consisted of those hardy dollars from the safe of a metro- infection for the first time in the 

and ambitious Europeans from each politan bank may be compared with world’s history, the American 

village who would rather risk the digging up ten spruce or pine trees white pine, proved very suscepti- 

unknown than suffer familiar hard- from a lumber company’s hold- ple, for the disease caused the death 

ships and poorly recompensed toil. ings ; there are many more left but, of the exposed trees after a period 

It is not therefore, strange, that multiplied sufficiently, the loss is of from three years to a dozen or 

as soon as the development of the very real, more after the parasite had entered 

auomobile enabled the gratifica- Second, the trees or shrubs hard- the needles and made its insiduous 

tion of such desires, all of us, de- ly ever survive the trip. Tourists Vay down the twig and branel 

seendents of either early or recent are usually unacquainted with ay Gown le; twig: ane Breer 

pioneers, should take advantage of — transplanting methods and it is | Shortly after that, the United 

the opportunity. The horizon of questionable whether one percent States, finding the supply of young 

every family has been enlarged, of the plants dug in August and white pine in nurseries temporarily 

and instead of being confined to an carried on a running board for sev- insufficient, imported several mil- 

area within six miles of home, our eral days survive the experience. lion from Germany to fill the need. 

range is limited now only by con- Third, insect pests and plant dis- Among the imported shipments one 

venience and our own sweet will. eases now of limited distribution, lot was planted about 1910 on the 

The tourist traffic, increasing by are introduced into new localities. bank of the St. Croix river and dis- 

leaps and bounds, has brought Th is is the only phase of the matter tributed, from there to several near- 

many problems reaching into every in which the department of agrieul- by points in Wisconsin and Min- 

a ot ee They varie Be do ture is as interested. The nesota. Some of these trees from 

with highways, camp grounc S, San- reason the other features are meN- Germany were, unknown to the 

itation, police protection, and ho- tioned 1s because the action of the 1 “ s fected with tl ara 

tel facilities. The problem to be department might have been mod- pure nASED, UM ie es “ 1 the para- 

given, consideration today depends ified if the public were receiving site fungus fr om. Asia, now known 

on one of the finest traits of human any measurable benefit from the °S the white pine blister rust, and 

nature, the love of trees and plants. tourist traffic in trees; that is if the before they succumbed, threw off 

Arbor day has fostered the idea trees were legitimately obtained enough spores to cause the perma- 

of planting trees and shrubs on the and would grow and thrive in their nent establishment of the disease. 

home premises, and nursery agents new location. Under ordinary conditions and 

and advertising keep this in the Now, a word about the ‘‘haz- with a limited amount of control 

publiy mind. When, therefore, ards’’. Many think of an insect work, the spread of blister rust is 

tourists find attractive evergreens pest or a plant disease as a sort slow and a limited amount of con- 

growing in great profusion, they of ‘‘act of God”, a plague appear- trol work can delay its distribution 

ot nothing te sin er ‘ee ing, eo! some eget souree throughout the pine-growing areas 

kone. ape. rew and taking Wem ane 1 Sroutl cla ‘/~ tater of and to the ornamental white pines 

When the t 5 usual troubles. = : of the cities in this and neighbor- 

ransplanting of for- fact, however, insects, fungi, and . half t more 

est-erown trees and shrubs was bacteria are definite organisms, ing states half a century or more. 

‘ te 8 . - : On the other hand, tourists in a 
confined to the locality in which either plants or animals, and ~ Mee Sie 

they grew and employed for the occur only in those localities into single year could establish it thru- 

adornment of the settlers’ home- which they have been brought or out the Lake States by moving 

stead. the practice was fostered and have migrated. The Russian vari- from the woods to their homes such 

eneouraged by the horticultural ties of apple were brought into white pines as struck their fancy. 

Society and all state agencies. With Sauk county from an outside Even tho ninety-nine percent of all
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‘ the transplanted trees died and TRANSPORTING regulations of neighboring stites, 
were burned before spring, seven TREES AND PLANTS For example, Illinois prohibits the 
hundred thousand tourists could Prohibited by Law importation of white pine from any 
make the other one percent a most Inspection required to Prevent part of Wisconsin owing to the 

' effective distributing agent. Spread presence of the white pine blister 
We never know how much more of Insect Pests and Plant Diseases, rust in some sections of this state, 

- damage an insect or disease may State Department of Agriculture, It is constantly necessary therefore 
do in a new locality or on a new State Capitol, to send back or destroy white pine 

: host; just as Blister rust is prob- MADISON— WISCONSIN offered for inspection and shipment 
, ably injurious on the pines of . to Chicago and its suburbs. 

Asia, but is certainly not disas- Prior to putting up these wooden It should be brought out and em. 
trous. Wisconsin just now seems signboards paper and cardboard phasized that the department is not 
to be the favored host area for the posters had been distributed interfering with or preventing the 
insect pests of two other evergreens. throughout the camp grounds, post moving of healthy trees and shrubs 
The pine tussock moth has never Offices and resort hotels of the tour- where no damage is likely to re. 
been found of economic importance ist sections during the previous sult and where the owner is suff 

: except in the jack pine of the Bay- three years. Through the courtesy ciently interested in the trees to 
field-Burnett county area where Of the Conservation Commission, take any pains. Inspection is of- 

: there have been destructive out- Conservation wardens or game war- fered at the Madison office without 
: breaks in 1908 and 1923. Intro- dens were all deputized by the de- charge and without delay. In 1922 

duced, without its natural enemies, ae to eall ee ater ye the ae yo were 
5 : i to the law on the subject and in stopping large numbers of tourists 

ad hones ittto th voeuthecn. Vell on 1922 the wardens stopped over 650 with trees. They gave each one 
: pine areas or the Pacific coast tourists. In spite of three thous- the choice between sending the bun- 

tates Gt might éasil ac and or more posters having been dle to Madison for inspection or 
States, 1L might easily prove as de- put up where tourists would be destroying them. Ninety-nine per 
structive as its near relative, the likely to see them, most of them cent preferred the latter course 

_  gipsy moth. claimed ignorance of the law. rather than taking the trouble of 
A similar statement could be The results of the wooden signs undergoing the small expense of 

| made regarding the hemlock span- near the highways have been very shipping them to the office. This is 
| worm, now destroying the hemlocks much better. During August and a strong indication that the actuat- 
$ of Peninsula State Park in Door September I covered about three ing motive in most cases is not s0 
' eounty. The species doing the thousand miles of the highwaysmy- much a real desire for the trees as 
' damage has never been reported self in connection with nursery in- a belief on the part of the tourist 
' injurious elsewhere altho a closely ‘SPection and other activities and that he is getting something for 
| related form killed many trees at only saw four tourists carrying nothing. 
: Vancouver a dozen years ago. In trees. One of these had just en- An unexpected development of 
. Door county it is harmful enough tered from Minnesota and was per- these attempts to inform the trav- 

having killed some twenty acres of fectly willing to comply with Wis-  eling public regarding the danger 
hemlock this past summer, but consin regulations as soon as he of moving possibly infected trees 

‘ 3 ’ found out what they were. More has been the discovery of formerly 
scattered in the egg stage on young tourist cars carrying trees were seen unlisted men in various parts of the 

_ trees, the potential danger is in- in 9 short two-hour trip into an ad-_ state who make a business of dig: 
calculable. . joining state than were seen in the ging up trees in their own localities 

; These remarks are offered in ex- entire two months in Wisconsin. and transplanting them to city 
planation of the signs you have seen The results have not been per- lots. Such work is in a sense a 
along the highways this past sum- fect, of course. We understand branch of the nursery business. 
mer. The latter are 3x4 feet in that there was considerable mov- Practically all such landscape men 

. Size and as near like the official ing of trees from Door county and have particular locations from 
sign boards as possible. They were considerable number of tourists which they secure trees. These lo- 

| prepared by the Highway Commis- ¢@rrying trees and shrubs along cations are considered nurseries 
‘sion from plans made in the De- the east border of the state. Even and the trees inspected where they 

partment of Agriculture and about here, however, conditions were far stand. 
- one-third of the signs were erected different from those of three years T can, therefore, assure the mem- 
by the Commission, the remainder "8° when traffic of this kind threat- bers of the State Horticultural So- 
by Mr. Chamb ? a Mr. Ni ened to seatter such plant diseases ciety that if they wish to secure for 

y ar Waambers and Mr. Ninman, and insect pests as we have through-_ themselves or to ship to other cities 
of this office. There are fifty of out the entire area from which tour- or states healthy trees and plants 
these sign ‘boards located at a stra- ists come. To some extent, in fol- dug up with the owner’s consent 
tegic points along the highways. owing this plan, Wisconsin is large- they can make the necessary a 
They read as follows: ly protecting and administering the rangements without any serious
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difficulties. Hither of two plans COLD HASTENS GERMINA- of them because they were held at 

may be followed. If the plants are TION freezing temperatures. The result- 

to be shipped they. enone ee Cold storage control in the ger- ne a ee at de- 

by express + Cepit Ay © Tr. mination of seeds may mean sav-  syould m re ld oon as ‘teal oe 

Entomologis ’, et tt rahe id be ings of millions of dollars to nurs- s a ‘ti tin e ee “Ss aoe e eg as et 

ison, omen seUter 8 ol -2©  erymen, horticulturists and forest- ole Bune ath aon ad pe - 

sn atthe same tine, UPDIEINE a according to Dr. Wiliam eng some added ex- 
a ri ai : 

da are to be forwarded. They Crock, Cane er plant Be Another practical industrial con- 

SE ay ter ae ae search. Ce ale a ta tee Lo 
tite pine trees in a bundle pine At the meeting of the American  stitute’s studies conducted by Dr. 

to a state which has a quarantine Association of Ice and Refrigera- FF, E. Denny, in hastening the 

against white pine from Wiseon- tion at Washington, D. C., Dr. sprouting of potatoes by chemical 

sin, the trees, if few in number, Crocker, pointed out the need for treatment. If the two months’ rest 

will be destroyed or, if there is a cold storage control in the germi- period that potatoes take after har- i 

large bundle, will be sent back. The nation of seeds. Many seeds that vesting can be shortened, Maine 

same plan is followed with shrub- "UtSerymen, horticulturists and — seed potatoes can he ready for early 

bery infested with scale insects; or foresters have found it costly and Bermuda planting. 

evergreens with various kinds of difficult to germinate, especially This fact interests not only the 

insect pests. If the owner desires hybrid seeds produced at a great growers and planters, since the 

to have all the condemned trees and expenditure of time and money, jorthern grown potatoes may be 

shrubs returned that plan is fol- have been killed because they were produced nearly disease-free, but 

lowed, of course. If, on the other not kept at a constant low tempera- also the railroads which will trans- ‘ 

hand, you desire to move trees Jo- ture. . . port them to new and distant mar- 

cally for yourself or your friends, Studies at the Institute show kets in the south. The best results 

pick out the locations from which that the seeds of the rose or apple have been obtained with potassium 

you expect to get them early the families, stored at forty-one de- or sodium thiocyanate and ethylene 

previous summer and such inspec- grees, F., produced seedlings, while chlorhydrin. 

tio will be made without charge those held at other temperatures —Boycr THompson INSTITUTE 

while the nursery inspectors are failed to grow. Apple seeds held BULLETIN. 

making their rounds. at 41 cea ey a ent ie days 

In its effor imi r germinated, while those held even 

ist’s fees re 4 a at fifty did not. Such facts have 

plants the department has received a bg tigi | ae WE DO NOT AGREE 
yen a. Pp nts nd man 

oe Soe ee cee more varieties and species. In the last issue of the Minnesota 

ation of natural resources Friends This knowledge means millions Society’s magazine we find that 

of Our Native Landsca ye, officers saved to the industries interested. their Committee on Fruit List 

ae Sea DG : . cnetime starts their lists of recommenda- 

of the Horticultural Society, and But to regulate the temperature 4. : , 

many others have realized that the closely enough to produce the best tons with the following : ‘ 

conditions of four years ago could effects, controlled cold storage con- 1. That the Wolf River be 

not continue. Newspaper eomment ditions are necessary, especially for dropped from the list on account 

has been almost uniformly favora- seeds needing a long period of of its very low quality.’ 

ble. treatment and a narrow range of The Wolf River apple may be 

It is entirely possible to provide temperature. The extra expense the Holstein of the apple varieties, 

for the legitimate transplanting of involved seems warranted since and have size and quantity and 

healthy trees and plants and at the such great losses are involved. One little else, but for an all around 

a - 
5 . . 

same time protect the state against western nurseryman who had 750,- good baking apple we feel that it 

wanton destructiveness at one end, 000 Norway maple seedlings, re- can’t be beaten. The growers with 

and the introduction of new insect duced by a late ae to only 120,- whom we have talked concerning 

pests and plant diseases at the oth- m Lee nd h that a Gost he this variety don’t seem to feel that 

er. The department’s plans have ek S, is pe veld Keeps ne it’s a waste of time to grow it, 

been directed toward such a solu- o fig h sees at cold storage tO Gither, 

tion of ‘the tourist problem”’. the * anting time Renenetion anit The restaurants demand it when 

ee ee Another scientist who had been possible. Housewives like it. Wis- 

for years hybridizing peaches pro- consin Grows It. We are not go- 

The greater the consumption of ducing seeds at great expense, has ing to erase it from our list of the 

fruit the better the health of the discovered through the Institute ’s Big Five Varieties for Commercial 

nation.—Agnes Carroll Hayward. — studies that he was losing nearly all purposes in Wisconsin. 5
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i Wisconsin Horticulture either between themselves and in- _ tially individualists, but that when 
stitutions which they themselves we come toa point where it is hard 

Published Monthly by the have created, or among the en- going that we always like to have 
: Wisconsin State Horticultural Society tirety of themselves. It is true a crowd in the same boat to help 

Oitloinl Onan the Bntate that we have efficient cooperative with the oars. Let’s realize that 
—___. institutions that are making great we can help each other immensely 

FREDHRIC CRANEFIELD, Editor headway in defeating poor packing by the simple process of esta)lish. 
: JAMES S. POTTER, Assistant Editor and inferior products. We need ing that ‘‘neighborhood spirit” Contributing Editors —Mrs. CE. ; ty Pe ey 
. Strong, BE. &. Chambers, Huron H. more of them. We need some which is the original form of ¢o. 
: Smith, Bugenia C. Gillette, method by which every grower in operation, throughout the whole 
i Entered at the postoffice at Madison, the state can become familiar with — state. 
: Wi in, d-cli tter. Ac- 7 tc market w; . . . é 

Septance for mailing at special rateg¢ What his market wants. We need If you happen to be in Mailison 
postage provided for in Section 1208, Ast an esta blished communication some time come in and talk it over. 

: igs » authorized July 15, among the various sections of the The office of this Society is in Room 
pie eremns rates made: known :on: ap gtate 80 that we shall not eut each 233 of the Washington Building, 
eS ther’s throats in the process of which is just a little way up East 

‘ Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ™arketing. We need to unite to Washington Avenue from the (ap- 
; (Annual membership | fee, one dollar. sell superior fruit grown in Wis-  jtol. We know that you will bring 
4 Bree te Wr eeonity gente, subscription consin instead of allowing inferior something of interest to us and we 
: ene dollar te Roderic Cranefield, Secre- fruit, either imported or Wisconsin hope that we can give something 

‘ Romit by Postal or Express Money Or- grown, to crowd us out of our own — of interest to you. 
der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if market J.S.P. : rapped or attached to a card. Personal . a DSRS 
checks accepted. 

Postage stamps not accepted a 

OFFICERS DO NOT FORGET wHTIOS ert ‘ey OSHKOSH MEETS 
. A. Toole, President.........Baraboo . . 

J, E. Leverich, Vice-President.”...Sparta That Oshkosh is Having The 0 . we 
Frederic Cranefield, Secretary-Treas- the Summer Meeting This The Oshkosh Horticultural Soci- 

i URGE: weasrarnscrstersiasornicccensseas MARIBOR oa ety held its June meeting on the 
j — Year and! That it is to; be seventh of the month. The meet 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Held on August 11th and ine was preceded by a or and 
s Ex Officio 12th. A Pleasant Auto Ing was preceded by a ot eat and 

| Pregdont, Wieshimtons mnaseersuees | “Trip From Any Part of the | % hanes fo talk and get ae 
I M. B: Gott a -e-s+-+ +++ Sturgeon Bay State and a Good Chance to quainted, 

4 dames Tavingstone’ 1.1.1... Atilwaulcce Meet Your Horticultural _ The meeting was devoted to mak- 
€ eor . 0 ewe eeeee 7 Q * Y vers uo : pee aM nding Descuiber dee Friends. ing plans for the flower shows to 
s A, I Bassett ................ Baraboo be held this season, and the spirit 
; Wm. Longiand poles sesso ss OnBIaake of service was admirable as shown 
Hl For Term Ending December, 1926 ae aif «» by the way the members responded J. FP. Hauser ..............-.,.Bayfleld The r pig rv at he p DY Me Wa) : P 

R._E. Marken...............Gays Mills The remedy is right at hand if to the requests of the committee. 
3 JF. Swartz .00.00..0.11ikenosha we may believe our Michigan iq . acpatat® 
4 No Rasmussen vereeereessssOshkosh — frionds and the few in Wisconsin J 1 S. I otter, come ie ‘i 

BOARD OF MANAGERS who have dared to offer an opinion. of bd State Society, ta seit the 
i W.A. Toole J.E.Leverich We have a Department of Markets ally on cooperation within the 

\ Prederie.Craneneld which has proved to the satisfac- Society. 
| ~ tion of some districts that it is an 
I A STEP FARTHER ae, Sree aid Reha 

: executives who know quite a little MADISON FLOWER SHOW 
A month ago we ran an editorial bit about marketing and who have 

; under the caption ‘‘Answered’’, proved their worth. The State Thousands of peony blooms and 
which caused quite a storm of com- Horticultural Society can help up a good collection of iris and other 

‘  mendation and condemnation. to a certain point but beyond that spring flowers made up the exhibit 

Which was just what the editorial it can not go, i. e., it will advertise at the first Annual Peony Show of 

7 was intended to do. It was in- Wisconsin fruit and attempt to bet- the Madison Horticultural Society 
tended to get opinions from the ter the quality by educational de- and Garden Club. The exhibit was 
growers of Wisconsin from whom  vices—but it cannot sell the fruit. staged for three days, June 1s, 19 

| we have been unable to get opin- Let’s go a step farther than we and 20, and the number of specta- 
ions by the usual method of asking ever have before. Let’s face the tors indicated that the public was 

, direct questions. fact that unless we make use of our interested and would appreciate 
' A careful reading of that edito- specially formed departments that the next two shows which will fol- 

. vial will disclose that no charge we were foolish in asking for their low later in the season. W. J- 
r was made against the growers ex- institution. Let’s face the fact that Moyle of Union Grove judged the 
~ eept disinterest in cooperation, it is true that we humans are essen- _ exhibits.
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' a Gah approximately 18,000 mths 
: of the first brood. This sohtition 
: HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES however failed to catch any of the 
i second brood. In their experimen. 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist tal work these investigators found 
that freshly fermented apple juice 

: would attract moths of the second 

TRAPPING THE CODLING over the orchard to do it, and re- brood as well. The most effective 
MOTH sults therefore have not been as bait solution they used was made 

3 . . good as would be desired. by eutting into quarters approvyi- 
Ever since the codling moth, an Again, during a rainy spell the mately one box of apples and add- 

insect native of southeastern Eu- spraying is frequently of necessity ing it to 414 gallons of water. This 
rope, became established in this  Gelayed several days and the warm ™ixture was then allowed to boil 
country the fruit growers have  yaing hasten the development of the for an hour. The resulting liquid 

been looking for a cheap and effi-  }lossoms to sueh an extent as to Was then drawn off and about 1% 
y cient means of control. They are snake it impossible to fill the calyx pounds of granulated sugar added, 

still looking for it, and are com- cups with the prescribed arsenate mn 24 hours, 114 yeast cakes or sey- 
' pelled to wage a hard fought battle of jeaq poison before they close. eral rotten apples were added to 

annually in the meantime to keep The spray then is only partially the solution to start fermentation 
their industry in existence. The  offective and large numbers of the and then it was ready for use. 

market demands worm free apples developing fruits are entered by Since the recent propaganda and 
i and is willing to pay a premium the young worms which hatch from agitation in England regarding the 

for them. With the assistance of the ‘eggs laid by the moth on the so called danger of arsenical puoi- 
the entomologists, the growers have adjoining leaves. Because of the soning from eating sprayed apples 
laid out a more or less complicated absence of the necessary poison which is being promoted by the 
but effective program of spray at- spray covering they are able to eat English growers who it scems 

tack which under suitable weather through the calyx end unharmed. would like to eliminate the compe- 
_ conditions will enable them to ac- In Colorado and other states tition of American and other im- 

complish this end. As a rule the where this pest occurs in much ported apple crops, the New Zea- 

codling moth can be. fairly well larger numbers the growers find it land fruit growers have become in- 
i controlled in Wisconsin by two or necessary to spray almost continu- terested in the possibilities of the 
; three sprays. The first is usually ously all season to produce a mar- moth traps. The English growers 

applied just as soon as the major-  ketable product free from ‘‘stings’’ have been able to get quite satis- 
ity of the petals have fallen. A and worms. On account of this un- factory control of the codling moth 
second application is made about usually heavy attack the orchard- with only the early arsenical 

' three weeks later and a third, nine ists are not fully satisfied with the sprays, and are thus in position to 
or ten weeks after the petals have results they are getting and so sup-__ effectively picture to the consumer 
fallen. The spray material in each plementary control measures are the danger in a coating of this poi- 
case is the same, and consists of being investigated. son applied during the late sprays 

i five quarts of lime-sulphur solution For a long time it has been needed in America and New Zea- 
: and one pound of arsenate of lead {nown that the adult moths were land. It has been established by 

in fifty gallons of water. There attracted by vinegar but it was not both English and American chem- 
are however still quite a few fac- until a few years ago that this ists that even if all of the poison 
tors which limit the effectiveness weakness of the pest was taken ad- usually applied to the fruit would 
of this means of control that have vantage of and Colorado entomolo- stick and the apples were consumed 
not as yet been overcome, for be- gists designed a trap for it. The peeling and all it would take nearly 
sides being complicated enough to traps used by them were simply a barrel at a meal to constitute a 
require considerable knowledge quart tin cans and glass jars par- sufficient dose to cause serious ill- 

and experience upon the part of tially filled with a liquid bait and _ ness. 
' the grower the present program in- suspended in the tree. The bait At any rate the New Zeuland 
_ volves quite an expense in labor ¢onsisted of various dilutions of fruit growers who are using the 

and materials. vinegar or freshly fermented apple same spray materials and spray 
In orchards having a large range juice. The moths are attracted by schedules as are used by our grow- 

of varieties and where the blossom- the odor of the mixture and in seck-_ ers are preparing to ‘‘cash in’’ on 
ing period is consequently spread ing it usually fall in and drown. the scare, if possible. If they can 

out over quite a number of days, In their recent report, Messrs. get their traps operating satisfac- 

complications arise. It is then im- J. H. Newton and W. P. Yetter, torily to supplement the carly 
possible to select the most desired who carried on this investigation, sprays and eliminate the late 
stage for the calyx spray in each mentioned one grower who had put sprays they believe they can create 

. ease without spraying almost con- out some 900 glass jars filled with a demand for their fruit at a pre 
tinuously and jumping around all a 25% vinegar solution and had mium by packing it in paper
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To 

wrappers stamped ‘‘free from poi- ASTER ROOT LICE infested and the ants simply trans- 

sonous sprays’’ and thus capture fer the aphids to the aster roots. 
the English market The most recent work on the con- “3 Tf a lar lanti ea 

The prelimi “tests made by ‘Zl of aster root lice, about which , 3: If a large planting of asters 
e preliminary tests made by 7 ; ar aca . is to be made, plow the ground and 
f their ent logist: 1 you asked a few days ago, has been ‘i Fi fi 

one of their entomologists and re- as . «tata cultivate it frequently for some 
ported in a recent number of the carried on at the Ohio State. The 7. hatore wliith 

New Zealand Fruit Grower show results are published in their bulle- time before planting. . 

that if one experiment 305 moths tin 387. 4. Tf plants, become infested, 
were caught of which 218 were fe- Two different species occur on pull away a small amount of earth 

aster roots, a bluish h from the roots and pour about 

males. The report assumes that aster roots, a bluish one, the corm 44, from a pint to a quart of nico- 
each female would have laid its 150 root-aphis, and one which is white tine sulph a luti q 

eggs and thus approximately 32,000 color, the white aster root louse. “ Ssuipne £ SOLUUON. 

stings were eliminated. They seem Both are injurious, the latter at Nicotine sulphate of a strength 

quite enthusiastic over the method times becoming a destructive pest. of 1 teaspoonful to a gallon of very 

and expect to give it a trial on a Many of the materials tested in S°’PY a was used. eM earth 

larger scale. If this American control experiments, including cal- was pulled away from the base of 

method will give sufficient relief to cium cyanide, earbolineum, carbon the infested vee and from 1 pint 

make it worth while in New Zea- disulfide, corrosive sublimate, sul- . 1 cnar oe u is solution poured 

land it is surely worth giving a fur, paradichlorobenzene, and _to- about the roots. “Numerous aphids 
pice ages : Bivins. 7 were killed by this treatment but 

trial in Wisconsin. Try it. bacco dusts, proved either ineffec- shea yee i ¥ a 4 Panera 

E. L. CHAMBERS. tive or injured or killed the asters ; app leations rf _ to be repeated 
although some of them have been several times during the season to 

SS . 2 “ Met secure the best results. We have 
recommended by gardeners in the aes 

Stake and tie the delphiniums past. ee plants that were injured 

ans as the flower shoot gets a Dr. Cutright, the author of the in oe ee ee, 

, ye bulletin onions, reached ods of control for use in small 

he conclusion that no one measure — pJantings of asters. The first appli- 

The growing of fruit is at once —, i qe rake i control ation should be made when 

a science, a profession, and a busi- ee une reg the follow- aphids or damage is first noted.”’ 

ness.—-Agnes Carroll Hayward. a Keep the plants in good con- While the solution of nicotine 

———____—_- dition by cultivation, fertilization, alate here ens seems 
1 and watering. very dilute, the efficiency is due in 

f all the advertisements con- “9 Avoid. planting asters on Part to the amount of soap used, 
aint health foods were taken se- ground that has recently grown about two-thirds of an ounce to a 

meee can you imagine what the such plants as wild asters, golden- gallon. 
hen American table would look rod, or any general mixture of S. B. FrAcKER, 

€!—Agnes Carroll Hayward. weeds. Such plants are frequently State Entomologist.
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| POSSIBILITIES FOR SO! TH. 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE BAST WISCONSIN 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany With an enormous city growing 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. to a more enormous size each year 
at the doorstep of Wisconsin, there 
is no doubt that soon the growers 

GARDEN FLOWER SHOW _ in Summer, Saxatile allyssum, Si- of Wisconsin will be called upon 
+ 7 ; ._ berian Wallflower, the new Cheir- 0. stow the ‘“‘salad”” as well as the | 

. Garden flower lovers had their  anthus allionii, (both so wondrous- Milk, the strawberries as well as 
first inning at a flower show that Jy fragrant), three varieties of the the cream, for the inhabitauts of 
was staged in the Public Museum red paeonies, the new Briarcliff this great city. 2 : 
Annex Sunday to Tuesday, June rose, bleeding hearts, snowballs, . Year by year Chicago is streteh- 
13 to 15. It was the first activity centaureas, and sweet rockets ga- i" its streets and boulevards into 
of the newly organized Milwaukee _ lore all had their place. the outlying regions. Year by year 
County Horticultural Society, and The season has been so backward the gaps between the suburban 
they found the woods were full of here that it was a matter of won- Wns are being closed, until soon | 
garden fans. The attendance was  derment to most visitors to see so there will be an UAMENSS CONSTEES: 
not so great numerically, 5,000 many things in bloom at this date, U0" of pnmanty hone business s 
Sunday, 2,000 Monday and 1,000 Of course, the show attracted many aE ae ge ¢ ee 
Tuesday, but the analysis of the new members for the society. ni ” ° re de A Slow ly, but 
visitors assayed nearly 100 per Many people said to the writer,— certainly, the on fit for rowing 
eent. Very few got started around ‘‘This is fine,—we can understand small Ee a Me truck ein uu the 
the tables, without whipping out _ this kind of flowers, and everybody oo wild ae ee fae perne set 
paper and pencil and copying can enjoy and raise them’’. Kvery- a ; e and Ing 0 F bt apartment 
names. Scareely anyone gave it a body is eager for the next one, and see o aaiaua, the a unga Norcal 
hasty look and then left. it will probably take place in two growing le ere there was agli 

2 3 : ture. Slowly but surely the land is 
It was advertised as an Iris show Weeks time as a paeony show. Even being taken away from its use for 

and true to name there were sixty the florists were interested and the production of food and is bee 
varieties of Iris exhibited in full came to the show, and one of them ine used for honies . 

bloom. Of the 150 vases all but 74 sent quite a large selection of his ‘Southeast Wisconsin: Racine 
were filled with Iris. Other peren- outdoor perennials. The shows are Kenosha, and eastern Walworth 
nials and annuals were shown be- always free and open to everybody Counties; ean become the center 
cause they happened to be in in the city and state to exhibit. for the production of fresh fruits 
bloom at the same time. A very About June 27th if anybody in the ang vegetables for this mass of lit 
fine lot of the sprays of Bridal state reading this wants to send in manity, because its soil ‘is more 
Wreath and English Hawthorn any flower, it will be happily ex- ada sted to that purpose than any 
and new French lilacs caused a hibited. For downright happiness, ther comparable vicinity. ‘The 
good deal of comment. Even some nothing could be better than at- transportation problem has been 
of the wild flowers that are culti- tending the monthly session of the  <oiyeq by the years of supplying 
vated hereabouts, found their way eW society on the second Sunday fresh milk to this city It is not 

to the show, such as wild geranium, afternoon of every month. They jard to see that part of Wisconsin 
Yellow Lady’s Slipper, and wild start at three o’clock in the after- iath® most important food center 
columbine. Mrs. ©. E. Strong had noon, and the janitor has to throw for Chicago 
a fine vase of the native columbine, them out at closing time. They go To the South of Chieago lies the 
mixed with the cultivated kinds down the stone steps in about an-  ctretehes of level corn land, al 
and some that she had hybridized other hour babbling of the superi- ready gattled ‘ag an industry. and 
with the wild ones. Thus this ority of Madame Chereau over  \ith'g soil not as adaptable for the 
flower show could claim one ex- Madame Paquette, or the hardiness purpose of small fruits and vege: 

hibit that no other in this country of the Remontant strain of roses. {ahles as is our Wisconsin land. 
could have. In the lily family, Give us an amateur every time 9 the West of Chicago stretches 
blossoms were shown of the Orange When it comes to getting interested niles and miles of suburban towns, 
Lily and Lemon Lily both species in flowers. golf clubs, plotted subdivisions, 
of Hemerocallis, three vases of The first show was a mighty and lands unsuitable for the pu 
Darwin Tulips, Star-of-Bethlehem swapping ground and it is safe to pose which we are discussing. 
and Lilies of the Valley, One of say that more new friends were To the North of Chicago lies the 
the rarer perennials shown was a made during that show than in the famous North-Shore _ settlements, 
Seotch Verbaseum or Mullein, past six months. We can see an _ stretching in almost a solid mass t0 
something like our Butterfly Mul- assured place in the horizon of Mil- Milwaukee, and year by year fore- 

lein. Polemoniums were at their waukee for the new Horticultural ing out to the West. 
best then and some shown. Snow _ society, H.H.S. To the East is the unproductive
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sand dunes country and more ideal for small fruits, musk melons, The Eldorado is the standard 

towns and cities needing food, and but not for orchards. blackberry for this state. 

all entirely aceessible to a Wiscon- In regard to varieties (apples) The Downing Gooseberry is as 

ae ‘ ‘abl we are still riding our old hobby, yet unbeaten. 

igh quality vegetables grown fal] and early winter apples and 

in the deep alluvial soils of our few varieties. Plant PWealthy, About Blackberries in Bayfield 

Southeast would find ready buyers. Fameuse, MeIntosh, Northwestern County 

a De ae eae G00 Greening and Wolf River, the Big ‘The Eldorado is considered the 

ittle com esa - Five 
A s conside 

ity which has undergone the Aiken $020 seni best blackberry for any section of 

oy dirty journey Tou a more wo Loe fo: be said, how ever, Wisconsin. It is as hardy as any 

aie ay 2 southeastern corner of and will yield better than any of 

distant market. Wisconsin; You can grow sue- the older kinds sucl aa A Sent 

With millions of people to feed cessfully there almost any known  ppiton, ete ds such as Ancien 

daily, with thousands of transients variety of apple. But why grow ie My hi <a Tiskeesil andl eon 

needing food from the large hotels, kinds that compete with every oth- ‘ you have gn ip a aa . 

with an ever increasing termed 2 er apple section of the country role al you mag fad ng 

suitable soil for the proc uetion 0: : a a o yerries fairly profitable im the 

feats and vegetables, it seems that . We are well satisfied that there vicinity of Port Wing, otherwise 

the solution to the problem will be 38 nO other crop that will yield as we eannot advise heavy planting. 

forced on our Southeast farmers. big returns as apples. And there The blackberry requires a longer 

‘And the one who sees the possibili- is no other erop that demands more season for ripening than the rasp- 

ty first and who has the land and 18 good culture and constant atten- perry. The fruit that ripens in the 

desire to grow a profitable cash tion to produce paying crops. cool weather, late in the season 

crop will be the one who reaps the The dairy cow has so completely often lacks quality. 

most profit. overshadowed everything else in 

There are great possibilities for Wisconsin that few people know or —_——_—_—— 

Southeast Wisconsin. It’s worth believe that we can grow apples. 

thinking about. Chicago will be in your front A SURE CURE FOR FIRE- 

yard in just a few years and with BLIGHT 

Lee conerete roads all you will need to a 2 . ea 

do is to grow good fruit; people. I notice in the February 1926 

LETTERS AND ANSWERS will come to your orehard and take ISSe os Wisconsin Horticulture fll 

' . . F it away from you at good prices. editorial headed “*AT LAST”. 

We are continually in receipt of This editorial quotes a paragraph 

questions from members all of , from the Sturgeon Bay News of 

which are answered by personal Where not to Plant an Orchard — Jecember 21st to the effect that 

letter. We are glad to get such C.R. You say you have a piece the Door County Fruit Growers 

letters and wish there were more. of land too rough to plant and you Union was making a special effort 

We have not always published these are thinking of planting an orch- to clean up the fire blight in Door 

questions and answers but in the ard on it. Don’t do it. It will County. To the list. of varieties 

future will aim to do so using the be a losing proposition. The best of apples mentioned in this para- 

copy of our letters just as written of land is none too good for an graph from the Sturgeon Bay 

to the member. This may not be orchard. The day of sod orchards News, I would add the Wealthy as 

first class newspaper style but the on side hills is past. Raising ap- being as bad as any offender as far 

effect will be the same. ples is now a_highly specialized a8 fire blight is eoneerned. How- 

tpples 4 “ business and only those who culti- ever, Tam convinced that T have at 

Apples in Racine County vate, prune properly and spray last found, in my orchard at Fish 

A Racine County member asks succeed. Land too rough to plow Creek, Wiseonsin, an effective 

about planting an apple orchard is too rough for hauling spraying remedy for fire blight and that is 

in Racine County. By way of ex- machinery. to pull up the trees, and, from my 

planation; Raeine County is divid- Select level land, well drained, experience, I believe that this is 

ed into two parts, about two thirds plant the right varieties, do the the only real cure for fire blight 

level, rather low land, deep black things we have named and you will thus far | found when once es- 

alluvial soil, the remainder ridge suceeed. There is no other erop tablished in an orchard. Follow- 

land, you can plant that will yield as | 8 this remedy, I have pulled up 

Axswer: We are fairly fa- good returns as fruit. You ask if at least 1500 fifteen year old 

miliary with the situation you de- Delicious will prove hardy. It will Wealthy apple trees during the last 

seribe and feel that apples and no doubt prove hardy but will it two years. Most of these trees 

cherries ought to do well on the be as profitable in Wisconsin as were So bad that cutting out the 

higher lands. We advise strongly Wealthy, Snow, MelIntosh and blight would have left them mere 

against planting fruit trees on the Northwestern Greening? I doubt skeletons and five years would 

lower land. These level lands are it. (Continued on page 155)
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PLANTS FOR SHADY PLACES mon Elder, Ninebark Spirea, centra formosa) flowers fron May 
It is seldom that the home Maple-leaved Viburnum, High- to August. . 

eon , Bush Cranberry, and any of the In the second group are jor 
maker has a perfect location for ogwoods, The alternate leaved yials which _ group }eren. 
his garden. It is almost inevitable ood ‘ ifoli Reis WANE, Seeny tor succeed 

I h i : Dogwood — (Cornus alternifolia) equally well in partial shade or in 
that there should be certain js a rather tall native shrub found full sunlight, e t that in s 
sections of the garden plot which  j i i Bh except Uiat. in some s g plot whic. in moist locations, usually along jngtanees intense sunlight will 
are shaded much of the day by stream, and is very excellent for pyr the blossoms. The tallest 

buildings or by trees. What to moist, shady positions. For growing perennials in this FG 
plant in partial shade becomes grouping around the base of large are the Astilbes, the tall Plantain 
therefore an important question. trees nothing is better than the [ily (Funkia subcordata) Fou 

Avery satisfactory answer is  Ash-leaf Spirea, Golden Flower- glove, most of the day "ilies 
given by the Minnesota Horti- jng Currant 1 »  nativ , Ns ‘ os. ealtural Soci a ng urrant, and our native (Hemerocallis spicata-, Lobelia 
cultural Society in its monthly Black Currant (Ribes floridum). cardinalis, t h e Herbaceous 
publication as follows: The ability of trees to with- Spireas, halictrum dipterocar 

The most useful low growing stand shade is of much less im- pum, the best of the meadow iiss 
shrubs suitable for planting on portance to the landscape and many of the Ferns . 
the shady side of the house are gardener. The Ironwood and . oS 
Japanese Barberry, Alpine Mountain Maple (Acer spicatum)  pjants for Sunny Places (Use Good 
Currant, Indian Currant, and are two small trees which will Garden Soil) a 
Snowberry. tolerate a considerable amount of Ane lla (R 

Shrubs of medium size suitable Shade. | When planting young ‘salle thalistrodes a 
for shade are dwarf Juneberry, trees under other trees it is well to Asters, Wild. 
Ash-Leaf Spirea, Sweet Pepper remember that trees with heavy Blue-eyed-grass (Sisyrinchium). 

Bush, Snowball Hydrangea, and foliage, like the Maple, will grow Binet (Houstonia caerulea). The 
Golden Flowering Currant. The i2.a greater degree of shade than mae aoe Gdeln tuberosa) 

well known bridal wreath spirea will trees with less dense foliage Cardinalflower (Lobelia eardinalis), 
is also very suitable for this pur- like the Populars and the Willows. Granesbill (Geranium maculatum). 
pose. The sweet-seented shrub is With respect to the Evergreen trees  Culvers-physie (Veronica virginica) 
also good, but not generally hardy : is of nie enaie that se Bal Halonen eaeeey: ' ae 

re » Sweet Pe 3 f stim) Fir will stan re. sha minum autumnale). 
Se i ge ane Eg: fat any of the ather yarietice Eblox, Blue: (2 howidiverioata). mentioned above sueceeds as a . s ly lant li his ae Phlox, Moss (Phlox subulata). 
rule only in well-protected places. (ren y yi a eC a at 7 an al Hosemallow, Coe moscheutos). 

ote vues z erennials for planting in the enna, Wi ‘assia marilandica). 
whe ah ae ee shade belong to rather “different Speedwell, Common (Veronica officin- 

Probably the most. desirable STOUPS- There are plants which nalis)- Makes a good ground 
shrubs for planting in shade are prefer shade, comprising | those Spurge, Flowering (Euphorbia corol- 
the High-Bush Cranberry, the not well adapted for planting in lata). 
Wayfaring Tree (Viburnum full sunlight. The most valuable 

lantana) which has broad white perennials of this group are the Plants for Wet Places 

flowers in June with very at- ore the Snakeroots, Lily Arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia). 
tractive foliage and the arrow » the Valley, Bleeding Heart, Boneset (Hupatorium perfotiatum). wood (Viburiin  devtatum) Moceasin Flower, Solomon’s Seal, Cardinalflower (Lobelia cardinulis). 

whieh flowers in June and has Bloodroot, Trillium, and nearly Ferns (See list on page ( ) 

handsome glossy greeen foliage all species of ferns. Solomon's vga Soe athatedncion © 
The native Burning Bush or Seal is particularly good for dry, Flag, Blue (Iris versicolor). 
Wahoo, ‘with brilliant crimson sandy situations. For a trailing Forget-me-not (Myosotis “palustris). 

fruit and scarlet folia tl plant for ground cover the Per- Joe-pye-weed (Eupatorium purpure- 
fall. is tH . hae in the winkle (Vinea minor) is effective. um.) ii 
" : another brid awa i By using both early and late ae Purple (Lythrum Salica- 

which may sometimes be used to owerne isneni j Pua s advantage around thé  howée flowering species of Monkshoods, Marsh-marigold (Caltha palustris). 
- Snakeroots, and Bleeding Heart, Meadowbeauty (Rhexia virginica). 

Other good shrubs for shade are ‘ ; y ¢ e “oe s s a longer period of bloom will be Milkweed, Swamp (Aselepias ‘ncar- 
the Siberian Dogwood, the Yel- secured. The first Monkshood to nata). 
low-Twigged Dogwood, Morrow’s | is Aconi : in Monkeyflower (Mimulus ringer). 
Honeysuckle, Cut-Leaf Elder and ‘August, t conitum  napelluh in Rosemallow (Hibiscus moschevtos)- 
Red-Berried Elder. ens , later varieties continuing Turtlehead (Chelone glabra). 

Tn rather dense shade or-wt unti October. The tall Snake- 

under-planting in woodland ie. eae me tee tiene Shrubs for ‘Wet! Places u - July s Ww . a 
andl, oi ie orien anus the low growing Jaapnese Snake. Blacher penal (Vaccinium 

e ve Burning Bus roof in August and September. The , soiden- 
(Euonymous atropurpurea) com- everblooming Bleeding Heart (Di- Brgapash (Cephalanthes 9ecii™
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Shootingstar (Dodecatheon meadia). ae ee 
Solomonseal (Polygonatum biflorum). Pn ee 

Buy Direct From Grower Trillium (Trillum various). es : os 4 
Troutlily called Dogtooth-violet (Ery- ff a 

and save 40% on your thronium americanum). | bs 
Violets (Viola). 

Nursery Stock Viburnum, Mapleleaf (Viburnum 
acerifolium). 

1926 Catalog just out i ‘4 : ra 

Established 1854 
A SURE CURE FOR FIRE- One of the pretty Corners we 

Kellogg’s Nursery BLIGHT have helped create. 

Box 77 (Continued from page 153) . . 

; aN serrata ake ye: The circular we will 
Janesville, Wisconsin have been required to make real be glad to send you 

: trees out of them with the prospect y 
: shows some of the lead- 

that the same thing would happen * a 
SS as was | ers in Fruits and Orna- again. The space occupied in my wientala for this cli 

THE SWARTZ NURSERIES orchard by these ill-mannered mate in colors Send 

GROWERS OF Wealthy trees will, at the end of for yours ° 

SHADE and ORNAMENTAL TREES five years, contain a young cherry y 
FLOWERING SHRUBS, PERENNIALS, orchard, from which there is at 

ROSES, | EVER GREEN 8, HEDGE least some hope of a financial re- : 

BUANTS RUT TREE AND BERRY turn, The present is dark, but the 
ENOSHA, WISCONSIN future of my orchard has a mueh } 

K brighter outlook by the use of 
nerve and a tractor with cable at- 

. . : tachments. - 

ety Shrubby — (notentilla I wish that this letter might The Coe, Converse & Edwards 

Hardhack (Spirea tomentosa). start a discussion on the advisabili- Company 
Meadow Spirea (Spirea latifolia). ty of planting the Wealthy apple NURSERYMEN 

Pussy Willow (Salia siggalor,. for commercial purposess, asf Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 

Spleabush (Hanoi, deat a) notice the February issue of Wise 
Winterberry (Ilex verticillata). consin Horticulture still advises. 

Yours, very truly, 

Plants for Shady but Moderately F. L. Buackinton. PATENTED AUVO.19,1909 

Moist Places (To cure a dog of sheep-killing: 

The following wild flowers Cut off his tail—close behind his ears. 

should only be planted if you have Editor.) 
a good soil tomepoaet ¥ jean ne ——— riot po2 Mog 

a liberal amount of leaf mould. ,,, = 
During dry summers these sorts THEY NOW rte THINGS B e rry B oxes 

will benefit by abundant watering: scent ” . 
Baneh 5 4 alb (Continued from page 143) Crates, Bushel Boxes 

Blosdvoce. Gene ee oe That page was never colored. It and Climax Baskets 

Bluebells (Ohio name) (Polemonium seemed too wonderful for little As Y Li 
no f : ike Them 

reptans). . . . blundering fingers. But it stands S you 

eon Virginia (Mertensia vir- out in memory, where the others pave, Manufacture, the | Ewald 
a 5 r es 0! 

Bluet (Houstonia caerulea). have faded and gone. — wood veneer that give satisfac- 
Blue-eyed-grass (Sisyrinchium angus- They know, these things of na- ten, (orry Pox and crate me 
ogfoltuti)- 7 ture: it must be a kind of knowing. our specialty. ‘We {constantly 

Olumbine (Aquilegia canadensis). Then why should mankind know eee oem tae nao. oithoe te 
Gentiz < ys S ae made up ready for use, either for 

ules) OT Boe Gentian Yess, ov Jay hold on less of Joy? | Seder isa" thall gr'tao large for 
Ginger, Wild (Asarwm canadense) —(Written for May Wisconsin Horti- us to handle. We can ship the 

at ses: folding b d .D. Gentian, Fringed (Gentiana crinita). culture. Editor.) from’ Milwaukee, Promptness 19 
Hepatica (Hepatica triloba and H. ee essential in handling fruit, and 

acutiloba, : Iarwe discount for early’ orders. 
Earebell (Campanula rotundifolia). Have you given your flower gar- A postal brings our price list. — 

ebus! Viburnum cassinoides). ‘ start? * 
Jack in-the-palpit Dirbeme tek Sole Goud slant Cumberland Fruit Package 

um). —S Company 
Mayappl P 
Meadowrue side Lay peltatien). A good seed bed makes a good Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
Partridgeberry (Mitchella repens). start for the seeds.
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il MEDIUMS TO BE USED IN 

, ( ‘ a ll THE ‘“‘MORE FRUIT MOLE 

Largest Growers of PR g'| CY Sie als HEALTH” CAMPAIGN 
. Y PN AN ON Sie ean 03 

Quality Nursery cae a AE q Bere The Radio:—Because it rew-hes 
Stock in the . ii, litledi ep a aoe millions. Something new is 1eed- 

cae ps se eae te ed every day, or night, on the ra- 

Northwest onea dio. We have it. 

8 M ( a Motion Pictures:—Johnny Ap- 

200 acres com- 6  pleseed has been a long time «ead 
Over 200 q t. P anter leseed has t long time 
prise our nursery at i we you buy Nurs- fH but his soul goes marching on. 

. . 8 ery Stock you want a One reel. 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. Fi ihe: Best z : . 
We grow high class H NORTH STAR QUAL- H Service Clubs:—Serve  Rotari- 

. f ITY and SERVICE, H ans, Kiwanians and all the others 

trees and a an F well as HARDY NORTH: H with a juicy Wealthy, Snow or 

large quantities. ou | ERN GRODN STOCK, H MeIntosh onee in a while. Maybe 

can depend on McKay E de oeck. every ‘order H the taste will linger. 

quality and reliability. i Our "PLANTER'S i Hotels :-—Ditto. 

8 amar et plate Dining Cars serving meals. in 
‘ma- a ys * . 

tion on planting and suc- 8 Wisconsin, Ditto. 

McKAY NU RSE RY i come ponice of Rare: I (Note: If all the apples shown 

¢ 0 M P A | Y H it is free. Sees H at all the fairs, conventions and 

a H } expositions in Wisconsin during 

First Central Building H North Star Nursery Co. [the past year could have been used 

ADISON, WISCONSIN H Box A245 |} for these three purposes there 

MN t Ww terloo, Wi H Pardesolle:; Wisconsin H} would have been enough and some 

ursery a aterloo, Wis. i a i ea H left over. See, handle, smell and 

5 taste. It’s the taste that lingers.) 

tS These are a few of the plans now 

~ : — under way. 

ABOUT PICKING WILD FLOWERS AN INVITATION Give your moral support to the 
hi Mrs. Toole and I would be de- movement by taking out member- 

(Continued from page 149) the Wisconsin’ State Hortieule ship in the A.P.S. the national 
{ tural Society call at, Garry-nee- organization of fruit growers. 

St. Johnswort (Hypericum). and see the Howars “Phere bale Send One Dollar to this office. 

Fee ene in git age pometning of gmisrest 'y | 288 Washington Bldg, Madison. 
sey indeie miles southwest of Baraboo on 

Trumpetcreeper (Bignonia). 
OO 

Verbenas, Wild (Verbena). W. A. TOOLE . . 
Garry-nee-Dule Due to fersythia blooming before 

y the foliage appears it should be 

In Fall Baraboo, Wisconsin planted in masses rather than in a 

‘Asters (Aster). mixed group of shrubbery. 

Bittersweet (Celastrus scandens). a a aaa aa aaa am 

Boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum). 
Compassplant (Silphium lacinatum). . . 

Goldenrod (Solidago). Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 
cegaae weed (Eupatorium purpur- If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants 

nee Purple (Lythrum  sali- and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our 

Sunflowers (Helianthus). One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a ‘dollar bill and 
istles ‘irsium and Cnicus). s 5 ‘ 

Yarrow (Achillea millefolium). Teceive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. 

Catalogue on Request 

MEDIUMS TO BE USED IN GEORGE M. MOSEMAN 
OEE ae ee ABE Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. 

S } Gt
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| MER MEETING 
OUT OF DARKNESS INTO is wood and not beef.’’ ‘*What and here are some of the leaves.""— 

LIGHT will I do about you,’’ that and clean leaves. The balance ot his 
much more. From one pocket he story was along the same lines 

The plight in which the fruit drew a wormy and crooked apple— Somewhat late® wars drifted 

growers of Wisconsin found them- Now we didn t spray the old tree in that Mr. Swartz had planted 40 
selves twenty years ago may be that bore this apple and you see a . . . : 1 y } 5 2 ? A . acres of apples, but as we later 
likened in some measure to that of what we got’’—handing out at the learned maeleealik 5 
the Hebrews who wandered from same time a neat little frame show. STNG, not carelessly as many do 
their own land to Egypt and there ing secabby foliage so that we could who read ‘‘farm’’ papers publish. 
were made servants and bond- sce what scab did to the leaves ¢d for city people, rush out, plant 
slaves to the Pharoahs. while the bugs were at work on the @n orchard today and begin tomor- 

Fruit growing in Wisconsin had row to figure profits, in fact spend 
emerged from the home (farm) [eee ga Gy SE most of their time in figuring. 
orchards and town lot berry pateh- | 5y“Rig oN bite ee ese! §~Peter Charles Swartz figured in a 
es to the beginnings of a real in- |" Giese OPIS Reg nies S| different way. He learned what 
dustry with hopes of finding a =e Ge Te sc om; to do and how to do it before he 
place in the sun when dairying poe x ane ae Seem) «planted a tree. He talked with 

swept over the state and the fruit ‘CW Sicha Paseo! §=Moore and Roberts, with Bingham 
grower had to fight for his life |} Roe t Sea Ne om a and with everyone who had know! 
ever since. ae gat TORS ar os (ee edge about fruit. Roberts went 

Here the parallel, if any existed, ae rn aemimeas| § down to see about the old trees and 
almost ends for there was no Moses pita ee a CaS be are advise about the new ones. And 

to lead the fruit growers although | SagMeN@: /2aaewenies a aaa ye Meee) so it came about that we have a 
there have been and are many les- | en won re a Be, . figure in Wisconsin horticul- 

ser prophets. Not the least of [Sigismund ae men, ture. 
these is Peter Charles Swartz of |S ggiMmepEmnuas % Rees me The artist who painted the great 
Waukesha. He is known to many ak Aeon hy arte can Fa me; canvas that mounts above the 

of our readers especially to those |S=RRR Ae Peameesr| speaker’s desk in the Assembly 
who have attended Farmers’ Insti- | aiigia gear ; | Meee) §=Chamber of our State Capitol por- 
tutes during the past five or six |-aas nr wearers)! §trayed the Indian, the frontiers- 
years. I had heard about the |@ggaRem : i | man and the farmer but forgot our 
Swartz Bros. and their corn and} state emblem, the badger. So later 
alfalfa farms (Cornfalfa Farms) , og he drew the badger. 
and about Peter Charles in partic |___—_—— g I have often wondered what is 
ular. I learned also that he was | in >» fh the mission of this paper. I think 
doing something in apples as a ox ae ; n it is mainly to present a picture of 
side line. I made inquiries and | Cw vad iss horticulture int our state, a pano- 
the replies were not wholly en- A 4 eh ee " rama perhaps. <A portion only is 
couraging to further investigation. | SagRpacs yy esas “gece S| complete,—Plumb, Stickney, Phil- 

“Yes, Swartz has some old ap- & ra i ips, Kellog, Goff, Toole, Bingham, 
ple trees and has made quite a suc- a. ee Grant, Hauser, W. A. Toole; these 
cess in bringing them baeck.’’ ‘‘He | a Ee Pe Cee and many more are already on the 
is somewhat reticent, says little but AGAR amie itomett wpe Donors | canvas and now from time to time 
does much.’’ So after he had been = ee : new faces appear. So today there 
talking alfalfa and how to grow it _ Peter C. Swartz standing by a Tolman comes into the picture a new fig- 
for several years I invited him to Sue aaPMS he ‘Gitwatather whieh pro, ULC, a prophet but one unlike the 
our convention in Madison. duced over thirty bushels in 1924 and prophets of old, fierce zealots who 

After listening for ten minutes, '°%* "ke another such crop in 1926, tortured the flesh as well as the 
I listened most intensely. Here spirit, calling on Jehovah, mot s0 
was something new, here was a apple on the old tree that didn’t much to save their own people as 

man who spoke in the language of get the combined spray of arsenate to destroy their enemies; it a 
common men devoid of scientific of lead and lime sulphur that strong man with the modesty that 
terms or statistics; ‘‘See here old would have checked both. Then is found always with men who 
apple tree, you aren’t paying your from another pocket a clean, have brushed aside the colwebs 
board.’’ ‘‘If you were a boarder smooth skinned apple that made spun by shallow thinkers to hide 
cow I could sell you but my grand- your mouth water—‘‘here is one their ignorance; one who peered 
father put you here and your body from an old tree that was sprayed, into the future and there saw
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OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 

broad fields, fertile but beset, with 7, os 5 

horns and boulders. The weak, 
es tn 3 ge és 

he faint hearted would have drop- ; ce hae Re Be 5 oe 
tae i fc: ie a 

ed back into the old, old beaten Ps ve ey ae. wy i SoS cea 
1 ee Re a Td ae ee ee — 

paths but Peter Charles Swartz a ~ PT a aoe ee es 
Pant Pe La ite + Se 

vas unafraid. be Te. od P aA ; ed oar PAR EDS 
s f ae Re td ace 

ein gente rs Pat a Setireah bs 
No, this is not an obituary al- ehpas CD Ye o Preeti 

hough it may sound like one in ae 3 - a 

pots, Just an attempt to paint into ig A cs = 

he panorama of horticulture of 4 “ 

pur state the picture of a man who Ps ree oS é # Wyck: Se ee 
. CN DNA Se PRK e. ST er ty vot ey 

elongs there. He will talk but pgs Sey eae Ni ‘pies ior hore Sa eR ¥ 
. . . a Per a Sie ey eee eR POTS Te ee a PE nee ei oes not like to write. A few, just Tee tore ete aay Soe SN RS ye 

5 he Sr edri SPERL cll Tet Ale beLEy SS Senn tied byw SY aL Bees ore oy 
h few people, not over a hundred, ees Ree ee veda is erodes os) 

pr at most two hundred, heard him 
fau Claire ¢ vent away en- This picture shows what spraying does on Willow Twig apple trees, which is a 

pt Eau Claire and went away en variety subject to bad infections of scab and other fungus diseases. The sprayed 
; ased. 3 sired with a tree cost less than a dollar to spray four times and produced five barrels of appies. 

hused, pleased and fired with a ire oie eee oe tne sume variety but unsprayed produced two barrels of apptes, and 
esire ake life better for - Not one apple perfect. All weré scabby, knotty, and wormy. There are the same 
lesire to make life better for them number of apples in each pile. Spraying shows’ that by keeping everything off the 

eS ¢ 2B; ay . > the apples grow large and perfect and have quality and flavor. Both trees had the same 
elves and those who follow them. pruning and fertilizer treatment. Does it pay to spray? We'll leave that to you to 
When I called on him to write this | answer! 

essage so that it might reach 
housands more he protested that be repaid oven s ane is repaid for CORNFALFA FARMS 

* reading through the monotony 0 r he was no writer. Upon persua- Feawing 2 ’ : Waukesha, Wis. 
g .: the introduction to any novel by 

Bion he wrote me a friendly letter. Gi. Walter Seott June 21, 1926 
, « ‘ . * . a e 21, lvco. 

Here it is. Read it and you will F.C. 
Dear Mr. Cranefield : 

In 1842 Grandfather bought 40 
7 acres from the Government for 

‘ ee $50.00, or $1.25 an acre, on which 
‘ ag Fd ea eye 

5 er fe. the home buildings of Cornfalfa 
at * SN att Farms now stand. History fits in 
Bee tap 6 aa: well in checking back on what has 

Shar # deere + uel. AP been done all these years on some 
es Nr EA atl cain id rsh of this soil. Indians claimed it, 
eee an GS ania: bok i then the Government claimed it, 

: bs z Sse de oa ens: ial Bes 2) and when Grandfather bought it 

Sua aat ree ee ae 4 he got everything that nature had 
Sedan fs put on it ages before which was 
Aisa timber of the finest Oak, Hickory, 
Paina Maple, Elm, and Basswood. — Co- 
Speen 5 3] Oe operation among farmers was al- 

aon nes hn + ae ready started in 1842 for, although Fn sar Naan € “eae cs P : Grandfather was a stranger, the 
ao ie eat ; fa ee 4 neighbors helped him to cut down 

= i rs ee Te fr oy ld timber and build a log house and a es . ae ee a : imber and build a log house a 
eae. Lae | id = iy la oF “aby barn. 

oa; a ae : Clearing land of brush and tim- 
— — ber was the beginning of farming. 

whtent of the 1924 crop. Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Swartz and oan Viewing te Over seventy years ago Grand- 
elded 3 ' rant 9 ere heavi ade > 192 ‘ 3 A seach Sivided 25 bushels to the ‘tree in 1924. ‘They are heavily loaded for the father got interested in some way,
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Gi 

| AUGUST 11th & 12th 1926 | 

acre, white our alfalfa averaged 
i a0 i 4 $120.00 an acre that year. This 

pe bea lt Ls was an eye opener. We then got 
interested in horticulture and the 
Horticultural Society and the Hor. 
ticultural Department of the Col 

lege, and in the pruning, spray. 
ing, and fertilizing of these old 

trees. Demonstrations proved that 
apple trees responded wonderfully 
to good eare, pruning, spraying, 
and fertilizing and paid larve re- 

: turns for such care. 
Seven years ago losing several 

: er thousand dollars in a get. rich 
= - — 7 - = = quick scheme was another cye op- 

‘The site of the young orchard in 1921. One year whips were set out in April ener and we then said, ‘‘now it 
1921. Note the excellent condition of the site before planting. we have any money we will spend 

—I doubt through a fool nursery 

agent because they came later,— 
and set out some apple trees. And : | 
today we still have six of those |S! wg ‘ | 
apple trees, evidence of his eee hater aii : 
thoughtfulness and toil, and. fur- oe CL TED 
thermore, in 1924 they averaged LX an fi: ' : oat 
nearly thirty bushels of apples to ae ol cies = S ea Ae Sole de 
the tree. Three are Tolman ee ss maa Fc: th co ae a re Pal 
Sweets, and each tree gave us, his eS oer Cape com Pe, ea SoS 
grandchildren, nearly fifty dol-  |SiS3 Sophie SS ee BP xs greases cS 
lars, the price that he gave for the — |, #2! "gasBigte 5 te ote oe 72 Pee ce Bee a 
forty aeres. They are loaded |e soy eee a Pe oS eo ee i ae, 
again this year. ae Fi ete At om ee 7 FN ae Seat cae 

Certainly we prize those trees Bs ao: ye Poe ne: : See Ae < ah 
and his thoughtfulness that he used sees Te eee 
over seventy years ago. Cleared Forty acres of young apple trees four years after planting on the above sit 
aeres, a dug well, and these apple The trees all made a vigorous sturdy growth. 

trees are the only living monu- 
ments left of his toil. Were it not varieties were always coming out 
for Grandmother, ninety nine which made sales easier,—mighty 
chances out of a hundred there good healthy selling stunts for 
would be none of these monuments nurseries. Those are tricks,—and = et 
to show for his toil, so it was she the farmer's triek was to put the Ey Re va ta* 
who meshed all the cogweels cor- best fruit on top of the container. Kehts Gis a 
rectly. Such tomfoolery has passed. os WES 

Over thirty years ago Father Today people know good varie- ‘ é 3 are 
started about 200 apple trees. ties by looking at the trees and the ia iy ae Maree Sale 
What gave him the notion we do apples. bee 3 * F re i i 

not know. What we do know is Then we got into the alfalfa vw” on : 
that when they came into bearing game,—growing alfalfa and study- |f Ca 
he had many varieties he never ing it from A to Z, carrying out ' "hs | 
ordered and we don’t know some demonstrations, ete., on a large } a ae 
of the names today. seale. ie SR 

Tree agents sold everybody, and One year a row of twelve Duch- — — . 
some nurseries were careless and ess trees of Father’s gave us . 
filled all orders. People bought $200.00 worth of apples and these Peter C. and Jason S. Swartz view! 

+ . z . a tree in the young orchard which P ( 
everything and new and better trees occupied about 1/5 of an quced a bushel of apples in 1925
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U fit where we can see it and that that have no apples to eat and will these sources, which means co- 
s [will be right on Cornfalfa Farms’’; not have any to eat because apples operation in working out the pres- 

it [so in 1921 we started 40 acres in are a sort of a luxury, too high ent day apple and fruit problems 

¢ Myoung orchard which came from for their fathers and mothers to of all kinds in Wisconsin, and in 

- [scenes of living monuments and buy. That eats deep into me when _ the future leave living monuments 
- Beye openers. I think of the time I went to school of our toils. 
2 The County Agent has helped and ate two or three apples and Peter C. Swartz. 

1 Mereatly in many ways. It was he my dinner besides. Were all the 
t Mwho told us that we had 36 varie- Shade trees in Milwaukee apple po 

“ties in the two old orchards and trees not an apple would get ripe 
928 is all we can name. That is far beeause these boys and girls and OSHKOSH FLOWER SHOW 

-Btoo many varieties to have yet 
there are 5000 varieties known. The Oshkosh Horticultural So- 

| One hundred seventy-five trees ciety held the most successful flow- 

‘fin the old orchard and only fifty Yas er show in the history of that so- 

“trees of good varieties that you -& = ciety on June 23rd and 24th. This 
and I and everybody likes to eat. aes ay show was the seventh annual flow- 

What does that mean? It means ‘oles “ Toni yn er show held, and the success of 

this—that we have 125 trees of Se Roe Ey: ~ it showed that next time a much 

varieties that nobody likes to eat. a0 e. rE 2B larger space will be necessary for 

They are clean and free from  |SSQa@iuaiptMemlpdtii ent De 3 the next one. 
worms and seab and cost the same f hig ra Mrs. John Kuebler and Mrs. 
to prune and spray and fertilize as a ed “pss ; , Henry Barber were in charge of 

new varieties. That’s why so ~ le a wen i} the arrangements, and made the 
many complain that there’s no “a he z vat : | exhibit one of great value to ev- 

market for apples. In our new | Gea} eryone. There was no attempt 

young orchard we have only a few |< EOS ores E-e| made to commercialize the venture 

varieties, and all are good tried out agree ‘a Sat PMs: hice ad and it proved to be very instrue- 

varieties—the kinds you, I and |S ee &| tive to the visitors. 

everybody likes to eat and cook. al en gt nas a The blooms were beautiful-mul- 
And the varieties grow well in aa eS ticolored and of wonderful size. 
Wisconsin like the MelIntosh, py a ir Most of the blooms were contribut- 

Wealthy and Snow and a few oth- ae ee ed by members of the society but a 
er varieties. | Wisconsin soil and : Mi 4 few displays were made by non- 

climate give these apples size and j members. 
flavor that beats any shipped in age Oshkosh is showing us what can 

apples. be attained in flower shows. There 
Our young trees in the new  , Sonny Peter Lewis Swartz and a four is no doubt but what people enjoy 

orehard’ were just one year old * old free. the exhibits and profit greatly by 
trees or whips, and many people seeing them. Every local Horti- 

laughed and some said those older people would knock them cultural Society and Garden Club 
Swartz Bros. will be gray haired down and eat them green. An ap- should attempt to make at least ane 
a en Sete they see any ap- ple a day ripe keeps the doctor EE fe seamen 
ood a we live to be a hundred away is true and no fruit is so in several vi as — his 

Years , it’s easy done to set out relished from the youngest child to movement in several vicinities this 

a one year old apple tree in Wis- the oldest person as an apple of a year, and it will probably become 
Consin when you’re 95 years old good Wisconsin variety. a major project in the future. 

pana pe on ae cider At 100 This is a great age to live in for a 
leg Sen agit rom A ne ap to get cooperation and information The . a ll e186 
tise ie on. his one year old on apple problems in Wisconsin. . Nt te mecung a p SASe 
— any of our one year old Three sourees on which to draw Yous al V aia and enter- 

beak at ow a pot al have a are the County Agent, State Hor- tainment are afforded. 
Living eae year. (1926). ticultural Society, and the Horti- 

works tee ng he pe it cultural Department of the Col- ; 

we know that . net ee ae lege at Madison. The day is here Make reservations early at Ho- 
of boy. a there are thousands when every apple tree grower tel Athearn as the tourist season 

ys and girls going to school should get in touch with some of lasts through August.
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Dogwood and Wild Rose used, 
they present a pleasing contrast to 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE the prim clipped barberry and 
privet hedges. They denote indi. 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG viduality. We were glad to see 
that all of the wild things gathered 
on automobile trips were not wast- 

PERSISTENCE city will be entitled to eall herselt GF gMere wre mans ee 
“April 15, 1925—One of the ® City of roses, for street after where ferns, trilliums, violets and 

special ambitions of this season of street displays: exquisite climbing shooting stars grew—sonctimes 
the Milwaukee City and County  T0Ses in red, pink or white grown even a native orchid. They were 
Garden Commission is encourag- © trellises or arbors, while the carefully tended, the ground had 
ing the growing of garden roses, sWeet-scented Rugosas bank porch- evidently been also brought from 
The Commission is therefore con- es or form dividing hedges. So the woods and they were kept 
ducting a school rose growing con- decided we, the judges, in this con- Moist. _ When we finished our 
test and offers to each school of test—after four days of searching Work of judging the roses and trel- 
the city one hardy, two year old up and down the many streets, for _lises, we were sure that there isa 

Dorothy Perkins Rose Bush. This the prize winning roses. growing tendency in Milwaukee to 
bush is to be placed under the care We also decided that back yards beautify home grounds—and an 
of some member of the sixth or were interesting—you were never interest in flowers that was not 
seventh grades of the school to be quite sure just what you would thought of a few years ago. 
selected as the principal sees fit. see. We found some of the best One Milwaukee business man 
The plant is to become the proper- cared for roses in back yards where Says he drives through the alleys— 
ty of such representatives.’’ it was plainly to be seen that because some of the back yards are 

Early in July, 1926, a committee the ‘‘contest rose’? was the first 0, pretty. Surely a Garden Com- 
will visit each bush to ascertain plant on shrub grown there. Mission is a paying proposition for 
which has made the best growth Some of the prettiest back yard any city. May their tribe increase. 
and shows the best care. The fol- gardens in the dingiest streets. 
lowing prizes will be awarded the Sometimes these gardens compris- . 
best plants, redeemable in garden ed only a few feet where the boy THE CHILD IN THE GARDEN: 
plants and shrubs next spring. or girl earnestly tried to grow a THE TOYSHOP SUPREME 

First prize, $5.00; second prize, prize winning rosebush with no . 
$4.00; third prize, $3.00; fourth help or even interest shown by oth- EuGenta C. GILLETTE 
prize, $2.00; fifth prize, $1.00. er members of the family. Many 

Since the Dorothy Perkins rose of these gardens were wonderfully The first plant I ever OWNED 
needs a trellis upon which to pleasing. In other places the child was an old-fashioned yellow briar 
climb, a supplementary contest in was helped and encouraged in his rose. It stood in the center of a 
building trellises will be conduct- love for flowers. One small Ita- small diamond shaped bed, outlined 

ed. The prizes are the same as_ lian boy had a garden not more with pieces of flagstone, set om 
those listed above and will be than 6 by 10 feet surrounded by a edge, and the outline filled in with 
awarded to the makers of the most high wire fence—the gate heavily Iris. 
substantial and most artistie trel- chained and padlocked. As the It was GIVEN to me. _ It was 
lises. The trellis for the school’s owner was not at home, we were MINE. And no owner of « mie 

rose is to be made by a member of obliged to peer through the heavy of hard, cold, lifeless GOLI) ever 

the school. | These trellises will be meshes of the fence—while the chil- felt half so rich. a 

judged simultaneously with the dren of the neighborhood explain- I was ‘‘ ‘thust a tiny litto’ girl 

rose bushes. It is suggested that ed how fond this boy was of his then,—that was more yeas ag0 
each school have its own trellis garden and that this fence had than it would be considered quit® 
building contest, and select the been erected by his father—so no polite to credit me with! . 
trellis for the school’s rose. one could molest it in the absence But when the roly poly to:ldling 

The persistent efforts of the of its owner. We saw many back baby boy from next door canic ove 

Garden Commission are being yard gardens that were neat and to help himself to MY GOLD— 
shown in Milwaukee’s streets and well cared for and many that were and then ran to me, with quivering 

back yard gardens. They are artistic as well. It wasa pleasure dimpled chin, and big round teats. 
bearing flowers instead of fruits, to see native shrubs such as the crying ‘Pins! Take ‘em out, 
especially roses, in a few years this Thornapple, Sumas, Elderberry, and showing me a tiny, but slowly
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| __ RESERVE HOTEL ROOMSNOW 

enlarging fluid garnet drop on his — to the less prejudiced vision of the A gossamer sack with a velvet 
little chubby finger, the rush of child, the daisy grandma is lovely back.”’ 
love, and pity for that baby-hurt, and beloved. And Oh what glee, when one of 
and the wish to shield him from Any of these lucent ladies may the children catches the Flower of 

thorns, and to shave the joy of my fe carrying a nasturtium-leaf pa- an Hour awake! And what won- 
golden roses, was an outstanding pagol, or a lupin-leaf fan, or a derful lanterns its inflated calyxes 
early manifestation of a flair for jJeedine-heart blossom purse or make for the garden dollies’ garden 
flowers and children, that has been some su th ‘ace ey fr a the parties! 
dominant throughout the years. » ee ck ACCESSORY rom te Oh, there are endless toys in the 
Flowers and children! How na- 0st exclusive Ladies’ wear Shop garden! Dolls in the corn patch, 

turally they sound together! How !° be found in the garden. _ dolls in the squash pateh, and a 
naturally they belong together! Always. a bifureated carrot is cushion for Goldilocks to sit on, 
“Fair are the flowers and the chil- hailed with the greatest delight, and 

dren, but their subtle sugges- for a policeman! “Sew a fine seam, 

tion is fairer; Why a policeman, I’m sure I And dine upon strawberries, su- 
Rare is the roseburst of dawn, don’t know. One would hardly gar and cream,” 

but the secret that clasps it is seem a necessary attendant at made of a Turban squash, or Scal- 
rarer ; these thoroughly genteel afternoon loped Pattypan. 

Sweet the exultance of song, but teas and promenades in the gar- A Crookneck Squash, in a Dol- 
the strain that precedes it is den. ly’s gown, makes surprisingly good 
sweeter ; The involucre of a large mallow, Cuddling! And the tiny long-silk- 

And never was poem yet writ, strung on a thread is an irresist- ed ears of corn are quite appealing 
but the meaning outmastered able spider to play Miss Muffet babies,—though for babies OUT of 
the metre.’’ with! gardens, those long skirts may no 

And what joys for a child in a Little fingers can win response longer be the mode. 
gerden! And what toys! to the plea, in ‘‘Songs of Seven’’, And the flowers,—just flowers, 
Almost as soon as NOW, we can ‘‘O Columbine, Open your folded are so companionable. Always the 

be pulling apart a violet blossom, wrapper, pansies,—little ‘‘ Three faces under 

to surprise the funny little man, Where two twin turtledoves dwell! a bonnet’, are PEOPLE, and how 
who sits taking a foot-bath in the by carefully pulling off one of the many times little knees plump 
nectar in the spur,—maybe pre- nectaries, so the others show bet- down on the path, and little cheeks 
paring those hidden feet of his to ter,—and there are the ‘‘Two lean down to the earth, ‘‘Just to 
twinkle in a sweet fairy dance, twins’, their heads, the ends of the love the ‘Baby-Blue-Eyes, !’”’ 
when the moon comes out! spurs, and the soft pigeon curves Well, tis gardener will have to 
And the ‘‘Gardeners’ Garters’? of throat and breast well carried keep on learning, until they can 

or Ribbon Grass is already grow-  out,—the sepals serving for wings, have roses and lilies for familiars 
ing long in readiness to provide in- and the pointed summits of the in this garden, that I see! 
numerable yards of sashes, for the petals the very good tails. 
gay Hollyhock ladies, with silken The Dove in the Chariot is a new . 
vari-colored flounces, and pale toy for this garden, that we have Not much gained by cutting 
green velvet capes, who will soon WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE — back hybrid remontant roses like 
put all the ‘‘buyed dollies’? on the to thank for. We eagerly await Druschki, Paul Neyron, Laing and 
shelf. A green grape, impaled on the blossoming of the Monkshood others, after blooming. It’s often 
a pin, makes a most acceptable that we may discover it here. done in the expectation of fall 
head. and a phlox blossom makes a Then there is the Live-forever, bloom. More is lost than gained 
lovely hat for it——and a larkspur, or Sedum. It seems a strange by this forcing process. 
a most bewitching bonnet. thing that not everybody knows 

Sometimes the child chooses a how to take one of its succulent 
hot-too-large daisy, trimming all leaves, pinch it gently between Delphiniums may be cut to the 
but two of its rays of half-length, forefinger and thumb until the two ground after the summer bloom 
and makes a ‘‘Grandma-in-her- surfaces will separate, and then has passed and you may get a sec- 
cap” head of it, with the two long blow it up into a ‘‘Frog’s mouth’’. ond erop in the fall, but the plants 
Trays for cap strings, and the fea- Or as an old rhyme says, will be weakened unless extraordi- 
tures marked on the dise with ink. ‘‘Little Polly, always clever, nary care is given, watering and 
To be sure, an unsympathetic on- ‘Takes a leaf of Live-forever : feeding. Why do it? Enjoy each 
looker MIGHT think the complex- Before you know it, you see her flower in its season, surely there 
lon a rather jaundiced one, but blow it,— are enough kinds to go around,
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Wisconsin Horticulture succeeding visit added to the pleas- Following are some of things 
ure. So now we go again with the that will be talked about, mosi of 

Published Monthly by the most complete assurance that the them old but ever new. All this 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society meeting will be profitable-—and is for the first day, Wednesilay, 

oo Seestnen Avenues pleasant. August 11. On the second day 
—__ Oshkosh is the center of an ex- we do as the Oshkosh people please 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor tensive market gardening indus- and they aim to please. 

a eee Gti aoe OE try. Small fruits are also grown, _ Peonies—because fall is the best 
Strong, EL. Chambers, Huron H. Usually far in excess of local de- time to plant them and fall is com. 
Smith, Eugenia C. Gillette. mand so that car lots are shipped. ing soon. 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, ‘The Ainsh seal, potilanliubal ee Trees—because many cities will 
Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Ac- sion work in e state was under- goon lose their shade trees unless 

postage provided for in Section 1108, Act taken on the Rasmussen orchard  gomething is done, and soon. The 
of Petober 3, 1917, authorized July 15, near Oshkosh and the hundreds of automobile is killing trees both in 

Advertising rates made known on ap- small orchards throughout the city and country. 

el county that twenty years ago Roses—because the rose is the 
- ag 3 vO- 7 rp Po og ° Wisconsin State Horticultural Society me Ge aoe ee eee qaeat: beans of flowers and may 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, ’ be grown wherever there is a foot 
which includes fifty cents, subscription orchards go are now in most cases of ground. 

ce acter te Re ntere eee aeons producing profitable crops. All Raspberry Diseases—because our 
Oye te ona or Express Money: Or- these pines and ey more are fields are devastated by discase 

der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if available to visitors. ake one or and we want to know what to do. 
wraps a or attached to a card. Personal take all. Two more topics ean be haniled, 

Postage stamps not accepted one in the forenoon and one in the 

—_—_—— afternoon; we are open to sugges- 
OFFICERS ions 

W._A. Toole, President.......,.Baraboo DO NOT FORGET tons. . . : 
J, E. Leverich, Vice-President... .Sparta . . The following letter written by 

Frederic’ (Cranefield, Secretaryn Treas. That Oshkosh is Having Mrs. Nellie S. Gates, Seeretary of 
Sonne the Summer Meeting This the Oshkosh Society, following a 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Year and That it is to be conference of the local committee, 
Ex Officio Held on August 11th and tells the rest of the story. 

Se eet ee erie tent and Secretary 12th. A Pleasant Auto Mr. Frederic Cranefield, See’y., 
M. B. Goff...............Sturgeon Bay Trip From Any Part of the Madison, Wisconsin. 

James Liviggsione .......\ Milwaukee | State and a Good Chance to | My dear Mr. Cranefield: 
Ot ee TO aa peceui Menomonie Meet Your Horticultural Our local committee met and 
A, HE essettanss secs se @ Baraboo Friends. made plans for the summer meet- 
wm. ‘Longland RE Ue Geneve ing of the state society to be held 

TRO Hauger nS Pecem er nel ; here on August 11-12. We have 
RB. Marken. ............. Gays Mills That much for fruit: | Flowers — tried to work out a pleasant out of 

N. A. Rasmussen’ ............L0shkesh are abundantly grown both com- door schedule, leaving you to fill 
—— mercially and by amateurs. in the program for the gathering. 

W.A woe OF EAN Ore aearten Do not forget nor overlook the Our plan is as follows: Wednes- 

a Frederic Cranefieid dozens of men and women of Osh- day at 9 in the morning leave the 

koh and vicinity who have helped hotel for the Rasmussen farm 
make horticulture in this state. where the morning session will be 

THE SUMMER MEETING They will be there and it’s your held. Return to town for the 
job to pump them dry of informa- luncheon hour. At 1:30 drive to 

Every year in July we tell our tion. Try it. the Roe gardens for the afternoon 
members about the good time they Now the summer meeting will program. This will probably «lose 

may expect at the summer meeting not be merely a visiting or sight- in time for those who care to «lo so 

and every year in August or Sep- seeing trip for there will be two to visit other gardens in the vicinl- 
tember we tell about the good time sessions, forenoon and afternoon ty. At 6 the guests will meet at 
we had. The only remarkable when some topic of interest to ev- the Nelson farm for the corn roast. 
thing about this is that it’s always eryone will be discussed. The former boat ride was so suc- 
true. The Board of Managers Names of speakers cannot be an- cessful that we want to repeat it 

made a good guess last year, every- nounced at this time and only a_ on the second day of the session. 
body who went to Bayfield was sat- provisional statement of the sub- This will necessitate leaving the 
isfied. We know we have made jects to be presented but you may dock for the river trip about 9 
a good selection this year because be assured that your favorite sub- A. M., and includes dinner at Win- 
we have held several summer meet- ject will be on the program; if it neconne and the return about 4. 
ings in Oshkosh and every time we is not there will be a copacious You see we have trusted to the 
went away pleased; in fact each question box always open. weather man for his co-operation
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jn these plans and as he is usually In the East many cities take in- JETSAM 
o m ‘ . accommodating we expect he will ventory of their trees. Hartford, This column has been very well re- 

send us a special variety of his best Conn., values her trees on Wash- ceived. 
nd most glorious. ington street at $27,500 for 271 The editor bases this opinion on a , 'P 

i i the fact that no one has said any- Most truly, trees. This is an average of € t 
A im ag thing about it one way or the other. 

Ne.uiy S. Gates, ea peel ees Mass., has That leaves him free to form his own 
See’y. O. H. Soe. sume er 0 trees | at opinion, stated above. 

arg or $120.50 each. Spring- Contributions were asked for but 
: . field, Mass., has more trees in pro- until very recently none were receiv- 5; , 5 ‘ 7 , E s 

There are two things in that let ti t , lati tl ed; then came a batch from an unex- that are of great significance Portion to population, than any 
ter tha 8 oes ther Ameries we h pected source. Here are a few of 
but known only to the initiated. O™er mercer city and they are them: 
One is the corn roast at W. Nel- valued at $100 each. Ann Arbor, | 
gon’s and the other the boat trip Mich., has placed a similar value on SHE WENT SLUMMING 
Ros A 7 , rees A young w! hile ia, hav- 
To deseribe them here would dull a ih 98 3 “tht tig od ae: slurmmine Ta London, deter: 
your enjoyment. It is enough to ow much is a tree worth in La-  mnined to visit Philadelphia's, own slum 

? ‘ re: Paw vears 9 i district. As a preliminary she suppliec 
say that both are different and that SOaUy, ae Se aie obeoleta, herself with a number of tracts; Board: 
the boat ride will not be on Lake anys 5 |, Ovsoleté, ing a Seventh street car, she got off a . stroy: scores , Bainbridge, and to the’ first man she 
Winnebago but through pastures destroyed scores of w hite bireh, saw she very politely handed one 
and cornfields maple and other trees on City Park of the tracts. He took lit good-natured: 

ca rty q 7 cS , ly, and, after glancing at it, returned i 
If you don’t come you lose. At- property. The following winter withthe smiling remark that he was a 

: aan “ et ae nearly a half acre of birch, ash, married man. Greatly mystified by this 
tendance limited strietly to Wis- : expression, she looked at the tract and 
‘onsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Tlli. M@Ple and elm saplings were cut saw ‘that ‘it was entitled, “Abide With 
cons 1 Slower Neither age, mem. {0m park property for pole wood, Me!" She took the next car home. 
hershi or pavieral disposition 4 In neither case was public opinion A young curate in England was once 

Pe ne CpOsition concerned enough to raise a pro- Aiton ‘oe “ixtcen: vwhich ‘had formerly 
pa test. The annual mutilation or been taken by a lady. ung clergyman 

: . : A er a ime he yo 5 rlergyma 
destruction of fine trees in Lady- consented, but. insisted ‘upon’ being pron- 
smith. 18 naetive so: f ‘ » erly introduced to the class. Accord- 
smith is a practice so fixed in our ingly, the next Sunday the superintend- 
routine that one is more apt to be ent took him to the girls for this pur- tine that pt to } mito the , 
condemned than commended for  Posg,2nd addressing them. said: ‘ i Young ladies, I wish to introduce to 

CLAIMS DESTRUCTION OF ‘otesti : pee eee a ar i 
¢ srotesting. you the Rev. Mr. Chirp, who will in 
PUBLIC TREES IS A ! Y 8 adsktoy: w BADE future be your teacher, "I should like 

)DULU S Is ou can ¢ estroy & Sapling POp- — you to tell him what your former teacher 
CRIME lar in Kansas City for $200. In @id, so that he can ‘go on in the same 

. «. way. 
Hartford the pastime can be in- Immediately a demure young miss of 

How much is a tree worth? An dulged in at $138.41 per. New-  Sixtepn grove and Site aid was to 
individual would answer this ques- ton, Mass:, _permits the indulgence kiss us all round.” 

tion according to his appreciation, at the slightly lower rate of 
but a municipality wil appraise its 120.50 each, while Springfield and PRIPLED HIS TIME 
trees in a direct ratio with its pub- Ann Arbor appeal to the middle A, clergyman was, examining a boy in 

. ce ee . wi a flat r Pde as ay school class with regard tc 
lie opinion. Court decisions have class with a flat rate of $100 each. fyin"the’ Baptist. “The boy's knowledge 
rendered interesting verdicts as to But certainly there is no city that of fhe Prophet Was Sore scant agunely: 
the value of trees. Here are some offers greater encouragement for you can tell me what he dia?” ‘ ie : 

c ag r spor Q adys “He didn't do nothin'", said the boy. examples. this outdoor sport than Ladysmith. ee et oe noe ria’ ite. 
In Olean, N. Y., a plaintiff was We do not offer a bounty on trees, —— 

awarded $150 for two maples de- but neither do we offer them any HONEST PRAISE 
stroyel by gas. These trees were pepiestion. Ss wi thin I 1 Up in Michigan, where they, krow, the 

anti i ow much is a tree worth in La- Detroit News, has’ this to say in favor 0 
hot on the plaintiff’s property, but , 1/0" mu 2 4a the Ben Davis apple——that no one ever 
the claim was made that their de- Gysmith? yet got hit in the eye with the juice. 
jection damaged him because E. M. re ter Old Gentleman (to old woman—selling 
they he ; a ee ey. y Forester. apples)—No, no, my good woman—very 
ey had given him  “‘life-long Ladysmith, Wis. nice, but you mustn't tempt me. 

easement.’? A citizen of Merchant- oe > eee Apple Woman—Who's a-tempting yer? 

ville, N. Y., was awarded $1500 in See D'yer think this is the Garden of Eden? 

1911 ror the destruction of four Oshkosh, August 11th-12th. All Now these selections prove, at least 
i trees. In Kansas City in roads lead to Oshkosh and all are ie re. saberacuion of the editor, thal 

W y a tel a 2 al s ie rice esse: sense 0 umor 1 

$200 for ce ephone “aeeeructi paid good roads. encouraged will stay with us always, 
dein ausing the destruction 0 — not alone in youth but prove a com- 
: 8ix-inch poplar, by pruning the Lilies | may, should be, trans- fort and a fount of joy even in ad- 
op out. A state law in Massachu- planted immediately after the blos- vancing years, for if you please these 
rg provides a fine of not less soming period is past. Their rest were sent us by the Rev. ti H. Eown 
an $5.00 nor more than $150 for period is very brief. This refers i ht ooh we Sh ERC. ad led his 
IMJury or destrueti f individual to Regale, Henryii, Auratum, and 4 8reSiation cf wit aca west eure for trees. struction of Individua 0 hegale, He ry , » a appreciation of wit as a rest cure for 

S. our old friend Tiger. the soul.
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as CROW FOOT FAMILY (Rane: cruly. 
ceae). oo 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE Se ee 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany a. Clematis (Clematis jack. 

li i is. mani). Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis Winter Clematis (Clematis hey) 

— 000000060 Ground Clematis (Clematis j«cta), 
. oo. Delphinium (Gold Medal Hyirids) 

THE PERENNIAL SHOW We expect to be brief this time, (Delphinium formosum). 
and to omit exhibitors names, be- Paeonies (Paeonia albiflora). 

Huron H. Suir cause the flowers themselves were Festiva maxima Marie Lemo. 
I hing The writ lyzed ine, 2 seedlings, 6 unnamed. 

the thing. € writer analyze Meadow Rue (Thalictrum minus). 
The second garden show of the all exhibits at the close of the show Chinese Meadow Rue (Thalictrum 

Milwaukee County Horticultural and spent some considerable time aquilegifolium). 
Society was staged in the Museum in tabulating them in a readable eV emgeeie FAMILY 
Annex at Milwaukee, July 11th form, so that State Horticultural Fireweed oe ROSE Bay (Epilobiun 

and 12th. It proved quite as pop- members could get an idea of the angustifolium). 
ular as the first show and the gar- perennials in bloom in mid-July in Evenin;; Primrose (Oenothera bi- 
den lovers among the public found Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee ennis ‘randiflora). . 
there were still many varieties to people might know exactly what PIGWOR?T FAMILY (Serophularia- 
learn. In fact, it was necessary to they saw. So instead of the usual a Sriapdragon CAntirrhiniy 
put out a pile of paper slips to ac- exhibitors list we append this roll majus). 
commodate all that wanted to jot call of midsummer _ perennials Hairy Foxglove (Digitalis lanata). 
down the names of varieties. A shown July 12th: Foxglove (Digitalis purpurea). 
few more exhibitors found their Macedonia Toadflax (Linaria ma- 

way to the show this time, through = ROLL CALL AT THE PEREN- Torrey Pentstemon (Pentstemon 
explicit directions in the Milwau- NIAL SHOW torreyi). 
kee Journal, Thursday before the Small  Pentstemon — (Pentstemon 
show, and the show resulted in the ARUM FAMILY (Araceae): Spot- smallii). 
acquiring of about twenty new ved Calla (Zantedeschia albo-macu- Purple Mulisin (Verbascum phoe- 

_ VINE SS lata). nicium). 
members. Many people spoke ane FAMILY (Legumibosae). Yellow Mullein (Verbascum thas- 
their appreciation to the members Everlasting Pea (Lathyrus latifo- piforme). oo, 
of the society, who spent a great lius). Woolly Speedwell (J’eronica in- 

deal of time on the floor, and some Sweet Pea (Lathyrus odoratus). cana). . 
influential citizens who saw it, took BELLFLOWER FAMILY (Campa- sae Speedwell (Veronica spu- 

fone san ‘ ulaceae). ria). . pains to write in to the Museum me _ FUMITORY FAMILY (Funai 
commending the service the Horti- Cantersury Bells! (Campanula: ‘me ceae). Y 
cultural Society was doing for the Peach-leaved Bellflower (Campanu- Fringed Bleeding Heart (Dicen- 
publie. la persicifolia). tra eximia). . 

During the show for an hour BORAGE FAMILY (Boraginaceae). GRASS FAMILY (Graminae). 
from '3 to four Sunday attemos Bugloss (Anchusa azurea). Ribbon Grass (Phalaris arundina- 

ms ur Sunday arternoon, COMPOSITE FAMILY (Compositae). cea picta). 
the regular monthly meeting of the ilfoi ; ; ‘ LILY FAMILY (Liliaceae). A ’ Rosy Milfoil (Achillea millefolium v 
society was held in the Trustees rosea). California Poppy (Calochortus lu- 
Room with the best attendance Sneezewort (Achillea ptarmica). teus). + ‘eal 
thus far, and many new ideas Golden Marguerite (Anthemis tinc- toners yey (Hymenoeallis cala 

Tere SD -s Sep toria). ina). . a 
were spread on the minutes of the ie we nan (Aviendete, wtélerd Thunberg’s Lily (Lilium eleguns). 
meeting. The society voted to try ana). Coral Lily (Lilium tenuifolivm). 

to get a week-day evening for their Pot Marigold (Calendula officina- LOOSESTRIFE FAMILY (Lythr 
regular meetings. Members voted lis). ceae). . ; slice 

for each to invite friends, and it Sweet Sultan (Centaurea moscha- Rosy poe (Lythrum # 
i Sea ae an ti). ria 708 5 . 

was decided to acquire some sort Gon aower (Centaurea cyanus). MADDER FAMILY (Rubiacew ). 
of an identification button for Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemum Misty Woodruff (Asperula hex 
members to use when on the floor leucanthemum). phylla). 

at the shows. It was decided to Feverfew (Chrysanthemum par- MALLOW FAMILY (Malnastiy 
hold the next show on Sunday thenium). Musk: Mallow (delve m08e chet 

“ : Shasta Daisy (Chrysanthemum Rose Mallow (Hibiscus mox¢ 
August 15th, and make the general ; oe tos). 

. j maximum «x C. uliginosum). 5 

title of it a Gladiolus Show. Ev- Frilled Daisy (Chrysantheum max- MUSTARD FAMILY (Crucif« ae). 
ery show held, although titled, is imum «. C. uliginosum). Golden-tuft (Alysswm sasxatil: ” ; 

open to every flower in season. Hairy Coreopsis (Coreopsis pubes- a, vate (Cheirenthis 
‘| we , ‘i cens). allioni). oo, . The shows ae poy up irom Gaillardia (Gaillardia aristata). Candy-tuft (Iberis_gibraltari-a). 

noon: Saturday, 19) 4:80) p.m, ‘an Pitcher’s Sunflower (Heliopsis heli- PHLOX FAMILY (Polemoniace'¢). 
a special artist is present to cor- anthoides pitcheriana). Miss Lingard Phlox (Phlox g:abel 
rectly label every exhibit. Rudbeckia (Rudbeckia maxima). rima suffruticosa).
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Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

° ° 
Cream City Chemical Works 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

Phlox decussata (P. maculata x P. larney, H.T.; Killarney H. P.; WASH AWAY IVY POISON 
paniculata). Senateur Mascuraud, H. T.; Z 

PINK FAMILY (Caryophyllaceae). Jonkheer J. L. Mock, H.T.; Ma- Thorough washing soon after ex- 
Sweet William (Dianthus barba- bel Morse, H. P.; Ophelia, H.T.; posure to poison ivy reduces the dang- 

tus). Golden Ophelia, H.T.; Yellow er of injury, says the United States 
Maiden Pink (Dianthus deltoides). Ophelia, H.T.; Mme. Plantier, H. Department of Agriculture. The 
Carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus). Ben.; Radiance, H.T.; Pink Ra- poison usually requires some time to 

Fheagent Eye (Dianthus plumari- drance, a te Banburst; He a penetrate into the tender layers of 
us). me. Caroline Testout, H.T.; the ski d until h trati 

Babys’ Breath (Gypsophila panicu- Mrs. A. Ward, H.T.; and Mrs. has taken ‘place much or alot it con 
lata). A. Ward pink H. T. . be removed. 

Maltese _ or Jerusalem Cross SAXIFRAGE FAMILY (Savzifraga- Make’ thick: lather: and swash:sev= 
(Lychnis chalcedonica). ceae). 2 z h rinsi d 

Mullein Pink (Lychnis coronaria). Pride of Rochester Deutzia (Deut- ¢al times, with thorough rinsing an 
Sweet William Catchfly (Silene zia scabra var.). frequent changes of hot water, using 

compacta). Coral Bells (Heuchera sanguinea). ordinary alkaline kitchen soap. Run- 
Tunica (Tunica saxifraga). SPIDERWORT FAMILY (Com- ning water is preferable for this pur- 

POPPY FAMILY (Papaveraceae). melinaceae). pose. If a basin is used, the water 
Tulip Poppy (Papaver glaucum). Reflex Spiderwort (Tradescantia should be changed frequently. Even 

PRIMROSE FAMILY (Primulaceae). reflexa). after inflammation has developed, 
Creeping Jenny (Lysimachia num- STONECROP FAMILY (Crassula- thorough washing should be tried in 

mularia). ceae), d - 
ROSE FAMILY (Rosuceae). Goldmoss (Sedum acre). order ig femave from isatos Gf a wa 
Dropwort (Filipendula hexapeta- TEASEL FAMILY (Dipsaceae). ison that can still be reached 

la). Mourning Bride (Scabiosa canca- Por he infl ti impl . 
Billiard Spiraea (Spiraea billiardi). sica). _Ner the inflammation, simple tf ens 
CLIMBING ROSES: Baby Ramb- TROPAEOLUM FAMILY  (Tro- dies, such as local applications of so- 

ler, Crimson Rambler, Dorothy paeolaceae). lutions of cooking soda or of Epsom 
| Perkins, Excelsa; Flower of Nasturtium (Tropaeolum majus). salts, one or two heaping teaspoons to 

Fairfield Rambler, F. J. Grooten- VALERIAN FAMILY (Valeriana- a cup of water, are helpful. Fluid 
dorst, Hiawatha, Imperial, Tau- ceae). extract of grindelia, diluted with 4 
sendschén, and wild rose. | Jupiter’s Beard (Centranthus ru- to 8 parts of water, is often used. So- 

OTHER ROSES. Hort. Abbrevia- ber). . lutions of this kind may be applied 
tions. American Beauty, H. P. VIOLET FAMILY (Violaceae). with light bandage or clean cloths. 
Lady Ashtown, H.T.; Mrs. Horned Violet (Viola cornuta). Such cloths must be kept moist and 

has. Bell, me Ane Binet discarded frequently in order to avoid 
HT; G lh ‘bi , H.T.; Silver infection. When the inflammation is 

Columbia, “L Ts; Mrs. Calvin Go farther north on your vaca- extensive or severe it is best to con- 

Coolidge, H.T.; Anne de Dies- tion trip if you like but stop for sult a physician. U.S. D. A. 
1g ee Bey Zephirine ee two days at Oshkosh. ———__— ‘ 
IL. P.; Ecarlate, H. T.; Mrs. Wm. Transplant Iris in July, if con- | 
é ean, Per. H. Ts perdy venient to do so; not too deep, just 
HT Killersey ne. Hoty Kil. The Hotel Athearn will be head- barely cover the ‘‘tubers’’, rhi- 

larney, H. T.; Double White Kil- quarters. zomes and water freely.
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THE MILLENNIUM also, I believe, driven more young Flowers and shrubbery are 
APPROACHES men from the farm to become taxi grown here as much as in any of 

‘ ‘ drivers, editors or even college pro- these colder counties of Northern 
In early spring of this year the  fessors than all else combined.’’ Wisconsin. Flowers top the ist, 

editor received a letter from a “For ten years I sat at the feet but only a few of the most common 
prominent Wisconsin dairyman. of one of.the greatest of teachers hardy, peonies and a few others, 
We challenge you to identify him ang the most profound thinker the in the perennial class, are grown, 
under this cognomen. The num- College of Agriculture of Wiscon- In the annual class we have many 
ber of prominent dairymen in Wis- gin has ever known, E. S. Goff. and all, with a very few excep. 
consin is legion. With my own eyes I saw the paltry _ tions, are first planted in the house 

It was not remarkable that a  .ums intended for his department and later transplanted. Dahlias top 
dairyman should write to this of- ¢iched from him to be spent on the list and ‘glads’ come second, 
fice, many do, but when this par- dairying. Henry could cripple Every home owner seems to have 
ticular dairyman stated he had a qos experiments but he couldn’t some flowers of some kind, but we 
fine young orchard and asked ad- ripple his spirit and on the foun- could have a lot more, and I am 
vice the situation at once assumed ations laid by him has been built sure we will some day. Shrubbery 
a remarkable aspect. We cannot 4 substantial fruit industry.’ is not so well represented, but the 
publish the letter without permis- “T said in the beginning that lilac is king of such sorts. 
sion of the writer but just in or- one of my great ambitions has now We are equal with the rest of 
der to show where the heart of the heen realized. There is another the state in gardens. Last year 
editor lies we publish a part of our jut | doubt its fulfillment. Twen- we had as good a vegetable garden 
reply: . ty-five years ago W. A. Henry, as we ever had including time we 

I shall now die content. One then Dean of the College of Agri. lived at Oshkosh. 
of the great ambitions of my culture, assured me solemnly that, Price County and Prentice es- 
life has been gratified. T have Wisconsin is not a fruit state.’ pecially is up and coming. 
attracted the interest of one «qt, all right to tell the farmers Erick C. Lager. 
of the leaders in the dairy indus- tg paige fruit for their own use but > ‘ ‘ 
try in Wisconsin. There was great jot for market.’ This is my am- We believe that Mr. Lager, like 
rejoicing in our horticultural camp jition: to lead W. A. Henry into $® many others who have moved a 
when Peter Chas. Swartz joined any 6ne of the Ghertmorcharde Ga day’s journey north in Wisconsin, 
our ranks. The only trouble we Pgor County or in the Kickapoo lacks faith. They go with the pre- 
have with Peter Chas. now is to and bump his head, gently, yet conceived idea that it is far North 
dissuade him from telling people fmmnly. into a Richmond cherry and consequently only the hardiest 
the whole truth about the profits in ties Or @ Melatosh apple tree of plants will survive. — This is 
growing apples in Wisconsin, lest  joaded with fruit aad then ask tue in some measure of tree fruits 
his word should be questioned him. How about it: Dean? Verily but not of flowers and_ shrubs. 
when, as everybody knows, he is a prother. the tale is not half told With but very few exceptions flow- 
most truthful man.’’ but perhaps the balance were bet- ering shrubs that thrive in Madi- 

““As you say you have a growing ter Jeft iintold y ” son or Beloit will live and grow at 
orchard we must enlist you too. I P.S.—You asic if horse manure Princeton, Bayfield, Ladysmith, 
think if I should ever see you sell- _ ;, 0. K. for fruit trees _— — but Tomahawk and in lesser degree in 
ing apples my cup of happiness why not cow manure? _ Ashland and Superior. In the last 
would be filled to overflowing.’’ : two places the ‘Superior red clay 
“Now lest you think I am too loam’’ must first be disintegrated 

frivolous, I ask you to take what PRENTICE, PRICE, PROMIS- 2nd civilized. : 
follows as the truth, as I see it.’’ ING So far as herbaceous perennials 

“After thirty-five years in the are concerned, phlox, delphinium, 
horticultural field I am willing to A cheerful, optomistie member iris, eampanula and dozens of oth- 
stand by the statements in my who lives in Prentice, Price Coun- ers, may be grown even finer than 
former letter and go even further; ty, which is not very far north, in the extreme southern part of 

that there is no other line of agri- writes about flowers and gardens: the state where the summer 
culture that will yield greater pro- To the Editor: drought may always be depended 
fits today in Wisconsin than the A little horticultural news from upon. 
growing of good fruit. I want to Prentice, Wisconsin. Prentice is The period between ‘‘frost and 
emphasize the word good, we have not much of a city, although it has frost’’ is shorter in the north than 
too much of the other kind now, es- 588 bona fide residents. in Kenosha County or southern 
pecially in apples largely offered We have no fruit trees of any Rock County but so far as flower- 
for sale by dairymen who have old kind inside the village limits that ing plants are concerned this is of 
neglected orchards.’’ I know, (I do not say that about slight importance. The flowering 

“Long live the Cow! Far be it the county of Price, because there period may be shortened in the [all 
for me to decry her greatness. are small orchards in the county.) but it is apt to be more luxuriant 
Dairying has brought great wealth All sorts of small fruit grows well while it lasts. More care is nec- 
to Wisconsin, or has it? It has here. essary in the northern localities to
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avoid shade and shelter. Set the diseases avaunt! Just dust, or do MADISON FLOWER SHOW 
plants in the open where spring we inject, a snifter of this remark- . . 
can get at them when it comes. able cure-all under their tails and For the first time in 52 years, 

There are a few species, mostly every bug and plant disease will the revived Madison Horticultural 
shrubs, that are not quite as likely die of laughter. On _ second Society and Garden Club staged a 
to give complete satisfaction in thought plant diseases may not flower show. The mass of blooms 

Price County but there are quite as have tails although, again, on occupied a vacant store room thir- 
many in the ‘‘higher brackets’? further thought, we have heard ty feet wide and one hundred and 
that the southern states have to do — sad tales about some of them. sixty feet long. The show window 

withoet + afrair these remarked was decorated in a clever way 

ra ttn the omar yh led atention to thee 
for the purpose of inspiring confi-  paXATION OF ORCHARDS mbit Inside. a. . 
dence. I may add that choice and Thirty-three exhibitors were list- 
beautiful roses may be grown as The following reference to Wis- ed on the judge’s book who were 
far north as you please to go in consin laws governing taxation of responsible for 3800 exhibits and 
Wisconsin,—if you know how. orchards will prove of interest to there were two complimentary 

—_—_——— our aichard oxen _The letter is showings of peony blooms. The 
reproduced in its entirety so as to Peonies is an isceal ls : 

NOW OUR TROUBLES ARE ake that it is not an “opinion” ceaTe Iris, and miseellaneous oa spring flowers were placed on long 
ALL OVER by the Attorney General but mere- tablés whieh . alban 

: ; ly a vefereries to the lAW ables which allowed the visitors 
The following letter arrived re-  * . to view all sides of the specimens. 

cently and we referred it to Pro- + : 7 Most of the varieties were labelled 
fessor J. G. Moore. We dare not Tr Stare or WIsconsix and many people made lists of va- 
print his answer here. We then Orrick oF ATTORNEY GENERAL rieties which they wish to obtain 

sent it to Dr. Fracker saying that Mapison for their gardens. 
if true it was very important there - 
would seem to be no further need December 9: 1998 The attendance was greater than 
of entomologists. ‘‘Has there ay, Ue» anticipated. A continual stream 

ever been, in your opinion?’? was Mr. Frederic Cranefield, See’y., of people flowed through — the 

all we got out of him. So we con- Wisconsin State Horticultural So- 0m for the two days and a half. 
cluded to spread the news entirely ciety, Most of them were there to see the 
ignoring the science sharps. ‘Madison. Wisconsin flowers. Others came because of 

Secretary of the Gardeners’ and . . curiosity and stayed to learn some- 
Greenhouse (Growers Acsadia- Dear Sir: thing of the beauty which was in 

tion, I have for acknowledgment your evidence. Those who came to stay 

Madison, Wisconsin. letter of November 28th asking for Put a moment found it hard to 
Dear Sir: a reference to the Wisconsin law leave the room whieh was suffused 

I will be pleased to help you and governing orchard taxation. with ‘the odor of thousands of 
your growers to get rid’ of the The taxation of orchards comes blossoms and filled with delicately 
ue, COHRS avid plant diseases in under the general regulations re- blended colors. 

their greenhouses and gardens. If lating to taxation 6 i th the duty There will be two more shows 
you will send me a list of names of as ee eee Vs Proper. occurring a little later in the sea- 
sails . your best growers I will Hanner a8 other reperty re sam son at which seasonal blooms will 

send them a formula showing how , “ forsee . » exhibite The icy of giv- 
and what A mix in * eder fe dean . 7 heres One pen contained i a oa a nies 
all diseases from their soils and |) S°e f011 (2) relating’ to\ ex. ee "i f asl P Sam etaun ‘ie 
beds: su emptions, which may be of interest Instead of cash prizes met with the 

1 can furnish you with the to you: The following shall be ex- approval of the exhibitors and will 
hanes of plenty of wood growers empt from taxes in be continued in the future. 

who have cleaned their houses up ft ate lad we i The tole i finecshape trom bugsand plant of a mechanic kept anc used in his _ 
diserises. trade and farm, orchard and gar- 

Hoping to hear from you in due den, machinery implements and “In the special program at tl 

time on this matter and thanking tools, actually, used in the opera- Ast lan l eiuton th eal 7 ue 
you in advance for your interest 1 von jot any farm, orchard or gar- Wed elatiin f ere wan ve snowat ati , 3 Sty den. exhibits of spring wheat that is 

ae Hl vOut ro rust proof.’’—Vews Item. 
ery truly yours, Very truly yours, ‘ie tes . 

Wonders, it seems, will never HiniGioy. Le Been This is interesting news. _ Supt. 
cease t B ; Seems): wil never SAURDSRINS lt oan Delwiche evidently has faith in sci- 

: ugs, worms and_ plant Attorney General. entific research.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CON- spread yellows far and _ wide. 
TROL OF ASTER YELLOWS _ There is evidence that the leafhop- 

pers do not range in large num- 
By Dr. L. 0. Kunxen, Yonkers, bee over distances of more than Largest Growers of 

N.Y. a mile under ordinary conditions Quality Nursery 
. . of food supply. Severe cases of . 
So far as is known the aster yel- aster yellows are local and occur Stock in the 

lows disease is spread by one insect’ where large numbers of insects 
only, CICADULA SEX-NOTA- have been reared on diseased Northwest 
TA, re grey nny leer ae plants. 

insect lives over the winter in the The most promising means of 
egg stage. The yellows disease control that en be Sistees at at core 200 acres com- 
does not pass from parent to off- present are eradication of weed prise our nursery at 
spring through the egg. The first hosts in the vicinity of aster plant- Waterloo, Wisconsin. 
generation of insects that appear ings, destruction of all aster plants We grow high class 
tie the yank oe free ae ee as soon as they are observed to trees and shrubs in 
ion and can not spread yellows. show yellows, and spraying or me 

The disease is not transmitted dusting aster beds with acting or ane ea You 
through aster seeds. We have, other suitable sprays or dusts. As- can depend on McKay 
therefore, each spring disease-free ters grown in plots surrounded by quality and reliability. 
aster seedling plants and disease- cultivated fields are less subject to 

free carrier insects. severe infection than asters grown 
The disease-free leafhoppers get jin the vicinity of pastures, mea- McKAY NU RSE RY 

the yellows virus by feeding on bi- dows, waste lands, or other weedy 
gual a er host plants. places. Aster beds near buildings C 0 Wl P A N Y 
several weeds belonging to the are somewhat less subject to di- " epeas 
genera sonchus, erigeron and _— sease than plantings ii the open, First Central Building 
Chrysanthemum are some of the because the aster leafhopper is a MADISON, WISCONSIN 
wild plants in which yellows most wild insect and avoids buildings. Nursery at Waterloo, Wis 
often passes the winter and in , . 
which it first appears in the spring. ———__— 
Aster leafhoppers after feeding on 
such plants become disease carriers SAVE YOUR THUMB & | 
and retain the virus as long as ; _ number of small plants to set out, 
they live. The number of leafhop- |, A member, who through foree of —meaning any number of clodlets 
pers that feed on these wild weeds ¢ireumstances spends the winter to crumble in my hand. I can't 
must be relatively small. They Within the city’s prison bounds, do it in gloves, as soon think of 
transmit the disease early in the but the summer in her garden, bathing the baby in gloves! But 
spring to a few annuals, such as Sends us a few words now and then, this thumb _ protection business 
the cultivated aster, the ragweed words cheering and bright as the turns me into a “horny handed 
(ambrosia artemisiacfolia), and the Morning sun. We are seldom per- _ ton of soil ’,—no—son of toil—and 

daisy flea bane (erigeron annuus), Mitted to print her letters but we I no longer feel like carrying my 
Large numbers of young leafhop- take a chance on this one: thumb in my mouth after putting 
pers hatch from the eggs deposited Dear Mr. Editor: out my seedlings. You're wel- 
in these diseased annuals. They Since writing you yesterday I come—go and do likewise! . 
feed on the diseased plants, beeome have sat up at night to read Wis- — Now I hope I’m “‘tooral looral 
virus carriers, and when adult, Consin Horticulture, and enjoyed till Thanksgiving — (When you 

ee it afl the sandman allowed—shall were a little girl, did they use to 
== hope to finish it at once. have ‘‘eloeution’”’ and the big chil- 

I have a “bright idea’’—want dren ‘‘declaim’’, and do you re- 
Buy Direct From Grower it?—had it thrust upon me, by aec- member that humorous one about 

cident,—eut the end of my busi- the speaker who got his tonzue 
and save 40% on your ness thumb on a bit of broken glass twisted on ‘‘truly rural’? and 

in the garden soil, when trans- after many vain attempts spat it 
Nursery Stock planting—stueck on some adhesive out as aforesaid ? 

1926 Catalog just out tape, (‘‘heaths of tape’’, one of Sr 
the tinies ealled it), to keep the No the editor was never a li'tle 

Hatabiabed! 1854 dirt out—found that the wear and — girl but he recalls distinetly a hotel 
Kellogg’s Nursery tear it saved on my. euticle was breakfast and demanding that he 

Box ti wonderful and surprising and ri- be served with an order of shred- 
diculous. Henceforth I armor ded ‘‘beet whiskits’’. Can you 

Janesville, Wisconsin plate my thumb with adhesive tape beet that? And it wasn’t so very 
whenever I have any considerable long ago either.
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MORE LIGHT, MORE CARBON (3) In the constant light rooms, 4 : oC 

pD!OXID, MORE GROWTH maintained under rigid control at _ 

the Boyce Thompson Institute, it 6 
Over half of the scientific asso- was conclusively proved that the ; 

ciations gathered at Kansas City tomato dies under continuous arti- | 
under the auspices of the Ameri- ficial illumination, grows slowly on 
can Association for the Advance- 4 nineteen hour day, but on a sev- ; ; 
ae of as es cony —— De- onteen hour day it will fruit. 
0 yg h to January Ist, are + . 

fire ee soiceried with the eunda- Salvia under the same treatment One of the pretty Corners we 
ental facts that promote protect (continuous artificial light 25 1,000 have helped create. 

and assist agriculture One for- Watt lamps and extra earbondioxid ) 5 . 
ward-looking report made today by would not flower on more than 12 The circular we will 

John M. Arthur, John D. Guthrie, hours a day of light. Nasturti- be glad to send you 
‘and Taen E. Webster, of the Wms grew and flowered best on six shows some of the lead- 

Boyce Thompson Institute of Plant hours of extra light and extra car- ers in Fruits and Orna- 
Research at Yonkers New ‘York bondioxid in the greenhouse. Ef- mentals for this cli- 

dealt with the comparison of plants fects produced on radishes, egg- mate in colors. Send 
grown under different conditions plant, aster, soybean, and other for yours 
5 ae . . ¢ $ vere 5 yr , ’ ) 

of light and earbondioxid. Lantern eae were shown by lantern 
slides illustrated the different ef-  S1C¢S- . ; 
fects produced in growth, flower- The analyses of the plants show- 
ing and naturing seed. The chem- ed that increased carbondioxid and } 

ical composition of the plants so more light, up to eighteen hours, : 
grown was also given. gives plants with less nitrogen and 

. more starch, sugar and fibre, than 
Some outstanding results re- . 2 , 

ported, of importance practically, “88 found in control plants grown The Coe, Converse & Edwards ; > practica : 3: 5 
as well as of. scientific interest a under ordinary daylight and with Company 

establishing laws of plant growth, the usual carbondioxid of the ae NURSERYMEN 

ineluded these: (1) Spring wheat, Such results may be of practical Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 
barley, and oats headed in four Value in guiding the adaption of 

months when grown in the green ¢rops to the conditions of season 
house with 6 hours of additional @7d_ locality, and in modifying _——————— 
light from a gantry crane (carry- greenhouse practices, and do es- marurrestauaceasieos 
ing 48 1,000 watt lamps) and ad- tablish the fundamental laws of te 

tye . . . 9 ife rAD at Narpma r 
ditional carbondioxid (10 times as Plant life. Already, in Germany, 
much as the air). The control ¢arbondioxid, as a waste from near- | 
plants headed a month later. by factory boilers, has been ad- 
Plants getting extra light but no vantageously used in the sugar beet for noe pr 

carbon dioxid were shorter and and potato fields. . 
gave less of both grain and straw Why do so many people become B rr B 
than did those getting both extra insane? | No one knows but we e y oxes 

light and gas. are convineed that the scarlet Crates, Bushel Boxes 
(2) Red clover also getting 6 $¢ranium Is a contributing factor and Climax Baskets 

hours extra light and ten times the 1!" many cases. Picture a boiling . 
amowit of carbondioxid gas in the day in midsummer; someone As You Like Them 

air, flowered in 38 days after whose the com have been apeet We manufacture the Ewald 
plantine the seed, and plants two turns the corner and meets a bec Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 

» joa rere — " idan py = ey 7 wood veneer that give satisfac- feet hizh were produced in two 0 border of a hundred more or fiom, Berry box and otate mee 

months from seed. In ordinary ess bright red geraniums blazing gure apecalign We  Gonetanety 
agricultural praetice this would 1 the sunlight. Do you wonder carry in stock 16-quart crates all 

9 © ay r © 7 j a made up ready for use, @ er for take to years growth. that people go and jump in the strawberries or blueberries. No 
lake? After being compelled to order too small or too large for 5 ; ndle. ship 
pea on masses of red geraniums folding boxes and crates in K. D. 

salvia: far sveare > gy: - ‘om waukee. romptness is ss and salvia for years my sympa sesontial in handling teult and 
THE SWARTZ NURSERIES | thies are all with the bull. | As a We aim to do our part weil: A 
SHAD: 4, GROWERS OF boy on the farm I marveled at the A eSatal brings pur neice tints 

ADE and ORNAMENTAL TREES phenomonon of a bull getting into Cumberland Fruit Pack 

HORERING SHRUBS, PERENNIALS, a rage over a red shirt. I am now umberland Fruit Package 
PLANS Pee GREE NS, HEDGE certain, his ancestors lived in some Company 

- , ; i 
BUSHES, tropical country where red gerani- Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN ums grew wild.
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CABBAGE WORM CON- Hi Ea Git 

TROLLED BY LEAD , ft WW | ACKINNE RS ai 
ARSENATE as a "  OYSTEM OE IRRIGATION. 

Sass PNAS 8 Oe : ie The common cabbage worm, the oe Sar Piaiss q pare a iy 

most destructive insect enemy of 1 ge Smee 4 e 

cabbage and related crops, is best wy eee ee Ao <A Fe cas 

controlled by spraying with lead POF Me ma RAIN * 

arsenate or calcium arsenate says For your Garden or ~ N:: 

the United States Department of 8 Mr. Planter a your” dry "wether Jaa 

Agriculture. This pest is a vel- q 8 troubles by making g ; E . yourownrain. Inter- | * 
vety green caterpillar about 1% 5 u HEN you buy Nurs- a esting catalog free. 
inches in length, and is the larva the Kot Stock you want THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO., 237 Water St., Troy, 0. 
of a white butterfly well known to E NORTH STAR QUAL- E . 

most farmers. EH ITY and SERVICE, as H 
Waxlad » eeas > worm at- G wellasHARDY NORTH- EB __ — Karly in the season us — e } ERN GRODN STOCK. ! 

tacks the cabbage, riddling the goes into every order H 
outer leaves as they form, fre- we pack. H 

quently feeding within the imma- f Our ‘PLANTER'S H Ss 5 

ture heads, which are rendered un- 8 MANUAL’ will give you 8 ummer Meeting 
ee iad : . 8 much valuable informa- 8 — 

fit for food. Sometimes it cuts tion on planting and suc- 5 
out the ‘“‘bud’’ from the young § consful growing of Nurs- f 
plant, thus preventing develop- ff te re Write to-day, E Busses 
ment of the head. H H Trains 

Arsenic poisons may be applied in North Star Nursery Co. § 
dust form rather than as a spray by Box A245 Hi . + 
mixing the powder with hydrated or Ff Pardeeville, Wisconsin H Electric Lines 
air-slaked lime, land plaster, dusting § H . 

sulphur or cheap, light, finely pul- 290m moo moos Automobile Roads 
verized material which will adhere to - 
the cabbage leaves. Although dusts Airplanes 

are more easily and quickly applied 
than sprays, they do not always dis- 
tribute the poison as evenly, and, un- AN INVITATION 

less the dusting Be cone when the 1 MES, Toole and I would be de- ALL 
plants are wet, they do not stick as ighted to have any member of 

well, tral Society eal at’ Garesemce: GO TO 
Farmers’ Bulletin 1461-F, contain- ule at any time this summer 

ing a description of the common cab- anya Something. at Thteeese “a O S H K O S H 
bage worm together with information pore part of the. grounds. 2 
bage worm together with information Highway est, of Baraboe on 

relative to control measures, neces- 
sary materials and equipment, may W. A. TOOLE 
be obtained free, while the supply Garry-nee-Dule Hotel Athearn 
lasts, from the United States Depart- Will Be 
ment of Agriculture, Washington, Baraboo, Wisconsin 

D.C. Headquarters 

Se Reserve Your Room Now 
° FY 5, fi 

Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest to Avoid Tourist Traffic 

If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants a 
and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our 
One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a ‘dollar bill and 
receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. ON TO 

Catalogue on Request O S H K O S H 

GEORGE M. MOSEMAN Aug. 10th to 12th, 1926 
Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. 
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SCOUTING THROUGH THE Wisconsin have set up what they though for the most part it wilj 
COLLEGE FRUIT hope will be a newer and better be an apple plantation. 
PLANTATION vine and fig tree. The Elysian Fields Closer n 

« efanke Vapere Boas Closer in, not more than a mile 

E. R. McIntyre Livestock: Versus: Brutt at most from the old orcha: | at 
There is plenty of room on the midnight memories, lies thi de. 

Old-times will recall when Messrs, C@™Pus, elose in, for hog pens and partment’s new outpost of mall 
Goff, Sandstein, Cranefield, and eattle yards, but horticulturists fruit, a place that in time mi: y he 
Moore planted the apple orchard @°¢ regarded as lovers of the wild known as the Hiysin fields to the 
on the shores of Lake Mendota, and pioneers in a general sense. Wisconsin Greek colony who will 
north of the Soils Building on the Hence we find the new orchard far inhabit the dormitories. The only 
college grounds; and many more removed from the haunts of roving trouble encountered on this flat 
who will not Contes it now will animals and the ken of small boys. piece of silt loam is its lack ot 
remember divers times they have Students who go out there _for drainage, which has resulted in 
been caught- with the goods in si. Practice work will not be required killing out some of the choicest am- 
lent forays upon the aforesaid to take physical exercise, we pre- bitions ot the intrepid explorers, 

plantation. This is all a part of sume, as part of their course. Jt Prof. Ed. Jones took a couple of 

Madison history which seldom gets is nearly two miles from the Col- steps over the area this summer and 
the light of day. lege of Agriculture. . . has designs upon it for a lateral 

Just below this old orchard and Wisconsin thinks first in terms attack—unless Prof. Franz Aust 
eneroaching upon its noble bound- of herds and flocks, and the horti- should make a fountain there to 
aries have been erected the mighty es an has learned to a suit his landscape ardor, 

. snitory cept this as eustomary—even in the . 

wherein Prot Meiklejohn and Pres, {#6 of the frequent demand for Many Seedtings and Few Frank hope to renew the glories of diversified agriculture. y ungs 
ancient Greece in a noteworthy TD odnn Aawpe - In a remarkably well kept plan- 
test to be made upon the youth of Pwelve Acres of Hope tation, considering shortage of help 
1927. With Prof. Roberts as guide and even at the U. W., are the seed. 

This experiment in mental train- mentor, a visit was paid this sum- lings and_ specimens of treasured 
ing and pedagogical environment mer to the new Garden of Eden, — vines and bushes belonging to the 
will supplant the erstwhile experi- On the 12 acres there will be in- horticultural department. Criti- 
ments with crabs, peaches, pears, structional portions, others for — cism has been made about the head. 

and apples which have occupied breeding trial varieties, and still way in Minnesota and the laxity of 
this northern slope ever since the another section for research work, Wisconsin in fruit breeding and 
days of the famous toboggan slide. Late and slight bearing trees will testing work, and a visit to this 
The orchard and the small fruit be observed in still another nook. spot will convince anyone that the 

plantation had to give way in good With the exception of one small staff is trying to overcome handi- 
grace to the dormitories. Perhaps knoll, the tract is well located and caps and lack of support on the 

not entirely, for a few gnarled trees provides a good orchard site. part of fruit growers themselves. 
bearing marks of crude student As cover erops, comparisons will They are making a good trial at 
violence in amateur pruning at- be made there between legumes on tempt and in the absence of entire 
tempts will remain close to the the one hand and shorter season state farms like those of Excelsior 
cloister wherein the young men crops, such as oats and buckwheat, and Zumbrota, Minnesota, Wiscon- 
from Athens, Marathon county, and on the other hand. The effect of sin investigators are doing a good 
Sparta, Monroe county, will fancy variable amounts of pruning or — piece of work. 
themselves disciples of Plato and height of head at planting is also a , Si alee ane 

Aristotle. being studied. They will experi- Varieties From Many Regions 
ment with Delicious and North- Apple seedlings inelude Joyce 
western Greening to see if they and Melba and others from (an- 

The New Trial Orchard cannot overcome the irregular ada, the Orenco from Oregon, Mit- 
branching habits they possess and nehaha, Haralson, Folwell, Erick 

Forced out by the Tree of Knowl- keep better and more open heads son red and the Wedge from Min- 
edge, the newer Garden of Eden on them. nesota; the Red Spy, Early Me 
for horticulturists has been moved Planting is proceeding on the Intosh, Astracan, Courtland, Me 
out near Black Hawk point, in the filler rectangle system, and the Cann and Milton from New York: 
general direction of the suburb filler trees will be used mostly for and the Starking and Golden De- 
known as Shorewood. Here Profs. the light and heavy pruning tests. licious from Missouri. Prom sing 
Moore and Roberts have staked out The rectangular planting dimen- Wisconsin seedlings will alsc be 
one more claim in the face of ad- sions used are 28 feet by 17 feet. tried. . . 
vaneing civilization, and on 12 One common fault in farm. or- There are fully 40 varietic of 
acres of gently rolling land the  chards is too close planting. strawberries and 10 varieties o! red 
enterprising but sadly harassed Some plums and cherries will be raspberries under observation 1 0W- 
horticulturists of the University of set out and tested on this site, al- The reds include Herbert, hing.
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cuthlert, Latham, Perfection, Martin, Marvel, Edward Wilson, few real prophets we have had 

June. Erskine Park and Victory. Chesapeake, Delicious, Big Lute, among us have not received the en- 

(anaian kinds will be tried. Paul Jones, Bushel Basket, Magie couragement that the Minnesota 

Latham is rather late, large in size Gen, and All Season. When the people have given to their fruit 
of berry and vigorous and hardy boys get done testing out these va- breeders, and if there is any com- 
of plunt. King is early and hardy, — rieties they will have enough ree- plaint put it in your mail box. 

and tne Cuthbert is medium early ommendations to flood the market. 
but suffers from mosaic disease From this time on, the Wisconsin OO 
somewhat. Herbert is a quality slogan should be ‘‘eat more every- en : 
berry. For early yield, King or thing’’ and the grower will pro- HARDY PEARS 

st. Regis is recommended by many, vide the best there is to satisfy the ©. V. Porter 
and for rather late but very high hungry ones. , 
vield, the Latham is a winner. In your valued magazine I see 
, , , , , little about Pears. In my orchard 

Anthracnose Bothers Some Grapes aed sonal I have eighteen varieties of new 
‘ RLORE hardy pears of promise. These are 

Crown gall and anthracnose dis- Forty varieties of grapes—count young yet but in a few years | 

ease are bad on black raspberries. jy om —in “one vineyard on Men- hope to have a good test orchard. 
The latter is so common that blacks doras hanks: wmist eva Way to the I am following the work done by 
are hard to grow in Wisconsin, es- Pythavorians and. their laurel Rev. Katzner of Minnesota, Mr. 
pecially on low lands. The sores eeowned tators A few feeble re- David Lait of N. Ontario, Canada, 
or blemishes of the disease are inindérs of those Wanished Goncouds and the Minnesota fruit breeding 
found on the eanes which bear the henge on ambitious trellises aa the farms and the fruit breeding farm 
season’s fruit, and this euts the aw nlantation “With “tHeSe wee at Charles City, Iowa. The 

crop. . : tizes of a glory that is gone must bardiest pear is Patten No. 5, 
Diluted lime sulphur mixtures iy jaee be run Selected work on Which is claimed to be as hardy as 

with gelatin dissolved in hot water pruning. and spravine tests will be the Duchess apple. Kighty miles 
are applied when the leaves are done Ga ihe -Asiwan “Biiehton northwest of Minneapolis nine 
very small. This has given almost Coicard. ‘Delaware. Diwend Ni. small trees bore twelve bushel this 
perfeet control at Madison, provid- aeara. the Worden. and Moore’s Past summer, Patten No. 5 is a 

ing it is not too strong to burn the (not Prof.’s) Barly. Thus far it small pear of good flavor but very 
foliage and if two or three sprays has been found that Bordeaux mix- titty. The best Patterns are No. 
are put on during the season. ture will cheek grape mildew to the 1206, a good sized pear of good 

Red raspberries are almost a queen’s taste, and there is yet quality with some grit and a small 

sure crop in Wisconsin and there come hope in Dane county. . pear No. 1203 of exeellent quality. 
is nothing much in evidence to in- : These pears are both hardy but not 
jure or check their growth. . : i : as hardy as No. 5. 

Research Work Under Difficulties The S$. Dakota pear by Prof. 

Along the Strawberry Rows in, tlie absences of sany: hortioul- ae ae is very ae and 

Going along the strawberry rows, tural lobby, Prof. Roberts is obliged 0 Men id Aue . Boor AMEE 1 
some of the varieties were noted. to continue a sort of jumping proe- ality c ae eye _ L Soe 
There are 30 plants in the rows, and ess in research work, keeping out- Hard Y Dear, Good 'size and. seems 
the rows are set out four feet apart. side of the sacred groves of Hellas are: a . 

The Duluth variety is from as much as possible. In all seri- Minnesota No. 1 is a pear of fine 
Minnesota. The Mastadon, Pro-  ousness, the studies which he has quality and size but lacking. an 

gressive and Peerless everbearing made in recent years have shed blight resistance and only fairly 
are on trial. There are the old re- much light on the fruiting habits hardy.  # 
liable Dunlap, and the Wolf variety of orchards, and he has nearly fin- Minnesota _ No. 3 _ bore two 
whic! is something like it. From ished a study on the relation be- bushels of fair pears this last sum- 

Iline's come the Sionelli and Lucky tween composition of tree tissues Met: It seems hardy and blight 
Boy ind the Black Beauty from and growth under different plant resistant. . . . 
Mick san, and Beacon from New food treatments which is destined _ phe pear outstanding is Taits 
Yor} There are the Glen Mary to be of national importance. His No. 2, as tried so far. A’ small 
and he well known Candy; the work will be of great benefit to nur- Pear of fine quality, very hardy 
Aroi a of high quality but medium — serymen and commercial growers. and blight resistant. This is one 

Yiel’ : the everbearing Champion, His achievements are his chief re- of Mr. Tait’s seedlings from the 
and he J. H. Cooks and the Gib- ward. Warner pear. . 
son. wo good sorts. But Wisconsin took its first les- A number of the above pears 

\ \v Jersey folks like big things, sons in horticulture from peddlers are especially promising. They 
fore have Early Jersey Giants in of wonderberries and everbearing ave all new and the next few years 
stra berries as well as poultry. apples, and it has been slow in re- will prove their worth. Most of 

Oth » varieties on trial are the St. covering from its illness. What (Continued on page 180)
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Wisconsin Horticulture out to sell his apples to the retail ceeded. Now the job is to sell the 

trade might well, at the present apples from these orchards to our 
Published, Monthly’ by the time, be considered a mental case; own people. It can’t be don to 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society it can’t be done, now. The aver- the best advantage at the S:ate 

Official Orean ae on wena. age retail man, your local grocer, Fair, For one thing the dates are 
aia doesn’t even know that there are too early, apples are not ripe; ind 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD. Editor any apples grown in Wisconsin, people unfortunately do not at ond 

pee pore pesieiant ae that is any good apples. Neither fairs to be edueated but to be en 
ontributing Editors—Mrs, CE. Sas : . sy . a. . ape : . ” + m 

Strong, 1. L. Chambers, Huron H. for that matter does the consumer. tertained! The man with the pat. 
Smith, Eugenia C. Gillette. For instance a Madison man et potato pecler will attract a big. 

Entered at ihe postoffice ‘at Madison, dropped into the office today and — eer crowd anytime than a shor of 

Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Aci the conversation drifted, easily, to apples 
ceptance for mailing at special rate of . les “Tas fall Tod ht.’? Econ se 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act apples. aast fa ought, Fruit exhibited at state and 

of Petober 3, 1917, authorized July 15, said he, ‘fa bushel of apples from — county fairs furnish a spectacle 
aeonettieme rates made known on ap- somebody who had rented store- without which the fairs would he 
ps rnd at the corner of - ————~ sadly incomplete but as means for 

. , . and —————-——— streets, western sdueation are i Feetiv 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society “ les: that furnished the text for education are ineffective, 
(Annual membership | fee, ‘one dollar. we Sy) EEL ee eal ; te nt It is to the women that we should 

which includes ‘ty cents, subscription Ms sermon. We apple she bough iree vos a i 2 AS YW Pelee TO Wiccoe Cotrag nibecrintion us ans apy Promponte direct our attention, the ones who 
one dollar to Brederic Cranefield, Secree Were grown In rempealeau buy fruit for the home; and always tary, Madison, Wis. ' «WA ONS Jestern ap- ‘ aed 
settee by Postal or Express Money Or- ( ey y Bree ae sa nhl remember there are other fruits 
der. A dollar may be sent safely if ples! ut it is merely additiona an 4 ~. § tic i Wrapped uiatioched tea cate aaa | cok ivan aes a fae than apples. So the Horticultural 
checks accepted. proof that somebody must under-— goeiety, as always, will take the 

Postage stamps not accepted take the job of convineing people — gps¢ steps in the move to educate 
: ore are “G f od is. 

= that there are , Good Apples Wis- consumers that there are really Wo A. Tom One ERS consin Grown. lhen, perhaps, «Good Apples Wisconsin Grown,” ._A. Toole, President......,,.Baraboo 5 Gays rowers wi t orders ° nei op ate J. H “Leverich, Vice-President... Sparta the earlot growers will get orders The women must help if’ this 
‘rederic Cranefield, Secretary-‘Treas- for carloads of “CG Tisconsi : : ederic’ “Cranefleld,, Secretary Treas. ft carloads of “Good Wisconsin yyovement is to succeed by asking 

a Apples ' -, retailers or even for Good Wisconsin Apples. It will 
EXECUTIVE CoMMITTER W nOLeRA ers, This will not happen je helpful to them. The growers 

Ex Oflicio this year or next but it is sure to ought to help by contributing fruit 
President, Vice-President and Secretary ¢ome if the right ki Pan edi- ¢ z 

For Term Ending December, 1928 Come if the right kind of an edu for demonstration purposes and 
M. B. Goff. ......00..-. Sturgeon Bay cational eampaign is carried on. money if needed. Five hundred LS. Kellogg. 22.00.2200 00.. tanesville Me State ia sn) Qociety 3 eed. 
dames Livingstone ......... Milwaukee The State Horticultural Society Qollars and five hundred bushels 
George M. Moseman......)...Menomonie as rtake oi e selli ‘ 5 

For Term Ending December, 1927 has undertaken the job of selling of apples used this year in demon- 
& ES Bassett dive we veers sssBaraboo Wisconsin apples to Wisconsin peo- stration and advertising would go 

. B. Spreiter o.............. Onalaska, 7 Y Se deans th hee Wa 5 i sing 2 
Wim. ‘Longland «0. Lake Geneva ple. Up to this fumes it has hee nN farther toward creating a market For Term Ending December, 1926 a case of “le OTe at? : = . s F 
J.P. Hauser .-.... esses sess ee Bayfield Case of “let George do it?” so for Wisconsin apples in Wisconsin 
RE. Marken.............--Gays Mills George’? in the person of Mr. than lone winded arguments and 

. B, Swartz .. 1s... +s sseeee +++ Kenosha 2 Ty tian at . Ghixapendnwar te ng Ww L arg nts ¢ 
N. A. Rasmussen ....-......--Oshkosh a 5.1 en of the Seeretary’s — theoretical discussions. So if every- 

See offiee is doing it. hody will boost a li a FACES s s oe ) oost a little we may, 
BOARD OF MANAGERS Posters will be widely distrib- some of us, live to see the day when 

W. A. Toole J.B. Leverich tod, It is Miz Pattar’s hope the : us, live to see the day 
Frederic Cranefield uted. is Mr. Potter’s hope that — (ood Wisconsin apples will be sold 
ee «dif houseivives will see these when jn every grocery and fruit. stand 

shopping and | Ask For Good Ap- in Wisconsin. 
, , hy ICs, SCONSI i yn. > WHY DO WE SO? ple isconsin Grown If the 

storekeeper hears the eall often - — — 
Wisconsin Fruit Growers ship  cnough he may look about for 

apples to Chicago, carloads and Good Apples Wisconsin Grown and 
carloads. From Sturgeon Bay, buy them instead of buying bulk Buy Direct From Grower 
Chippewa Falls, Gays Mills and Jonathan, Washington and Idaho 
other points, then later Rhine- bushels as he did last year. Peter and save 40% on your 

lander and Portage and Lancaster Charles Swartz is right when he N Stock 

buy these apples from Chicago says, ‘Create the appetite.’” ursery >to 
wholesalers and they are shipped Now many hundreds, perhaps 1926 Catalog just out 
back. thousands of dollars have been iis " 

This may not happen as often spent by the State Horticultural Batabiished. 1854 
as it did a few years ago but it Society in former years in attempts Kellogg’s Nursery 
happens. This is poor business to advertise Wisconsin apples at 
and shows something is lacking. fairs and expositions but mainly in Box 77 
But where shall we begin? The — the attempt to get people to plant Janesville, Wisconsin 
ear lot grower who would now go more trees. In that we have sue- —
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CHERRY JAM must have the utmost efficiency in the next few months that it is wise 

. order to suceessfully harvest his to ask for Good Apples Wisconsin 

The newspapers have featured crop. Grown. 

each year the wonderful cherry The cherry harvest is comparable 

blossems that cover Door County in with, but more spectacular than the OO 

the spring time and it is news when rush and industry of the great A SHORT CUT IN TESTING 

five thousand pickers migrate to southern peach orehards. After SEEDS 

the cherry regions to help pick the seeing Door County operate from F ‘ 

crop--but behind the things that one end of the peninsula to the Rapid methods of testing seeds 

furnish the papers with copy is — other we feel that the growers form 8° that their vitality may be de- 

another story. a most courageous order. termined within a few hours have 

Sometime, if you can, go into been discovered by the investiga- 

Door County at the beginning of OO tors of the Boyee Thompson In- 

the cherry harvest, as we did. Door IF YOU USE APPLES stitute for Plant Research at Yonk- 

County was a changed place from ers, New York. The practical im- 

end to end. Thousands of people Before many more days there portance of these discoveries in 

had come in to aid in the great task — will be a large number of bushels controlling and hastening seed 

of harvesting a crop within a com- of apples offered for sale here in germination has, nurserymen main- 

paratively short time. In the lar- Wisconsin. Not all of these apples tain, more than justified Colonel 

ger orehards well regulated and will be fit for sale or consumption. Thompson’s great endowment of 

efficient eamp service had been es- Not all of them will have been the Institute. 

tablished with bunk houses, dining grown here in Wisconsin. — But Hybrid rose seeds which in the 

rooms, reereation grounds, camp — there will be bushel after bushel of — past have been watehed and 

directors, recreation directors, and good Wisconsin fruit offered for tended for five or six years can now 

all. The camps were peopled with sale in the same store that also of- by keeping them at a constant low 

pickers from far and wide. School fers Hlinois and Arkansas Jona- temperature, be tested in six 

teachers, shop girls, school girls, thans. Western fancy box apples, — months. 

making their vacation both profit- and Michigan marbles. If you use Live seeds soaked in water at a 

able and healthful. Boys of every apples, ask for good apples Wis- temperature of 126 degrees will 

sort, from the cities, from neigh- consin grown. produce foaming when placed in 

boring farming communities. And And too, there will be much Wis- peroxide of hydrogen; an equal 

men. There were about five thou- consin grown fruit that should weight of dead seed will not, or the 

sand pickers drawn to Door County — never have left the orchard, and do aetivity. will. be gieatly deceeaena: 

this year by the large crop of fine not buy that fruit. There is plenty An injury to seed whether pro- 

cherries. of really first class fruit put out queed by age heat, or freezing, may 

And soon after the influx of pick- by Wisconsin orchards that will pe detected by this test. The im- 

ers the erates of fresh fruit started give you better satisfaction. Our portant point is the soaking in the 

to the loading platform, where they conversations with orchardists show fet water: without this saeds of 

were shipped to the markets by that this state is a very poor mar- joy, vitality may make almost as 

freight and express, every crate ket for home produced fruit. This good a showitie as the best ones 

bearing the label of the particular is as much the fault of the grower Wheat seeds after harvest be. 

Door County brand under which as it is the fault of the consumer. one dormant and when tested give 
it was packed. But few people Maybe more so because the grow- risleadine results as they awake UW 

who are buying the cherries realize ers have never made a combined, iw des atonawe and when saute 

the stupendous undertaking neees- an efficient effort, so far as we are vive pine seek d erowth To at 

sary to supply them with the fruit. able to find out, to bring their give 1 ae ‘ vs ee a vied ei 

Day after day the cherry grower product before the consumer and heck 9 aa oe te a eeatur the: 

has liad to contend with the vaga- keep it there. It takes eternal ay a a ow hen the ure nen 

ries of the weather. This year it hammering to advertise any prod- eee one t veacti a germina: 

was a hail storm that caused a uct. cn as iBlve ood ¢ ee , true iy 

gre:! loss to some growers. A bad The consumer is at fault, too. SU OSs Te ie eaeet eneniee nial y 

win | storm at just the wrong time He, but it is mostly she, will take after a wet harvest, ensures quicker 

will ruin the chances of a market- what the grocer gives her, and pay and better germination of the seed. 

abl crop, The cherry grower must what the grocer asks. If the con- Points like this mean enormous 

not only be efficient in the me- sumer will get the habit of asking — Mereares in produetion of food and 

che ics of raisnge the fruit—spray- for good apples Wisconsin grown, money returns to the farmer, when 

ins cultivating, and pruning—but and if the Wisconsin “grower will applied to a three billion dollar 

he aust also be an exeeutive who take enough pride in his product crop like corn. 

m! be able to house, feed, and to label it—no matter how—as be- Such important —_hard-coated 

ke ) his pickers interested in their ing Wisconsin grown there will be seeds as peas, beans, clover and al- 

jo’ until the last erate has been a start toward consuming Wiscon-  falfa may give nearly a hundred 

pi ked and the last container has sin fruit in Wisconsin. pereent return instead of only 15 

gore into the canning factory. He You will be reminded often in (Continued on page 180)
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where he helped himself—muce , to 
my pleasure—for his hungry lls 

' WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE had been anything but pleasar 1, 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG TT 

“VM GLAD I’M HERE. | RE 
2 YOU? 

"PERHAPS IT'S TRUE AND IDLE BEAKS FIND MISCHIEF, The air was so sweet this 1m 
PERHAPS IT ISN'T , ing. I was seized suddenly b an 

They used to tell us when I was analytical bent and a great cd: sire 
I’ve been reading in several mag- a child that ‘‘Satan finds some — to determine what the goverm ient 

azines about the eare of Delphini- mischief still for idle hands to do.’’ requirements would deman«u ty 
: ums—and some of the writers are I thought of the old saying as I have published on the label. 

urging us not to cut down the old watched the birds this morning. So I started on my daily 1 om. 
stocks saying they were injured by They have raised their families and — ing saunter to the rural post bex.— 

so doing. Maybe so, but I have are seemingly carefree, so black- a few rods down Hathaway Le, 

been cutting down my plants every birds, brown thrush, robins, yellow a turn to the left, and some further 
year for at least eight years, and hammers, red headed woodpeckers, rods along Evergreen  Lane,—I 

: they grow up bravely every sum- all congregate in the mulberry trees made explicit inquiry of my nose. 
mer to the regular six to eight and eat—then to the water for a Stepping through the door, iny 

feet, with wonderful heads or drink and to bathe—then for mis- whole being was flooded With that 

spikes of bloom. I rather pride chief. They chase each other sweetest sweet of the white honey- 
myself on my collection of choice around like a lot of children—try suckle vine, in the midst of which 
plants with their wonderfully to duck one another in’ the tiny is hidden the home of the friendly 

: large individual blossoms and ex- pool—pick off the blossoms one little Seotch-eap Chippy. And the 
quisite colors. The reason I eut a fter another as fast as you could first step on the path sent up a bit- 
my plants down is because the rot snip with a scissors. Two or three ter pungent whiff from a bruised 

would usually take some of the will take hold of a small plant and yarrow, combined with the heavy 

H plants every fall—and those were pull, seemingly trying to pull it sweet of the pink peony that plays 
t usually the choieest ones. Istarted up by the roots. They will pick gatepost where no gate is. 
i cutting the plants down shortly at the strings put up for the Morn- Iris breath came © strageling 
\ after they were through blooming ing Glory vines, and presently down the breeze, and the first faint 

\ and have lost but very few plants joined forces once more, this time hint of the largess of the Linden 

\ in the eight years. intent on the destruction of every overhead,—such a busy place, in 
To me Delphinium blooms are plant around the little pool. That a few days more, when the bee be- 

always weleome—in season or out. wasn’t funny to me, so I chased gins to transmute its sweets. 
. I never seem to have enough of them away, to their very evident An industrial whiff from the 

i these lovely flowers, and am always surprise, “Why, they hadn’t gasoline engine in the nearby barn 

raising a “few more plants from been doing a thing; what on earth but served as foil, as, at the turn. 

i sced. Whenever [ hear of some could be the matter with that engulfing billows of wild grapes 
: particularly fine strain | try them old woman, anyway.’’ Twice they aroma stayed my goings. 

out, and sometimes try a few seeds came back to see if T really meant Is there a more exquisite [ra- 
gathered from my own plants. it, and when I plainly showed that grance upon the earth? 

I would like to have some one | did they left the plants alone. Reluctantly leaving that lure, | 
else give their experience on cut- Yesterday a great big baby yel- met on the left the resinous  in- 

: ting down Delphinium — plants— low hammer who insisted on fol- cense of sweet balsam fir, ani on 

whether they have found it harm- lowing his parents around begging the right a sea of new mown hay. 

ful or not. for ‘‘eats’’? was treated quite In my early school days the lit- 
meanly, so he thought. Tired of — tle school girls doted on perfume 

SS his begging, also tired of his inces- bottles to hold water for slate 
. THESE LIKE SUNLIGHT sant yells for food, _Ma Yellow washing and the favorites seemed 

2 Hammer brought a nice fat mul- to be ‘‘Hoyt’s German Cologne’. 
There was a dry sunny spot in berry to him. Just as he reached and ‘‘New Mown Hay’’. — [oes 

my garden on whieh it seemed al- for it, she quickly ate it herself, anybody remember? 
: most impossible to grow flowers, and the father repeated the per- Nose and eyes simultaneously de- 

t yet I particularly wanted some formance immediately. The young tect the lavender Bergamont. or 
there. Finally I tried some of the bird seemingly was stunned. He Horse-mint beside the w cel 
Sedums, added a few more, then sat dejectedly there on the rose tracks,—then comes a true horsey 

‘. a few of the hardy Alyssums, trellis for a half hour or more, whiff from a warm, patient, wise: 
Saxatile and Rostratum, then a na- while the old birds ate mulberries eyed bay, drawing a hay rake | «st 
tive Cactus, scattered a few seeds tauntingly before his eyes. Fi- over the fence. 
of Bartonia and that spot has been nally he straightened up, pressed And here is another sweet, \ ith 
interesting and gay all summer. his feathers and flew to the tree a slight almond suggestion, floa! ng
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Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

e e 
Cream City Chemical Works 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

from a belated choke-cherry at the We prize all our bird neighbors, THE SWARTZ NURSERIES 

end of the lane,—and here we are and value their friendliness. GRowrns or “ 

at the mail box! And I hope some A pair of mourning doves reared - oan : > 

of this complex sweetness will pen- a small familyinthe end of the eave SHADE ane ORNAMENTAL TREES 

ctrate the outgoing mail! I know — spout, just outside one of the win- ROSS SEVER GREE ee epee 
no more now, how to label the sweet dows in the children’s room, and ELANTS: FRUIT TREES, AND BERRY 

morning air, though my nose has a pait of wrens (not the postal camer “ 
led me to many of its component ones) reared a large and voluble KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 
factors,—but I no longer want to family in the wee rustic house put ee = 
analyze it, and thought turns to up for them on the wild grape and 
the institution of the rural mail bittersweet trellis, and ‘‘the tykes’)|—©_—-—-@#————— 

box, and I feel like singing a little delighted to deeclaim to them the 
thanksgiving for it perehed there old English folk rhyme 

on its post. ““C90-00, C00-00, . Largest Growers of 

It lures me into the loveliness It’s as much as a pigeon can do Quality Nursery 
of morning, when many times I To maintain two; . 
would think myself too busy to But the little wren ean maintain Stock in the 
leave the house, if the postman ten 
rang daily at the front door. And bring them all up like gen- Northwest 

This particular little areh- tlemen.”’ 
roofed, white painted metal house, A robin builds yearly on a beam Over 200 acres com- 
“ile mnale ale serving for door- of the ‘lookout’ over the front prise our nursery at 

| plate.—hesides its service to my stoop, and the family mainly uses 7 j 
houschold, at the present time is another door for several weeks each Waterloo, ‘Wiseonsin, 
base of operations for a pair of spring! We grow high class 

WIEHS, An oriole hammock, full of Cry- trees and shrubs in 
Eutering by the letter slot, they babies, swings over the lane, near large quantities. You 

have earried in endless wren-cords the children’s swing. can depend on McKay 
of ovren--wood, with which they A catbird has a nest in the choke- . oh : 2 7 g liability. 
hay built up in the rear left hand cherry thicket that sereens the quality and reliability 
corer, a regular Cotopaxi cone, compost heap, and goldfinehes in 
rea fing very nearly to the roof. the tangle of raspberry canes 

“‘erater’’—lined with horse- along the fence line. McKAY N U RSE RY 
and fluff of some sort—cob- The Queen Anne cottage, high 

\.? Or eottony seale? is a dar- in the air, houses many families of C 0 M P A N Y 
i tts cup of a nest,—and there purple martins and all join in the First Central Building 

' hold forth, tolerating our use ‘‘Grand Uproar’’ at break of day. 
0: he front portion for its legiti- Well, what is all this rambling MADISON, WISCONSIN 
Me purposes. about, anyway ? Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. 

hope a little wren-influence will Perhaps these few words would 
I meate and sublimate this! tell it; I’m glad I’m here.”’
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(Continued from page 175) | ! a 

these are growing and fruiting in \ | fe Za l PATENTED AUG. 13,1908 
Rev. Katzner’s orehard and with — QgB@ip)e-. HM Cy, eee dalle 
Mr. Lait. Several have passed 3 ee paris at COs 
through 40 below zero weather  @@ al cca PETC, 
without injury and are very blight Bes, eles he “ 
resistant. Most of these pears are AS eae Fi0.1 Fr.2 VIa3 
being taken up by nursery men ee 
and are for sale. M Pl t B e rry B OXes 

Some of these are crosses with 8 T. dntecr 5 Crates, Bushel Boxes 
the Siberian pear. This pear En bua te fl and Climax Baskets 
grows in a section with a minimum 8 ll ) sn eee 3 

: 2 ea a ery Stock you want 8 
temperature of—45 to 50°R. It g the best. F As You Like Them 
seems reasonable to neee Oe H NORTH STAR QUAL- | w Fact Se. iva 
before many years pears wil ye Ff ITY and SERVICE, as H Patant Iola er rerrs Bi Ewald 

grown successfully in the orchards ff well EEOUN Noe | wood veneer that ‘give sails tae 
. . . H : H on. er ox an ‘a Ss 

of our northern section. H goes into every order H terial in the Kk. D. in carload lots 
H Se-pack i our specialty. We constantly 
H ‘pack. | carry in stock 16-quart crates all 

Se H Our ‘PLANTER'S H made pp ready for use. elther for 
ui MANUAL’ will give you u strawberries or blueberries. No 
8 9 der t all or too large f 

(Continued from page 177) 8 much valuable informa~ a us to handle. We can ship the 
a tion on planting and suc- a folding boxes and crates In K. D. 

percent, if it is known that a thor- | cessful growing of Turs- ae eeadliie fedit a ‘ 
4 - * oo : H ery Stock. Write to-day, wre aim todo our part weil. A 

ough cracking of the seed in } it is free. large discount for ‘early orders 
thrashing is necessary to allow the J A postal brings our price list. 

moisture to reach the embryo. Oth- || North Star Nursery Co. Cumberland Fruit Package 
erwise they will germinate a few at ff Box A245 Compan 
a time and some may not come ff Pardleevilla; Wisconsin . * 
along for ‘fifty. years. sum ex am con vam 9 u Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

These three points: Speeding OO 
up of germination by constant low 2 
temperature; quick and accurate _ 7 OO 
testing of seed vitality ; and proper . oo —  . 

treatment of hard-coated seeds to ae ee |0ti“‘i‘“‘“C:té‘Cs‘S 
ensure a high percentage of germi- ' Rie i 4 
nation—these alone, it is pointed _AN INVITATION * ~~ e Ta | 

out mean, increased production, vente Tools and 1 would peecor ns veeeert 

much needed to keep pace with | ie.) ‘isconsin pte dente: 
increasing population; increased Dule at any time this summer pclae . 

monetary return to the farmer or ways" something ot “interest ale ees Si arty 

Pceryms . g i a Ss e a f S rn 8. 2 

nurseryman; and, quick confident felles bouthwest of Baraboo on One of the pretty Corners we 
planting, instead of a blind and Highway 12. have helped create. 

futile sowing in the dark. W. A. TOOLE ; ; 

poe Gurry-noo:Dule The circular we will 
a . be glad to send you 

What varieties of tulips are you Baraboo, Wisconsin shows some of the lead- 

planting this fall? | re ers in Fruits and Orna- 

> sy FT mentals for this cli- ee A mate in colors. Send 
: or yours 

Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest for y 

If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants 

and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our Trstwory } 

One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and Ces 

receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid 

Catalogue on Request The Coe, Converse & Edward} 
Compan. GEORGE M. MOSEMAN sete 

Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 

pewoenar pninr 3 comm 
vwnorson. ws 20m
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